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With rapid popularization of the Internet, vanous problems have

occurred and are predicted to occur in the world of intellectual property. Of

such problems, those to be examined in this paper will include the status of

known information and the time of establishing the known status of such

. information, namely, whether the prior art status be granted to information

available on the Internet or if granted when the publication date of prior art

will be established, and what procedures should be implemented for
authentication of such date. First, in regard to the question of whether or

not the prior art status be given to information available on the Internet, a

conclusion was made acknowledging room for granting that status within the
framework of current legislation although legal measures including revisions

may be required in the final analysis. Also, inasmuch as the publication

date of prior art is certain to be greatly affected by time difference in each
country due to the characteristics of the Internet, review was made of such

date. Furthermore, concrete systems of digital signature combined with an
authentication agency are proposed for authentication of the publication

date of prior art.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen rapidly expanding application of the Internet as a

new communication medium, while adequate legal measures for this

medium are lagging. Consequently, it is pointed out that numerous
problems are 6c::c::tirtingih· the world of intellectual property; Such

problems include those of information on the Internet as prior art and the

publication date of such prior art -- can information on the Internet be
granted the prior art status, and if so, when should the date of publication of

such information be, and how can authentication of such date be established,

and they will be discussed and reviewed in this examination.
There are two kinds of information available on the Internet: .one is

addressed to specific individuals as in E-mail, etc., where confidentiality of

the content of communication is legally protected; and the other is addressed
to no specific individuals as in Home Pages, etc., where confidentiality of the

content of communication is released. This paper is concerned with the
latter.

2. PRIOR ART STATUS OF INFORMATION ON THE INTERNET
2-1 Prior Art Status in Japan

The "Prior Art" status in the Japanese Patent Law is stipulated as

novelty in each paragraph of Section 29, 1) of the Japanese Patent Law,

which reads:.

"A person who made an invention which can be of use for industrial

application may receive.a patent for said invention except for the following
inventions:

-. An invention publicly known in Japan prior to the filing of a patent

application.

patent application.
An invention described in a printed publication distributed in Japan

or in a foreign country prior to the filing of a patent application."

"Publicly" herein refers to a state out of the confines of secrecy, and "known"

means that the given invention is technically known. A printed publication



refers to documents, drawings or other similar information communicating

media which are reproduced for purposes of making the information known

to public through circulation.

It follows that since information on the Internet can be accessed by any

party through operation of terminals in Japan, in this respect, it is not

confidential, thereby making it "public." Further, so long as information

available at the terminals is detailed enough to make the invention

technically known, it corresponds to the "known" requirement. Therefore,

.the provision of Section 29, 1) (1) is considered to be satisfied.
However, according to the provision of Section 29, 1), (1) , there is a

condition of publicly known in"Japan," and there is also a theory that "the

invention must be known in reality," to the disadvantage of an

authentication party. Hence, when we consider application of the provision

of Paragraph 3 which is construed as, "it is not limited to distribution in
Japan but also includes that in foreign countries" and "there is no need for

the invention to be known in reality, and so long as it is in the knowable
state, it will suffice," treating the information on the Internet as comparable

toa."printed publication" seems to be farfetched in interpretation.
In this respect, it would be best if legislative steps were implemented for

solution. Nonetheless, even under the current Patent Law, the following
considerations will support a position that there is no necessity to confine the

concept of "a printed publication" under any circumstances to the currently

accepted one. It is regarded necessary to review the provision of Paragraph

3 in terms of how far the scope of the concept of"a printed publication" can be
enlarged in keeping with changing times. Review from this standpoint

offers an admissible argument that information on the Internet should be

treated in the same manner as "a printed publication."

(1) The gist of Section 29, 1) is that inventions which are already made public

and became part of the common property of general public will not be

protected.

an idea

of the Internet in the first place and cannot be regarded as actively concerned

about eliminating information on the Internet.

(3) If it is construed that information on the Internet does not correspond to

"a printed publication," there will be a discrepancy between the real world, in

which digitalization and networking of information are developing at a fast



rate, and the legal world, making it difficult to prove bar to novelty as a

result of making a database online. This would invite a situation where

patents which should normally be rejected and nulli£i.ed will take hold.

As the foregoing discussion shows, the prior art status of information on

the Internet is interpreted to be accepted in Japan.

2-2 Prior Art Status in the United States

Stipulations regarding the "prior art status" in the United States are

provided in 35 USC 102(a), which reads:

"Aperson shall be entitled to a patent unless --

(a) the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented or
described in a printed publication in this or foreign country, before the

invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or"

The "known" condition herein means whether or not the information
inquestion is publicly obtainable. Since information on the Internet is

easily accessible in the United States, the "known" condition is met.

Also, as regards an argument of whether or not information on the
Internet (digital information) corresponds to a "printed publication", in light
of judicial precedents, so long as information on the Internet is publicly

obtainable, it seems that it is treated as equivalent to "a printed publication."
'(In re Wyer 210 USPQ p790)

Accordingly, it is understood that the prior art status of information on

the Internet is also accepted in the United States.

3. DATE OF THE PRIOR ART STATUS OF INFORMATION ON THE
INTERNET AND ITS AUTHENTICATION

As explained above, the "prior art status" is considered to be granted to

information on the Internet. Nevertheless, even if the "priorart status" is

recognized, proving the date of acquiring the "prior art status" is not easy in

that contrary to conventional printed publications, information on the

magazines and books, and that since information on the Internet is digital

information, changing- its content is easy as inIIome Pages where renewing

information on a regular basis is a normal practice:

Then,. when is the publication' date of prior art 'information on the

Internet established? And how is such time to IJeveTIfilid?Le'tlls·exariiine



these issues together with attendant problems.

3-1 On the Publication Date of Prior Art

3-1-1 Effect of "Time Difference" upon the publication date of prior art

There is considered to be no room for doubt in regard to the publication

date of prior art information on the Internet, which is when any third party

without obligation of confidentiality can freely access the information

concerned. However, information on the Internet is characterized by a

. quality different from conventional publications, namely, its borderless

availability which affords virtually simultaneous accessibility from any point
in the world. Hence, it is anticipated that "time difference" of each country

will exert substantial effect on authentication of the publication date of prior

art in evaluating novelty of patent applications. Possible effect of "time
difference" upon the evaluation of novelty will be explained below with
specific examples.

Case A
Company T, a Japanese corporation, completed an invention a which

would determine its future and filed a patent application X with the

Japanese Patent Office at 9 a.m. on April 1, 1997 (New York time at 7 p.m.
on March 31,1997).

On the other hand, Company G, an American corporation, ran a news
release in its Home Page on the Internet reporting the details of the
invention a and development work underway so that new products using

the invention a would be on sale in five years. This news release became

accessible at every country of the world at New York time, 9 p.m, on March
31, 1997 (Japan time at 11 a.m. on April 1, 1997).

Company T made a request for examination of the patent application X

and received a notice of the ground of rejection from the Japanese Patent

Office on March 25, 2000. This notice reads:

"An described in is the invention

described in a publication hereunder which was distributed in Japan and

abroad prior to the filing of the application. Therefore, pursuant to the

provision of Paragraph 3, Subsection 1, Section 29 of the Patent Law, the

invention is not entitled to be patented.
REFERENCE



1. Home Page of Company G distributed on the Internet on March 31, 1997.
Note: The invention a described in the claims are identical to what was

described in the aforementioned Home Page."

CaseB
Company M, a Japanese corporation, completed an invention /3 which

was revolutionary enough to reverse a conventional notion, filed a patent

application Y with the Japanese Patent Office at 9 a.m. on April 1, 1997 (San

Francisco time at 4 p.m. on March 31, 1997), and made a press

announcement at 10 a.m. on the same day.
This news was transmitted worldwide and the content of the invention /3

was inserted in the Home Page of Newspaper A, which became accessible in

San Francisco time at 8 p.m, on March 31, 1997.

Company M made a request for examination of the patent application Y
and received a notice of the ground of rejection from the Japanese Patent

Office on July 15, 1999. This notice reads:

"An invention described in the claims of this application is the invention
described in a publication hereunder which was distributed in Japan and

abroad prior to the filing of the application. Therefore, pursuant to the
provision of Paragraph 3, Subsection 1, Section 29 of the Patent Law, the

invention is not entitled to be patented.

REFERENCE
1. Home Page of Newspaper A inserted on the Internet on March 31,1997.
Note: The invention /3 described in the claims are identical to what was

described in the aforementioned Home Page."

3-1-2 Review

In Case A, Company T's filing of patent application X was done at 9 a.m.

on April 1, 1997 and Company G's press release at 9 p.m. on March 31, 1997.

In simplistic terms, Company G's news release was 12 hours earlier than

the provision ofParagraph. 3, Subsection 1, Section 29 of the Patent Law

appears to present no problem whatsoever. But whenthisisillustrated in

terms ofabsolute time, thesituationis as shownin Fig. 1 and Company G's

news release is actually two hours after Company T's.filing of.patent

applicationX. In this instance, .application of the ipr(jwsi6nlJfParagraph3,



Subsection 1, Section 29 of the Patent Law is unreasonable.

Likewise, in Case B, simply focusing the time alone, Company M's filing

of patent application Y is 13 hours behind Newspaper A's information.

From this standpoint, rejection according to the provision of Paragraph 3,

Subsection 1, Section 29 of the Patent Law also appears reasonable. And

yet when this is shown in absolute time,the actual situation is as shown in
Fig.l, where insertion of the invention /3 in Newspaper A's Home Page was

made four hours after Company M's filing of patent application Y.
Moreover, the source of information of Newspaper A's Home Page is the press

announcement made by CompanyM itself after the filing of patent

application. Consequently, in this case, we have a highly contradictory

situation in which the novelty of Company M's patent application Y itself is

barred by the information the Company released after the filing.
As we have seen, information on the Internet has a characteristic of its

"simultaneous" accessibility virtually from all over the world, while, on the
other hand, the patent law of each country operates, in principle, on a system

of evaluating novelty and other factors in terms of its time. This is regarded
to be responsible for causing unreasonableness mentioned above.

Now that networking of information is making swift advances, the most

efficient and the most rational method of solving this unreasonableness is to
require each country to evaluate novelty in terms of absolute time (for

example, Greenwich Mean Time) which takes into account the "time
difference" factor. There seems to be no particular inconvenience due to this

arrangement. In this manner, in evaluating the time factor of establishing

the publication date of prior art information on the Internet, not only when

such information is known but also where it is known becomes highly
critical.

3-2 On Authentication of the Publication Date of Prior Art
3-2-14 W's at authentication of the publication date of prior art

"publication date" in conventional printed publications. Also lacking is

authentication (seal for receipt) of the day of receipt used at libraries and

other institutions. Therefore, authentication of the publication date ofprior

art information on the Internet will encountera difficulty.

It should also betaken into consideration that information on the



Internet is generally conceived to be of low reliability. This is regarded to

stem from relative ease with which the content can be changed on account of

the digital property of information on the Internet and the possibility of

communication errors (degeneration) due to missing bits, etc. on the

Internet.

Consequently, the publication date of prior art information and reliability

of the content of such information must be accomplished if information on

the Internet is to be used as prior art material. To be more specific, focusing

on the so-called 4W's (Who, What, When, and Where) is important. In other

words, it is necessary to establish the kind of reliability which can

authenticate that what content is transmitted by who, when, and where.

3-2-2 Steps to ensure reliability of 4 W's

(1) Electronic signature (Digital signature)

Practical use of digital signature is partly accepted as a contracting

technique in commercial transactions on the Internet. The digital signature

consists of electronical procedures corresponding to classical procedures of

putting signatures. Plural methods are proposed for the digital signature.

The most promising one at present is the "Public Key Method" using two

kinds of "key". One is an public "key", while the other is a secret "key". By

using these two kinds of "key", the digital signature will help ensure the

reliability of information.

The digital signature is outlined in Fig. 2. Transmitter A subjects

communication message M (transmitting information) to Hash function h for

compression to obtain Hash Value hOO. Thereafter, A's own secret key is

used for encoding the Hash value to obtain digital signature. Then, this

digital signature is transmitted, together with the original communication

message M, to the Internet. Meanwhile, receiver B receives information

transmitted by transmitter A, out of which the original communication

message M is extracted and subjected to Hash functionh for compression to

receiver B decodes the digital signature to obtain Hash value h" =hOO with

A's public key.

By authenticating thatHash valuesh'and h" match, receiver B can

eIl~urethll.t"the communication ·.·IIlessagehas •• neither ··changednor
degenerated .. during the transmission(What)"andfurther.ensure that



"encoding has been done with transmitter A's secret key, that is to say,

transmitter is undoubtedly A (Who)." In this manner, it is considered that

reliability can be assured by using the digital signature for the Who and

What of information on the Internet.

(2) Establishment of a Third-Party Agency (Authentication Agency)

Use of the digital signature will ensure reliability of the Who and What of

information on the Internet. Nevertheless, the digital signature is unable

to establish reliability as far as the When and Where are concerned.

Note that the When and Where can be established as the transmitter

himselflherself writes the time and date and the place of transmission in the
transmitted information itself or by means of setting up an automatic time

and-date recording system in the transmitter's server, etc. So that an

automatic write operation of the transmission time and date as well as the

transmission server address is performed simultaneously upon transmission.
These methods, however, have poor reliability in that the respective

transmitters themselves can easily change the transmission time and date as
well as the transmission place. Accordingly, it is considered necessary to

establish an authentication system with the participation of a reliable third
party providing something akin to the certificates of receipt issued by

libraries or the Patent Gazette published by the Patent Office.
Establishment of a reliable third-party agency (authentication agency)

which is official or of that nature should be required. Such establishment

will also contribute to authenticating with certainty that the information
concerned has been transmitted, that is, the "fact of information
transmission".

3-2-3 Proposed concrete systems

A combination of the digital signature and the third party agency will be

able to establish the publication date of prior art on the Internet. Here are

some concrete systems proposed with such combination.

An example of a system using the digital signature and the third party

agency is shown in Fig. 3, where the third party agency, upon transmitter A's

request, receives information (a) on the Internet. The third party writes

down the time and date of receipt in the received information (a), provides

the digital signature (coded with the secret key) to said information, and



makes it public on the Internet as the "Electronic Notary Gazette". Users

can freely access and read the "Electronic Notary Gazette" by decoding it
with the public key released by the third party agency.

According to this system, the content of the information (a), the

transmission time and date ( i.e. the publication time and date ) of the

"Electronic Notary Gazette," etc. are disclosed in the "Electronic Notary

Gazette". Use of the digital signature can authenticate that no change has

been made in the content of the information (a) and that the transmitter is

the third party agency, thereby ensuring reliability of 4W's.

It is to be noted that what can be used as the prior art material is not the

information (a) transmitted by transmitter A but the "Electronic Notary

Gazette." In other words, the information (a) sent by transmitter A lacks

measures to authenticate its content as well as the transmitting time and

date so that it Can not be used in its original form as prior art.
Also, the fact that the Electronic Notary Gazette has actually been

transmitted (equivalent to distribution of a printed publication) can be
sufficiently authenticated solely by the fact that" the reliable third party

agency disclosed it on the Internet (Who)." Ifmore consideration is to be paid,

it may be so arranged that the Electronic Notary Gazette is made freely
accessible at the third party agency.

Another possibility is that information transmitter A can urge a third
person who found the information (a) to use it (as prior art material of

information (a» by mentioning or providing a tag to the information (a) to

the effect that "the information (a) has been registered in the Electronic
Notary Gazette."
(2) System 2

An additional example of a system using the digital signature and the

third party agency is presented in Fig. 4. In this example, transmitter A

transmits information (b) with his or her signature on the Internet and

discloses, at the same time, information (b) and-the public key oftransmitter

newly receives the transmitted information (b) by searching on the Internet

and has it decoded with the public key of transmitter A .. After checking to

see that the Hashvalue of theinformation (b) is identical (the Hash value of

the transmittedmessageandthedecodenHashval~efromthe transmitted
decoded.digital signature are equal) (that is,afterconfuming that the content



of the information (b) has not changed or degenerated during transmission),
the information (b) and its time and date of receipt are recorded in a

recording medium, etc. of high reliability.

This system is advantageous in that the fact of receiving the information

(b) with its content unchanged or not degenerated during transmission can

be authenticated from the content of recording made in the recording

medium of the third party agency. Moreover, the transmission time and

date of the information (b) can be authenticated by a record of the time and

date of receipt at the third party agency. In other words, the fact of the

information (b) being disclosed on the Internet, the completeness

(genuineness) of the content of the information (b), and the disclosure time
and date (transmitting time and date) can be authenticated by the third

party agency.

These merits notwithstanding, the system cannot identify or authenticate
a period of time during which transmitter A disclosed the information (b) on

the Internet (however, this can be dealt with if the third party agency

periodically searches the information (b) for a certain period of time and
records the search result). As a consequence, if transmitter A discloses the
information (b) on the Internet for a limited period of time (in the event that

the information (b) is not currently disclosed), this period of disclosure may

pose a problem. In other words, there is room for an argument pointing out
that the too short a period of disclosure of the information (b) is not

tantamount tovirtual disclosure.
(3) System 3

Fig. 5 shows a different example of a system utilizing the digital
signature and the third party agency. This system is a variation of System

1 described above, in which information transmitted by a third person on the

Internet is found by another individual totally unrelated to the third person

and arrangements are made to enable said individual to register this

information with the third party agency.

had been disclosed by the third person turns in a request to the third party

agency to have the information (c) registered. The third party agency which

received the registration request receives the information (c) on the Internet,

writes down the time and date of receipt in the received information (c),

provides it with the digital signature, and transmits it on the Internet as



news of the Electronic Notary Gazette. Users can access the "Electronic':

Notary Gazette" by decoding it with the public key of the third party agency.

According to this system, in the same way as System 1, the content of the

information (c) and the transmission time and date of the Electronic Notary

Gazette are disclosed in the "Electronic Notary Gazette". And the digital

signature ensures reliability of the fact that the content is unchanged and

that the transmitter is the third party agency. Also, since the transmission

time and date of the Electronic Notary Gazette is registered by the reliable

third party agency, reliability of the transmission time and date can be

achieved. Hence, it is possible for the information released by the third

person on the Internet to be used as prior art material.
As described in System 1, in the event that the information (c) is already

registered, the transmitter of the information (c) may add a note or a mark to
the information (c) indicating "registration of the information (c) in the

Electronic Notary Gazette completed" to facilitate use of such information by

other people, thus preventing double registration of the information (c) by

discoverer A who found it on the Internet.
Caution is due here, though, when information disclosed by the

thirdperson is registered as in this System, because of a possibility that

person A not entitled to the information concerned can insert it in the
Electronic Notary Gazette without approval of the third person who is the

proper title holder (possible illegal reproduction?), taking a further step of
putting a digital signature (possible change?) at that time, thereby giving

rise to the possibility of copyright problems.

4. CONCLUSION

In the foregoing discussions, we have examined problems likely to be

associated with the prior art status of information on the Internet. Much as

these problems are all in need of legislative and administrative actions for

resolution, in view of the rapid popularization of the Internet, measures

become tangible. Moreover, the Internet carries with it by far more

international problems than conventional media, and, in particular, when

information disclosed by the third person is used as prior art material, there

are related copyright problems as well - all the more reason for endeavoring

in search of solutions not onlyfrom the standpoint of the policy of one



country but also from the global standpoint.
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A Paperless Patent Practice Paradigm

A lawyer without words is a poor lawyer indeed. His client is not well served; his
income is circumscribed. In fact, in toady's' information age, a lawyer must use
not only words, but graphics, pictures, audio and video. All of which come and
go by way of telecommunication devices: the telephone, e-mail, fax, voice mail,
videoconferencing and television. Everything moves electronically.

Then why do we persist in printing and storing information on paper? Should we
not be keeping it in the form we created it, sent it and received it, ... on line? The
world has moved to the electronic age when it comes to exchanging information.
But we have not moved to the electronic age when it comes to storing
information. Just as mankind stoppedrecording information in stone or clay
tablets when paper became widely available, I submit it is time to leave go of the
paper-based information systems of yesterday, and move to a fully integrated
electronic information data storage and handling system.

This talk focuses on the approach of SmithKline Beecham's Corporate Intellectual
Property group to combining electronic communication technologies with
electronic information storage and processing technologies. This system brings
with it unique efficiencies. It also provides the foundation for a work environment
unrestricted by time and place.

New Paradigm

Necessity is the mother of invention it is said. SB's move to an on-line
information management system grew out of the simple fact that paper files were
taking up a large amount of expensive office space, determining how we used that
space, and causing staff to be moved to remote locations. We were becoming the
captives of our paper files. I will explain.

In 1993 the Patents and Trademarks groups of SmithKline Beecham merged to
'. '" '" ' .~ .. , .. -v-form-the-Corporate Intellectual Property.group.Ratent and.Trademark staffs .... n

were combined at two locations, London and Philadelphia. In the US, that meant
moving Trademarks staff from SB's Philadelphia offices to the Pharmaceutical
R&D research headquarters just outside of Philadelphia where the Patents staff
was located. Of course the Trademarks people wanted to bring along their paper
files. And Patents already had a large collection of active files. There is where
the problem arose. Filing cabinets could only be located at one place in the space

I
L., _'n. .,_,w,• • • . _ .._ ...."",_._ • ~._ ••_. . ' •..•__ ......_ _. .. _ ....._ mu.
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allocated to CIP because of structural limits in the weight-bearing capacity of the
floor. That was prime office space, and space we needed for attorney offices
since offices were over subscribed. There was no alternative space for files on
site. The closest off-site storage was several miles way, not a practical solution.
So the only solution was to put files where offices should go and move the
attorneys to other locations. "The tail was wagging the dog" as the saying goes.
Or perhaps this settles the question of which is more important, attorneys or their

files.

It was during the often somber discussions of where to build offices that the
though occurred to me, "Don't large insurance companies put all their files on
line, and if they do, why not use that technology to get our files on line and take
back the floor space given over to paper files". I knew that one 5" CD-ROM
could hold up to 500,000 pages of text. So one CD would make a sizable dent in
our paper files, A CD reader is quite small. And we should be able to access the
CDs from any desktop PC using SB's internal network.

I asked around within SB and found a fellow who was quite experienced in
document imaging and electronic document management systems. He told me
that in fact electronic document management was not new technology in SB. SB
had actually filed a New Drug Application with the US Food and Drug
Administration using WORM technology. Also a couple of other groups in SB
were using on-line systems to hold all their data. Some were using workflow
software to automate the routing or control the routing of information. So with
his help, I made a proposal to the CPI management team to look at the feasibility
of going on-line. They agreed.

In 1994 I set up a team to analyze how we worked, our communications and
storage needs, and to draw up a plan based on that analysis for implementing an
electronic information management system. The team was drawn from all three
of the CIP locations, London, Harlow, and Philadelphia. It included secretaries,
our Formalities group who are dedicated to foreign filing activities, junior
attorneys and managing attorney. Our IR groups did not have staffing to support
full-time the type of effort we were undertaking. None-the-less we decided to do

technical matters. So the CIP team did the analyses, designed a high-level system
based on our findings, and prepared a cost justification. SB's IR people
commented on our plan. And we hired Delphi Consulting in Boston to assist with
drafting and fmalizing a proposal to go to SB's management group. Our proposal
was accepted by CIP management because: i) it was cost effective, ii) it would
allow everyone in CIP to share data from a common storage file which we could
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not do then, and iii) it would give us valuable floor space for our expanding IP
staff. The proposal was integrated into the long-range development plan for CIP.
The team them prepared a Request for Proposal, again with the help of Delphi
Consulting, bid the job, and selected the software and integrator. As for
hardware, we made our proposal conform to the hardware standards set up by
SB's IR function since our of our goals was to overcome internal communication
problems brought on by the fact one CIP site was running on an ffiM Token ring
LAN and the other two were running on DEC's VAX systems. We could not
share data in this dual computing environment.

The initial pilot program is finished and we are moving to a desktop pilot this
month. We plan to have active files on line and everyone in CIP hooked up to the
system in 1998.

Our paperless patent system evolved as we did a detailed analysis of how we
work and discovered that there were electronic tools available out of the box for
managing this work. We started the project focused on getting files on line, but
ended up at a different and much broader place. Our analysis showed we needed
to build a system where all information was available and could be manipulated
in real time from a PC, regardless of where that PC was located or when the data
needed to be accessed. We discovered that a client/server hardware architecture
could support this need cost effectively. We identified software that could
manage information and information capture and flow. And it all could be
controlled from the keyboard of a PC. We concluded it was possible to overcome
the temporal and physical limits to work imposed by a paper-based system of
handling information. We found that not only could we free up space for offices
by eliminating paper files, we could actually eliminate the office itself, if we
wished. And having achieved that, we could also throw out the clock; you could
get to and do anything with your files any time, 24 hours a day. Sort of like the
world-wide stock market that never sleeps. Is that good or bad? You decide.

Of course today there are infrastructure limitations and security concerns which
place some limits on a 7/24 operation from anywhere on the globe, or in outer

k"c_"cccccccccccc c cc_~I?!l~~c.f9LlthclltcI!llItl:~!'ccI:Q4liY ()~;;~~~;~ili~F;;~:J;;~c~~;I~~jV~ia~~sai;t~el~lil~te~~t;oia~~seiirv~~err,9: _c.cccccccccc",cc .cccCC"C.cccc I;~c
in London from a laptop PC while sitting in a on
But it will happen some day, and sooner than we expect, I'm guessing. What we
are doing is laying the foundation for realizing thebenefits of computers and
high-speed communications, access to information from anywhere at any time,
and the ability tosend .It to anyoneat any time.
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"Hub & Spoke"

SB's electronic management system has a data management software package at
its core to which is tied a number of technologies for collecting, creating and
communicating information.

The electronic information management software, the hub, collects and stores the
data fed into it, makes the data available on demand, and archives data
automatically or on demand. It also has a workflow function. This is an
electronic routing or calendar system which can automatically route a file to one
or more persons in parallel or in series, or retrieve a file at a pre-set tirnepoint.
This software runs on a server, a high-end PC or workstation.

PCs are connected to the server that runs the core software. They are loaded with
software which can talk to the software on the server; the PC is called the client.
Also these PCs have or can access all the tools needed to capture and distribute
information, for example e-mail, fax, and data base search engines. And each PC
can use all the tools from any location provided it can be connected in by way of
a secure connection. The core software does operate in a "remote" mode.

On the PC, for starters, CIP is using Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint; a
scanner for capturing hard-eopy information; e-mail (Lotus Notes); a central fax
server which receives and sends faxes (Fax Sr.), a web browser (Netscape and
Microsoft's Explorer), on-line CDs (virtual library), access to interual data bases,
and a CIP intranet web site. We do not have an electronic signature technology in
place, but we are working on that as well.

SB does not capture phone mail messages or other audio, video or multi-media
files, on this system at this time. The demand is not high, the cost is. Audio and
video require large amounts of storage capacity and it is costly to transmit very
large files over SB's internal network. In fact it is costly to send large files over
any network unless you send them via the Internet where the cost is only the cost
of the local phone connection. So right now to capture audio and video data
would not be cost effective. It would also slow down the overall operation of the

Paperless Patent Process

How will our system work? Slide 4 illustrates the general concept.
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When we started to analyze how we worked, we realized that SB was already
using what is essentially a paperless system to generate most patent applications.
To illustrate, an inventor contacted an attorney by phone or e-mail requesting a
patent be written. If the invention was ripe for filing, the inventors prepares text
and graphics in Word for Windows and e-mailed it to the attorney over SB's
internal network. The attorney then copied the data into a Word template, created
graphics if needed, and wrote the Background section and claims, all from her
desktop PC. Secretaries were no longer spending much time on drafting patent
applications. Essentially all the work was done on line by the attorney using
existing electronic data taken from prior filed applications or using data received
on line from the inventor. Revisable drafts were being routed for editing by e
mail; that will continue under the EIMS.

I have listed "workflow", "intranet" and "fax" because we are or will be using
each of these tools; more about each later. But e-mail will remain the primary
avenue for exchanging revisable drafts of applications. Inventors are quite good
at marking up Word documents electronically, in fact most prefer to do this kind
of thing on line.

Alternatively some inventions, particularly those involving nucleotide and amino
sequences, are capable of being merged into a Word template by the inventor and
processed electronically through our offices. For these, we had prepared a
template with a set of prompts. These templates are now stored on a Lotus Notes
data base now and will be replicated to a CIP intranet site some time in 1998. An
inventor who has discovered a new nucleotide sequence launches the appropriate
template, responds to the prompts by merging sequence data and other
information into designated fields, selects certain other characterizing statements,
and forwards the merged document via e-mail to a designated attorney. This
attorney reviews the specification and claims, and files a provisional application.

Ifwe were in Japan, we would then simply forward the electronic file to the
Japanese patent office. Unfortunately the US and UK Patent Offices do not
accept electronic filings; We have tried to encourage the USPTO to allow us to

USPTO is not to act on
requests because

I hope that changes.

We do hold the specifications and formal papers in electronic form now, and keep
a paper copy as well. Once the EIMS.is fully rolled out, we will not keep a paper
copy of the specifications.
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As for formal papers, we still must generate hard copies and get signatures. We
do not have an electronic signature system in place, though one is coming because
of the recent change in FDA regulations. Once ElMS is fully operational we will
scan the signed formal papers and me them away with the specifications. Once an
electronic signature system is in place we will be able to eliminate the printing
and scanning step; this will save quite a bit of time and cost as well.

As for electronic interchange with our foreign associates, now we use fax and e
mail to send documents back and forth. We would like to be able to send
revisable documents via the Internet, which is quite cheap as compared with
leased lines. But secure transmissions are a concern and we face encryption
export issues with the US Government. So we limit our use of e-mail over the
Internet to non-confidential correspondence, or use the fax machine. While we
could rent high-speed lines to connect up securely with foreign associates, that
can be quite expensive and we could not justify the cost for that approach at this
time. Faxes can be converted to text using OCR or ICR, but that is time
consuming and not 100% accurate. We could send floppy disks. But that does
not save us much money now because the mailing costs are about the same for
paper as they are for the disks, and we do not have a machine which can write one
me to many disks.

SB's ElMS Configuration

SB CIP is housed at three sites. The main office is in our London headquarters
(New Horizons Court). We have a second UK site at Harlow, our main
Pharmaceuticals R&D site in Europe. Our US operations are located at Upper
Merion just outside of Philadelphia, and the site of our Pharmaceuticals R&D
headquarters in the US.

Each site will have an independently operating ElMS comprising a server, a
scanner, a fax server, and online and archival storage and an separate copy of PC
DOCS to control the information held at that site. Within a site, every PC will be
networked with the server running PC DOCS, and the fax server. This is done

(Ethernet). Windows NT NOS is the network operating system that ties the PCs
to PC DOCS server across the LAN. E-mail, Lotus Notes, runs on Windows NT
NOS and uses LAN-based servers as well; it is provided as part of the standard
desktop computing environment by SB's IR group.
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We use SB's SB's Wide Area Network r'NAN) to link up the independent servers
at each site running PC DOCS. This system of rented high-speed lines, T1 is the
fastest line we have, ties SB's phones and computers together behind a secure
firewall. The WAN uses Windows NT NOS as the network operating system.
Consequently we can now bridge the gap between ffiM LANs and VAX-based
LANs. This provides us with a couple of significant advantages which I will talk
more about later on.

Information generated at a particular site will be stored at that site. Data will not
be replicated to another site as a matter of routine, it will remain at its site of
origin. The copy of PC DOCS at a given site will share its index with its sister
copies of PC DOCS at the other two sites. To find a file, you first pull up the
search window in PC DOCS and enter search criteria in the appropriate fields,
This search window is a replica of the login window, with one additional field, a
location field. The location field ask which of the three site indexes you wish to
search, one, two or all three. PC DOCS will then search the designated index(s)
for files meeting the search criteria. It give back a results screen. You select the
me you wish to open. If the me is at another site, PC DOCS will send out a fetch
signal and download the me to the local PC. When revisions are completed, the
file is returned to the originating server, not stored locally, unless you replicate
the file at that time.

We chose this approach over a replication system because replicating all data to
all three sites would require about three times as much storage media at each site.
It can get very expensive if you are sending large amounts of data across a WAN.
The more files you have the longer it takes to search and retrieve an individual
me. And backup gets more expensive and cumbersome. Since each site needs to
see only a fraction of the total number of files at another site, it did not make
sense to replicate all our data to each server, given the cost andthe impact that
would have on local performance.

In the near future, we will be able to share our files with others in SB. PC DOCS
now has a web browser for accessing DOCS files, By installing a browser on a

our General Counsel's he could view on DOCS. PC DOCS
does have levels
different PC clientworkstations. So a browser is an additional way of sharing
information without recreating is. A mini-intranet so to speak.
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SB's System Operation

Slide 6 is a detailed outline of our data capture operation when the data sources
are paper and faxes.

Paper is scanned. checked to make sure it scanned properly, OCRed if it is an
official action, tagged for routing, and checked into PC DOCS. Faxes are also
run through a quality check, OCRed if they are an official action, tagged for
routing, and checked into PC DOCS. The routing algorithm, also called
workflow, moves the file to the desktop of the designated recipient. We will
develop the calendaring capabilities of the workflow software next year.

Data Management Engine

SB selected PD DOCS Open as its data management engine. This package was
developed in conjunction with lawyers and law firms. It is used by half of the top
100 US law firms to manage their far-flung network of offices. For example,
Morrison & Forrester uses PC DOCS Open to tie together and share data amongst
and between its ten offices worldwide. DuPont's legal group uses it to share data
internally and to link up with the offices of its outside counsels in the US.

This software is linked up with data capture and communications systems and
document creation software.

Basically PC DOCS Open stores all files using a forces indexing interface. Files
are retrieved by searching index. Text files can be searched as well, but we have
not added an image search engine. To assist those of use who are dilatory in
putting things away, any new document coming into the system or created on a
PC networked to the EIMS must be saved in the PC DOCS system before it can
be closed.. Files coming in bye-mail, fax or from the scanner, must be logged
into PC DOCS before they can be acted on. And when you create a new
document, the "Save" command brings up the PC DOCS login screen, always.
The one loop-hole we still have is that messages created in e-mail or a Lotus

Workflow is built into PC DOCS Open. Workflow can do two things, it can act as
a calendar, optionally with automatic file retrieval, or it can be used to route
documents in parallel and in series. We chose to use workflow primarily because
it can call back files automatically or send them to another at a pre-set time. We
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expect workflow to replace our calendar software, once we get it fully
operational.

Right now we are using it to route incoming faxes and scanned images to our
patents data base staff and the addressee.

In the longer term, we will use it to retrieve a file automatically at the time we
need to act on it. For example, when a new application is filed, we will embed in
that application a code which will cause the workflow software to notify the
attorney at 10 months that the application is due for foreign filing review. We
have not decided whether a simple electronic notice will pop up on screen or
whether the file will be attached to that notice as well. Also, we plan to use this
software to move files automatically between our UK and US offices. Our UK
offices act as the European agents for US originating cases and we in the US act
as the US agents for UK arising applications. Now we have a redundant filing
system where each site has a copy of every paper in each US and European
application. ElMS eliminates the need for a redundant file at each site; workflow
will automatically move a file to the appropriate site on a pre-set date. Automatic
routing coupled with not having to create redundant files saves time and money.

PC DOCS Open has an archival function built into it. You can set the retention
period for a document when you log it into PC DOCS. We will be using this
function to help manage our information retention policy and to automatically
migrate files from on-demand magnetic storage which can not hold a lot of data,
to an intermediate-term storage medium, and then to a long-term storage medium.

Hardware & Software

Our ElMS uses a client/server architecture. We are using 3 Compaq Proliant
5000 servers which have dual 200 Mhz Pentium Pro Processors, 128MB RAM,
and four 4.3GBSCSI hotswappable drives. The PCs are Compaqs which have a
200 Mhz pentium processor and 96 MB RAM and IGB drives, and ffiM
ThinkPads which have a 133 Mhz pentium processor 96 MBRAM and a I GB

which have 16-slots for disks which hold 2.6GB each. These are Write Once
Read Many (WORM) disks.

The servers are running Windows NT NetworkOperating Systemv4.0. ThePCs
are running Windows NT v4.0. The NT programs come bundled with a
communicationsstack whichis quite a bit faster than theChameleonsoftwarewe
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had been using. For document creation we use the software bundled with NT
v4.0. No surprise there. We use Lotus Notes 4.5 for e-mail and for certain data
base functions, a library function so to speak. Netscape 3.01 is the 'net browser.

For scanning we are starting with one Fujitsu black and white scanner at each site.
We will get color scanners some time later to support Trademarks' need for color

renditions of marks and logos. These scanners are attached to a Compaq 166 Mhz

pentium PC. We use SeaScan to capture images from the Fujitsu scanners. We
wrote a program to perform an image quality check which is done before the

image is logged into PC DOCS. But if the document is an official action, it is
converted to text (OCR) and that text is associated with that image in the PC
DOCS file so it can be searched using a full-text search engine.

Our fax servers runs on a Compaq 166 Mhz pentium machine and use Omtool's

Fax Sr. software. We have just one at each site at this time. Faxes come into the
server PC, are checked for quality using a custom program and converted to text
(OCR) if the fax is an official action from a patent office. That OCR file is

associated with its image in the PC DOCS me so it can be searched using a full
text search engine. Then they are logged into PC DOCS and routed to the

addressee and the data entry person if they contain date sensitive information or
require payment of a fee or tax. Faxes can be sent from any PC by selecting the

"Print to fax" command rather than the "Print" command..

Operational Details

We are using a forced login so files are not lost. After a file is created or comes
in by fax, e-mail, or is scanned, the system knows to launch a PC DOCS

"Document Profile" window. This window has numerous fields, five of which
must be filled in before the window can be closed. These fields are: File ID,

Document Name, Document Type, Attorney, Country. The Document Type,

Attorney and Country fields can have only certain data, and that data is the same
at each site. The other fields are permissive fields, but must be filled in. This

creates a common set of search parameters across all of CIP. It is indexed by PC

from now, or firid data entered at another CIP location.

Other Information Connections

I wouldjust like to note in passing a couple of resources we use more and more:
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Netscape: The Internet has lots of free information and is about as up to the
minute as you can get these days. I use it to track legislation, search US codes,
research legal issues, and track the competition.

Intranet Site: We are establishing an intranet site to tell people what we do, how
to contact us, link up to outside resources, and automate certain contract drafting.
We have just begun to tap this resource.

Virtual Library: Our servers can also run CD-ROM towers.. Weare starting to
use that capability to put our library resources on line at the desktop by
purchasing CDs rather than books.

Lotus Notes Data Bases: I mentioned that we used these for template drafting of
specifications. We also use LN data bases as a library resource.

Relational DataBases: Each desktop can access our patents and trademarks data
bases online.

Business Justification

We had to justify our effort by showing cost savings. Our main cost-savings
today is that of putting more people in the same building by shrinking the files
down onto a set of small computers and storage devices. Also, we do not have to
create a second set of files at a second site, saving more floor space and reducing
the cost of copying, mailing and refiling those files, An electronic system gives
more rapid access to files, no need to run up and down the hall. Files are put
away up front. And files can always be found; miss-filing is greatly reduced, if
not eliminated. When we analyzed how we worked, we were amazed by how
much time we were spending walking to the printer, then to get a signature, then
to the fax, then back to check if the fax had gone, then to the file cabinets to put
away the me. That time is all captured and used for some other task by simply
hitting "Print to fax" then checking the file into PC DOCS with a couple of
keystrokes. This is just one example.

estimated that a to $600,000 investment WUILlIU

million in cost over three years, given our current operation.
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Challenges

Not everyone is embracing this change. Ingrained work habits are hard to
change. Paper files are a way oflife, and some of us are reluctant to give up a
tried and true system. But ask your college-age son or daughter, I'll bet they
would be happy to get their hands on this system.

Screen technology needs to change. Screens need to be bigger so you can read
more than one page at a time. Flat panel displays should change that in time.
Fujitsu is beginning to sell a panel which is 77mm thick and more than I meter
long! But it cost $15,000 per panel right now.

We may not convert older but still active files to online files. It can be an
expensive effort and we have to look at the Cost versus how often we would
access these older files. We will keep our old inactive paper files in off-site
storage.

Right now only microfilm and microfiche can reliably store data for much more
that 10 to 15 years. Optical and magnetic storage technologies can not meet our
requirements for 25 to 100 year storage. At least one very long-term computer
readable storage technology is under development, writing data to a steel needle
encased.in glass.

And finally, inter and intrasite infrastructures need to be faster, capable of
carrying more data, and need to be more secure and robust. Switching and
routing technologies need to be upgraded. Line speeds and carrying capacity
need to be expanded. Small steps are being taken every day, it is just a matter of
time. Remember when 512K of RAM was just an incredible amount of memory
and 20Mb hard drives were state-of-the-art? Nothing is standing still in the world
of electronics.
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New Paradigrn
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1
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l)ata Management Engine

• Info#mation Management Software
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-ilLinks to data capture
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Hardware & Software
j

• Client/Server
)

• Harhware:'

- Se~er --Compaq Pentium Server

- Client -- Pentium PCs
'1

- MJgnetic and Optical Storage
t
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Operational Details
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Business Justification .
• RO~ -- three year target

- Sbace savings
t

-I Small footprint
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-I Much quicker handling of information

-, Eliminates costof a redundant file operation
1:

-I PC access to all files,

- Everything filed quickly at the front-end

--- Electronic "Fetch" via workflow software

- Remote access to all files
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I. Introduction

Since its creation by the U.S. courts some 183 years ago, I the doctrine of

equivalents has proven to be a godsend to patentees (and their attorneys) who have

unwittingly underclaimed or misclaimed their invention. On the other hand, the doctrine

has made life difficult for those seeking peace of mind in knowing that their products or

processes are safely outside the scope of protection afforded by another's patent. While

being. created for a noble purpose," i.e., that of assuring that inventors get all that is due

them as a result of their creativity and genius, the doctrine has operated to place an

enormous burden on the public by requiring it to guess how broadly a court or ajury

might construe a claim beyond its literal language to find infringement. From a remedy

standpoint, the law draws no distinction between literal infringement and infringement

under the doctrine. Painful injunctions and high monetary awards can result either way.

The primary purpose ofthis paper is to review with you the "latest word" on the

doctrine of equivalents, as espoused by the U.S. Supreme Court in its recent Warner

Jenkinson' decision. As we will see, this decision, albeit clarifying several important

issues regarding the application of the doctrine, sti11leaves important issues unresolved

and presents new problems with its treatment of the doctrine ofprosecution history

estoppel. Another purpose of this paper is to revisit a proposal made some nine years ago

at the PIPA Congress in Toba regarding a possible solution to the dilemma ofbalancing

I In Odiore v. Winkley, 18 F. Cas. 581 (C.C.D Mass. 1814), then Circuit Justice Story
proclaimed that "Mere colorable differences, or slight improvements, cannot shake the
right of the original inventor." at 582.]
2Inexplaining the basis for the doctrine of equivalents in the landmark decision ofGraver
Tank & Manufacturing Co. v. Linde Air Products Co., 339 U.S. 605, 85 USPQ 328

.•.•••..• c (1950); the 'Supreme Court observed that limiting enforcement..of.patents.to.the.literal....
language of the claims "would place the inventor at the mercy ofverbalism and would
subordinate substance to form." The Court went on to reason that such a limitation might
encourage would-be infringers "to make unimportant and insubstantial changes and
substitutions [to the invention as literally defined by the claims] which though adding
nothing, would be enough ...[to evade] the reach oflaw." at 607.
3Warner-Jenkinson Company, Inc. v. Hilton Davis Chemical Company, 117 S.Ct. 1040,
41 USPQ2d 1865 (1997).
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(a) the rights of the public to know with certainty, what subject matter is, and what

subj ect matter is not, protected by a patent, against (b) the rights of inventors to reap a

just reward for the inventions made.

II. The Latest Word On The Doctrine - Wamer-Jenkinson

On March 3; 1997, the U.S. Supreme Courthandeddown an anxiously awaited

decision concerning the doctrine of equivalents. In Warner-Jenkinsoni, the Court

unanimously approved the continued application of the doctrine in determining patent

infringement issues. Spurning the petitioner's invitation to abolish the doctrine for any

one of several very plausible reasons,' the nine justices of the Court made it clear that,

like it or not, the doctrine of equivalents is here to stay in U.S. jurisprudence, at least for

the immediate future," To best understand the impact of this case on our day-to-day work,

it is important to understand the underlying facts of this case.

A. The Patent in Suit - U.S. 4,560,746

The patent in suit, attached as Appendix A, is owned by Hilton Davis. It relates to

improvements in processes for purifying certain dyes that are commonly used in

foodstuffs to make the food we eat more colorful or distinctive in appearance. The

patented process involves a reverse osmosis/ultrafiltration technique in which a reaction

mixture containing the dye of interest, together with certain impurities, is filtered through

4Id.
sWarner-Jenkinson raised thefollowing arguments for "speaking the death" of the
doctrine: (a) it is inconsistent with 35 U.S.C. 112 requiring a patentee to specifically

with the primacy of the
rejected by Congress' spe:cific. . paragraph 6 of
Section 112 dealing with "means plus function" claims and the "equivalents" to what has

been disclosed. • ... . >. < •••..

6As forty seven years have passed since the Court's lastthorough review ofthe doctrine
in the GraverTank decision, it is likely that most ofus will never see another Supreme
Court ruling on the doctrine.



a porous membrane. By appropriately sizing the pores of the membrane, the impurities in

the reaction mixture, which are smaller in size than the dye molecules, pass through the

membrane, leaving behind a dye concentrate on the upstream side thereof. A purified

form ofthe dye is then recovered from the concentrate by various drying techniques.

1. The Patent Application

As filed, the patent application contained but one independent, Jepson-style, claim

which, for the sake of simplifying this discussion, may be assumed to read as follows:

1. In a process for the purification of a dye, said dye being present

in a reaction mixture along with impurities, the improvement comprising:

subjecting an aqueous solution of the reaction mixture to ultrafiltration

through a membrane having a nominal pore diameter under a hydrostatic pressure

of 200 to 400 p.s.i.g. to thereby cause separation of the impurities from the dye.

Support for the above claim is found in the specification, which included five

working Examples ofhow the process operated to purify five differentdyes. In four of

the five Examples, the pH ofthe reaction mixture just prior to ultrafiltration was adjusted

to be in the ranges of"6.0 to 8.0" (in Examples I and 2), "8 to 10" (in Example 3) and

"6 to 7" (in Example 4). In the fifth example, no mention is made ofpH. Additionally,

the specification contains the following significant passage regarding the pH ofthe

reaction mixture at the time of filtration:

"In carrying out the present process, the reaction mixture as fed to the

has a 9.0. While these
""""""""""'::"""''''''' CO"~"~ """"

solutions can be subjected successfully to ultrafiltration, it is preferred to

adjust the pH to approximately 6.0 to 8;0 before passage through

the ultrafiltration membrane."

4



2. The Patent Prosecution

During the prosecution stage, the aboveclaim was rejectedas being unpatentable

under Section 103 over a patent reference (Booth)disclosinga similar filtrationprocess

that, among other differences, operatedat a pH ofabove 9, and preferablybetween 11

and 13. To distinguishthe claimed inventionfrom this reference, Hilton Davis amended

the above claim to read as follows:

1. In a process for the purificationofa dye, said dye being present

in a reactionmixture along with impurities, the improvement comprising:

subjecting an aqueoussolutionofthe reactionmixture to ultrafiltration

through a membrane having a nominalpore under a hydrostatic pressureof200 to

400 p.s.i.g., at a pH from approximately 6.0 to 9.0, to thereby causeseparation

ofthe impuritiesfrom the dye.

While the upper boundaryofthe pH range (Le., "9.0") was unquestionably added

to distinguishthe cited reference, no explanationwas given for reciting the lower limit of

"approximately6.0." Uponmaking the above amendment, the examinerallowedthe

claim and the patent issued.

B. The Accused Process

In 1986, shortly after the Hilton Davis patent issued, Wamer-Jenkinson developed

a similar ultrafiltration process for purifyingdyes that met all limitationsofclaim I

exceptthat itoperatedat a pH of5. After commercializing its process, Wamer-Jenkinson

leamedofthe Hilton Davis patent.

C. The District Court Action

Some two years after learningofWamer-Jenkinson's process,HiltonDavis sued

for patent infringement in the SouthernDistrict ofOhio. In the District Court action, a

jury found the patent valid and infringed under the doctrineofequivalents. Prior to trial,

Hilton Davis concededthat there was no literal infringement, admittingthat a pH of

5



"approximately 6.0," as claimed, did not encompass the defendant's pH of 5. The jury

determined that the infringement was not willful and awarded the patentee only 20% of

the damages requested. The court entered a permanent injunction prohibiting the

defendant from practicing the ultrafiltration process exceptatpHs above9.01 and at

pressures in excess0/500 p.s.i.g.111

D. The Appeal to the Federal Circuit

On appeal, the Federal Circuit rendered a decision' en bane in which seven of the

twelve judges voted to affirm the jury's verdict. The court specifically addressed three

issues," and its decision on these issues, as reflected by the dissenting and concurring

opinions, serves to illustrate the discord among the judges in applying the doctrine. Of

particular significance, the majority held that:

(1) The function-way-result test of Graver Tank is not "the" definitive test for

equivalency. A finding of infringement under the doctrine of equivalents requires proof

of insubstantial differences between what is claimed and what is alleged to infringe.

(2) Infringement under the doctrine is an issue of/act for determination by a jury,

if appropriate. Thus, it is not an equitable remedy to be applied by the court.

(3) Application of the doctrine of equivalents is not discretionary. Thus, every

patent owner is entitled to invoke the doctrine, a proposition inimical to the hypothesis

that the doctrine is equitable.

'Hilton Davis Chemical Co. v. Warner-Jenkinson Co. 35 USPQ2d 1641(Fed. Cir.. 1995).
• The court asked the parties to brief three questions: (1) Does a finding of infringement
under the doctrine of equivalents require anything in addition to proof of the facts that
show that Graver 's test (i.e. substantially the same function, way and

ofequivalents an equitable remedy and, hence, to be decided only by the court, or is it,
like literalinfringementan issue of fact to be submitted to ajury in ajury case? and (3)
Is the application of the doctrine discretionary in accordance with the circumstances of
the case?
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Of some interest is the majority's response to a dissenting opinion arguing for

adoption of a legal limitation on the application of the doctrine which would prohibit

"enlargement of the claim." The majority opinion responds, "This dissent errs,

however, in arguing that the application of the doctrine of equivalents enlarges the claim .

scope. Instead, the doctrine of equivalents provides the same protection to the substance

ofthe claim scope provided by the doctrine ofliteral infringement. As explained in

Graver Tank, when there are no substantial differences between the claimed and the

accused products or processes, they are the same."

Thus, by the above reasoning, the public is charged with knowing, upon reading

the above ailowed claim, that a pH range of"approximately 6.0 to 9.0" is the same as,

and thus certainly no larger than, a pH range of 5.0 to 9.0. As already noted, the

patentee conceded that, when considered literally, 5.0 is not the same as "approximately

6.0." Try explaining to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in a Reissue application

filed after two years from grant, or in a request for reexamination," that your proposed

amendment changing the range from "approximately 6.0 to 9.0" to --5.0 to 9.0-- is not

broadening or enlarging!

While none of the dissenting Federal Circuit judges would have abolished the use

of the doctrine, all would have significantly limited its application, at least making its use

discretionary with the trial judge, to be invoked, when needed, to "temper unsparing logic

and preventing an infringer from stealing the benefit of an invention." 10

E. The u.s. Supreme Court Ruling

Accepting the petitioner's Writ of Certiorari for thepurpose of"clarifying" the

proper scope of the doctrine, the Supreme Court, through Justice Thomas, expressed its

"In fact.a patenteesucceeded in such an argument before the USPTO only to have its
reexamined U.S..patent declared invalid for beingimpermissiblybroadened contrary to
35USC 305. In Thermalloylnc. v. Aavid Engineering Inc., CAFC, No. 96-1307,
(8/22/97), the Federal Circuit affirmed a summaryjudgmentofinvalidity and held.that
"the doctrine of equivalents has no place in a challenge to vlIlidity underSectionStzi."
10 From Judge Newman's concurring opinion. .



has taken on a life of its own, unbounded by patent claims." Justice Thomas then went

on to say, ''There can be no denying that the doctrine of equivalents, when applied

broadly, conflicts with the definitional and public notice functions of the statutory

claiming requirement." Thus, to appropriately limit the application of the doctrine so as

to avoid such "conflict," the Court held that:

·1. "Each element contained in a patent claim is deemed material to defining

the scope ofthe patented invention, and thus the doctrine must be applied

to individual elements of the claim, not to the invention as a whole. n' [T]he

application of the doctrine of equivalents, even as to an individual element,

is not allowed such broad playas to effectively eliminate that element in its

entirety." The Court concluded that "the 'scope' [of a patent claim] is not

enlarged if courts do not go beyond the substitution ofequivalent elements."

As regards the effect of amendments made to claims during the prosecution stage,

where there is nothing in the me history to explain the reason for the amendment,

the Court held that:

2. There is a rebuttable presumption that ''the PTO had a substantial reason

related to patentability for including the limiting element added by amendment." (Thus,

when this presumption is not rebutted, as by a suitable explanation in the me history,

prosecution history estoppel applies to prevent the doctrine of equivalents from being

applied to that element.)

As the enter into a determination of copying or

designing around by the infringer, the Court held that:

3. "Intent plays no role in the application of the doctrine." (Thus, insofar as the

application ofthe doctrine is concerned, the invention "pirate" is no worse off than one

who independently invents at a later time.)

8



Finally, with respect to the proper time for evaluating equivalency--and thus

knowledge of interchangeability between elements-- the Court held that:

4. "The proper time for evaluating equivalency .. .is at the time ofinfringement,

not at the time the patent issues." (Thus, the court confirmed that all equivalents

developed subsequent to patent issuance are within the scope ofprotection.)

As indicated earlier, the Warner-Jenkinson decision leaves some very important

issues unresolved. For example, no new test for equivalency was laid out. While the

COU11: acknowledged that the "triple identity" test of Graver provides a poor framework

for analyzing products and processes other than mechanical devices, and commented that

the "insubstantial differences" test of the Federal Circuit "offers little additional guidance

as to what might render a given difference 'insubstantial,'" the Court stated that it

expected the Federal Circuit to "refine the formulation of the test for equivalence in the

orderlycourseofcase-by-case determinations, and we leave such refmement to the

court's sound judgment...." Also left undecided by the Court is the very important issue

of whether the application of the doctrine is a task for the judge or jury. The Court

declined to resolve the issue since it was unnecessary to decide the case. (But the Court

indicated that certain issues, such as whether prosecution history estoppel applies, or if a

theory ofequivalents would entirely vitiate a particular claim element, are matters of law

to be decided only by the court.)

Due to the absence of any evidence in the appeal record concerning the patentee's

reason for amending the claim to recite the lower limit ("approximately 6.0'') on the pH

range, the Court reversed and remanded the case to the lower court for determinationof

made had a

purpose unrelated to patentability."

"On remand to the Federal Circuit, the court reaffirmed its prior decision that "a pH of
5.0 is equivalent to a pH of 'approximately 6.0' in the context of the claimed process."
The case was further remanded to the DistrictCourt to resolve the file history estoppel
issue. See, HiltonDavisChemicalCo. v. Warner-Jenkinson Co. 43 USPQ2d 1155.(1997)

9



III. The Uncertainty Remains

After reviewing the Supreme Court's "clarifying" decision in Warner-Jenkinson,

can anyone here say: ''Now I get it." or ''Now I understand how to apply the doctrine of

equivalents in the U.S., and there will be no more uncertainty in my office in dealing with

it." I should think not. After Wamer-Jenkinson, we are left to wonder what the next test

for equivalency will be, as it is to be later "refined" by the Federal Circuit. Whatever this

new test will be, you can bet that the word "substantially," or a similar word, e.g.,

"essentially," will appear in it, thereby negating any precise definition. These words,

like the word "non-obvious," are not subject to being defined with any precision. Thus,

so long as the doctrine of equivalents is used to resolve the infringement issue, the public,

as well as the patentee, will never know with any certainty the breadth ofa given claim.

And, "the reality," as noted by Judge Plager in his dissenting opinion in Warner

Jenkinsonl? is that the doctrine of equivalents will continue to be "a virtually

uncontrolled and unreviewable license to juries to fmd infringement ifthey so choose."

And, According to Judge Plager, this will be "largely without regard to, and independent

of, the express limitations of the patent claims."

Adding to the uncertainty of determining what is, and what is not, an equivalent,

is the uncertainty of knowing, after going to the trouble and expense ofobtaining a copy

of the file history and observing that an amendment has been made to the claims, whether

the patentee can satisfactorily rebut the presumption that the amendment was made for a

reason "related to patentability." Presently, we have no idea what might constitute a

satisfactory showing, much less whether the patentee can provide it." Note, in Warner

Jenkinson, it is not uulikely that the patentee added the lower limit ("approximately 6.0")

12See Hilton-Davis, supra note 7, at 1662.
13Recent indications from a District Court decision seems to give deference to self
serving statements by the patent applicant that claim amendments were made to more
clearly define a certain structure rather than to define overthe prior art. See, James River
Corp. ofVa. v. Hallmark Cards, 43 USPQ2d 1422 (B.D. D.C.
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to the pH range because he believed that the specification was not "enabling" at a lower

limit Certainly, the specification does not suggest that a pH below "approximately 6.0"

would work. Possibly, the patentee could have successfully distinguished over the cited

reference by merely reciting a pH of "below 9.0." But, the fact is, he didn't Once the

patentee adds such a limitation, shouldn't it count for something? It is interesting to note

that, in fashioning the injunction, the District Court enjoined the defendant from

practicing the process except at pH8 above 9.01. Does this mean that the court

.considered any lower level to be an equivalent of "approximately 6.0? Can it be argued

that the District Court, in effect, totally eliminated that "element" of the claim reciting the

lower pH limit, contrary to the Supreme Court's new mandate. It will be interesting to

see how the District Court treats the new issues raised on remand.

Question: How would you advise a client who, after Warner-Jenkinson, wished to

practice the Hilton Davis process at a pH of 4.0. How about 3.0? How low must one go

to be outside the scope of protection? To me, the scales ofjustice have tipped far too far

toward "coddling" the inventor at the expense of the public interest.

IV. Interests of InventorslPatentees vis-a-vis The Public Interest

In the United States, the public interest is clearly subordinate to the interests of

inventors and patentees. The U.S. law "bends over backwards" to give every benefit of

the doubt to an inventor. For example, only in the U.S can a patent applicant claim his

invention in as many different ways as he chooses. If desired, a U.S. patent applicant can

prosecute a hundred or more claims, all in independent form ifhe so chooses. The PTO

rarely complains, so long as the additional claim fees are paid. One can claim a product

orprocess invention using a wide variety ofdifferent, yet similar, terms and expressions,

applicant must make a special case to prosecute two independent claims directed to the

same class of invention. Ifa broad application ofthe doctrine of equivalentsmakes sense

anywhere, it should be in those countries (e.g.iJapanandin Europe) where the applicant

is given, in essence, "one bite at the apple.")
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If, after prosecuting and gaining allowance of a virtually unlimited number of

claims, the U.S. patentee is still unable (during litigation) to literally capture an accused

product or process within the scope of a claim, no problem, the doctrine ofequivalents is

always there to help. As we have learned from Warner-Jenkinson, a U.S. patentee can

enjoin others from using equivalent elements, as defmed by a test which is yet to be

"refined," which were not necessarily contemplated by the patentee at the time of

infringement,much less at the time ofpatent issuance.. Added to this huge advantage of

unlimited claims and coverage of subject matter outside the literal scope of the claims,

U.S. patent applicants are entitled to use "means plus function" language, and to use

purposely vague and indefinite language, e.g., "approximately," "about," "substantially,"

"essentially," and similar expressions.

I submit that, in view ofthe present law in the U.S., a patent applicant should

recite, on the first page ofclaims, just prior to claim I, "What is claimed is

approximately the following:" or "What is claimed is something like the following:".

I ask, how can we do business without knowing, just from reading a patent and its

specification, what that patent protects. As the late Justice Black leads off in his dissent

in Graver Tank, "I heartily agree that 'fraud' [on a patent] is bad, 'piracy' is evil, and

'stealing' is reprehensible." Butthe answer, I submit, is not in a doctrine that is virtually

impossible to understand and even-handedly apply. Another solution must be found that

strikes a better balance between the respective interests of the public and patentee.

v. A Possible Solution to the Dilemma

At the 1988 PIPA Congress in Toba, "patent harmonization" was ofkeen

interest. A bi-national committee, ofwhich I was a part, was asked to reconcile certain

differences between U.S. law by proposing new legislation which would

present a compromise between our conflicting viewpoints. One of the subjects for

harmonization was, of course, the doctrine of equivalents. At that Congress, I had the

opportunity to present a paper proposing the following legislation:

12



1. U.S. patent practitioners will spend more time in carefully drafting claims.

patentees will know upfront the maximum recovery where literal infringement

cannot be established.

even fewer will go to trial, since

I suggest that the "legislation" proposed above may provide at least a springboard

for further discussions directed to solving the dilemma of better balancing the interests of

the public against those of an inventor/patentee. As will be appreciated, the statute

proposed above provides for compulsory licensing in the case where the doctrine of

equivalents must be resorted to in order to establish infringement. Question: Is this fair to

patentees? For all the reasons listed above which tip the scale in favor of the U.S.

patentee in being able to draft claims that literally capture infringers, I submit it is. Is it

fair to the public? I submit that it is because the public could now decide, based on the

literal language ofthe claim, whether to proceed or not, and would know that, so long as

it operates outside the literal scope of protection, the maximum liability is a reasonable

royalty. Other effects of such legislation would include:

"A patentee has the right to exclude others from making, using and selling the

patented invention provided that the claims ofthe patent are literally infringed by the

other's product or process. "Literally infringed, " as used herein, means that the claim

language, as read in light ofthe patent specification andfile history, and as normally

understood by skilled artisans, reads on such product or process. Where literal

infringementofthe patent claims cannot be shown, a case for patent infringement may

nevertheless be made ifsuch product or process employs equivalent elements or steps to

each ofthose recited in the claims. In such case, however, the remedy ofthe patentee

shall be no more than a reasonable andfair royalty. "

3. Markman Hearings will more often determine theoutcome of a patent suit.

13



I want to thank you all for your kind attention and consideration of the above

proposal. Should you have any questions or comments, I would be pleased to hear them.

',~
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2
jection and a molecular weight cut-offof approximately
600 for organic materials.

Spatz, Reverse Osmosis/Ultrafiltration Application
to Water Reuse and Material Reclamation, May I, 1975,

5 at page 8, discloses that reverse osmosis/ultrafiltration
membranes can be used to remove organic dyes and
that some organic dyes are poorly rejected by the mem
brane. That is, the dye would pass through the mem
brane.

Spatz, Industrial Wastes, January/February 1974,
pages 20-24. discloses the use of reverse osmosis/ul
trafiltration membrane methods for concentrating su
crose/dye solutions used in Maraschino cherry process
ing so that used dyeing solutions, rather than being
discarded as in the past. can be concentrated down and
reused.

Thus although the general concept of the use of re-
verse osmosis/ultrafiltration techniques to purify and
concentrate a variety of materials is known, so far as is
known, the application of this technology to dyes has
been restricted to its use for merely concentrating dyes
for reuse either in the textiie industry, as in Teed or
EPO Application No. 59,782. or in Maraschino cherry
dyeing, as in Spatz (Industrial Wastes).

10
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RELATED APPLICATION

ULTRAFILTRATION PROCESS FOR
PURIFICATION OF DYES USEFUL IN

FOODSTUFFS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This is a continuation-in-part of our prior, copending
application Ser. No. 481,038, filed Mar. 28, 1983, now
abandoned.

(a) Field of the Invention
This invention relates to the field of purification, by

ultrafiltration techniques, of dyes useful in foodstuffs. 15
(b) Information Disclosure Statement
Bollenback et al. U.S. Pat. No. 3,249,444, patented

May 3, 1966, describes an ultrafiltration process for
increasing the tinctorial power of caramel color in
which sugar, Le. uncaramelized sugar, is separated from 20
caramel color by ultrafiltration through a semi-permea
ble membrane which permits passage of small, un
colored molecules in solutions containing caramel color
and rejects the passage of larger, polymeric caramel
color molecuJes, thus enhancing the color of the con- 25
cent rate. Preferred membranes for the process are made SUMMARY
of vinyl plastics, and preferred pressures are in the In accordance with the present invention, certain
range from 20 to 100 p.s.i.g. dyes useful in foodstuffs are not merely concentrated, as

Adams et al. U.S. Pat. No. 3,544,455. patented Dec. 1, provided by the prior art, but rather are prepared in
1970,discloses a: process for the purification of itaconic 30 molar yields which are unprecedented in the food dye-
acid by reverse osmosis through a semi-permeable stuff industry, and at purity levels which exceed the
membrane composed of ceHulose acetate or polyamide purity standards required by the U.S. Food and Drug
in which itaconic acid and water are forced to the Administration.
downstream. side of the membrane, while inorganic These unprecedented results are achieved by essen-
salts, colored materials and organic materials remain on 35 dally incorporating the purification of the dyes as part
the upstream side. The process is carried out under a of a continuous preparation/purification process, the
hydrostatic pressure of from 100 to 1,000 p.s.i.g.and at purification being effected by subjecting an aqueous
a pH in the range from 2 to 4. solution of the reaction mixture resulting from prepara-

Teed et al. U.S. Pat. No. 4.165.288, patented Aug. 21, tion of the dye to ultrafiltration under conditions such
1979,discloses a process for the concentration and par- 40 that the dye can be isolated by evaporation of its solu-
tial purification of textile vat dyes for recovery and tion in molar yields of approximately 98% and in a state
reuse of the same by subjecting the dye solutions from of purity of approximately 90%. In certain instances
dyeing operations to reverse osmosis through a semi- molar yields as low as around 75% are obtained, but
permeable membrane, impurities being collected in the even in such cases, the state of purity of the dyes which
permeate and the dye being concentrated in the concen- 45 can be achieved by the present process is around 90%.
trate. The process is carried out at hydrostatic pressures In practicing the invention, it is preferred to subject the
from 400 to 1,300 p.s.i.g. and at temperatures from 1300 reaction mixture, which results from the preparation of
F. to 212" F. In order to prevent plugging of the mem- the dyes, directly to ultraftltration without isolation of
brane, a turbulent flow of liquid is needed. the product. Alternatively, however, the products can

EPO Application No. 59,782, published Sept. 15, 50 be isolated in crude form from the reaction mixtures.
1982, discloses a process for concentration, to unspeci- either by salting out or by spray drying, and the crude
fied levels of purity. of certain anionic dyes, useful in product then redissolved in water and the solution sub-
the printing and dyeing of synthetic fibre materials. by jected to ultrafiltration.
passing solutions or suspensions of the dyes through a Accordingly, the invention comprises a process for

, c~seJJ1hp.e,l11l~ple-"meJJ1P~~Il~__ ,.wi~l:I ,.. ,a__,_PQ.~_e:._.d,j~~1e:r._;JJL.55_ .. purification._ofa_dye,se:le:c~edJrpJDJbe:_.grQ.gp._£qR~~tjngw __
F500 Angstroms. of the disodium salt of 1-[(6-methoxy-4-sulfo-3-methyl-

South African Pat. No. 81/6,730, patented Sept. 6, phenyl)azo]-2-naphthol-6-sulfonic acid, the disodium
1982 discloses a process for the preparation of concen- salt of 1-[(4-sulfophenyl)azol-2-naphthol-6-sulfonic
trated solutions of anionic dyes, of unspecified purity acid, the trisodium salt of 1-[1-(4-sulfonaphthyl)azo]-2-
and useful in printing inks and dye baths, comprising 60 naphthol-3,6-disulfonic acid, the disodium salt of 2-[1-
passing a suspension or solution of the dye over a semi- (4-sulfonaphthyl)azo]-I-naphthol-4-sulfonic acid and
permeable membrane containing ionic groups and hav- the sodium salt of 2-(2-quinolyl)-1,3·indanedione·sul-
ing a pore diameter of 1-500 Angstroms. fonic acid as the products of their respective prepara-

Osmonics, Inc. Bulletin No. 109 describes the use of a tions via coupling of diazonium salts, in the case of the
variety of reverse osmosis/ultrafiltration membranes 65 first four named dyes, and via sulfonation, in the case of
for a variety of purposes, including use of Osmonics, the last named dye, where said dyes are present in the
Inc. SEPA-50 membrane in textile dye removal. The final reaction mixtures along with impurities, which
membrane is said to give 40-70% sodium chloride re- process comprises subjecting an aqueous solution of the
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reaction mixture resulting from said coupling or said major disposal problem for industry. Moreover. be-
sulfonation to ultrafiltration through a membrane hav- cause of the high solubility of the dyes, even in brine. a
ing a nominal pore diameter of from 5 to 15 Angstrom!'> high percentage of the product (from around 12% to
under a hydrostatic pressure of approximately 200 to around 20%) is lost in the brine. Thus in a typical batch
400 p.s.i.g. to thereby cause separation of the impurities 5 containing 2,500 pounds of FD and C Red 40 in a final
into the permeate and concentration of the products in reaction mixture. 13.200 pounds of salt would be re-
the concentrate. qui red in order to recover about 2,200 pounds of prod-
DETAILED DESCRIPTION INCLUSIVE OF THE uct, the remaining 300 pounds being lost in the filtrate

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS after collection of the solid product by filtration.
10 It will be seen then that. in view of the above circum-

The dyestuffs, FD and C Red 40 and FD and C Yel- stances, the cast of the salt, the added cost to industry of
low 6, chemically the disodium salt.of 1-[(6-methoxy4- disposing of the brine and the cost of the lost product
sulfo-3-methylphenyl)azoj-2-naphthol-6-sulfonic acid can, in toto, be very substantial, resulting in greatly
and the disodium salt of 1-[(4-sulfophenyl)azoj-2-naph- increased costs of the products as sold. The novel
thol-6-sulfonic acid, respectively, are approved by the 15 method provided by the present process overcomes
U.s. Food and Drug Administration. and Amaranth these disadvantages by avoiding the need for salt and by
and Carmoisine, chemically the trisodium salt ofl-[I-(4- providing for recovery of up to 98% of the product
sulfonaphthyl)azoj-2-naphthoI-3,6-disulfonic acid and actually produced in the reaction mixture. In addition,
the disodium salt of 2-[I-(4-sulfonaphthyl)azoj-I-naph- the method produces a product having a state of purity
thol-e-sulfonic acid. respectively, are approved by the 20 which exceeds the purity standards required by regulae
European Economic Community (E.E.C.), for use in tory agencies, such as the U.S. Food and Drug Admin-
foodstuffs, but as foodstuff additives, they must meet istration, or by the European Economic Community.
certain strict standards of purity. FD and C Red 40, PD
and C YeJlow 6, PD and C Red 2 and Carmoisine are In accordance with the present invention for the

purification of FD and C Red 40, FD and C Yellow 6,each prepared in essentially "one pot" reactions by the 2S
diazotization of 5-methoxy~2-methylsuJfaniJicacid (FD FD and C Red 2 and Carmoisine, all prepared by cou-
and C Red 40), sulfanilic acid (FD and C Yellow 6), and piing of an appropriate diazonium salt with a naphthol
sodium 4-amino-l-naphthalene sulfonate (FD and C sulfonic acid derivative, therefore, these advantages are
Red 2 and Carmoisine), followed by coupling of the realized by incorporating the purification step as part of
resulting respective diazonium salts with sodium 2- 30 an essentially continuous preparation/purification pro-
naphthol-S-sulfonate, for the preparation of FD and C cedure in which the reaction mixtures resulting from

. Red 40 and FD and C Yellow 6, or with disodium 2- the coupling of the diazonium salts of s-methoxy-z-
naphthol-3,6-disulfonate, for the preparation of FD and methylsulfanilic acid (for FD and C Red 40), sulfanilic
C Red 2, .or with sodium l-naphthol-s-sulfonate, for the acid (for FD and C Yellow 6) or 4-amino-l-naphthalene
preparation of Cannoisine. Moreover D and C Yellow 3S sulfonic acid (for PO and C Red 2 and Carmoisine), in
10, chemically the sodium salt of 2-(2-quinolyl)-I,3- the form of thecorresponding sodium salts in each case,
indanedione sulfonic acid, is approved for use as a drug with sodium 2-naphthol-6-sulfonate, disodium 2-naph-
and cosmetic coloring agent. D and C Yellow 10 is also thol-Le-disulfonate or sodium I-nepbthol-a-sulfonate,
prepared in an essentially "one pot" procedure involv- as the case may be, are subjected directly to ultrafiltra-
ing condensation of 2-quinaldine with phthalic anhy- 40 tion through a membrane having a nominal pore diame-
dride followed by sulfonation of the resulting 2-(2- ter of such limiting size that the membrane will reject all
quinolyl)-l,3-indanedione. molecules of a molecular size either the same as or

Dyestuffs which are not intended for human con- greater than the products, FD and C Red 40, PO and C
sumption, for example those intended for use as textile Yellow 6, FD and C Red 2 or Carmoisine, but which
dyes or printing inks, whose state of purity for such 4S will allow passage of smaller molecules, including unre-
ultimate uses is not critical, can, of course, be isolated acted starting materials, i.e. 5·methoxy-2methylsul-
directly by evaporative concentration of the reaction fanilic acid (also known as cresidine sulfonic acid and
mixtures in which they are produced followed by col. hereinafter designated eSA), as used in the preparation
lection of the dye. Using such procedures, the final of FD and C Red 40, sulfanilic acid (hereinafter desig-
products are contaminated with major amounts of im- SO nated SA), as used in the preparation of PO and C
purities whose presence would not adversely affect the Yellow 6, 4amino·l-naphthalene sulfonic acid, as used
use of the dyes. However, in dyes used as food coloring in the preparation of FD and C Red 2 and Cannoisine,
a~~~~~~ f~r,,_~~~pl_7s11:~ ~r()duct isol~~ionprocedures sodium 2-naphthol-6-sulfonate (also known as Schaef-

·in'·whii:h large 'amounts of impuritieswoUld'be·carried,·"",,··,·.fer'.·saltand hereinafter designatedSS), disodium 2"
along with the product, would be completely unaccept- 55 naphthol-Le-disulfonate and sodium I-naphthol-a-sul-
able. fcnate, as well as sodium chloride, which are the princi-

Therefore dyestuffs used as food coloring agents pal impurities to be found in the various aqueous prod-
have conventionally been separated from impurities uct mixtures,
present in their reaction mixtures by "crystallization. The reaction mixtures, however, may .aiso contain
However, because the various dyes which are the sub~60 impurities resulting from preparation of the 5methoxy-
ject of this invention are all moderately soluble in wa- 2-methylsulfanilic acid (used in the preparation of FD.
ter, they have heretofore been purified of impurities and C Red 40), sulfanilic acid (used in the preparation of
present in reaction mixtures in which they areproduced FO, and C, Yellow 6) or, l-aminonaphthalene-4sulfonic
by the addition of large quantities of salt (sodium chlo- acid by'. sulfonation of the respective 5-methoxy-2-
ride) so as to ','salt out" the product. However, such6S methylaniline", aniline or l-aminonaphthalene. 'These
salting out processes-have several ,disadvantages. To latter impurities include higher sulfonates of5-methoxy-_
begin with, the 'salt required is expensive, andfurther-'' 3-"methylaniline;'anilineand l-amincnaphthalene Ihere->;
more the brine produced in the final filtrate presents a inafter designated Hs) and sodium .sulfate,

;i>
,'.,<
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not carried along in the synthetic process to the final
product mixture. It will be appreciated from the forego
ing that large molecular size impurities, which will be
retained by the membranes, cannot be present in the
solution to be purified by the present process at concen
trations which would be unacceptable in the final prod-
uct, because they would be rejected by the membranes,
along with the desired product, and not separable there
from by the present process.

The membranes used in the practice of the present
process, and generally referred to as reverse osmosis
/ultrafiltration membranes, have a nominal pore diame
ter of 5-15 Angstroms, a preferred range being from
7-11 Angstroms. Membranes useful in the practice of
the present invention are manufactured by Osmonics
Inc. of Minnetonka; Minn. or by the Celanese Corpora
tion and are generally formulated of cellulose acetate,
polyamide or polyvinylfluoride. The filtration is carried
out under a hydrostatic pressure of approximately 200
to 400 p.s.i.g. applied to the upstream side of the mem
brane. By use of a membrane having the appropriate
critical pore size, those impurities of a molecular size
smaller than the nominal pore diameter of the mem-

25 brane, along with a large quantity of water. are thus
forced through the membrane and accumulate on the
downstream side as the permeate, while the desired
product molecules, as well as impurities of a molecular
size larger than the nominal pore diameter of the mem-

30 brane, are rejected by the membrane and remain on the
upstream side thereof where the product becomes more
and more concentrated as more and more water and
impurities are forced to the downstream side.

As indicated above,although the membranes used in
35 the present process are referred to generically as re

verse csmosia/ultrafiltration membranes, the term "re
verse osmosis" generally refers to membranes which
reject an solute particles. including ions, and will pass
only water molecules, while the term "ultrafiltration"

40 generally refers to membranes which will reject only
solute particles above a certain molecular size and will
pass smaller particles. (See. for example, Lacey, Chemi
cal Engineering. Sept. 4. 1982. page 5). Iu the context of
the present invention, therefore, the term "ultrafiltra-
tion" is considered more appropriate than the term
"reverse osmosis" and accordingly is used to describe
the invention.

In the preferred practice of the present process. the
reaction mixture resulting from the last step in the syn-

50 thetic procedure. i.e, the diazonium coupling reaction in
the preparation of PD and C Red 40, PO and C Yellow
6. FD and C Red 2 or Cannoisine or the sulfonation
reaction in the of D and C Yellow 10, is
passed to a tank and filtered. to re-

unit where, unde.~r~a:~p~r~e:~ss::u;:r~~eg,o;:f~·~;~:~;~';:········c······.•. ..•..•. .····I.;·······.c·c

mately 200 to 400 p.s.i.g.• supplied by a high pressure
centrifugal pump. the impurities are forced through the
membrane into the permeate which can be collected for
analysis or passed directly to waste lines for disposal.
Alternatively the crude product previously isolated, by
salting out or spray drying, can be redissolved in water
and the resulting solution treated as just described.

In one embodiment contemplated by the invention,
65 the solution from the holding tank is fed continuously to

the ultrafiltration unit, while solution from the upstream
side of the membrane is recirculated back to the tank.
Thus ultrafiltration is carried out continuously, .the

4,560,746
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In the case of D and C Yellow 10, the principal impu
rities which may be found in the final product are the
intermediate 2-(2-quinolyl}-1.3-indanedione, also
known as Yellow II, the disodium salt of 2-(2-quinolyl)
l,3-indanedione disulfonic acid, which results from 5
disulfonation of Yellow II. unreacted quinaldine,
phthalic anhydride, an impurity of unknown structure
designated chlorinated Yellow ll, which is produced
during the high temperature, zinc chloride catalyzed
condensation of 2-quinaJdine and phthalic acid, and the to
chlorides and sulfates of sodium.

Moreover, the reaction mixtures may, in addition,
contain iIi minor amount a variety of other impurities
formed as undesired by-products, either in the prepara
tion of PO and C Red 40 and PD and C Yellow 6. or in 15
the preparation of starting materials used in their prepa
ration. Thus the diazonium salt formed from 5

.methoxy-3-methylsulfanilicacid can react with the
amino nitrogen .'atom ofundiazotized 5-methoxy-3
methylsuJfaniJic acid; in the ,preparation of FD andC 20
Red 40, to form a triazene, which, in the form of the
disodium salt,'has the structure:

and is Identified as the disodium salt of 4,4'·
(diazoamino)-bis-(5-methoxy.2-methylbenzenesulfonic
acid) (hereinafter designated DMMA); or the same type
of triazene:

identified as the disodium salt of 4,4'-(diazoamino)-bis
(benzenesulfonic acid) (hereinafter designated DAAB)
can be formed in the preparation of FD and C Yellow
6; or a dinaphthyl ether: 45

identified as the disodium salt of6,6'-oxybis-(2-naphtha
lenesulfonicacid) .(hereinafter designated DONS) can
be produced as a by-product in the preparation of so
dium 2-naphthol-6-sulfonate by sulfonation of z-napn-

'rhus it will be seen that the reaction mixtures result
ing from the preparation of the various dyes purified in
accordance with the invention can possibly contain' in
minor amounts, along with the desired products, a com
plex mixture of impurities. The economical separation 60
of the wide variety. of impurities from the products in
the present process, in order to achieve the Jevels of
purity required by FDA regulations, is thus a critical
aspect of the preparation of these dyestuffs for com
merce.

The presence of some of those impurities in the final
products can, of course.be minimized by use of purified
starting materials. so that impurities from that source are
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Red 40 and FO and C Yellow 6, in accordance with the
present invention. with the preparation and purification
of the same by conventional methods. The preparation
and purification of FD and C Red 2, Carmoisine and D
and C Yellow 10, in accordance with the process of the
invention further Illustrate the same.

EXAMPLE I

Preparation and Purification ofFD and C Red 40 by the
Method of the Invention

Diazotization

To a rubber lined 1,500 gallon tank was added 3,550
pounds of water and 1,085 pounds of. 5~methoxy-2
methylsuJfanilic acid, and the pH of the solution was
adjusted to 6.0 to 8.0 by the addition of about 550
pounds of 50% sodium hydroxide. The mixture was
stirred, and when all material had dissolved, the solu
tion was treated with 350 pounds of sodium nitrite,
stirring until all material had dissolved, and was then
cooled to 25·-30· C. by the addition ofice.

To a separate rubber lined 3.000 gallon tank was
added 2,300 pounds of water, followed by 1,510pounds
of 200 Be hydrochloric acid and 2,000 pounds of ice.
and the solution was cooled to -5· C. to O· C. The
solution from the 1,500 gallon tank was then pumped
slowly into the 3,000 gallon tank while checking the pH
frequently in order to maintain acid conditions (blue to
Congo Red) and checking frequently for excess nitrite
with starch/iodide paper in order to insure that excess
nitrite is present during the diazotization. (When all the
solution from the first tank has been added, the test for
nitrite should be positive. and if necessary an additional
1 to 2 pounds of sodium nitrite is added to give a posi
tive test for nitrite.).The reaction mixture was stirred at
00_5 0 C. for about one to one and a quarter hours, While
maintaining a slight excess of nitrite ion.

Preparation of 55 Solution

To another rubber lined 6.500 gallon tank were added
8,000 pounds of water, 1,000pounds of sodium carbon
ate and 1,255 pounds of sodium 2-naphthol.6-..c;ulfonate.
The resulting slurry was agitated until uniform and
saved for coupling.

Coupling Reaction

The diazotized solution from the 3.000 gallon tank, at
0·-5· c., was then slowly pumped into the 6,500 gallon
tank at 20·-25· C. over a One half to one hour period,

while testing frequently for~~eXjc;es~S~d1ijaz1°~E~~~_" ~__ -- ••It••against alkaline H-Acid' solution
3,6·disulfonic acid), and if excess
detected, the rate of addition of the diazo
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concentrate in the lank being continually depleted of
impurities. and water is added to the concentrate (to
replace that removed in the permeate with the impuri
ties) at such a rate as to maintain the concentration of
the product in the concentrate at approximately 5% 5
(w/w). This procedure is referred to hereinafter as
diaflltration.

In another embodiment contemplated by the inven
tion, the concentrate from the upstream side of the
membrane is recirculated back to the holding tank to be 10
replaced by additional solution fed from the tank. How
ever, instead of replacing the water lost from the system
into the penneate as in the diafiJtration method, the
product is allowed to concentrate in the holding tank,
the extent of such concentration. of course. not being 15
allowed to proceed to the point where crystallization of
the product would occur. In such instance, additional
water is added to insure complete solution of the prod
uct at all times so as to Obviate plugging of the mem
brane pores by the crystalline material. Typically the 20
concentration of the product in the.concentrate is main
tained between approximately 5% and 25% (w/w).

In both of the above-described embodiments, the
progressive removal of impurities is followed by sam
pling the permeate from time to time, and filtration is 25
terminated when essentially no further impurities can be
detected in the permeate and, in the case of FD and C
Red 40, FD and C Yellow 6, FD and C Red 2 and
Carmoisine, when, in addition, the level of sodium
naphtholsulfonates, in the concentrate is determined (by 30
appropriate analytical methods such as HPLC, TLC,
etc.) to be Jessthan 0.3% of the pure color content. The
essential absence of impurities in the permeate can be
determined in a variety of ways, such as by determining
its electrical conductance. In that method, the condue- 35
tance of the permeate gradually drops during ultrafiltra
tion because ofthe continuous removal of ionic species
from the concentrate. When the conductance of the
permeate drops from an initial level of approximately
50,000 micromhos to approximately 1,000 micromhos, 40
and when the level of sodium naphtholsulfonates in the

.concentrate reaches the desired level, as indicated
above, the removal of essentially all impurities can be
considered complete. When that point is reached, the
concentrate, containing the highly purified product in 45
water, is evaporated to dryness by any of a number of
conventional means. for example, by pan drying or
spray drying, in order to isolate the product. In this
manner, one can obtain molar yields up to 98% in the
process. In contrast, for example, yields of only around 50
77% of the total available pure color (for FD and C
Yellow and 86% of the total available color (for

out

In carrying out the present process the reaction mix- 55 was also tested from time to time to insure a continued
ture, as produced in the diazo coupling and as fed to the excess of sodium z-naphthol-e-sulfonate against Diazo
ultrafiltration unit, generally has a pH of approximately Blue B solution (2,2'"dimethyl"4,4'-bis diazo-biphenyl
9.0. While these solutions can be subjected successfully dichloride), and to insore that the pH of· the solntion
to ultrafiltration, it is preferred to adjust the pH to ap- remains alkaline. (When all the diazo solution has been
proximately 6.0 to 8.0 before passage through the ultra- 60 added, the temperature should be 20·-25· C., the test
filtration membrane. 'for diazo compound 'should be negative, the test.for

The ultrafiltration process is preferably carried out at ·sodium2·naphthoJ-6';;sulfonateshouldbe positive, and
ambient temperature but can be carried out at tempera- the pH shonld be.8.3 to 8.8.)
tures up to around 400 C. The 'solution was then stirred for an additionalhalf

In order to further describe the invention and the 65 hour, the pH was adjusted to 6.5 to 6.7,by the addition
unique advantages afforded thereby, the following ex- or20· Be hydrochloric acid and treated With 50 pounds
amples are included by way of illustration in order to ofDICALlTE® brand of diatomaceous earth and 180
contrast the preparation and purification of FD and C pounds of DARCO ® 551 brand of decolorizing char-
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85

0.2
0.3
0.1
1.0
1.0

FDA Spec.20VF

893

0.06 )
0.67
9.41

<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

0.3
<0.05

10

Found

Zero I'A

8K.4

0.05 )
0.78
9.22

<0.02
0.03
0.16
0.3

<0.05

Pure Color
Nael
Na2S04
Vnlatilt.-:;
C5A
55
DMMA
H5
DONS

Preparation and Purification ofFD and C Red 40 by the
Prior Method

The above procedure was repeated through the filtra
tion of the solution from the coupling reaction and the
washing of the filter with 4,500 pounds of water. The
combined filtrate was transferred to a 7,000gallon stain
less steel crystallization tank. To the tank was added
9,000 pounds of salt (equivalent to 18% .of' the solution
volume) over a period of one half to one hour and while
maintaining the temperature at about 65° C.

The crystalline material which separated was col
lected by filtration, and the solid was washed on the
filter sequentially with 1,200gallons each of IS' Be and
12"Be brine at 0° C. to 5° C. The filter was given a final
wash with a solution of 750 gallons of water and 450
gallons of ethyl alcohol, and the product was collected
and dried. There was thus obtained 2,170 pounds
(87.5% yield based on s-methoxy-z-methylsulfenilic
acid) of the disodium salt of 1-[(6-methoxy4-sulfo·3
methylphenyl)azoj-z-naphthol-e..ulfonic acid.

The material .so-obtained in a series of similar runs
was assayed in each case, in accordance with Food and
Drug Administration regulations, and found to have the
following ranges of. specifications, .the specifications
obtained with material. purified in accordance with the
process of the invention as described above and specifi
cations required by regulations. of the Food and Drug
Administration being given for purposes ofcomparison.

EXAMPLE 2

Preparation and Purification of FD and C Yellow 6 by
the Method of the Invention

Diazotization

To a rubber lined 1,500 gallon tank was added 2,000
pounds of water followed by 1,038 pounds of sulfanilic
acid and 490 pounds of sodium hydroxide, and the mix
ture was heated to 45° C. and stirred until all material
dissolved. Additional sodium hydroxide was added as
necessary to make the solution. alkaline to Brilliant Yel
low.

45
Claimed

Found (%) Process FDA Spec. (%)

Pure Color 88-92 91.9 85
NaCI 2.0-3.5 ) 0.03 )
Na2S04 0.05-0.1 0.56 I.

SO Volatiles 3.3-7.0 ~I.

C5A 0.02 <0.02 0.2
55 0.02-0.2 0.01 0.3
DMMA 0.02 <0.02 0-1
H5 0.2-1.0 <0.05 1.0

1.0

4,560,746

Found FDA Spec.

Pure Color 91.9 85
NaCI 0.03 )
Na2S04 0.56 ,..
Volatiles 6.14
C5A <0.02 0.2
55 0.01 0.3
DMMA <0.02 0.1
H5 <0.3 1.0
DONS <0.05 1.0

9
coal. The solution was then heated and stirred at
70°-75° C. for a half hour and then filtered. The filter
was washed with about 4,500 pounds of water. and the
combined filtrate was adjusted to pH 6.0 to 8.0 by addi
tion of hydrochloric acid and was then led to a holding 5
tank. From that solution was taken a 12 gallon aliquot
amounting to 0.2% of the total product, together with
impurities which was fed through a high pressure cen
trifugal pump to an ultrafiltration unit equipped with a
cellulose acetate membrane having a nominal pore di- 10
ameter of II Angstroms and under a hydrostatic pres
sure of 200-400 p.s.i.g. and subjected to diafiltration.
That is, the concentrate was recycled back to the hold
ing tank where the. concentration of the product was
maintained at around 5% by the addition of water. The 15
permeate was collected separately and tested from time
to time for its conductance, and the concentrate was
tested from time to time for the total amount of S8
relative to the total color. After a total of five cycles (of
the product solution to the ultrafiltration unit and back 20
to the holding tank), when the conductance had
dropped to around 1,000micromhos, and the amount of
S8 in the concentrate was less than 0.3% of the pure
color content, ultrafiltration was interrupted. During
the filtration the total pure color that passed through 25
the membrane was determined, by either spectrometric
methods or by visual comparison with known color
standards, to constitute about 2% of the total available
color in the original unfiltered solution from the reac
tion mixture thus leaving 98% ofthe total available pure 30
color in the concentrate. The ultrafiltration process as
described above afforded 2 gallons of purified concen
trate. From this concentrate was taken a further 600 ml,
aliquot which was spray dried to give 150g. of purified
product which, on assay, had the following speciflca- 35
tions, the range of specifications required by regulations
of the Food and Drug Administration beinginduded
for purposes of comparison. Here, and in all tables
which follow, unless noted otherwise, all values are
given in percent. 40

-The FDA sJlecification.~ requirelhat the total amount of Na.CI. NalS04 I1nd
volalilcs be not morc than 14%. In each of the 3.\.UYS reported herein. serat'i1te
values (er each of there entitieswere determined and are recorded. The 10lills. in

each case, will be seen to be within the reqUir"'.d.'.•';m.••".~•.•::: ::_. • -; Sl;_:==-:-:--""''''-=--........;,:;.::..-..............--""'.;--_~~_-:: .._. __ ..'... __ .'._ .
Two further samples of FD and C Red 40, prepared

as described above, were purified by diafiltration using
the procedure described above except that in one run a
polyamide membrane having a nominal pore diameter
of 7~1O Angstroms (Zero PA membrane obtained from 60
the Celanese Corporation) was used and in a second run
a polyvinylfluoride membrane having a nominal pore
diameter of 10 Angstroms (20 VFmembrane from Os
monies, Inc.) was used, to give 97% recovery of prod
uct in each case. The samples so purified had the follow- 65
ing specifications, the ranges of specifications required
by FDA regulations being given again for comparative
purposes.



4,560,746
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To the resulting solution was added. slowly and with
stirring, 1.800 pounds of 20" Be hydrochloric acid.
When addition was complete, the mixture, which con
sisted of a slurry of sulfanilic acid in the liquid phase,
was tested for acidity to Congo Red, and additional
hydrochloric acid added as necessary to adjust the pH
accordingly. The mixture was then cooled to 0° C. by
addition of ice (about 3.000 pounds); and the solution
was treated slowly, over a five to ten minute period,
with a solution of 420 pounds of sodium nitrite in 1,000
pounds of water, while maintaining the temperature at
10"_12"C.• the solution being added at such rate that no
nitrous oxide was given off from the mixture. (When
addition of the sodium nitrite is complete. the mixture
should be positive to nitrite, and if not an additional I to
2 pounds of sodium nitrite are added to insure a slight
excess.)

12
amount of 55 in the concentrate was Jess than 0.3% of
the pure color content. diafiltration was interrupted.
During the filtration the total pure color that passed
through the membrane was determined. by either spec-

5 trometric methods or by visual comparison with known
color standards, to constitute approximately 5% of the
total available color in the original unfiltered solution
from the reaction mixture thus leaving 95% of the total
available pure color in the concentrate. The ultrafiltra-

10 tion process as described above afforded 4.5 gallons of
purified concentrate. Prom this concentrate was taken a
further 800 ml. aliquot which was spray dried to give 54
g. of purified product which, on assay, had the follow
ing specifications. the range of specifications required

15 by regulations of the Food and Drug Administration
being included for purposes of comparison.

14

85

0.2
0:3
0.1

14

0.2
0.3
0.1
1.0

FDA Spec.

FDA Spec.

8S

Claimed
JitoccSs

92.2

~:~g )
4.89
0.02
0.1
0.02

Found

Found

89-92

3.9-5.~)
-<0.05· .
1.7-5.4 ..
0.02

0.04-0.08
0.02

Pure Color
NaCI
Na2S04
Volatiles
5A
55
DAAB
DONS

25

Preparation of SS Solution

In a separate rubber lined 6,500 gallon tank contain". 20 ----------:.;:;=---....:...:;:;:..:::=--
ing 5,000 pounds of water was added 1,480 pounds of
sodium 2-naphthol·6-sulfonate, and the mixture was
stirred until a smooth slurry was obtained. The pH was
adjusted to 9.3 to 9.5 with 50% sodium hydroxide and
then cooled, if necessary. to 20°-25° C. with ice.

Coupling Reaction

The diazo solution from the first tank, at 0°-5° C.,
was then pumped into the second tank over about a half Preparation and Purification of FD and C Yellow 6 by
hour period while maintaining the pH at 8.5 to 9.0 by 30 the Prior Method
addition of 50% sodium hydroxide, testing frequently
for excess diazo compound with alkaline H-Acid. If . The above pr~cedurewas repeat~dthroll~h the filtra-
excess diazo compound was detected. the rate of addi- non ~f the solution fro~ the coupling reaction and the
tion of the diazo solution was adjusted to give a continu- washl.ng of the filter With 4.500 pounds of water. T.he
ous negative test. The solution was also tested from time 35 combined filtrate .wa~ transferred to a 7.000 gallon stain-
to time for excess sodium 2·naphthol-6-sulfonic acid less steel crystallization tank. To the tank was added.
against Diazo Blue B solution in order to insure the ove.r a perio~ of a ~a1f hour at 70° C., an amount of
continuous presence of an excess thereof. (When all the sodium chlonde equivalent to about 17% of the total
diazo solution has been added, the temperature should volume (8,000-9,000 pounds).
be 20°_25° C.• the test for excess diazo compound 40 The crystalline material which separated was col-
.should benegative, the test for sodium z-nephrhcl-e-sul- lected by filtration. and the solid was washed on the
fonate should be.positive, and the pH should be 8.4 to filter with 1,200 gallons of 18' Be hrine, then four times
9.0.) with r Be brine at o'-r c. (1,200 gallons per wash),

The solution was then stirred for an additional half three more times with 18° Be brine (1,200 gallons per
hour, the pH was adjusted to 6.5 to 6.7 by the addition 45 wash) and finally two times with 1,200gallons of water
of 20' Be hydrochloric acid and treated with 50 pounds at 0' C. and then dried. There was thus obtained 2,100
of DICALITE® and 180 pounds of DARCO ® S5t pounds of the disodium salt of 1-[(4-sulfophenyl)azo]-2-
The solution was then heated and stirred at 70'-75' C. naphthol-6-su1fonic acid (77% yield based on sodium
for a half hour and filtered. The filter was washed with 2.naphthol-6-sulfonate).
about 4,500 pounds of water, and the combined filtrate 50 The material. so-obtained in a series of similar runs
was adjusted to pH 6.0 to 8.0 by addition of'hydrochlo- was assayed in each-case, in accordance with Food and
ric acid and was then led to a holding tank. From that Drug Administration regulations, and found to have the

>',cM",soluti.on,~.waU~k,~,,~,c~,tg~U9!L~)j.9-!!Qh~~?,~!!,!~!9".9,~~~?e,,~f;'~~''''0.JQnQwjng"",I~J!g~}~.L~p~m,?at~ons.the specifications
the total product to~ether.wlthlmpu~ltJes.which was' ..... 'obtained wiihnulte·riaf-iiu'rifiea:·'jn'~ac'coraaiice:"\vit1f':th-e:·',,:>~"~="

then fed t~rough ~ high.pressure. centrifugal pump to an 55 process of the invention as described above and specifl-
ultrafiltration .~Dlt equipped With ~ cellulose acetate cations required by regulations of the Food and Drug
membrane having a nominal pore diameter of' l l Ang- Administration being given also for purposes of com.
steoms and. under a hydrostatic pressure of 200-400 parison
p.s.i.g., the concentrate being recycled backto the hold- .
ing tank where the concentration of the product was 60 ._-_._._._----::"._---._-._._"'
maintained at approximately 5% by addition of water,
The permeate was collected separately and.tested frqlJl:~·
time. to time for its conductance, and the concentrate Pure Color
was tested from time to time for the total amount of 5S;NaCI
relative to the total color. After a total of five cycles (of ,65 ,Na2S04

..... ,-Volatiles
the product solution to the ultrafiltration unit and back - SA'
to the holding tank), when the conductance of the per- 55
meatehad dropped to around 1.000micromhos, and the DAAB

I
!
!_.."..
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14
-continued -continued

DONS

Fuund

1J.lJ7-11.2

Claimed
l'r(1Cl'S.~

<0.02

FDA Spec.

1.0 5

Sumidiary Colors

Found

0.9

EEC Spec.

10

Found EEe Spec.

Pure Color 89.0 85
NaCI 0.07 N/A
Na2S04 2.26 N/A
Volatiles 1.64 N/A
Subsidiary <1.0 1.0
Colors
Unreacted <0.5 0.5
Inter-
mediates

SOD.

EXAMPLE 4

Preparation and Purification of Carmoisine by the
Method of the Invention

Diazotization

A 10 Jiter glass reactor was charged with 5.5 liters of
water and 772 g. (76%, 2.24 moles) of sodium 4-amino
I-naphthalene sulfonate, and the mixture was stirred
until the sulfonate dissolved. The resulting solution was
treated with 30 g. of NORIT® FQA brand of acti
vated charcoal, the slurry was filtered, and the filtrate
was acidified with 878 g. of 200 Be hydrochloric acid.
The resulting slurry was then cooled to 50_100 C. and
diazctized- by ,the"'dropwise-addition-of-500·m};--of an"
aqueous solution of-156g. (2.26 moles) ofsodium nitrite
over a one and one quarter hour period. while maintain.
ing the temperature and pH of the reaction mixture. at
100 C. and 1, respectively. When all the nitrite solution
had been added. the resulting slurry was stirred at
00_100 C. and pH of about J for three hours while test
ingperiodicaJJy with starch/potassium iodide paper to
insure a slight excess of nitrous acid at all times.

Coupling Reaction

A 20 liter glass reactor was charged with 5.5 liters of
water and 425 g. of sodium carbonate, the solution was
stirred until the carbonate dissolved, and then 630 g.
(91.7%, 2.35 moles) of sodium l-naphthol-4-sulfonic
acid was added with stirring until all material had dis
solved. The solution was then cooled to 50 C.• and the
previously prepared solution of the diazonium salt was
then added over a period of approximately one hour
while maintaining the temperature and pH at 50~6° C.
and 9-1 I, respectively.

The pH ofthe resulting solution was adjusted to 6-7
and subjected to diafiltration through a cellulose acetate
membrane having a nominal pore diameter of 11 Ang
stroms at 200-400 p.s.i.g. and 2-3 gallons per minute.
The diafiltration was continued until the concentrate
and the permeate conductivities had leveled. off at
5.000-10.000 micromhos and <1,000 micrombos, re
spectively, and the concentrate was then further con
centrated to a total volume of about 4 gallons. A 500 mi.

of this concentrate was spray dried to give 41 g.
of nure dye, corresponding to a total recovery of 98%

The material, on assay. had the following
specifications required by regulations

EXAMPLE 3

Found EECSpec. 65

Pure Color 91.0 as
NaCl. Na2S04 1.04 5
Volatiles 7.04 10

Preparation and Purification of FD and C Red 2

Diazotization

A 10 liter glass reactor was charged with 7.5 liters of
tap water and 965 g. of sodium 4amino-l-naphthalene
sulfonate (16%, 3 moles). The mixture was stirred until
the sulfonate dissolved. and the solution was then 15
treated with 30 g. of NORIT ® FQA brand of dccolor
izing charcoal and the resulting slurry filtered. The
filtrate was acidified with 911 g. of 20° Be hydrochloric
acid. and the resulting slurry was cooled with 'ice to
5°-10° C. and diazotized by the dropwise addition of 20
500 ml. of an aqueous solution of 209 g. (3.03 moles) of
sodium nitrite over a one and one quarter hour period,
while maintaining the temperature and pH throughout
the addition at <100 C. and 1, respectively. When all
the nitrite had been added, the diazonium salt slurry was 25
stirred at 00_100 C. and pH 1 for three hours. and the
presence ofexcess nitrous acid was verified periodically
by testing with starch/potassium iodide paper, addi
tional sodium nitrite being added to ~aintain a positive 30
test.

to about 3.75 gallons by ultrafiltration. A 500 ml. aliquot
of this concentrate was spray dried to give 67 g. of FD
and C Red 2 (Amaranth) powder, corresponding to a
total pure color recovery of 1772 g. or 98% of theory.
This material, on assay, had the following specifica- 60
lions, the specifications required by EEC regulations
being included for purposes of comparison.

Coupling Reaction

A 20 liter glass reactor was charged with 6.3 liters of
tap water, 1328 g. of disodium 2naphthol-3,6-disulfon- 35
ate (81%, 3.09 moles) and 569 g. (5.37 moles) of sodium
carbonate. The mixture was stirred until the sodium
carbonateand the disuJfonate salt had dissolved, and the
diazonium salt slurry from the previous step was added
to the solution over a ninety minute period,'while main- 40
taining the temperature and the pH at 18'-25' C. and

;····8-10. respectively, and while testing frequently for
excess diazo compound with alkaline H-Acid in order
to insure a continuous negative .test with respect to the
diazo compound.' The solution was then treated with 7 45
g. of NORIT ® FQA brand of activated charcoal and
35 g. of DICALITE ® brand of diatomaceous earth
and then heated to 55' C. for two and a half hours. The
slurry was then filtered, cooled to room temperature
and the filtrate subjected to diafiltration as described 50
above using a cellulose acetate membrane having a
nominal pore diameter of 11 Angstroms until the con
ductance of the concentrate and the permeate levelled
off at 11,000·micromhos and 650 micromhos, respec-
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EXAMPLE 5
Purification oro and C Yellow 10 by the Method of the

Invention

Found

Crude Purified

ppm
ppm

ppm
ppm

Pure Color
NaC)
Na2S04
Volatiles
Yellow II
Chlorinated
Yellow II

60

12 )20
8.0
108

1190

8.

0\ )
4.0
6.\

<0.1
<0.1

FDA Spec.

8S

is

4 ppm
2 ppm

I
I
I~

I

I

I
[

1 _
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3. Degree of freedom for drafting claims in the present Japanese

Patent Law ~~

4. Management of the invention in accordance with claims having
an increased degree of freedom in an examination

5. interpretation of a technical scope of a patented invention

6. Interpretation of a technical scope of a patented invention

having an increased degree of freedom for drafting
.7. Recent trend with respect to an interpretation of a means plus

function claim in the United States of America
8. Conclusion

1. Introduction

In a trend of an industrial structure change, that is, a
diversification in technology, aa strong protectionn by an
intellectual property right is desired. In order to obtain
a right or in order to exercise a right, the specification

performs important duties as a subject to be examined or a

certificate of title. In particular, a scope of claims for
a patent is a basis for defining a scope of a right (refer
to Section 70(1) so that a method for drafting it is very

important. Accordingly, for the applicant in its turn the
patentee, it is a matter of great concern how the scope of
claims for a patent should be drafted. In the above trend,
in order to better protect the invention, the degree of
freedom of a method for drafting the scope of claims for a
patent is increased with keeping in step with a trend of the
technology.

Conventionally, the Japanese Patent Law Section 36(5) (ii)

provided that "only the features indispensable for the
consti tution of the Lnvenz i cn" should be stated so that the
method for drafting the scope of claims for a patent was
significantly limited.

, as a result of so-called advance of softening in
the t echricLc qy due to d;!vel::;:::nen;: of technology relating to
informacio:l, in these tec:-.nical fields, it has become
frequenc t~a;: a proper definicion of the invention can be
performed z e.ther by defi:-.in;; an appazatrus by the effect,
operation ::cechod and the ~ike of the apparatus than by



describing a physical structure of the apparatus and the

concrete means as features indispensable for the

constitution. In the meantime, it is necessary to pay regard

to claims which the applicant expresses by his own intention.

Further, it was necessary to take WIPO and the European and

American laws into consideration and to intend an

international harmonization.

Accordingly, by the amended Japanese Patent Law Section 36

in 1994, the provision that "only the features indispensable

for the constitution of the inventionn should be stated in

the old Japanese Patent Law Section 36 (5) (ii) was canceled

and the provision that "all matters which an applicant for

a patent considers necessary in defining an invention for

which a patent is souqht;" should be stated was provided. In

accordance with this, in the case that the applicant states

an invention for which a patent is sought in claims, in

addition to the method of description allowed under the old

law, an expressing method unprejudiced to the constitution

of the invention could be employed. Concretely speaking,

in order to define the invention, in addition to expression

by using the constitution, it was possible to use various

matters such as effect, operation, nature, characteristic,

method, use, purpose for use and the like.

Further, a degree of freedom for drafting claims increased

by a guideline for enforcing an examir.ation of an invention

relating to a computer software such as an allowance of

stating claims concerning a recordir.g medium, an allowance

of freely stating claims and the like.

In the meantime, in the case t:J.at a variable description is

performed by particularly 36, it

Further, it is very interesti::g for t:J.e patentee how a scope

of aright of claims using the above description is judged

in an infringement case.

Acc::ordinglY",J;he:pres:ent. d=a:ft cons i dez.s t'h'e-:way acw the

applicant shquld utilize t!'.e amendment; :lftherecent Japanese



Patent Law Secti:!?_n 36 and the examination standard, that is,

points to be pai~~tentionfor the applicant and a desirable

system on the b~I!;.s of the examination standard and jUdicial
precedents.

The statements· of the patent claims under Section 3(4)

shall comply with each of the following paragraphs as
being:

1 statement~ ~etting forth the invention for which a

patent is sought and which is described in the detailed
explanation of the invention;

2 statements ·s"eparated on a claim by claim basis by

paragraphs (hereinafter referred to as "a claim of

claims") which"set forth only the features indispensable

for the constitution of the invention for which a patent
is sought; and

3 statemen~s which are as provided for in an ordinance

of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry.

In such a way, it was necessary for the applicant to define

the invention for which a patent is sought by its
constitution.

(2) ~xamination standard

In accordance with the examination standard of the old

for whi ch a patent is sough-: cozz-espcnds to "the invention

which is described in ~he detailed explanation of the

inven'C:'on'· is perfo==~=d :::'1 whether or not the matters

corresponding to the ~a-:-:ers described in the scope of

claims for a patent are for::-.ally described in the detailed

explanation of the inver.-::"::n. The fact "not formally

4



described" means that the case in which the matters

corresponding to the matters described in the scope of

claims for a patent are not apparently described in the

detailed explanation of the invention and the case in

which terms described in the scope of clailns for a patent

and the detailed explanation of the invention are not

uniformly used so that a corresponding relation between

them is unclear.

Next, in accordance with the examination standard of the

old Section 35(5) (ii), the fact that "the features

indispensable for the constitution of the invention for

which a patent is sought" is described means that the

invention for'which a patent is sought can be clearly

understood on the basis of the matters described in a claim.

In the meantime, an object of the term "only" is preventing

an argument that a part of the matters described in the

scope of a claim for a patent is not the matter

indispensable for the constitution of the invention for

which a patent is sought. In the examination standard,

an example as shown in Table 1 was provided as a type of

contravention against the old Section 36 (5) (ii). As

mentioned above, in the conventional examination

practice, though it seemed that the invention should be

defiZled only by the constitution under the understanding

in accordance with the wording in the law, a fleXible

manacement; was performed such as allowing the definition

by the other than the ccnstitution as shown in the

following chapter 2. (3).

(3) Concrete example in prac::ice

Concrete examples in an accua.L practice is shown in Table

In a patent applica1:ic:1 c:: "crank rotating mechanism

having a swin,ging rocilt~~apanese,E'aten.,l:.Publicat:ionNo.

61-:;241423, Pate, of Jl.pplica::ion:.March29, 1982), the

ex,pressic;nsof,;an appa;a~·..:s for"obta~ninganeffecti7e

::rotat:':n:;·for~e",fr9In,'t~a~'~.e:~i~a;i;:g:C)f,a pi?Fon o?eracing
- ." . ,,' . b" "1 .,s cz'c xe anaasu~tal.e·::arr~ :::.:.=ve 'are on, ya desc=:"p'Cl.cn
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of the object;of the invention. This application was

rej ected by a.1;rial decision under the old Japanese Patent

Law Section 3~(51 (ii) for the reason that the expression

of "crank rot~t1ng apparatus having a swinging rod with

a groove cam having a cam curve and swinging between a

piston rod and a crank" did not show how the cam rod was

arranged between the piston rod and the crank at a time

when the piston was in a top dead center.

In a utility model application of "copy apparatus"

(Japanese Utility Model ~egistrationNo. 2061325, Date

of Application: December 29, 1984), since the original

expression of "a.material having a current conductivity

of not more than 1012 n em is used as a slip prevention

lIlember" apparently defined a significance of claiming

terms on the basis of the description in the detailed

explanation of the invention of the original

specification and the t achnd ca.L level at a time of

application, the amendment to a functional expression "a

current conductivity having a degree capable of

substantially leaking friction static charge" was
allowed.

In a patent application of "electric spark method and

apparatus" (Japanese Patene Registration No. 1672455,

Date of Application: June 23, 1975), in an action for

requiring annulment of t~e trial decision, since the

detailed explanation of the invention of the

specification in this application apparently described

that an electro-magne1:ic field was generated at an

operation interval by a s t ep qiving an electric influence

to a wire electrOde 1 in t:~e electric spark process and

a force for generati:-.g a deformation or a lateral

the electric spark p z oc e s s , thereby removing said

defor:::ation or latera:' -.-ibration, and that "the

elec1:r::;-magnetic fielc. ·"hie:-. is generated by an electric

influence to the wire elec~=ede compensates a force for

generating the defor:::a~i=~ or lateral vibration of said
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wire electrode during the electric spark process" as a

technical means indispensable for achieving the object

of the invention, it was judged that the judgment in the

rejection recognition in the present trial decision was

wrong.

In a patent application of "Gaede's rotary vacuum pump"

(Japanese Patent Application No. 43-87489, Date of

Application: November 29, 1968) I Japanese Patent Office

recognized that the description "for obtaining a high

vacuum degree of not less than 10-3 Torr" described the

obj ect of the invention so that the invention was defined

with canceling the object. However, the wordings

"obtaining a high vacuum degree of not less than 10-3 Torr"

defined the Gaede's high speed rotary vacuum pump as a JIS

third kind of pump on the basis of the description in the

application specification by the court of justice.

3. Degree of freedom for drafting claims in the present Japanese

Patent Law

(l) Amended law in 1994

(l.l) In accordance with the amended law in 1994, the

requirement for describing a scope of claims for a

patent was eased below from a principle of defining

the invention by the constitution to a principle of

defining the invention by the free description.
Section 36 (S)

In the patent claim under Section 3 (4), there shall be set forth,

by statements separated on a claim by a claim basis. all matters

whic~ an applican~ for a paten~ considers nece~sary in defining

an invention for which a patent is sought. In such a case, it shall

not preclude t~e s~atements of t~e oatent claims to be such that
claimed

Sec~ionJ6 (6)

The st:atement 0:1: t~e pa t ent; claims tinder Sec~ion 3 (4) shall :::omply

wi th.eacho f .. the fo llowingparaqraphs :

Lst:atements setting forth the imrer'.tion for ',Jhicn a patent is

sought: and which isdescribedi:1 the de t a Lled explanat:ion of the

7



invention;

2 statements setting forth the invention for which a patent is
sought and which is clear;

3 statements setting forth the claim which is concise;

4 statements which are as provided for in an ordinance of the

Ministry of International Trade and Industry.

Amended points in the requirement for describing the scope of claims

for a patent in Section 36 (6) (i), (iii) and (iv) were not

substantially changed from the conventional provisions and Section

36(5) and Section 36(6) (ii) were greatly changed.

Accordingly, Section 36(5) has a significance in a point capable

of freely describing the invention in flexible correspondence to

variety of technologies with no relation to the constitution of

the invention by prOViding that there shall be set forth all matters

which an applicant for a patent considers necessary in defining

an invention for which a patent is sought.

In this case, though the scope of claims for a patent can be freely

described, this provision is on the assumption that the invention

for which a patent is sought is clear. Since Section 36(6) (ii)

provides that the invention for which a patent is sought is clear,

the case that the invention can not understood from one claim and

requirements for a patent such as novelty and inventive step can

not be judged corresponds to contravention against the present

provision. In the meantime, under ~he old Section 36, when the

invention for which a paten is sought can not clearly understood

such as the description in claims themselves is unclear, the

application was rejected because of contravention against the old

Section 36 (5) (ii) ;:,y the practice. The present Section makes this

practice clear under the law.

(1.2) Method of describing the mant.e r s for defining the invention

In accordance with this amendr.ent, for examole in the case of "an

invention of product", the matrt azs for defining the invention can

can be defi:led by using effect, cper e t i cn , nature, characteristic,

method, use, purpose for use and the ocher various matters as far

as the description satisfies t;-.e requirements under Section 36 (4)

("the invention shall be stated i n a raannez sufficiently clear and

complete for the invention to ;:,e carried out ;:,y a person having

8



"Acompu'Cer·:'rea:daOferecorcii:-.g::.ed~::.:..~reco=::'ing data having Fa.

ordinary skill in the art") and Sect~on 36(6). Further, in the

case of "an invention of a process", the matters for defining the

invention can be described by using the constitution of the process

and further can be defined by using a product used for the behavior

or action, purpose for use and the other matters as far as the

description satisfies the requirements under section 36(4) and

Section 36(6).

(2) Amendment of the examination standard in a specified

technical field

With respect to the invention relating to a computer software, the

description of a recording medium claim is allowed so that a degree

of freedom for describing a clai~ is increased. Further, with

respect to the invention relating to a living thing, a free

description can be allowed as far as the invention is defined.

(2.1) Invention relating to a co~puter software

When the invention can be expressed as a series of processes or

operations in a time series, tha;: i"5, "procedures", the invention

can be described in a claim as the invention of "process" category

by defining the "procedure, and when the invention can be expressed

by one or more functions performed by the invention, the invention

can be described as the LnverrtLcn of "product" category by defining

the functions in the same manner as the conventional manner.

Further, after April 1997, new expressions such as a computer

readable recording medium recor=~ng programs (hereinafter also

refer to "a recording medium recording progra.'!ls") or a computer

readable recording medium recor=~ng data having constitution

(hereinafter also refer to "a rscording medium recording data

having constitution) were allowec.. This kind of so-called medium

claim is managed as a produc;: oa;:egory.

However, the. describing way is no;: free for the applicant and is

required to accord the following =or~al condi;:ions in accordance

"

programs
. ". •• 1.:1 a comput ez'

recorcii::g ::-.edi:.:...'11

ccrisc i. tUi:ion; ,3::'constitution, : cons -::.. tut Lcn ,

performing procedures A,B, C,

(2.2) Inven;:ionrelating to a i.i7ir:g ::hing

NewpI."ac~~cal ;uideline fo-r exc!:'.':"::'':''::;- their:yent:':":;n relati~g to
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description of the invention i~ s~=n ~ manner that those skilled
in the art can produce without an :=ial and error over a degree
of expec:ati8~ of those skil:2~ ~~. ~~e art and a complex and

difficult expe~i=en~.)

a living thing was publish.ed on February 1997 by the Japanese Patent
Office and the requirements for describing cla~s in a field of

a gene technology was_~ignifican~ly eased.
In the old practical ~deline, each general way for describing

each of bio-products ~as desig~a~ed, for example, a gene was

generally defined by a b.~.se sequence and a fusion cell was defined
by a combination of a used paren~ cell, function, nature of the

fusion cell, a produc~Ilg._method of~he fusion cell and the like .
. However, in the new practical gUi::eline, these general describing

way was degraded to examp_les of desc=ibing way that "can be described
such that" . __

It is worthy of specia~_mention ~hat concerning a base sequence
of a gene and an amino. acid sequence of a protein, a way for
describing claims including ma~te=s a part of which is replaced
is clearly allowed. In the old ?=ac~ical guideline, for example,

in the case of claiming a gene, it was allowed to describe by
specially defining by ..a. combina~icn of function, physical and
chemical nature, origin, _source, pzcduc.i.nq method and the like only

when the gene could not.~efine a base sequence. However, in the
new practical guideline, it is c LeazLy stated that a gene can be
generically described by combi~ing a expression such as "lack,
replaced or added" and "hybridized" and a function of the gene and
further an origin, source and the like as occasion demands. Then,

the folloWing claims examples ~ere shown.
A gene for coding the folloWing (a) of (b) protein
(a) protein comprising an ami~o acid sequence of Met-Tyr

Cys-Leu,

(b) protein comprising an ami~= acid sequence in which one or
more amino acid sequences are ~ack or replaced or added with
respec~ to the amino acid se~~ence (a) and having an A enzyme
activity

(Note: The protein (a) has an A e~=~~e ac~ivity. It is presumed

In this case, it is to be noted ::~-.e inven~i:m should be clear
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and satisfy the requirement for practice in the same manner as the

conventional manner. The requirements for practice can be

satisfied if those skilled in the art can put the invention into

practice on the basis of the disclosure in the specification and

the drawings and the technical common sense at a time of patent

application, and in the case of the invention of product and

invention of producing product, it is sufficient to produce the

product.

The part concerning claims in the ~ew practical guideline was

applied to applications filed after July 1, 1995, however, in the

application filed before the date, broad claims were often allowed

in the same manner as ~he above manner. For example, in Japanese

Patent Publication No. 6-16709 (date of application: August 31,

1984) , the expression that "DNA includirlg a base sequence for coding

an amino acid sequence in which one or more amino acid is added

or lack or replaced with respect to said amino acid sequence and

an enzyme actiVity of cellibiase I is effected" was already allowed.

Accordingly, the new practical guidelirle at this time corresponds

to confirmation of the above presence in examination.

Further, in the famous t-PA case, it ""'as contested whether or not

the gene in which only a part of the claimed base sequence is replaced

constituted infringement, as a result, infringement on the basis

of doctrine of equivalents was recognized. One of divisional

applications of the patents of which validity and infringement were

contested in this case was allowed as Patent No. 2,564,444 with

including the expression that "incl1.::::'ing an amino acid sequence

obtained by omitting or adding or rep:"acing an amino acid residue

with respect to the follOWing amino acid sequence".

4. Management of the invention in accordance with claims having

an increased degree of freedo~ in a~ examination

Judgment of novelty and invem:i-;e s::ep is performed with respect

as in the old law" As a result c::irlcrease in the degree of freedom

for describi:l; claims, :i.t is ccns Lcezed how the invention is

recognized. ;'iehave searcheda:-,d cczs ideredthernatter from the

jUdicial precedents and the app:"i::ati:::: guideline by the Japanese

Patent Office (note : since the ex"'-ni:-.i::i6ri gUide!linehas not been

issued yet, the following is frc~ "exp:"a:-.ation, application of the.
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1994" (hereinafter refer to

by Japanese Patent Office

amended Japanese Patent. Law in

"application gUideline" _e<llted

Examination Standard Group).

(1) Judicial precedents

Table 3 shows concrete examples of examination.

-~..-
The so-called Lipase Judgment (Judgment by the Supreme Court

.~.

in March 8, 1991) stated that "recognition of subject matter

of the patent invention should :::e performed on the basis of the

description of the scope of c La.izis for a patent as far as a special

reason does not exist and only Nhen there is a special reason

such as a technical si9nificance of the description in the scope

of claims for a pat~nt can 1".01: be definitely and clearly

understood or when toe descricl:ion is clearly and apparently

erroneous in view of the description of the detailed explanation

in the specification, consideral:ion of the description in the

detailed explanation;i the inve::l:ion is allowed". Accordingly,

this judgment showed a basic jt.:dg:nent standard with respect to

recognition of the summary of the invention in the examination

of novelty and inventive step.

Then, in the "word processor" case (Judgment by the Tokyo High

Court in September 30,1991), tr.e judgment referred to the above

Lipase Judgment and stated thaI: in the nresent invention it was

not recognized that there was no special reason so that the scope

of claims for a patent should :::a interpreted as the matter as

described there.

In contrast ',.;ith this, the ":cw temperature fluid through

composition" case (JUdgment by the Tokyo High Court in September

19, 1991) stated that since l:he ::err:: could be interpreted as

the differenl: :::eaning in the ::eshnisa: :::ield where the term is

used, the significance of t~e ~=== ~a5 not always determined

definitely. the ":::el:~:::

type differenl:ial motion pulse ::-.ar:~in; :::el:hod" (Judgment by the

Tokyo High Cot.:rl: in July, 28, :992' =:::l::::·,.;ed the Lipase Judgment

and showed an example in Which a ::=chnioal significance was not

defi~i~ely clear, and inadd~~~=~ ~~~his, the subject for

judging whether or not the s i qn; =i caric e is defini tely clear ',.;as

those skilled in the art and n::::: ::::'.~j' ::he detailed explanation
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of the invention in the specification but also the drawinqs could

be considered.

-
Further, the "wire rope" case (the Judgment by the Tokyo Hiqh

Court in April 27, 1993) stated that '\;hether or not definitely

clear should not be mechanically understood as the simple

literature and sciences following the appearance of the word,

if the technical significance which the invention included as

a whole can be understood from the scope of claims for a utility

model, even when it seems that the technical siqnificance is

difficulty understood from the literature and sciences of a

partial description of the scope of claims for a utility model,

it should be allowed that the description of the technical matter

in the detailed explanation of the invention is considered so

that the technical siqnificance thereof is clarifiea'.

As mentioned above, the judgments by the Hiqh Court after the

Lipase JUdqment basically followed the Lipase Judqment and

intended to clarify the judqment standard.

(2) Application quideline of the examination in the Japanese

Patent Office

(2.l) In the current application guideline, recoqnition of the

invention should be performed by that "when the description of

the scope of claims for a patent is clear, the invention is

recognized as the scope of claims for a patent, in contrast with

this, when the description of the scope of claims for a patent

is not clear, the description in the specification and the

drawings and the technical common sense at a time of patent

application are considered". This basically follows the

judqment standard shown in c:he above series of judicial

precedents.

(a) When the tem which is not generally known is used in

a -pa.:t=~~-,

can not be cLaazLyunder s t.ood only by the description of t he

scope, c_=plaimsfo= __a_p~te~:: ,:,::,ers'is ahiqhrisk that. the

descri;:;:ion.of thescopeofclai::,.sfcrapaxent is recognized

to.,be\;;:=.l. ea~)s_o'~::at ;tE:.Q.~ s c=:-;:::.=:r,'Qft:,b.e ,<speci=':cat i on

and the d=awing$and ,the ~=c:::".:'=~,l:'common_s.ense:'atati:ne

of pate~~ ~?plication wil: =e c=~s:'dered.
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It is to be noted that consideration of the description of

the specification and the drawings and the technical common

sense at a time of patent: application is not directly

connected with a limited interpretation to the embodiment.

Accordingly, in the application guideline, it is stated that

"as a result of referring to the description of the

specification and the drawings, in the case that the

description of the detailed explanation of the invention

corresponds to only an embodiment, it is applied as the

invention is not limited by that one".

Accordingly, when the applicant uses the term which is not

generally known, it is necessary to describe the definition

of the term in the spe'cification. Further, in the case that

the term is not used for its general meaning, if the

definition of the term is described in the specification,

the term is advantageously interpreted as the meaning which

the applicant intends since the specification is considered

in interpreting the meaning of the term even if the

description of the scope of claims for a patent is clear.

However, the definition of the term should be carefully

performed since it often involves difficulty. It should be

noted since it apt to include, unexpected limitation so as

to unexpectedly narrow the range. (Reference: Electronic

translation apparatus case (Judgment by the Tokyo High Court

in December 20, 1994), note: infringement case)

(b) The recognition of the invention in the claims in which

the product is specified by the operation, function, nature

and characteristic is generally interpreted as the product

serving the operation and func1:ion or the product having the

nature and characteristic.

can

by the operation and func~ion themselves, effective and

functi.onal expression should be positively used. However,

on the ccrrtz azy I since t::e invention includes the kncwn

examples hav i nq tl'le runc-c.:"::n, t~ere :"5 a risk thai: the

Lnverrt z.cn is easily z e j ec t ad , .:1_5 a countermeasure to t~is,
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in the case that it is difficult to differentiate from the

known examples in the functional expression, it is preferable

to describe a number of concrete structures about each of

the functions· in order to differentiate later in the

structures.

In the above case, it is necessary to describe at least one

It is to be noted that in the case that the function is unique

for the product to be specified by the function, it is

interpreted that the,function means the product itself even

if the above description is perfomed. Further, taking the

connotation of the invention. into consideration, there is

often the case that the product serving the operation and

function and the product having the nature and characteristic

are not interpreted.

~.~ ... r function,of the concrete meansfo= =eali::ing the

(c) In recognition of the claim (for example, "an air plane

capable of flying at a speed of not less than An and the like)

which specifies the product only by the result to be achieved

by the claim defining the product by the operation, function,

nature and characteristic with respect to inventive step,

when the result ("flying at a speed of not less than An) is

well known those skilled in the art before the application

and the product to be specified ("an air plane") is well known

to those skilled in the art before the application, inventive

step is not recognized.

However, in the case that the descr~ption is included in a

part of the claims or tha~ ~he description specifies the

product by a plurality of operations, func~ions, natures and

characteristics, unless ~hese relation is denied, inventive

step is recognized.

(d) The claims which spec:'f':'es the pzoduct; by using the

use and use purpose of thep=-:::::'::.:::: {use li::1itat':'onl have been

recognizedc9nventional':'~·-__anc ':~e,manage'!!tent the{red-f is not

di fferen t f=oIll.the,conve!1.:::'=::.ai:. .manner

(el The claims which s=ec~f':'es the produc::· by the
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manufacturing ~ethod (product by process claUnl is
interpreted to me;l.tl the product finally obtained without any

relation to the manufactur'::lg method. Accordingly, in the
case that the same. product can be manufactured by the method

different from the claUned ~anufacturing method and the

product is well known, novelty can not be recognized.
- - - .

Accordingly, in the case t!".at the product can not be properly

specified, the above clai='::lg method should be positively
utilized. Further, if it is u:lclear whether or not the

-product itself has a pate:ltability, in the case that the
manufacturing method is co::sidered to have a patentability,
the manufacturing -method claim should be described in

addition to the ~6~e claiming method.

(2.2) The application guideline s t ates t!1at "in the case that the
invention in accordance with :::e claims is not clear even when
the description of the speciEca;:ion without the scope of claims
for a patent and the drawings and t!1e technical common sense

at a tUne of patent applicat':o:l, the invention in accordance

with the claims is not recog::':::ed".
When the invention is not recog::iced, the application becomes
contravention against Section 36(6) (ii) . The application

guideline describes the follo~ing examples as types of

contravention against this paragra?::.
The case that the invention for ~hich a patent is sought is not
clear as a result that the descri?:':::n of claims itself is unclear.
The case that the invention for Nhich a patent is sought as a
technical idea is not define in a tech::ically certain manner so
as to be unclear as a result tha: t::e cc::notation of the matter
for specifying the i:lvention incl~des a technical error.
The case that the denotation of t::e in7ention for which a patent

is sought is unclear.
(However,

the connotation':s clear, the denotation
is deemed to be clear. In this case, t:-_e denota1:ion of idea means

a range of a mact er to which the i::ea sacuLd be aoolied and the
connotation of i.e.e.=. means all the :-~'='-::':=2 ·.,:::ich t::'e matters belonged

to t~e range (denc~ation) to whi=~ ~~e ~~ea is applied include in

comraori . )
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The case that a category of the i~vention for which a patent is

sought is unclear (the invention 0::: the product, the invention of
the process, the invention of the met aod for producing the product)

is unclear or the case that the maeter in which the category can
not be jUdged is described.

The case that the matter for speci:::~·ing the invention is expressed

by the choices and the choices do ~ot have a similar nature or
function.

(a) With respect to the clai1l'.s::::lr specl.J:yl.ng the product by
operation, function, nature or ::::aracteristic, it is to be noted

that when those skilled in the ar': can not clearly understand
the invention for which a pa':e~:: is sought as a result of the
description, the case of con,:raventl.on against Section
36(6) (ii) may be occurs.

In particular, in the case of :::escribing the operation, function,

nature or characteristic whic:: is not ~~own to those skilled
in the art, or the case 0= eXFressing the description for
specifying the product by t::e cFeration, function, nature or
characteristic by the term for expressing a degree, attention

will be necessary since thedenc::a,:ion of the invention is judged
to be unclear.

As a countermeasure, in the case t::at understanding by those
skilled in the art due to tr..e tec:::-,ical common sense at a time
of patent application (nc t e experiments or method for

analysis are included) can pos s i.bLy expected, it is

considered that the descri?::ic~ == the specification should
include the definition of :::Fera::ion, function, nature, or
characteristic as much as po s s az Le . In the application in which
the invention is specified :::y ~~i~~e par~~eters (so-called a
parameter patent), such a c;f~~~~~8n is indispensable.

~ --

it should be noted that e'J"en if::::e meani~gs of operation,
func,:ion, nature or charac::eris::~c described in the claim is
solel¥wellknown to ..those s;::':':'e:: :.:-, <::he ar::, it is necessary

to immed':"';'':ely recognize a =::::==~-=2 ~.ear:s·capable6f serving

theop,era-::'o~, fgnction', r:a.:::;=~,:,=,c::"araC':2 z i.s t; ic ," 0 r-'-i f the

rneaningo:: .t~e 0pE!ration,£:':'::=-:':::-_i::;att.:=eor cha'r'act:eristic
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is not clear by the claim itself, it is necessary to understand
whether or not the concrete product can serve the operation or
function or have the nature or cr.aracteristic when those skilled

in the art interpret the meani~g of the operation, function,
nature or characteristic descr~=ed in the claim on the basis

of the description of. the speci=ication and the drawings and

the technical common sense at a time of patent application.

(b) With respect to claims inclu::iing definition of a product by
a manufacturing method (apz'cduct; by process claim), it is not
proper that the claimts judged ':0 be a contravention against
Section 36(6) (ii) for the only reason the claim includes the

description for specifying the product by ~he manufacturing
method. However, it should be ~oted that as a result of this
description, if those skilled in tb.e art can not clearly
understand the invention at ati::le of patent application, the

application may be judged to be a contravention against Section
36(6) (ii).

In particular, in the case of descr~bing a manufacturing method

which is not known to those skilled in the art, or in the case
that the description of the manu=acturing method is unclear (for
example, when the description of a necessary manufacturing
process is unclear, or the ::iescr~ption of a necessary
manufacturing condition is unclear or the like), attention is
necessary since the denotation of the invention is judged to
be unclear. Accordingly, the s azne countermeasure as (a) will
be necessary_

(c) Specific technical field
With respect to the invention =e:a::i~g to a computer software,
in the case that as a result of ::iesc=i~::ion of a procedure or
func::ion, those skilled in the ar:: can not clearly understand
the inven::ion for which a paten:: is sought, it should be noted

Sect~on 36 (6) (ii) .

5. Interp~e~a~ion of techni=al s=~pe 0= a patented invention
(1) Generaln:le

Section 70(11 states that "the ::ech~~cal scope of a patented

invention shall be deterni~ed =~ ~~= basis of the scatements
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of the patent claim in the specification attached to the

request" .

Conventionally, general rules for interpreting the technical

scope include, in addition to "a general rule of considering

the description of the detailed explanation of the invention"

in which the description of the detailed explanation of the

invention and a technical ccmmon sense by those skilled in the

art at a time of patent application for interpreting the meaning

of the term in the claim, a general rule of considering the course

of patent application (the Judgment No. 247 page 267 by the Tokyo

District Court in March 25, 1970), a general rule of excluding

the known fact (the JUdgment No. 4 (1) 224 by the Tokyo High

Court in April 7,· 1972), a general rule of excluding the mater

excluded on purpose (the Judgment No. 17 (1) 199 by the Tokyo

District Court in April 26, 1985), a general rule of laying

stress on operational effect (the Judgment No.4 (1) 384 by the

Tokyo High Court in June 27, 1972) and a general rule of limiting

recognition (the Judgment No. 1054 page 133 by the Tokyo District

Court in September 29, 1982) and these general zu.Les are suitably

applied to in the conventional business. Accordingly, in order

to interpret the technical scope, the judgment under considering

these general rules synthetically has been necessary.

(2) Lipase Judgment, the Japanese Patent Law Section 70 and an

object of the amended examina~ion standard

Table 4 shows concrete judicial precedents.

Opinions are divided whether or not the Lipase Judgment

mentioned in the above chapter 4.1 can be directly app1ie~ to

the infringement cases.

For example, in accordance wit::' the "universal joint case" (the
17,1991), the

scope .a
shall be determined on the basis of the statements·of the patent

claim in the specification and only When a soecial reason such
.' . . . -" '. . .

a~t;lfe_-<t:ech::.i.calsignif~cancecan'not-be':c 2.; early unders toed

solelybY·thedescription, ;:::'e deta.':'lede){planation of the

.:i..1"lven'C':'p:lir1,'the-specification and thec.rawing can be cons''idered''



and indicates that ~he recognition of subject matter of the

invention and the technical scepe of a patented invention should

be considered to be basically the same.

On the contrary, in t_he "grou::= paper book case" (the Judgment

by the Osaka High ccure in June 17, 1993), the judgment states

that "the Lipase Judgment indicates about the recognition of.

the summary of the ~nventio~ in accordance with the patent

application so t~t it car- not directly apply to the

interpretation of ~e technical scope of the invention in the

infringement suit".

The summary of the Lipase Judc;=ent states to all appearance that

"without a special reason, even for ~he purpose of clarifying

the term, it is not allowed to consider the detailed explanation

of the invention and the like" so t.hat; :. t is possible to interprec

this judgment as a different judc;=ent from the conventional

judgment in the infringement suits.

Then, Section 70 (2) of the amended law in 1994 states that "the

meaning of a term or terms of the patent claim shall be

interpreted in the light of the specification excluding the

patent claim and the drawings" so thac it is confirmed that "on

the assumption that consideracien of the detailed explanation

of the invention is general:',! allawed for the purpose of

clarifying the· meaning of the ce=., in the case that the

technical matters described :.:: ::he claim are clearly understood

as they are, it is not allowed tha~ the detailed explanation

of the Lnverrt i.cn is considerec i~ suca a manner as to limit the

matters more detailed. E"urt:-.er, the matter which is described

ill the detailed explanation 0:: the i::'rention but not described

in the claim should be managed as it z s not described.", thereby

solving under legislation,

in 1994

Accardingly, i~terpretat:"on - - ::.e tec::~ical scope of the

pacented i::venc:'on is genera':':'·/ :Jerf::rmed on the basis of the

descript:"on of the scope of :::'a:'~s f::r a oatenc, and when the

meaning 0= cefi~itionof t~e ~=== ==sc=i.~ed in the scope c:
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claims for a patent is described in the detailed explanation

of the invention or the like, the recoqnition of the technical

scope of the patented invention is performed by taking these

matters into consideration.

Further, as far as there is no specific reason in recoqnizing

the technical scope of the patented invention, it is needless

to say that the technical scope of the patented invention is

not interpreted by defining it to the embodiment or the matters

which are described in the detailed explanation of the invention

but not described in the scope of claims for a patent are

interpreted as matters described in the scope of claims for a
patent.

6. Interpretation of the technical scope of the patented

invention having an increased degree of freedom for description

(judicial precedents)

Even under the conventional examination practice, claims

including expressions other -.:!1an those explaining constitution

of the invention, such as fu.~ctional or abstract expressions,

have become allowed. Then, how the technical scopes of

inventions patented with such claims should be interpreted in

interesting. We searched and analyzed some of the judical

precedents on this matter.

(1) Judicial

Table 5 shows

interpretation

precedents

concrete judicial precedents with respect to

of the technical scope of the patented invention.

(1.1) Hulls sorting machine case (the Judgmem: by the Nagoya High

Court in December 21, 1992) s t a t es that since the way how "the

distribution state on the p:a,:e surface is detected" and what

the "relational connection" ~etween the adjusting device and

the detec;:ing device means cannot; be understood just from

expressions of the elemen':s, ~ne detailed explanation of the

invention, the desc::;:.ptiO::::f :nedrawings and the file history

should!::e considered. As aresu::, it is interpreted that the

detect:'n; dev i ce shouLd de,:,,::: a" az:>.ountbf flow of the hulls

part i =1. es in.theOdowns tr,ea.m sLde',' c::'-:he S ort.in:g> fu-achine": and 'is

neces s azv t o be disposed :.::. -::_= c:.sc:-.arges:.ce t he r eo f so that
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the product by a defendant is deemed not to be within the
technical scope.

(l.2) Method for issuing an application card for medical
examination and treatment case (the Judgment by the Osaka

Distinct Court in November 30, 1993) states that it cannot
be asserted that "the control apparatus" has a sole meaning

of an apparatus other than "the host computer" just by

reviewing the description of the claims on such a computer
related invention which defines the constitution of the
invention with function realizing expression, and that there

is still a slight possibili~y of broadly interpreting the
meaning thereof. However, the Judgment states that it is
recognized that a trend of dispersed operation system was

remarkable at the time of patent application so that the
apparatus must be an independent apparatus and states that
the product of the defendant is not within the technical
scope.

(2) Consideration

When claims include functional or abstract expressions, it
sometimes happens that the scope of ~he invention becomes unclear.

Such unclear claims tend to be interpreted as defining a scope
limited to the embodiment. For t::is reason, in order to prevent
such a limited interpretation, when .claims include functional or
abstract expressions, the meaning of the term should be
sufficiently explained in the detai:'ed explanation of the invention,

thereby clarifying the technical idea at the time of patent
application. Further, it is Lmpczt ant; to describe the embodiment
as much as possible in the detailed explanation of the invention
and the like.

7. Trend with respect to inte:::;::::etation of means plus function
claims in the United States of F.::te:::ica
(1) In the US Patent Law, Sec-:i::m 112 (6) is a problem for

function claim" effects only t::e matte::: that has the function

and is disclosed in the speci:ication and the matte::: equal
there~o. The PTO has rejected claims by inte:::;::::eting b:::oadly
and on the cont:::ary ~he CAFC ::as interpre~ed :::estrictedly so
that t~ere was a dif=erence of ~~~erp=e~a~ionbetween the PTa
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by the Donaldson

claim should be
and the CAFC. This difference is unified

Judgment that the means plus function

restrictedly interpreted.

However, it is a problem that what case Section 112(6) should

be applied to. The York Judgment (Fed, Cir, 1996,11,1) states

that even when the term "means' is used in the claims, the term

following to the "means' describes the detailed constitution

not function so that the section is not applied to this case.

Further, the Cole Judgment (Fed, Cir, 1996, 12, 6) states that

in order to correspond to the means plus function claim stated

in the US Patent Law Section 112(6), the means claim have to

describe the constitution for achieving the function so that

whether or not the element in the claim corresponds to a means

plus function is judged on the basis of the patent and the

examination coUrse.

On the contrary, in the Greenberg Judgment (Fed, Cir, 1996, 8),

though the claim does not include the wording of "means", whether

or not the claim corresponds to the means plUS function claim

was a legal dispute. The CAFC reversed the judgment by the

distinct court that said "the claim corresponds to the means

plus function claim" and showed the case the claims using the

wording "so that" and "function" was judged as the means plUS

function claim even if it did not include the wording "means" ..

As mentioned above, the United Sta~es of ~~erica has wavered

in the judgment whether or r.o~ ~he claim corresponds to the

function claim, that is, the jUdgr..ent with respect to the right

scope.

'2) In the mean time, the Japanese _"_pplication Guideline clearly

states that the interpretation way in the same manner such as

the US Section 112 (61 is not employed. As the reasons thereof,

the range for interpret:ing t:-.e la',.; as far as the law provisions

in the US does not exist, and t:-.a:: ~he practices in the US is

not employed in thepra.ctices a~~:-.e patent ::ffices in thee'!ery

countriesincludingtheEurcpear.?etentOffice.

The Japanese Patent: Officesn~e~0.:::ierthe above condition that

('since~n,.,the Uni'ced'Statesc=.:'~'7.e=':';=a.,i-=is not ne-C::essari2.y
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clear what degree of broadness the range of the "equivalents"
can be interpreted and in the Japanese Application Guidelines,
as is stated the wording "generally", consideration of the

description of the detailed explanation of the invention and

the like is not excluded, it is not sweepingly said that there

is a great difference in actually interpreting the claims in
each of the cases".

8. Conclusion

The Japanese Patent Law was amended so that the applicant could
employ various expression ways without swayed by the

constitution of the invention. By this amended law, it is
possible to obtain a patent right in accordance with the true
nature of the invention.

Under the conventional law, it was required that the invention

having a point in operation, f~nction, nature, characteristic
or the like had to be described ::y forcibly replacing the point
by "constitution elements". However, by utilizing the current
law, it is expected that the tachnical idea which is nearer to

the true nature of the inventi~n can be protected. Further,
flexibly making the invention c~rresponding to the softness of
the technology a right can be applied to any of the technical
fields.

However, there is a fear that what range the right is given
becomes unclear. For example, in the case that the claim is
made by the very broad functi~nal expression and the special
concrete embodiment is descri::ed in the description of the
embodiment, this claim is all~wed for a patent in accordance
with the above standard. :n this case, "Explanation:
application of the amended !?ate:-,:: ,-,aw in 1994" states ways for
defining t:-.e invention in the ca"e of using operation, function,

for recognizing the inventi~n in a claim having a special
expression" and states that ::::e invention can be interpreted
to be "a proc:..:.c:: capable of servi:-.:: suer; an operation and function
or a p roduc; haVing suca _ ::ature or characteris'Cic".

Jl.ccordingly, it can be unde z.s t ccd that if the operation,
funct:ion, na t uze , caazact.e r i s =~:: arid ::helikeare not known and
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one of the embodime~~~can be described, a right with respect

to all the products having the operation, function, nature,

characteristic and- the like can ::e obtained. However, in the

footnotes, it is st!:.t_e!i that "~his guidelines is not made by

reflecting an actual_bl,lsiness about how the technical scope of

the patented invention of the claims is recognized after a patent

is allowed", whereby it is indicated that there may be a case

that the recognition"of the inve!1,:ion in the examination course

is different from the technical scope of the patented invention.

Although it is ideal ~at both are generally the same, when the

both is separately us"~sl in the above manner, in the infringement

case, the applicant i~terprets the right scope broad and the

third party interprets .the right s cope restricted. Accordingly,

there is a risk that useless troubles are risen for the reason

of misunderscanding to each ot~er"

Accordingly, any of "brakes" is deemed to be necessary in the

right scope in view of purposes 0:: ::he Japanese Patent Law having

a purpose of development of Lndus t ry and prevention of useless

troubles. It is a fact that ::here is an idea stated in the

application guideline against ::~e us Patent Law Section 112 (6)

and the interpretation of the means plUS function claim is

wavered in the United States of lL':\erica. However, the practice

of Japanese ?atent Office and 2.egislation measures such as

introduction of "braking" p rov i s Lcns such as US Patent Law

Section 112 (6), introduction 0:: legal system for totally

interpreting the right in the ci-;il action to obtain patent and

the civil action to infringeme~': and the like are desired.
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Table 1 a type of contravention against the old Section 36 (S) (ii)

A case that description in a claim is not technically clear

A case that a claim includes a description of a matter which
has no relation with a constitution of the invention, such as

a selling area and a selling agency

A case that a claim describes only a purpose, operation and

effect of the invention

A case that the invention understood on the basis of a matter
described in a claim is unclear in view that it belongs to which
category of the invention of "a product", the invention of "a

process" or the invention of "a method for manufact=ing a
product"

A case that when a matter described in a claim consists of a
simple technical means, the technical means is functionally or

operationally expressed

A case that one settled technical idea can not be understood

on the basis of a matter described in a claim

For example, a case that a constitution element is apparently
lack in view of a description of a claim and a case that two

or more inventions are described in a claim

A case that cons.:itution elements are simply arranged in a row

so that a mutual relation becomes unclear

However, "",hen the relation is obvious in view of the technical
common sense at a t~e of pa~e~t application, the case is not
contraven.:ion.

A case t::a.: Ln an invention of a product, a technical means is
expressed by a method

However, ••hen ;:::ere is no su.i,table expression withou.: an

expressic:1 by a method and a ~roduct can be specified by the

expressic~, i~ is not rest=~=~ed to the case.

A case t!:.:.t ani::vention of a =::'emical material is not incii=at:ed.

by a name of chemical rna!:erial or a formula of che!':'.ical
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organization

groove cam haVing a suitable ca,,-c::.::-ye and swinging between a

piston rod and a crank": It is::::o known by what aspect the cam

rod is ar::-anged between the;::..s::on rod and the crank.

"An apparatus for obtaining a:1 effective rotating force from

the begin."ling of a piston opera:::':-_:] stroke" and "a suitable cam

curve": these are solely the desc::-:'p~ion of an object.

(Japanese

Date of

swinging rod"

61-241423,

A case that a use of a use invention is not sUfficiently specified

A case that a description of a claim is replaced by the detailed

explanation of the invention or the description of the drawings

Table 2 Concrete examples in a practice

(i) "Crank rotating mechanism haVing a

Patent Unexamined Publication No.

Application: March 29, 1982)

(ii) Scope of claims for a patene

A crank rotating apparatus for obtaining an effective rotating

force from the beginning of a piston operating stroke comprising

"a swinging rod with a groove cam having a suitable cam curve

and swinging between a piston rod and a crank"

(iii) Point in question

It is recognized that the matter concerning the shape including

at least the expression of a specified shape of the groove cam

curve, for example, "the groove cam curve includes a crank

cir=lar arc curve haVing a constant length allowing a rotation

of the crank arm at a time of a top dead point of the piston"

as a part of the indispensable matters of the invention.

However, this case is rejected for the reason that the scope

of claims for a patent only Lnc.Ludes the significantly abstract

description such as "a suitable" so that it can not be recognized

that the scope of claims for a paten~ describes the features

indispensable for the constitt:'::,o:1 of the invention and the case

is also rej ected in the trial cecision for the following reason.

(i) ~Copy apparatus"· (Japanese:":::'2-:.:::! Model Registration No.

2061325, Date of Application: :ece!:'.ber 29 1984)

(ii) Scope o,fclaimsfora utE:'::~· :::odel
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A copy apparatus comprising a dr.:.·r e roller, at least one driven

roller, an endless image suppor::':'ng belt which is wound between
. .. ..-

the drive roller and the driven roller in a tensional state and

has a insulate contacting port':'cn, and an electro static latent

image formed on said image s~pport':'ng belt, wherein a slip

prevention member is covered on a surface of said drive roller,

and wherein said slip preyen::ion member has a current

conductivity having a degree capable of substantially leaking

friction static charge genera::ed by contacting and separating

between said drive roller and t:::e insulate portion of said image
supporting belt. ~_.

(iii) Point in question

The original claim at a time 0= patent application described

that "a material having a curre:-,:: conduc::ivity of not more than

1012 n = is used as a slip pre7ent:'on member". However, the

specification included a descr':'p::ion that "as a result of various

kinds of experiments by the in'...en::or of the present invention,

the slip prevention member 4 is made of a rubber member having

a current conductivity of not more than 1012 n em, In accordance

with this constitution, since:::-,e slip prevention member 4 has

a small resistance, no high 701tage is generated so that a

sticking phenomenon of the p:::o::osensitive belt 1 is hardly

recognized.". The technical :':::'ea of this description was not

in the value of "not more tha:-. :0" n em" but in the meaning

of "a current conductivity :::aYin~ a degree capable of

substantially leaking frict:'cn s::atic charge". Accordingly,

the amendmen:: of the above c~a:'~ was recognized.

(L) "Elec::ric spark met.!::o:: a:-.d aooaratus" (Japanese Patent

Registration No. 1672455, i:a::=of:'-.pplicat:ion: June 23, 1975)

The Judgment: No. 199 by t:::= :okyc High Court in 1984

(ii) of

An elect=ic spark method ::= =;~ovi~g an accuracy of an

elec::ric spark and a soee:: :f an elec::r':'c spark generated

by a defor=.ation or latera:' "::'bra:::'on of a wire electrode

under a mechanical stress ::.:.:=:.:-.; ::::= elec~=ic spark process,

wherein an electro-magne::~= f:'eld which is applied to said

elec;:=':':: spark process, ap;:':"':"=5 an =lec~=:'c influence to said
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wire electrode land is generated by this electric influence

compensates a force which generates said deformation or

lateral vibration of said wire electrode 1 during said

electric spark process_

(iii) Point in question

The Japanese Patent Office issued the Trial Decision of

Rejection since the scope of claims for a patent did not

describe means for realizing the object of the invention and

described only theoperatiOrtdeemed to be on the basis of

the means and the object or desire of the invention, and it

was not deemed that the matters indispensable for the

constitution of .the invention was described so that the

claims did not satisfy the requirements prescribed in the

old Japanese Patent Law Sect~on 36(5)_

In contrast with this, in an action for requiring annulment

of the trial decision, it was apparent that the detailed

explanation of the invention in the specification of the

present application described that an electro-magnetic

field was generated at an opera;:ion interval by a step giving

an electric influence to a wire electrode 1 in the electric

spark process and a force for generating a deformation or

a lateral vibration of the wire electrode was compensated

during the electric spark process, thereby removing said

deformation or lateral vibration, and that "the electro

magnetic field which is genera;:ed by an electric influence

to the wire electrode compensates a force for generating the

deformation or lateral vibration of said wire electrode

during the electric spark process" as a technical means

indispensable for achieving :::-.e obj ect of the invention, it

was judged t~at the jUdgmen::~n the rejection recognition

i) "Gaede's rotary vacuum pump" (C"apanesePat·ent Application No,

43~87489, Date of Application: Xo-;em'cer .29(1968) , the Judgment

No. 55-179 by t::e Tokyo HighC::;~r::in. October 25, 1980

(ii) Scope of claims for a pate;:::

"A Gaede's high speed rotary vaci;..:.:7.. :;JumP comprising a vane made

of a material having a specif~= :;ra-,ityof 0.8 to 5 and a motor
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directly connected.and driving for obtaining a high vacuum

degree of not less 1;han 10-3 Torr."

--~

(iii) Point in question

The examiner in the Japanese ?atent Office recognized that the

description "for obtaining a high vacuum degree of not less than

10-3 Torr" described the obj ect of the invention so that the

invention was defined with canceling the object. However, the

wordings "obtaining _a high vacuum degree of not less than 10-3

Torr" defined the Gaede's high speed rotary vacuum pump as a JIS

third kind of pump on the basis of the description in the

application specifi~ation by the court of justice.

Table 3 Judicial pre~edents in examinations

(i) "Lipase JUdgment" (Judgmem: by the Supreme Court in March 8,

1991)

(ii) Point in question

The patent application relating to a method for quantitating

triglyceride by lipase was rejected in the trial decision. The

applicant brought an action for requiring annulment of the trial

decision to the Tokyo High Court. The Tokyo High Court withdrew

the trial decision for the reason that the present invention had

inventive step by restrictedly interpreting the term lipase

described in the scope of claims fer a patent as Ra lipase described

in the detailed explanation of t~e invention. In opposition to

this jUdgment, the Director General made an appeal for the reason

that the judgment of the High Court in which "lipase" was

restrictedly interpreted as "Ra lipase" was wrong. The Supreme

Court stated that "in recognizing 'ehe sunnary of the invention,

in order to interpret the significance of the term described in

the ·scope of claims for a patent, ::~e description of the detailed

explanation of the invention i:'! t he specification could be

considered only when the specific reason existed" and further

determined by res'erictedly interpre::ing the "lipase" as the "Ra
lipase" was illegal.

(i) "Word processor" (Judg:::en:: =:! the Tokyo ::igh Court in
September 30, :991)

(ii) scope of claims for a pate~::
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A word processor comprising an input device having character

keys for inputting kana or romaji and selection keys disposed

in three lines and three ccLumris , a converting device for

converting a part corresponding to kanj i in a sentence including

kana and kanji to be input among signals input by an operation

of said character keys to a corr!:sponding kanji, and a display

device for displaying a key frame having three lines and three

columns when a plurality of converted results are output and

displaying each of said ccnvez-ced r!:sults in each of the frame.

(iii) Summary of Judgment'

Recognition of the summary of the invention should be performed

on the.basis of the description in the scope of claims for a

patent as far as there is no soecific reason so that it can be

considered only when there is a specific reason such as the

technical significance of the scope of claims for a patent can

not definitely and clearly understood or a fact that the

description is apparently an error is apparent from the

description of the detailed explanation of the invention.

Then, with respect to the pres!:nt: invention, since it is not

recognized that there is a soecific reason, interpretation of

the scope of claims for a patent should be performed by only

the description thereof. Accor~ingly, the judgment states that

the specific constitution elen!:nt that a number of the

characters having the same so~n~ and different letter within

the kanji conversion table is not: less than 10 does not exist

so that the device can not be int:!:rpreted as a device which

separately displays the characters in order when the number of

the characters having the same sound and different letter is

ten or more, thereby dismissi::; the action for requiring

.annulment for the trial decisio:-..

Tokyo High Court in September _=, 1991)

(iil Summary of Judgment

I . . .. " -~.".n'tne petrccnt=m~strytechr.ical :~eld, the-::erm· 9ararr:~n!.s

colliItlonlyusedi3-sa meaning ofa cara:::fi:'. wax and further is often

u.sedasa broad meaning. includ.i:-.o::e::r::l.at:lllll, liquid paraffin and

the like. Accordingly,the t:echni::a:' signifi::ance of the term



"paraffin" is not always and definitely clear.

The scope of claims for.,! patent only describes "a paraffin content

obtained by atmospheric distillation of a mixed base crude oil",

"a paraffin base crude oil" and "a paraffin within a mixed oil".

However, since those s~illed in the technical field of the

petrochemistry can not definitely understand what material the

"paraffin" of the present invention means and the way how the

"content" is measured,. jot is allowed to consider the detailed

explanation and understand the technical significance.

(i) "Application prediction type differential motion pulse

marking method" (Judgment by the Tokyo High Court in July, 28,

1992)

(ii) Scope of claims for a patent

"An application preciiction type differential motion pulse

marking method comprising a step of quantizing difference

between an input signal and a predicted value in a marking

portion, a step of inputting said quantized result from said

quantized result by using a non-recurrent type adaptive filter

in which respective coefficients successively change in a

corresponding manner or an aoolication filter including a

non-recurrent type and recurrent type filters, and a step of

forming and outputting a reproduced input signal by using a

filter having the same struccure as that of the filter in said

marking portion."

(iii) Summary of Judgment

A court of justice recognized that although "an application

prediction t:~e differential ~otion pulse marking metho~' is

generally understood for those skilled in the art as a

differential motion pUlse =ark modulating system which

quantizes a difference between the predicted value and the

current input signal by apl.:1.:-al.i.tyof'pitsand then marks, it

is not said t::at those skil,-ed in the art never underscand the

=::dt.:lacion system having a bit

quantizing n~~er, so that ~~ ~s no~ said that the tachnical

significance is definitely ::1e=.r.

Further, the c=urt of justi== ~:t~c=~w t~e t=ial decision for
the reason c::a,:: caking the decailad axp Lanat i.on of the ir'.·;ention
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and the drawings into consideration, the differential motion

pulse marking method was limited to a differential motion pulse

modulating method -having a plurality of quantizing bit number

so that the present invention was different from the cited

reference.

(i) "Wire rope" (Judgment by the Tokyo High Court in April 27, 1993)

(ii) Scope of claims for a utility model

"A wire rope swing prevention apparatus comprising two upper

rollers disposed in para.llel on a base plate fixed to a.11 upper

surface of a top plate of a club bucket and the like and two

pUlleys disposed in series i=ediately below the rollers along

a gap thereof, wherein said two pulleys are disposed obliquely

above and below."-

(iii) Su=ary of JUdgment

The plaintiff argued that the structure "two pulleys are disposed

obliquely above and below" literally meant that relative

position of the two_ pulleys was obliquely above and below with

respect to each other and this was definitely clear from the

description i~self in the claim so that it was not allowed to

consider the detailed explanation. .

The court of justice stated that "whether or not definitely clear

should not be mechanically understood as the simple literature

and sciences following the appearance of the word, if the

technical significance whic:J. the invention included as a whole

can be understood from the scone of claims for a utility model,- -

even when it seems that the technical significance is difficulty

understood from the literature and sciences of a partial

description of the scope of claims for a utilitymodel, it should

be allowed that the description of the technical matter in the

detailed explanation of the invention is considered so that the

the interpretation that the structure "two pulleys were disposed

obliquely above and below" meant the obliquely above and below

positional-· relation of· the ;:',,0 oullevsin accordan.cewith a. _.. . .. .. . ..

simple ·nteral interpretation could p.ot solelY.ma~e ···the

technical significance of this str::cture clear in comparison

with the known art. Takincrt:-.e de1:ailed c.escription of the
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invention into consideration, it was apparent that the wire rope

disposed between ~~ two pUlleys was required to be

simultaneously contac1; with the groove bottom surface of each

of the pulleys disposed obliquely above and below and it should

be said that the structure was selected for holding the

positional relation between the pulleys and the wire rope,

thereby dismissing the action for requiring annulment of the

trial decision.

Table 4 Judicial precedents in infringement cases

(i) 'Universal joint case" (the Judgment by the Tokyo High

Court in September 17, 1991)

This case corresponds to an example in which a demand of

compensation for loss is net recognized for the reason that the

'product by the defendant (a wind sur::ing having a rubber joint)

is not within the technical scope of the patented invention named

"wind propellant apparatus".

The subject patent: Japanese Patent No. 630352 "Wind propellant

apparatus", date of application: March 11, 1969

(ii) Point in question

The Tokyo High Court jUdges that "the technical scope of a patented

invention shall be determined on the basis of the statements of

the patent claim and only when a special reason such as the technical

signl.I:~cance can not be clearly understood solely by the

description, the detailed explana~icn of the inven~ion and the

drawing can be considered". Fur~her, the general meaning of the

term "a universal joint" in the scooe of claLms for a patent is

defi:litely understood as "a universal axial coupling" defined as

"a coupling for coupling two rota~i:lg shaft having main axes which

are not coincident with each other and. inclined at a certain angle

and for transmitting a rotating ~o~i=n of one rotating shaft to

the other rotating shaft" at a i:i::le 0:: claiming priority right so

scope. Accordingly, the. judgmer.,: ::iis~.issed the appeal since the

rubber joint of the product by the d.efendant did not correspond

to the universal joint in view c:: the c=~on meaning.

(i) "Ground paper book case" (the C\.:::i:;::-.en-: by the Osaka High Court

in June 17, 1993)

(ii) Scope of claims for a u~ili:y ~=::iel
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"A ground paper book comprising a cover member having a cover

portion and a back cover portion, a plural sheet of ground papers

disposed between filed side edge portions at an interval

corresponding to a predetermined thickness of thick papers, a

thermal melt type adhesive disposed between a mutual space of

the ground papers for keeping said interval in each of said filed

side edge portions of each of the ground papers and connecting

an end surface of the filed side edge portion of said plural

sheet of ground papers to an inside of said back cover portion."

(iii) Summary of the case

The court stated that "the Lipase Judgment indicates about the

recognition of the sUlIIllIary of the invention in accordance with

the patent application so that it can not directly apply to the

interpretation of the technical scope of the invention in the

infringement suit such as this case".

Further, the court jUdged that the technical significance of

the term "thermal melt type adhesive" described in the claim

apparently meant the constitution for interposing the thermal

melt type adhesive between the ground papers at a degree of

replacing the function of the spacer of the conventional thick

paper. and the like as a means "for keeping the interval

corresponding to the thickness of the thick paper" from the

statements in the prior known art, the description of the

detailed explanation and the argu;nent so that the action by the

appellant had no reason (the product by the defendant (appealed

person) was not within the tech~ical scope).

Table 5 Judical precedents in interpretation. of techincal scope

(i) "Hulls sorting machine case" (the Judgment by the Nagoya High

Court in December 21, 1992)

(ii) Scope of claims for a patent:

a

inclination ina swinging hulls sorting machine in which a plate

surface of the sorting ma.chi~elis. formed as a rough surface,

one o·f them:.s a supply side H a:-.=. =he other j"s a dischgge side

L,cerealsare flown from =::e supply sid~ Ht.?tll.ed.ischarge

side Landa reciproc:atirigswing ::-.otion vertically inclined i~

a direct:ion crossing the f2.owir:; direction of the cereals is
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applied to said machine 1 so as to separate and in a deflected

manner discharge mixed particles of various kinds of cereals,

wherein

B: an adjusting device 6 capable of adjusting a vertical inclined

angle 8 is attached to said sorting machine 1,

e: a detecting device 5 for sensing a distribution state on the

plate surface and sending a signal to said adjusting device 6

is provide in said sorting machine 1, and

D: said adjusting device 6 and said detecting device 5 are

relationally connected to each ocher so as to automatically

adjust the vertical inclined angle (3 of the sorting machine 1."

(iii) Summary of JUdgment

Judgment stated that since the way how "the distribution state

on the plate surface is detected" and what the "relational

connection" between the adjusting device and the detecting

device means could not known only by the scope of claims for

a patent because of the functional and abstract expression of

the elements e and D, the detailed explanation of the invention,

the description of the drawings and the application course

should be considered. As a result, it was interpreted that the

detecting device detected an amount of flow of the hulls

particles in the downstream side of the sorting machine and was

necessary to be disposed in the discharge side thereof so that

the product by a defendant was deemed not to be within the

technical scope.

(i) ~ethod for issuing an applicacion card for medical

examination and treatment case" (the Judgment by the Osaka

Distinct Courc in November 30,1993)

(ii) Summary of the case

The the

apparatus by the host computer. In contrasc with this, the

patented claim of the plaintiff s t a t e s thac "... one control

apparacus , ... a host ccmpu t ez , ... 1,. .Z\ccordingly ,whether or

not the prod~cc by the defendant Nhich did not include these

apparatuses as respective independenc apparatuses was within

the technical scope was disputed.
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(iii) Summary of JUdgment

The court considered the problems of the detailed explanation,

the technical level of the computer system at a time of patent

application and the other matters since the description of the

claim did not always and directly determine that "the control

apparatus" has solely the meaning of the other apparatus than

the host computer and there was a possibility of broadly

interpreting the meaning thereof as means for realizing so

called function claim.

Further, the court stated that the present patented invention

mainly aimed to constitute a·single on-line system operation

system and dispersing operation system by combining the host

computer, the control apparatus corresponding to a compact

computer and the application apparatus for medical examination

and treatment by steps so that the control apparatus is

positioned as a sub-computer in a dispersed manner disposed as

an independent apparatus from the host computer, thereby judging

that the product by the defendant was not within the technical

scope of the present patent.
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Double Patenting Update

A double patenting rejection precludes a person from obtaining more than one valid patent
for either (a) the "same invention" or (b) and "obvious" modification of the same invention.'

Rejections for double patenting based on the same invention find their support in 35 U.S.C
101. The term "same invention" in this context means identical subject matter.'

Obviousness type double patenting is a judicially created doctrine founded in the public
policy of the patent laws, rather than in the actual language of the statutes. The purpose of this
rejection is to prevent the improper timewise extension ofthe patent right by prohibiting the
issuance of claims in a second patent which are not "patentably distinct" from the claims ofa first
patent. The doctrine has also been phrased as prohibiting claims in the second patent which define
"merely an obvious variation" ofan invention claimed in the first patent.'

Double patenting is a question oflaw which is reviewed de novo by appellate courts. •

The filing ofa terminal disclaimer pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 235 cures obviousness type
double patenting. Traditionally, most double patenting rejections have arisen inthe context of
continuation or divisional patent applications which claimed priority under 35 U.S.C. 120 or 121.
A terminal disclaimer could significantly shorten the term ofprotection afforded to a continuation
or divisional patent which was filed before June 8,1995, but the amendments made to conform
U.S. patent law to GATT limits the term ofnew divisional and continuation patents to expire 20
years after the filing date of the parent application' and many practioners had predicted that
terminal disclaimers practice would thus loose its impact.

A number ofrecent decisions from the Federal Circuit seem to indicate that double
patenting is still an active area ofthe patent law. This paper will briefly review selected lines of
these cases.

One way Two ways Which way?

As stated above, the purpose of an obviousness-type double patenting rejection is to
prevent the improper timewise extension of the patent right by prohibiting the issuance of claims
in a second patent which are not "patentably distinct" from the claims of a first patent. The
determining factor is the existence ofpatentable difference between the two sets of claims. Court
opinions use phrases such as "patentably distinguishable", "patentable distinctions" and "whether
such have been obvious to one of skill in are

Determining what is patented by correct claim interpretation is essential to determination
of obviousness-type double patenting issues. One must look not at what the patent (including its
claims) discloses, but at what the claims define. The disclosure of a patent cited in support of a
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double patentingrejectioncannot be used as if it were prior art, even when the disclosure is found
in the claims. The words ofthe claims are not used as prior art, but for determining what has
alreadybeen patented.

The conventional test for obviousness-type double patenting is to determinewhether any
claim in the application defines an obviousvariation of the invention claimed in the issuedpatent.'
However, in some special circumstances more is required. The situation arises most frequently
when an applicant files a later patent application which is related to an earlier-filed case and the
later-filed application is the first to issue as a patent.

Considerthe case ofan inventor who first invents a basic combination ofelements and
afterwards adds an additional element as an improvement to his basic invention. The omission of
one element from a combination is almost always heldto be an obviousvariation ofthe larger
combination. Thus, if the improvement patent application is first to issue, the conventional test
would bar the first application for the basic invention. In this case a special rule is used: if the
earlier-filed application is for the basic combination invention and the later-filed, first-issued
patent is for an improvement to the combination the test for improper double patentingbecomes
whether the improvement would be obvious over the basic invention. •

A similar problemariseswhen a first-filed applicationclaims a first subcombination of
elements and the later-filed, first-issued patent claims a combination ofthe first subcombination
with a second, nonobvious subcombination. In this circumstance the court held that a double
patentingrejectionwill only stand ifthere is two-way obviousness. That is, if the larger
combination is obviousover the first subcombination llllil the first subcombination is obvious over
the.largercombination."

A recent lineofcases has further limited the applicability of "two-way" or "reverse"
obviousness tests to situations where the delays in the Patent Office which caused the later -filed
application to issuefirst were beyondthe applicant's control." Thus, an applicantwho chose to
forgo immediate appealon a rejectionofbroader claims and instead filed a continuationto issue
narrow speciesclaims was denieduse ofthe two-way obviousness rule.

Reexamination

Ina very recent case", the Federal Circuit held that the Patent Officeis authorized to
consider questions ofdouble patenting during reexamination. In this case the reexamined patent
was rejected over an expiredpatent which had issuedfirst. The expired patent and the rejected
patent both claimed priorityfrom a common parent application in parallelprosecution chains,but

parallel patent chainduring his examination. Ifhe did,it would seem that consideration ofdouble
patentingwould be precludedunder-theFederal Circuit's newly stated doctrine which strictly '..
limits reexamination to new questionsofpatentability."

A new kindofdouble patenting?
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For several years the Patent Office has embraced a third type ofdouble patenting,
"nonobviousness type" double patenting which is based upon the Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals' 1968 decision in In re Schneller. 13 The Manual ofPatent Examining Procedure states:

"In making an analysis ... ofnonstatutory double patenting, the first
question is: Is the subject matter recited in the claims of the application
fully disclosed in the patent and covered by a claim in the patent? If the
answer is no, double patenting does not exist. If the answer is yes, the
second question is: Is there any reason why the applicant was prevented
from presenting the same claims in the issued patent? Ifthe answer is no, a
double patenting rejection is appropriate. ,,)4

The M.P.E.P. notes that the Federal Circuit reached a different conclusion in a later case
with a fact pattern similar to Schneller IS, but attempts to distinguish the two fact patterns and
further states "To the extent [the two] decisions are in conflict, it is clear that Schneller is the
controlling precedent." The Federal Circuit had an opportunity to rule on the continued viability
ofSchneller type rejections this summer 16, but declined to address the issue and decided the case
on other grounds. There were indications at the PIPA 1997 Annual meeting that support for
Schneller rejections is weak within the Patent Office and hopefully they will soon disappear.

Consonance

Double patenting rejections cannot normally be maintained between a patents and
applications which were divided in response to an examiner's requirement for restriction under 35
U.S.C. 121.t' However this statutory provision will not apply to remove the parent patent as a
reference when the principle of consonance is violated. 18

"Consonance requires that the line of demarcation between the "independent and
distinct" inventions that prompted the restriction requirement be maintained.
Though the claims may be amended, they must not be so amended as to bring them
back over the line imposed by the restriction requirement. When that line is
crossed the prohibition of the third sentence of35 U.S.C. 121 does not apply". 19

Terminal Disclaimers

Obviousness-type double patenting can be cured by filing a Terminal disclaimer under 35
U.S.C. 253 and 37 C.F.R. 1.321(b) & (c). Filing ofa terminal disclaimer serves the function of

merits of the rejection. 20 When obvious-type double patenting is recognized before issuance ofa
patent, the price extracted for obtaining the second patent is disclaimer ofpart of the term of
protection for all claims of the patent, i.e, even those claims which standing alone would not run
afoul of the rule against double patenting. 21 (In contrast, if individual claims are found invalid
for double patenting during an infringement action the remaining claims remain intact and
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enforceable.)

There does not appear to be any rule against filing a terminal disclaimer to cure double
patenting after the second patent issues. At least one district court has held that the patent
holder's intent, deceptive or otherwise is irrelevant to its decision to file a terminal disclaimer and
that there is no requirement that the disclaimer be filed without unreasonable delay. 22
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I. Introduction

With the amended Trademark Law, effective from April 1, 1997, it has now
become possible to protect three dimensional trademarks (3-D TMs) under
Japanese Trademark Law. From the perspective of global harmonization of
trademark systems, the introduction of the new system in Japan was highly
desirable.

In addition to the protection of commercial-good shapes provided by the
Unfair Competition Act, the protection of 3-D shapes (configurations) was
anticipated. In fact, there had already been actual cases in which a shape
consisting of a 3-D configuration had been registered in the form of a plane
figure (two-dimensional) device mark (referred to as "2-D device marks" in the
present report).

The present report presents the results of the investigation concerning this
new system, including judgments regarding the distinctiveness and
functionality of 3-D TMs. Cases have been selected from surveys of U.S.
registrations as well as of "2-D device marks" applied in Japan prior to the
amendment.

Since this is a completely new system to be introduced in Japan, and since
examinations under the system have not yet begun as of the current date,
companies are rather blindly groping for ways to respond to this system. It is
hoped that the analysis provided in this report will be of some assistance in
finding ways to utilize the 3-D TM system.

II. 3:DTM Protection Under the Japanese Trademark Law

The following is provided as an overview of the 3-D TM system under the
Japanese Trademark Law, with special focus on the points that will be discussed
within this report.

1) Definition of 3-D TM
"The definition of mark is characters, graphics, symbols, or three-dimensional

shapes or their combinations, or combinations of characters, graphics, symbols, or

three-dimensional shapes with color.n (Section 2(1))



2) Use of 3-D TMs
From the newly added Section 2(4), the following are assumed as "use" of

3-DTMs:
a) Shape of a good itself

b) Shape of a package (container, etc.) of a good
c) Shape of an article, etc., used in a service

d) Shape of an advertisement (signboard)

(2) Absolute requirements of registration

1) Distinctiveness
The following will not be registered:

"Trademarks consisting solely ofmarks indicating the ... shape ofgoods ... (including

the shape ofgoods packaging) '" in the ordinary manner. n (Section 3(1)(iii))

However, a trademark that acquires distinctiveness through its use can be
registered, as follows:
"Even trademarks conforming to subparagraphs iii-v of the preceding paragraph,

when, as a result ofthe use ofsuch trademarks, consumers can thereby identify the

source of the goods or services concerned with a certain person's business,

notwithstanding the stipulations of the preceding paragraph, are eligible for

trademark registration. "

(Section 3(2))

a determination

1) 3-DTM : Plane trademark

Inprinciple,3-DTMs are similar.inappearanceto plane trademarks in the
way they appear when viewed from specific directions.

2) Functionality
Even in the case where the above-noted Section 3(2) is found to be applicable,

a trademark cannot be registered in the following case:
,~ trademark consisting solely ofa three-dimensional shape indispensable to securing

the functions ofgoods or goods packaging, as in the shape ofgoods or goods packaging. "

(Section 4(l)(xviii))

(3) Relative requirements of registration

is made concerning similarity or lack thereof as

below.
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2) 3-D TM : 3-D TM
In principle. 3-D TMs that look alike when viewed from specific directions

are similar in appearance.

3) Names and concepts
3-D TMs can generate names and concepts not only from their overall

appearance, but also in conformance withthe way they appear when viewed
from specific directions. In the case where a 3-D TM consists of a combination
with characters. in principle, only names or concepts that conform to the
applicable character portions can be generated.

(4) Scope beyond effect of trademark rights
The effects of trademark rights do not extend to the trademarks described

below.
'\4 trademark consisting solely ofa three-dimensional shape indispensable to securing

the functions ofgoods or goods packaging, as in the shape ofgoods or goods packaging. n

(Section 26(l)(v))

"Trademarks consisting solely ofmarks indicating the shape ofgoods (including the

shape ofgoods packaging) in the ordinary manner." (Section 26(l)(ii, iiil)

HI. 3-D TM Registration Requirements
- a comparison between U.S. and Japan

The first 3-D TM registered in the main Federal Register of U.S. was the Haig
Co.'s pinchbottle in 1958. Next followed the bottle shape of the Coca-Cola. Since
then. a large number of 3-D TMs have been approved. This chapter will present
some considerations concerning the registration requirements and examination
standards for 3-D TMs. using as a reference registered cases in the U.S.• a
country considered as a "developed nation" in terms of 3-D TMs.

Requirements for registration of
In addition to the determination in regards to the similarity or lack thereof to

previously applied-for and registered trademarks, the requirements for
registration of 3-D TMs in both Japan and the U.S. are as follows: (1) the
trademark must be distinctive. and (2) it must not be a shape that is
indispensable to securing functions. However. it appears that there are
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differences between the two countries in their respective judgment standards.

1) U.S. registration requirements
a) Functionality

When a design is indispensable to the use or purpose of an object. or when
the design will have an effect on the price or quality of an object. that design is
considered to be de jure (legally) functional. and therefore not registerable.
Since such items can be sufficiently protected for a fixed and limited time
period in the form of patent rights or design rights. it is thought that protection
in the form of trademark rights -a permanent exclusive right -would
interfere with the competitive principle. As a result. a design is registerable
only when the special characteristics of that design have no connection with
the purpose of usage of.its respective object (i.e.. when the design is non
functional). During the application stage. the USPTO demands from the
applicant. a clear and accurate statement of its special characteristics. and
analyzes the functionality of the mark.

b) Distinctiveness
In principle. the USPTO employs a usage principle. Therefore. there are

many trademarks that have acquired distinctiveness through their use
(Lanham Act. Section 2(1). Even in regards to the shape of a good or a good
container/package, ete., ifit is possible to visually identify that shape-thereby
creating a distinction between it and other shapes-then in most cases the
related mark is registerable in terms of its distinctiveness.

2) Japanese registration requirements
In Japan. examinations of distinctiveness will apparently be rather strict.

In various seminars, JPO have explained that "3-D TM interpreted by users as
representing merely the shape itself of designated goods are subject to rigid
controls. falling under Section 3(1)(iii)". This policy has been specified within
the examination standards. and can be imagined that 3-D TMs that consist

of a

good. will not be easily approved.
If such is the case, exactly what kinds of marks willbeapproved as 3-D

TMs? JP()'~judgmeIltsconcerningshapest~~t"IIlerelY represents the shape
itself of designated goods" and its idea of the "functionality" is awaited..

(2) Registrations in the United States



Below are some principal registered trademarks that have been approved for
registration in the U.S. because they were inherently distinctive. This report
especially focuses on an analysis of registration cases that involve the shape of a

good itself or the shape of a package of a good. Also. a hypothesis is made

regarding how such trademarks would be judged if applied for within Japan.

2) Tablet
Reg. Xo. LG38.8..t9

The mark consists of a scalloped-shape

tablet.

1) Shape of goods
1)-4) below refer to the shape of goods.

1) Tablet
Reg. No. 1.35i.580

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the hexagonal shape

of a tablet. apart from the mark as shown. The stippling on the

mark is for shading purposes only. The mark consists of the

combination of the configuration of a hexagonol sbapedtabletand

the raised "I" relief design on .one surface. For pharmaceutical

preparations for the treatment of certain cardiovascular

conditions. migraine. tremors. anxiety. and portal hypertension.

Foi' pharmeceurical

diseases.

'of cardiovascular

g

3) Tablet
Reg. No. 1.376.817

The stippling in the. mark is for shading purposes

only. The design portion of the mark is the

configuration oftbe goods (a tablet).

4) Toothbrush
Reg. !\'o.1.99·U7-l

The mark is a toothbrush with n removable. fooled base.

2) Shape of goods package (container)
5)-7) below express the shape of containers of goods; they are thus records of

trademarks where the shape itself is the special characteristic.

5) Perfume Bottle
Reg. No. 1.608.754

The mark is the configuration of an elegantly .dimensioned geometric

high clarity flint glass bottle. with bevelled [sic] edges. and heavy walled

distribution. It gives the illusion of a bottle within a bottle. and· softly

contoured sides. and the fragrance free floating in the inner bottle cavity.

It is capped with a squared-off silver colored stopper.



6) Perfume Bottle
Reg. No. 1.660.255

The stippling is for shndine purJlose:-; only and dues not

indicate color. The mark consist of u confieuruuon of the

container for the eoods.

7) Alcohol Container
Reg. No. 1.951.005

The lining in the drawing indicates shading is a feature of

the mark. and is Dot intended to indicate color. ThE' mark

tablet.

consists of a three dimensional configuration of a bottle ill

the shape of a stylized pre-Columbian man holding a

z,
-$ ;l
~ '..-

1<0
ILl ii1lt'j
~'-'-----"

3) Hypothesized examination judgments in Japan
The tablets 1) and 2) have special characteristics, especially when compared

with more ordinary shapes such as circles, triangles, ovals, etc. Yet when the
designated goods are pharmaceutical preparations, it can easily be identified as
a tablet. As mentioned above. unless the shape exceeds the scope of being merely
that of the tablet itself, it will be hard to register the shape as a trademark.
Hitherto, these kinds of tablet shapes were protected as design patents. These
shapes that does not exceed the scope of the shape of designated goods. will most
likely be deemed as being liable to protection by a design patent. If the Japanese
examination standard is to be applied in a literal fashion. then 1) and 2) would
likely be rejected under Section 3(l)(iii). These types of would-be marks. unless
they acquire distinctiveness through use as stipulated in Section 3(2). are
thought to be non-registerable.

3) is a trademark that is a combination of shape and characters. This is a case
where registration was approved for the combination. and distinctiveness was
not recognized for the 3-D shape alone. In Japan. too. there is a high possibility
that if the character portion is distinctive, then the overall combination will be
considered as being distinctive, making such marks registerable.

In 4), one can clearly tell what the good (article) is, simply by observing the
shape itself. However, there isa possibility that judgments in regards to such
will bifurcate at a certain point: namely, at whether or not the ornamental

a distinctiveness
between that ornament (decoration)

5) and 6) involves the shapes can be
identified as perfume bottles. Similarly. 7) is a or not the

, shape looks like a container for viewing these
types of cases emphasizes whether or that there are
obvious differences between such shapes and other shapes or marks. However. it



is perhaps more reasonable to assume that if the shape can be identified as a
bottle or container, then all the marks of 5)-7) would be considered as lacking
distinctiveness.

In the U.S., the special characteristic claimed by the applicants in all of the
above-quoted cases -in other words, the ornamental portion that had the special
characteristics- were registered surely because they satisfied the following two

.conditions: 1) they were not found to involve the de jure functionality of the good,
and 2) they were found to be original, and to have other aspects of distinctiveness.
Conversely, if the same marks were to be applied in Japan, just as with the cases
discussed above, registration would most likely be difficult, unless
distinctiveness could be secured through the use of such marks.

However, when an attempt is made to pin down exactly what is meant by
trademarks that "are interpreted by users as representing merely the shape
itself of designated goods" ("Examination Standards" Section 3(1)(iii)), one finds
that such standard is vague and elusive. Thus there could be differences between
the examination results due to the differing perceptions of individual examiners.
Perhaps ifthe shape of the good or the package is extremely original, and ifit is a
shape that can itselfbecome a "signal" or "beacon" at times of consumer selection,
then even before such a mark acquires a distinctiveness through use, it may be
possible to register that mark, as it will already be considered as possessing
inherent distinctiveness.

As for now, no actual examination results exist. For a clearer answer, we
would have to await for the judgment of the JPO

IV. goD TMs and "2-D Device Marks"

(1) 2-D device mark applications and registrations
The Trademark committee of the Industrial Property Rights Council has

reported the following as one of the goals of introducing the 3-D TM system:

and registered in the form of a plane-surface (flat) figure. It can be imagined that
these trademarks were originally desired to be registered as a 3-D 'I'M. Therefore,
there is a real need for 3-D TM protection." (As mentioned previously; registered
"plane-surface figures" are referred to as "2·D device marks" in the present
report).

The authors of the present report performed a survey to determine what kinds
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of "2-D device marks" actually existed in applications prior to the Law's
amendment. We will also present our considerations regarding the relationship
between "2-D device marks" and 3-D TMs.

Below is a somewhat general selection (from a total of 134 cases) of "2-D device
mark" applications made in 1989-1994.

1) Survey results

Application Fields Application Form Annlicant Examination Results

invalid. abandonment

rejected

(not-distinctive)
package
of goods

machinery

medicine

toys

food

pending (similar to senior
application)

"2-D device marks" were almost uniformly applied for in fields where there
are opportunities for consumers themselves to directly view the marks. Most of
the application examples have been goods themselves or-goods packaging.
More than half of the applicants have been foreigners. chiefly Europeans and
North Americans. This is presumably a result of their desiring the same
protection for 3-D 'I'Ms as in their own countries. The reasons for the relative
scarcity of Japanese applicants are probably as follows: a weak sense that 3-D
objects would be recognized as trademarks. a lack of familiarity with such
concept, and a failure to find meaning in obtaining rights for a plane
dimension drawing of an article which is being used in a 3-D shape.

2) Current need for 3-D 'I'M systems
A need for 3-D 'I'M system have existed to foreigners who have been forced

to apply for such marks in the form of a "2~D device mark".
As for Japanese applicants, the necessity of the 3-D TM system will be

swayed by the goods they are selling. For example, there will probably be a
large number of. applications for goods with a high probability of

of etc.

(2) Distinctiveness judgments

1) Distinctivenessjucigments regarding "2-)) device marks"
Below is anactlialexamp~e of"2-D device mark apphcation'tA plane-figure

drawing of a designated good (package) shape itself has been basically judged



as an ordinary indication of the "shape" of that good (package). and therefore
rejected due to its conformity with Section 3(1)(iii) of the Trademark Law.
However, you could see that there are also cases that have been registered.

Rejection Examples

3) Ap. H3 (1991)-48556 4) Ap. H6 (1994)-107547

Guitars. etc. Soft-drinks. etc.

2) Ap. H3 (1991)-117929

Electrical machinery and

equipment. etc,

111

1) lip. H6 (1994)-66407

Cosmetics, etc.

Registration (publication) Examples

5) lip. H6 (1994)- 82783

Electronic-application

machinery and equipment

6) Ap. H4 (1992).138889 7) lip. H3 (1991)-114968 8) Ap. H4 (1992)-29087

Handbags Trumpets Footwear. etc.

I
I

9) Reg. No. 2633887

Cosmetics, etc .

10) Reg. No. 3130861

Automobile parts. etc.
11) Reg. ;\0.2604634

Toys. etc.

12) Reg. ~o. 269265i
Liquors

. Is'. .. ~..-;:.,
.' .

13) Reg. No. 3278511

Oil filters

14) Reg. No. 3238714

Exercise equipment

('gymnastic articles")

10) Pub.H9 (1997)-32892

Dress-up dolls

Hll Reg. :\0. ~~llG637:!

Confectioneries. bread

<)



Trial Decision Rejection Examples

Trial Decision Registration Examples

17) Trial Decision 8·52 (1977).
~o. 11773 Beer. etc.

20) Reg. No. 1388242

Screws with washers

18) Trial Decision 8-39 (977), 19) Trial D(~cisionfj~57(1982). :\0. 21H20
No. 5512 Golf clubs. etc. Exercise equipment

21) Reg. Ko. 2191509

Automobile parts. etc.

The rejections 1)-8) were all marks judged to be an ordinary indication of
the "shape" of the respective good or package, and therefore conformable to
Section 3(1)(ili) of the Trademark Law. One can readily agree to the judgment
of rejection in each of these cases.

However the registrations 9), 10), lZ), 13), 15), also appear to be nothing
more than ordinary indications of the "shape" of their respective good or
package. When looking at these registrations, one gets the sense that there is a
lack of conformity in comparison with 1)-8).

A "Z-D device mark" is nothing more than a plane figure. and their
respective rights are thus limited to the flat (Z-D) plane. The lack of conformity
maybe because of the fact that the mark was examined merely as a flat figure.
But altogether, it appears that there was no well-defined policy. -at least to
the extent that there is now in the new examination standard for 3-D TMs.

Examples 1) and 9) especially show, that hitherto, there has been a mixture
looked

like a container for a cosmetic product, and this was rejected;
was a mark that looked like a containerforaperfume, and was registered. The
reason for these directlyoppositejudgmentsV\'"aS!;llr~lythe result of a broad
interpretation which existed for the. statementvindicating the .. shape.of goods
in the ordinary manner" (Section 3(I)(ili». .Suchdeterminationswere.thus left
to the individual perspective of each examiner and judge.
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2) Distinctiveness judgments regarding 3-D TMs

In the examination of 3-D shapes of goods (packages) themselves, those

shapes which "are interpreted by users as representing merely the shape itself
of designated goods" ["Examination Standards"), will be rejected as lacking

distinctiveness. However, it is not clear whether the actual judgment standard
refers to either (A) or (B) below.
(A) A typical or "classical" shape of the designated good is assumed. The mark

is registered if the mark's shape exceeds the domain (scope) covered by that
"typical" shape.
(B) Even if it is not the typical or "classical" shape of the designated good, the

mark will be rejected as long as it can be seen as an "extension" ofthe shape of
the designated good.
Viewing the "Examination Standards", it appears that judgments regarding
the distinctiveness of the shapes of 3-D TMs will be especially strict. Therefore,
standard (B) will most likely be fundamentally applied. However, there will

surely be cases where a decision will be difficult, as in the above-listed example

11).

If examinations are performed based on the above-described standard, then
there is no guarantee that "2-D device mark" registrations will be
automatically registered if applied for as 3-D TMs. One can imagine that
applicants who have received a reason for rejection stating a lack of
distinctiveness for their 3-D 'I'M application will object by showing examples of
registered "2-D device marks", thereby claiming distinctiveness. However, as
discussed above, since there are different judgment standards for plane
trademarks and 3-D TMs, it will be difficult for the above kind of claims to be
accepted.

(3) Scope of rights

1) The concept of "use"

Section 2(4) of the Trademark Law states that 'applyingthe mark' to goods,
etc., includes the use of the good, etc., as the shape of the mark. Thus, when a

3-D TM that indicates the good (package) shape is registered, the sale, etc., of
the good with the shape of this registered trademark constitutes a use of the
registered trademark.

11



b) Use of "2-D device marks"
Conversely, a "2-D device mark" is nothing more than a plane-surface (flat)

trademark. Unless the use is specifically a plane-related use, such will not be
recognized as a "use" of the trademark. Let's assume that the owner of a "2-D
device mark" showing the shape of a candy were to actually create a 3-D candy
shape with that mark. In a large number of cases, it would probably be judged
that such does not constitute a use of that trademark.

2) Infringements
a) Infringements of 3-D TMs

It would be considered as an infringement, for those who do not have fair
rights to sell, etc. goods of similar or identical shape to a registered 3-D TM.

b) Infringements of 2-D device marks
Prior to its amendment, there was no concept under the Japanese

Trademark Law of "3-D" trademarks. Since "2-D device marks" are nothing
more than plane-surface trademarks, interpretations differed as to whether
the validity of the related trademark rights extended to 3-D goods. Therefore,
in the case where a third party sold, etc., a good that had a similar external
appearance to the "2-D device mark", interpretations differed as to whether or
not such constituted an infringement of the trademark rights: some thought it
did, while others thought it did not.

Following the amendment of the Law, the similarity between 3-D TMs and
plane trademarks has now been made an object of examination. If; for example,
a 3·D TM were to be rejected as a result of an existing "2-D device mark", the
Patent Oflice would have thereby made a determination that the two marks
are similar. And if the applicant is then found to be already. using the
trademark, there is a fear that this applicant may be sued for trademark
infringement. Therefore, following the amendment of the Law, it is clear that
using shapes that are similar to "2-D device marks" may have chances of being
considered as an infringement.

figure. And, as shown repeatedly above, the marks were registered while there
were still serious questions regarding its distinctiveness when viewed from a

. third dimension. In. this .environment, then, let .us consider the following
hypothetical example.

Suppose that an application were made fora 3-DTM thatwassimilar in
appearance totheabove-quoted case 9) (concerning which, under th(jcurrent
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examination standard, has a high possibility of being rejected as lacking
distinctiveness). If the applied-for 3-D TM were to be rejected for a lack of
distinctiveness, then there would be no problem. Yet if case 9) were quoted in
the rejection, then the applicant would be required to pursue countermeasures
such as a request for a contract forbidding the claiming of rights or a
preparation for a defense around the claim that the trademark rights do not
extend to the applied-for mark. Also, if the use in the form of 3-D shapes are
not to be judged as a "use" of "2-D device marks", one could consider making an
appeal for a cancellation for non-use.

V. Probable Future Trends

Opinions regarding future trends are divided into two separate camps: some
feel that we can anticipate strict examinations, where the examination
.standards will be strictly applied in regards to the need for acquiring
distinctiveness through the use of goods themselves and/or goods
packages/containers; others believe that we can instead expect a "looser," less
rigid examination standard, where marks will be approved for registration so
long as they possess a unique shape when compared with other marks. Whatever

.the case may be, in order to ensure the implementation of the 3-D TM system
.. without confusion, a clear and distinct application of the examination standards,
and a strict limitation of the scope of the validity of already registered device
marks will be required.

(1) Examination standards
As described above, the majority opinion is that registration be permitted for

those which have acquired distinctiveness through use as stipulated in Section
3(2). However, it will be difficult to ensure that such judgments of distinctiveness
themselves are uniform and consistent. JPO will be placed in a difficult position
when distinctiveness is claimed by citing overseas registrations. How long will it

how shall it find a balance from the perspective of international harmonization?
Further, since it is expected that the registration of goods themselves and of

goods packages/containers will be extremely difficult, there will probably be
many 3-D TM applications that take the form ofthe above-quoted U.S. registered
tablet case 3) -namely, a combination of a distinctive character or picture
(diagram) trademark and a 3-D shape. However, for many of these trademarks,
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it was the character portion or the pictorial portion which was recognized as
distinctive. In many cases, the owner of the rights will not be able to actually
claim rights for the third-dimensional portion alone.

However, we cannot deny thee possibility that the above sort of marks will be
cited, as having a similar shape, in the examination of the later applications. We
would like to request the consistent identification (recognition) of the main
portion(s) -the parts that were originally approved as distinctive, so that later
applications not be excluded for the above-noted kinds of reasons. Yet desire
such as we may, registered 3-D TMscomprised of these kinds of combinations
will playa major restraining role when a thinking of using a similar 3-D shape.
Thus, confusion regarding the interpretation of the scope of rights and the
identification (recognition) of main portions will surely be unavoidable.

Further, what will be the impact of distinctiveness already acquired as a
result of use, during the application and examination stages? How will the
"typical" or "classical" shape be determined? The possibility of difference arising
between the examiners can not be denied.

To combat such confusion, we would like to express our deep desire that the
examination standards be strictly, seriously, and consistently applied.

(2) The "2-D Device Marks"
As mentioned above, opinions are divided as to whether the scope of the rights

of .a "2-D device mark" is limited to the plane-surface diagram (figure) itself.
Remember that such "2-D device mark" were applied prior to the amendment of
the Law, when "3-D TMs" did not even exist. The examination standards for "2
D device mark" was of course, not as strict as that of 3-D TM, especially
concerning the distinctiveness of the shape when considered as a 3-D.

However, if, a "2-D device marks" were to be cited in the examination of 3-D
TM, and lead to the rejection of the mark, there will be a possibility that using
the 3-D mark will be considered as an infringement of the "2-D device mark".
This would gives us the impression that there was an expansion in the scope of
right because of the amendment.

distinctiveness), and the shape conforms to Section 26 (i.e., it falls within the
scope where the validity of trademark rights do not extend), it will be possible to
use the mark even if its not registered. Naturally in such cases, infringement
would be out of the question.

Differences in the interpretation of device marks by the examiners will
present a major problem to the users of 3-D TMs. Certainly the best way to
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handle such cases would be, as much as possible, to make rejections based on a
lack of distinctiveness. Moreover, is it not true that only by strictly and
thoroughly applying such a standard will the 3-D TM system be able to be
applied without confusion and disarray?

VI. Conclusion

On April 1, 1997, the very first day of the introduction of the 3-D TM system,
the number of 3-D TM applications was around 780. At the current date of this
writing, when examinations of these applied-for 3-D TMs have yet to be
performed, it is difficult to predict clearly and exactly what directions such
examinations will take.

However, ·if this 3-D TM system was introduced truly with the goal of
international harmonization, one can expect that the direction of future
examinations will be somewhat fluid and changeable. Therefore, we assume that
if a company possesses 3-D TMs which should be protected, it would be the best
policy to first go ahead and try applying for the registration.

Further, persons which are using marks similar to the 3-D TMs of others
should pay special attention to the distinctiveness and functionality of the 3-D
shape (configuration). It would surely be necessary to secure evidence that will
enable a defense under Section 26 of the Trademark Law.
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1. INTRODUCTION (ARRIVAL OF NETWORKED SOCIETY ON A FULL
SCALE)

Not a day passes by without coming across one or two network-related
articles when one opens a newspaper. Networks represented by the Internet
are coming into wider and wider use at all levels the world over, transforming
our social life as well as business in a tangible way.

With regards to the Internet, an "explosive" increase is an expression that
aptly describes the current situation. For instance, the White Paper on
Communications announced this May by the Japanese Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications points out that the size of the Fiscal 1996 cyber business
market (mail order sales using the Internet) reached approximately 40 times
that of the previous year. (Yet, the size of the Japanese cyber business market
is only about one-tenth of that ofthe U.S. cyber business market.)

At the27th Congress held in Hiroshima last year, the PIPA Japanese
Committee #2 took up a theme of "Intellectual Property Issues Involving the
Internet" and gave its article. With a different viewpoint this year, the
Committee will focus its attention on the legal liability issues of network service
providers, software distribution, and problems associated with practical license
work. At the same time, actions of network-related law-making by the WIPO
as well as recent legal problems regarding the overall network-s will be
introduced.

2. ACTIONS FOR REVISING THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
REGARDING NETWORKS

2.1 WIPO
As a result of the diplomatic conference held in Geneva in December, 1996,

the .WIPO Copyright Treaty and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms
Treaty were adopted. (The WIPO Copyright Treaty is a special agreement
within the meaning of Article 20 of the Berne Convention 2-i.) These two
Treaties contain provisions to cope with the digital network environment
represented by the Internet. (Note that for these Treaties. to take effect, 30
instruments of ratification or accession by Member States of WIPO must be
deposited with the Director General of WIPO 2-ii.)

us a at the main points of the
coping with the digital network environment.
(1) Protection of computer programs as literary work and protection of
databases (Article 4 and Article 5) These problems are already dealt with by
Japanese Copyright Law.
(2) Right of Communication to the Public (Article 8) Objects of the "right of
transmission to the public" are expanded to cover all literary and artistic works.
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This right includes authorizing the making available of works to the public, by
wire or wireless, in such a way that members of the public may access them
from a place and a time individually chosen by them. It covers on-demand and
interactive transmission on the Internet, and the act of uploading to the
electronic bulletin board in PC communication is naturally included.

It is to be noted that in the agreed statement regarding the WIPO
Copyright Treaty adopted simultaneously by the diplomatic conference, a
statement was made that mere provision of physical facilities for enabling or
making a communication does not in itself amount to communication2-iii.

*Behind this agreed statement lies a fact that, as seen in the "Playboy
Enterprises, Inc. v. Frena" case in the United States, there are an
increasing number of cases charging network service providers with illicit
distribution of works. Since it is considered that where there is no
bearing on the content itself, there is no applicable case of
communication, the statement to that effect was made clear in the agreed
statement.

(3) Obligations concerning Technological Means (Article 11)
It is stipulated that Contracting Parties shall provide adequate legal

protection and remedy against the circumvention of effective technological
measures which are employed to obstruct acts infringing the copyright (for
example, copy protection signals of video soft and copy protection techniques of
video games).
(4) Obligations concerning Rights Management Information

Contracting Parties are now required to stipulate legal remedy for
removal or alteration of any electronic rights management information. Rights
management information as used in this Article, means information which
identifies the works, the authors of the work, the owner of any right in the work,
or information about the terms and conditions of use of the work, and any
numbers or codes that represent such information.

This provision has in mind works which are in distribution on the
networks. When the contents of CD and video soft are being distributed on
line, it is easy to tamper with rights management information (for example, an
author's name is replaced by someone else's name) and distribute it again on
line. Consequently, taking proper legal measures against such act is
stipulated.

On the other hand, in the draft for the WIPO Copyright Treaty, was
proposed that the concept of reproduction apply to temporary storage in RAM of
computers, etc. As far as this was conccrned,comprOlllise between
telecommunicationcarriers fearing that the right ofreproduction might extend
to technical storage 'generated in the middle of communications and European
countries and the United States supporting the proposal did not materialize.
Since handling this matter properly was considered possible according to the
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international standards regarding the current right of reproduction and
exceptions to the right of reproduction, particularly, Article 9 of the Berne
Convention2-iv, it was deleted from the draft of the Treaty.

Because of the deletion from the draft, there was an attempt from some
quarters to insert a statement in the agreed statement to the effect that
"temporary storage is also reproduction." Finally, a statement to the effect that
"It is understood that the storage of a protected work in digital form in an
electronic medium constitute a reproduction within the meaning of Article 9 of

. the Berne Convention" was made in the agreed statement2-v. The meaning of
"storage" was not made clear. How much is meant by storage is left to the
interpretation and lawmaking of each member state.

* It is a generally-accepted notion in Japan that temporary storage in
computer memories is not reproduction, while a case in the United
States shows that temporary storage in RAM of computer programs is
reproduction2-vi. In Europe, too, according to EC directive, temporary
storage of computer programs is reproduction.

2.1.2 WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty
In this Treaty, too, provisions for coping with the digital network

environment are incorporated.
(1) In Article 10, the exclusive right of performers is set forth to authorize the
making available to the public of their performances fixed in phonograms, by
wire or wireless means, in such a way that members of the public may access
them from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.
(2) In Article 14, the exclusive right of producers of phonograms is set forth to
authorize the making available to the public of their phonograms, by wire or
wireless, in such a way that members of the public may access them from a
place and at a time individually chosen by them.

* In both the above-mentioned Article 10 and Article 14, as in the case of
Article 8 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty respectively, the exclusive right
in regard to the act of uploading to an electronic bulletin board in PC
communication was granted to performers and producers ofphonograms.

(3) In Article 18, as in the case of Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty,
provisions of "Obligations concerning Technological Measures" were established.
(4) In Article 19, as in the case of Article 12 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty,

" .. . JP!()yi~i9'!?:~ of were
established.

2.2 Problems of Revision of -Iapanese Copyright Law - in Terms of the WIPO
Copyright Treaty and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty

On the basis of the contents of the adopted WIPO Copyright Treaty and
the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, the Multimedia
Subcommittee of the Copyright Council presented its R.eview Progress Report in
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February, 1997, citing the following items which called fur immediate action in
regard to revisions of the Copyright Law to cope with digitization and

. networking:

1) Establishing rights of performers and producers of phonograms regarding
"transmission performed upon request,"
2) Including in the transmission of works" the making available to the
public of works,"
3) As for wire transmission of computer programs, the rights should extend
to those in the same premises as well,
4) Properly arranging the provisions regarding wireless "broadcast" and
"transmission performed upon request,"
5) Reviewing without delay which action to take for the copy protection
release devices.

Additional comments on 2) and 4) above will be made as follows:
a. In Japanese Copyright Law, in addition to the conventional "broadcast

right," the "wire transmission right" was already provided for in the 1986
revision, and on-demand transmission via the Internet is covered by "wire
transmission." (This is made clear as "wire broadcast" is defined as
simultaneous reception by public of transmission of the same content.) Note,
however, that the right concerns the act of transmission. In the Review
Progress Report, it is mentioned necessary to include "the making available to
public" in "transmission" in line with the concept of "communication" in the
"WIPO Copyright Treaty."

b. As for wireless transmission, the "broadcast right" is prescribed.
Contrary to the "wire transmission right" and the "wire broadcast right,"
whether wireless on-demand transmission is included or not is not clear. Since
on-demand transmission is covered by the Rights of Communication in the
"WIPO Copyright Treaty, regardless of by wire or wireless means, the Review
Progress Report refers to the necessity of making proper arrangements of
wireless transmission in terms of the Copyright Law just as in the case of wire
transmission.

REFERENCE: Definition of Terminology in the Copyright Law
for

"Wire broadcast" -

"Broadcast" -

purposes of being directly received by
Of the wire transmission, transmission conducted so that
transmission of the same . content is simultaneously
received by public.
Performing transmission of wireless communications for
purposes of being directly received by public.



Items mentioned above are regarded to be items whose revision is
necessary for ratification of both Treaties. The Copyright Council will review
items not taken up at this time in due course and make a "Review Progress
Report."

FOOTNOTES
2-i) .Article 1, WIPO Copyright Treaty.
2-ii) Article 20, WIPO Copyright Treaty and Article 29, WIPO Performances

and Phonograms Treaty.
2-iii)AGREED STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE WIPO COPYRIGHT

TREATY, Concerning Article 8
2-iv) WIPO Press Release No.lOG

"The conference also discussed whether or not specific provisions are
needed concerning the application of the right of reproduction concerning
some temporary, transient, incidental reproductions, but did not adopt any
such provisions since it considered that those issues may be appropriately
handled on the basis of the existing international norms on the right of
reproduction, and the possible exceptions to it, particularly under Article 9
of the Berne Convention."

2-v) AGREED STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE WIPO COPYRIGHT
TREATY, Concerning Article 1(4)

2-vi) Mai Systems Corporation v. Peak Computer, Inc. 991 F.2d 51L(9th Cir.
1993)

3. EXAMPLES OF LEGAL TOPICS REGARDING NETWORKS
3.1 Hyperlinks

A hyperlink is an "act of linking" so that one can jump instantaneously
from one web site to another by clicking a designated spot on a web site screen
on the Internet.

For example, X opens a web site in his server X, where the access location
ofY's paper (network name, etc.) existing in server Y is written, and it can be so
arranged that third person A who wants to read that paper clicks with mouse
the access location of Y's paper in X's web site of server X to access server Y and
that he can read Y's paper. (Various modes oflinks can be worked out: not only
papers but corporate advertising can be displayed and by clicking that spot, it is

Whether there are links to other web sites can be recognized by the user
from a change in the display color of lines on the screen and from a change of
the mouse pointer from an arrow to a palm mark.
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Since the act of linking to other web sites in this manner is not only for the
benefit of network users but may be conducive to increasing the number of
access to one's own web site, it is now widely practiced by one party without
other's consent. In actual operation, no special contractual procedures are
required between the parties concerned operating respective web sites.
Hyperlinking is freely conducted conceivably because information disclosed on
the web sites is accessible by anyone and hyperlinking itself is interpreted to be
in no way illegaL

3-2 Disputes Involving Hyperlinks
These considerations notwithstanding, since disputes involving hyperlinks

are occurring, some of them are introduced as follows.

3-2-1 Ticketmaster v. Microsoft
District Court, Central District of California)

Plaintiff Ticketmaster is the world's largest ticketsales agencyhandling a wide
",3:riety of entertainment-related tickets inthe United States. With its own
web site, 'ri<;ketlllaster ~ells tickets via the Internet as welL. . "Seattle
Sidewalk,"a web site ofal()c~lentlJrtainlIleJJ.tguideopened andoperated in
Seattle by Defendant Microsoft created hyperlinks to Ticketmaster web site and
used Ticketmaster's trademark without permission, thereby purportedly

7



Because Microsoft had not cut off its
site despite Ticketmaster's warning,

causing damage to Ticketmaster.
hyperlinks to Ticketmaster's web
Ticketmaster sued Microsoft.

Ticketmaster cites as reasons for the complaint Microsoft's use of
Ticketmaster's trademark without permission which caused damage, fraudulent
act concerning Tickemaster's business through Microsoft's advertising activities,
and unfair competition imposed by Microsoft. A special concern of
Ticketmaster's is hyperlinks from Microsoft's web site enabling users to pass

. through the front cover of the Ticketmaster's web site to get direct access to the
inside pages. Ticketmaster asserts that damage has been incurred as a result
of users' loss of chances to see precautions listed on the front cover of
Tickermaster's web site and ads on other pages. On the other hand, Microsoft
contends no illegality in its operation, clearly showing its intention to stand face
to face with Ticketmaster.

Many comments from industry sources question Ticketmaster's complaint
because Microsoft is not a competitor of Ticketmaster's and not engaged in
business to get consumers mixed up by using Ticketmaster's trademark.

3-2-2 Shetland Times Ltd. v. Dr. Jonathan Wills andAnother
(Civil Superior Court, Edinburgh, U.K.)

Plaintiff Shetland Times Ltd. is a newspaper publisher of United
Kingdom issuing a newspaper, the Shetland Times. Defendant Dr. Jonathan
Wills and Another is an agent offering news service, the Shetland News.

The Shetland Times opened a web site on the Internet, which offered
articles appearing in the Shetland Times with additions of pictures. Articles
are electronically stored on the web site with an index of their headlines so that
users can access articles themselves by clicking headlines. On the other hand,
since October of 1996, Defendant has reproduced verbatim numerous headlines
registered in the Plaintiff's web site and included them in the headlines of the
front page of its own web site. Consequently, users of the Defendant's web site,
by clicking these headlines, are able to access directly the texts of related
articles without accessing the front page of the Plaintiff's web site.

For reasons of copyright infringement, Plaintiff filed an action seeking a
temporary injunction of the Defendant's use of the Plaintiff's headlines at the
Defendant's web site. On October 24, 1996, the court decided in favor of the
complaint of Plaintiff, the Shetland Times, affirming copyright infringement

Defendant to the Plaintiff's web site.
Although this case made no decision of the hyperlink's illegality, attention

is called to the practice of taking proprietary information of the hyperlinked
party into one's own web site without restriction.
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3-3 Comment
With the opening of a network called the Internet for commercial purposes

come chances of making big profits in a new way. If the court had given a
decision that the above-mentioned act of hyperlinking without permission was
illegal and that approval of the web site holder was required, not only the
Internet users but also the network service providers would have been greatly
affected. There is a notion that this kind of problem will eventually be solved
once a new technique of blocking unauthorized hyperlinks among web sites is
developed, but from the user's standpoint, it would not be desirable to see a free
network surfing environment on the way out.

4. LEGAL LIABILITY OF NETWORK SERVICE PROVIDERS
In software distribution on the network, the network service provider is

always involved. It is obvious that when there is infringement of intellectual
property by a piece of software in distribution, the one who provides the
software concerned is the infringing party and assumes civil and criminal
liability. However, what liability the network service provider involved in
distribution assumes is not necessarily clear. In this section, using a recent
case in our country for reference, let us examine the liability of the network
service provider under Japanese Copyright Law and Patent Law when software,
etc. uploaded by users on the network commit infringement of copyrights or
patents ofthe third party.

4-1 Types of Network Service Providers and Their Role
Generally speaking, agents called network service providers are roughly

divided into the following, depending on the role they play: (1) common carriers
offering communication lines which form the infrastructure of the networks and
serving as a conduit of communication, (2) Internet access providers offering
access service to the Internet, and (3) commercial PC communication providers
sponsoring commercial PC communication networks and offering various on-line
services 4-i, ii.

As an example of services offered by (2) and (3) above (hereinafter referred
to as provider), the followings are available: providing access to networks such
as the Internet (E-mail, FTP, Telnet, WWW), and transferring

users part of the hard disk capacity on the server for storing the Home
Pages), operation of BBS (Bulletin Board System, i.e., Electronic Bulletin
Board), providingcandvtransferring informatiunvedited by the providers
themselves (e.g. database service); etc. 4-iii.

In Japan,(l)through(3) above correspond to Type I telecommunications
carrier (Article B.1» or Type.lltelecommunications carrier (Article 6.2»
stipulated in the Telecommunications Business Law. This Law provides for



prohibition of censorship of communications handled by the telecommunications
carriers (Article 3) and confidentiality of communications (Article 4). Since
transmission on the networks handled by the telecommunications carriers
corresponding to (1), (2) or (3) is considered to be equivalent to
"communications" of the Law, it is covered by the prohibition of censorship and
protection ofthe confidentiality of communications.

The provisions of the Law can be construed that they prohibit the
censorship or interception of the communication conducted by governmental
authorities. But there are divergent opinions on whether the provisions of the
Law preclude such conducts by the telecommunications carrier itself 4-iv.
However, we should consider the provisions in light of the purpose of the
legislation, which recognizes that because governmental authorities have actual
capabilities to censor or intercept communications, such action must be subject
to restriction. Because of the fact that the telecommunications carriers have
actual capabilities to censor and intercept communications, we think it is
reasonable to interpret that the telecommunications carriers are also under the
restrictions 4-v.

4-2 Recent Noteworthy Examples
As a good example of legal liability of a network service provider in Japan,

the Tokyo District Court delivered a noteworthy decision on May 26, 1997 4-iv.
This is a case in which X, a member of a PC communication service, filed suit
against Y, another member. X sued Y for reasons of defamation and libel on X
committed by Y at a "forum" (equivalent to the BBS) which had been offered by
said PC communication service. The suit also included charges against a
system operatorZ operating and managing the forum with a tort in
nonperformance (leaving Y's act unchecked) and against the PC communication
service provider A with nonperformance of employer's liability and default
(failure in duty of considering safety of the PC communication service members).

In regard to the system operator Z's liability, the court gave the following
decision for the following reasons. (1) The system operator is entrusted by the
PC communication service provider with operation and management of the
forum and taking appropriate action in the event of a defamatory and libelous
comment being written constitutes part of the forum operation and
management. (2) When a comment with such a content as to defame someone's
honor is written in the forum, the system operator is able to take action to stop

the person whose honor was defamed is unable to take such action. (3)
Procedures for which action to take in case a comment is made to defame or libel
another person are stipulated in the membership regulations and the operating
manual on which the system operator bases his position regarding the operation
and management of the forum. Considerations of these factors show that in
the event that a comment defaming and libeling another person is made, a
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certain degree oflegal duty of performance is imposed on the system operator.
On the other hand, the court also pointed out other factors. (i) The

system operator cannot check in advance comments written in the forum. (ii)
Many system operators are not specializing in system operation and have other
main lines of business. Therefore they have not so much time for operation and
management of their forum. (iii) Because of enormous numbers of comments
written per day in one forum as a whole, checking all written comments and
examining each problem of such comments are normally extremely difficult.
(iv) In not a few cases, it is difficult to evaluate the contents of comments as to
whether they may constitute defamation or libeL Consequently, the decision
considered it unreasonable to impose upon the system operator such heavy duty
of performance as to monitor the contents of comments written in the forum at
all times and to examine all comments as to their questionable contents.

In conclusion, decision stated that "At least when the system operator has
a positive idea that a comment defaming other's honor has been written in the
forum under its operation and management, it is to be construed that in view of
its position and authorization, said system operator has duty of performance
from the standpoint of reason to take necessary measures to ensure that such
person's honor will not be unduly harmed."

Also, in regard to the liability of the PC communication service provider A,
the court examined the forum operating agreement between A and Z. In the
agreement, it is stipulated that the system operator Z follows A's instructions
and that the agreement shall be terminated without prior notice in the event of
Z's violation of the terms of the agreement. Therefore, it is recognized that the
right of command and supervision essentially exists between A and Z and the
decision concluded by admitting A's employer liability 4-vii.

In this case, the court judged that the system operator in charge of
management and operation has a certain degree of duty of performance from the
standpoint of reason when questionable comments are made in the forum.
However, the court limited the application of said duty of performance only to
the case of the operator having a positive idea of the presence of the
questionable content, taking into account impossibility of prior check of
comments written in the forum, virtual difficulty of checking all individual
comments, and other factors. In this sense, although this is a case of
defamation and libel and not involving intellectual property infringements, it

this
case was made with respect to the system operator. But the of the
operator lies in managing and operating agency work such as offering a place
where information provided by a third party is offered to another third party.
Thus, it is reasonable to think that said judgment is generally applicable to the
case ofrproviders in the business of offering and transferring. information
uploaded by other parties. Also, its way ofthinkinginregardto the range of
duty ofperformance will be ofuseforreferenceIn other cases as a criterion of
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recognizing negligence.

4-3 Provider's Liability in Terms of Copyright Law
A classic case of provider's liability in connection with copyright becoming

an issue is when Y, a customer using provider X's services, uploads a copyright
material which infringes copyright of a third party to the server run by the
provider X and makes it available to general public through, his own Home Page
set up on said server, or through the BBS run by the provider X. There may be
another case where said material is transferred to other BBSs or Home Pages on
servers of third parties via the provider X.

When Y's Home Page or the BBS where said copyright material is
disclosed is accessed by a third party, or when said copyright materials is
transferred to other servers, said copyright material is transmitted from the X's
server to the computer (server) of the third party and stored there. Said steps
themselves are automatically processed under X's server's directions.
Nevertheless, inasmuch as X owns the server itself, such steps can be construed
as an act committed by X. Hence, in Japan, X's act corresponds to reproduction
of said copyright material (when transfer to the third party server is made and
the copy of the material is stored there) and an act of wire transmission (when
copyright material is transferred to the third party from the X's server). Those
acts are likely to constitute copyright infringements.

For remedies of copyright infringement, basically two actions can be
considered. One is injunction (Article 112, Copyright Law) and the other is
claim for damages (Article 708, Civil Law). Because the existence of
willfulness or negligence is not a requirement as far as the former is concerned,
an injunction to X (scrapping of the copyright material stored in the server,
suspension of an act of transmission, etc.) is likely to be granted 4-viii.

As regards the latter, since the existence of willfulness or negligence is a
requirement, whether willfulness or negligence can be recognized in X or not
becomes an issue. At present, (1) because there is a possibility that a prior
check of information to be sent to other servers may transgress prohibition of
censorship and confidentiality of communications forbidden by the
Telecommunications Business Law, its implementation is difficult 4-ix. (2) It is
physically impossible for the network service provider to conduct prior checks of
all information uploaded to its server as well as information received to be

judgment of infringement is difficult.
In terms of judgment criteria of the decision in 4-2 above, it is reasonable

to think these considerations above show that unless after the possibility of
copyright infringement is recognized or made recognizable as a result of being
pointed out by the copyright owner, charges of willfulness or negligence cannot
be brought on the provider because the provider has no opportunity to
materially control information uploaded to its own server before that 4-x, xi.
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It is to be noted that in the foregoing example, common carriers having
communication lines will be involved in reality. However, inasmuch the
common carriers only offer communication lines and act as a conduit of
communications performed by X and Y, it is considered that they will assume no
liability whatsoever in terms of the Copyright Law.

4-4 Provider's Liability in Terms of Patent Law.
The provider's liability in connection with patent right becomes an issue,

for example, when customer Y using the provider X's services uploads software
infringing the patent right of a third party Z and makes its copy downloadable
through his Home Page, etc. Or when a transfer is made to another server
operated by a third party A via the provider X.

IfY's software fixed in a recording medium should infringe upon a medium
claim of Z's patent, it is possible that an act of X's transfer of software to A's
server may correspond to an act of producing materials infringing on said claim
4-xii. On the other hand, when a third party gains access to Y's Home Page
and downloads software to its own computer, the principal of the act of
infringement is either said third party (manufacture of infringing materials) or
Y (assignment or offer to assign). Therefore the X's act will not constitute an act
of infringement.

In the event that Y's software fixed in a recording medium becomes a
material indirectly infringing on an apparatus claim or method claim of Z's
patent, X's act of transfer said software to A's server or an act of downloading
the software by a third party from Y's Home Page will respectively constitute an
indirect infringement by X, Y or the third party. .

In the case of patent right, remedy for an act of infringement is the same
as the case of copyright - injunction (Article 100 of the Patent Law) and claim
for damages (Article 709 of the Civil Law). Since the same reasons for (1)
through (3) in 4-3 above can also be applied to the case of patent right, both
injunction and claim for damages are handled in the same way as the case of
copyright. However, as a result of the presumption of negligence in Article 102
of the Patent Law, when a provider receives a claim for. damages, the burden of
proof of no negligence lies on the provider's side, and this is different from the
case of copyright 4-xiii.

Also, even though the act of the provider itself does not constitute a patent

mentioned above constitute a direct or an indirect patent infringement, X is
aiding Y'sor the third party's act of infringement. Hence, when willfulness or
negligence is found in Xasfar as aiding Y's or third party's actoLpntcnt
infringement- is concerned,': Xis most -likely to be -charged with aiding and
abetting a tort or joint tort lia.bility«Paragra.ph1, 2,Article7190f the Civil
Law) and liability for-damages: will result. As for the-judgment criteria of
willfulness and negligence, the key issue will be also whether or not action was
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taken to delete said software from the server even though infringement had
been pointed out so that there was possibility of recognition or recognition of the
fact of infringement.

In the case of patent right, too, the common carriers having
communications lines will be involved. However, as regards the common
carriers, in the same way as the case of copyright, no charges of liability
whatsoever will be brought in terms of the Patent Law.

FOOTNOTES
4·i) The aforementioned classifications are not mutually exclusive. In reality,

there are many cases where (3) plays the role of (2) as part of its services or
(1) plays the role of (2).

4·ii) In addition to the above classifications, network sponsors of non-profit
organizations such as colleges or individuals who operates BBSs and others
can be considered. But, in this section they can be treated in the same way
as (2) or (3), so they were omitted.

4·iii) Masao Yoshida, "Network Service Provider's Liabilities" Chizai Kanri
(Intellectual Property Management), Vol. 46, No. 11, pp. 1740 - 1741.

4-iv) Hisamichi Okamura and Tsuyoshi Kondo, Legal Practice of the Internet,
Shin Nihon Hoki, p. 241, p. 246.Note that there are also two theories
regarding whether the provisions of this Law preclude said conducts by
governmental authorities or only said conducts by administrative
authorities. See p. 241.

4-v) Same opinion. Takashi Kurita, "Infringement of rights by Web Pages and
Liabilities of Telecommunications Equipment Provider: the Internet
Providers and Colleges and Universities."
(http://www.hk.kansaiu.ac.jplkurita/copyright/ article5.html)

4·vi) 1994 (Wa) Case No. 7784 of Claim for Damages.
4-vii) A's violation of duty of considering safety was not admitted.
4·viii) Masao Yoshida, "Network Service Provider's Liabilities" Chizai Kanri

(Intellectual Property Management), Vol. 46, No. 11, pp. 1746 - 1747
and Hisamichi Okamura and Tsuyoshi Kondo, Legal Practice of the
Internet, Shin Nihon Hoki, p. 259.

4·ix) However, as mentioned above, from the standpoint that the
communications carriers are not subject to the provisions of prohibition of

serve as a basis of no fault.
4-x) Ditto 4-viii)
4-xi) As regards the provider's liabilities, there is an opmion that, "As for

copyright infringement, the wire transmission right is clearly protected. If
the liability of the network information agent is to be limited, a theory
asserting that such agent is not the principal of the act of wire transmission
must be built up." (Harumichi Uchida and Tsunemichi Yokoyama, Ed., The
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Internet Law - Guidlines to Business Legal Practice, Shoji Homu
Kenkyukai (Commercial Law Center, Inc.), p. 68.). Nonetheless, the
thinking of this section which treats the provider as the principal of wire
transmission makes it easier for the infringed person to exercise hislher
right of injunction against the provider, thus facilitating to prevent
copyright infringement of one's right from expanding effectively. Further,
as for the financial loss of the provider due to claim for damages, judging
the degree of willfulness or negligence can set limits to a range of such loss.
Therefore we think more balanced settlement can be made by the thinking
ofthis section.

4-xii) This is the case when the X's server automatically performs a transfer to
the server of a third party. When a transfer is made by the X's server upon
A's request, this can be said to be the same as the case where a third party
gains access to the Y's Home Page and downloads software.

4-xiii) As a consequence of the burden of proof of no negligence being imposed on
the provider, the provider's duty of taking precautionary measures will be
materially on a higher level than the case of copyright.

5. PRACTICAL WORK ON SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION AND LICENSE
5-1 Collection of License Fee
5-1-1 Identifying the Problem

Originally configured by the financial assistance of the U.S. Government,
the Internet was used primarily for exchanging information among researchers.
Now that it is completely run privately (rather, it has changed into an
aggregation of separate networks having no specific operators), it has come to be
used widely for commercial purposes. Firms engaged in mail order sales by
placing merchandise catalogs on the network are coming up, one after another.
Since shops on the network do not require too much cost of opening and
maintenance, it is said that businesses taking full advantage of their small size
of operation can be developed. This is particularly true when the merchandise
is the kind that can be handled as digital information such as data and
programs. Orders are not only accepted on-line but the merchandise itself can
be shipped on the network. Another merit is that without inventories, upon
receipt of an order, copies can be reproduced instantly. These are the features

jcccmc·c······.,··c•.••...•••c•••.,., h" ~" •...•1,

digital information is the special feature of the Internet business.
Actually, computer software has been in distributionfor a long time on the

Internet, but such distribution was confined to software-distributed free or
nearly free of charge. All such prior uses were not for business purposes but
were confined mostly to the research ofcomputer engineers.andthe experiments
of computer maniacs, Be that as it may, c if the distribution of computer
software is to be carried out asa business, problems.occur as to how to collect



payment (License Fee). If the seller and the buyer face each other and conduct a
transaction just like shopping in a shop, the buyer examines the merchandise, is
convinced of the price, indicates his or her intention to buy, and the transfer of
the merchandise and payment of the price can be performed simultaneously.
However, to do the same thing on the Internet is impossible. A piece of
merchandise like software can easily be transmitted on the network, but
¥lO,OOO notes or ¥1O coins cannot be transmitted. At present, sending money
off-line is the only way, and this creates many kinds of problems.

1) Problems of payment by generally used means
Advance payment is always made and software is transmitted after

confirming receipt of the payment. This would ensure that the license fee is
paid with certainty with a minimum of risk for the licenser (seller). But
payment by registered mail, remittance via bank, postal money order, etc. is
cumbersome for the licensee (purchaser). Although shopping on the Internet is
advantageous in that one can look at merchandise from all over the world
without being aware of national boundaries and distance and make a purchase,
the time and effort needed for transferring payment off-line will ruin the
convenience of this method of shopping.

2) .... Problems associated with credit card payment and security of the Internet
Trouble involved in transferring payment seems to lessen considerably

when payment is settled by credit card. All that is required of the licensee is to
transmit information concerning hislher credit card type, number, and
expiration date via E-mail and the licenser can conduct a prior credit check
based on that information.

Nevertheless, inasmuch as the Internet is not designed with commercial
applications in mind as mentioned above, it lacks a sufficient degree of security
for handling information related to the sending and receiving of money.
Information transmitted goes through a number of other parties' computers
until it reaches the computer of the receiving party. If there should be some
malicious person along the way, it is possible for that person to read someone
else's information surreptitiously or alter such information and transmit it to
the receiving party.

Generally speaking, users transmitting information on the Internet may
tile risks:

(i) A sender transmits information as someone else,
(ii)A sender denies having transmitted information though the sender in fact

transmitted it,
(iii)A third party alters or falsifies information,
(iv)A third party taps into other transmissions.

In Iight of these risks, credit card information transmitted to tile licenser
may be false. Unless there are available means of authenticating that such
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information has actually been sent by the licensee, the licenser or the credit
card company will be burdened with the risk of the inability to collect payment.

After payment is made from the licensee's bank account and the completed
payment is confirmed, the software is transmitted. This kind of arrangement
would eliminate any risk. But it takes time approximately one or two months,
before the payment is completed and the licensee may find it bothersome to wait
until then to receive his or her goods. Besides, the primary function of the
credit card, which is to enable to consumer to receive goods at the time of
purchase, is not given full play.

On the other hand, the licensee has to conduct the transaction fearing a
risk that the credit card number he/she transmitted may be tapped by someone
and used for unlawful purposes. This is no way to enjoy shopping without
worrymg.

5-1-2 Legal Remedies When License Fee Cannot Be Collected
When the payment cannot be collected, the licenser will probably think of

receiving some legal remedy as in the case of a normal license agreement.
Charges of criminal liability by filing a claim for damages due to
nonperformance of an agreement, a claim for damages due to tort, fraud, etc. as
well as an injunction and claim for damages pursuant to the provisions of the
Copyright Law in the event that the licensee reproduces obtained software for
distribution are all measures which may be considered by the licenser.

Be that as it may, information traveling on the Internet be subject to the
foregoing risks and problems different from normal license agreements occur.
If a transaction is carried out on the Internet alone, there is nothing to show in
writing what kind of agreement was made at what time between the licenser
and the licensee. Naturally, there are times when an unwritten agreement
takes hold effectively. But, the record of communications exchanged may
actually have been transmitted by someone posing as the licenser or the
licensee. There is also a possibility of falsification during the communications.
If so, establishing proof is rendered difficult.

Then, regarding the Internet transactions, there may be questions of the
designation of the time of establishing agreement as well as the effect of the
agreement itself. Moreover, it may be difficult to specify the licensee who
committed malpractice. If it involved sales of a tangible item,. the licenser and

receiving the item. The software's destination is nothing but an the
Internet. Ascomparedtomoving toa physical location, moving on the network
is easy, perhaps on a global scale; For the giving and .receiving of materials,
one does not have to worry about being seen. For someone with technical
know-how and malice, it is verypossibleLovmake off with software without
leaving evidence.
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5-1-3 Method of realizing business on the Internet
How should actual business be conducted under such security conditions?

1) Doing business by allowing for a certain amount of risk.
This may not be a basic solution, but one way to do business is to carry out

transactions by taking risks. Upon accepting an order, the licenser transmits
software by taking chances that no payment will be collected. Even though
tapping and falsification are technically possible, all information running on the
network cannot possibly suffer damages of this type. So long as profitability is
worked out by taking into account some level of accidents, this way of doing
business will serve as a viable method. In the case of selling software, even if
the payment is not collected, the merchandise sent can be reproduced by hardly
spending any money, damages due to being cheated should be less than the case
of tangible items.

Nonetheless, since there is a possibility of serious damages to the licensee
(or to the credit card company with which the licensee participates) when credit
card numbers are used for illicit purposes, the licensee may be hesitant about
transmitting card information. Also, in the event of an occurrence of serious
damages, the credit card company may reject this kind of dealing. To reduce
the risk of wrongful use of credit cards, although this takes some effort, there is
a method of sending only the credit card information off-line such as by
telephone (5-i).

2) Encryption of information
To conduct transactions on the network with safety, some measures should

be taken to prevent information exchanged between the licensee and the
licenser (information on ordering and payment) from being exposed to the risks
of altering, falsifying, and related risks.
Consequently, systems using cryptographic technology are being studied and
experimented in many countries.

Generally speaking, cryptographic technology brings to mind only the
function of preventing information tapping. In today's field of cryptographic
technology, in addition to the prevention of information tapping, system
configuration work is underway with emphasis on identifying the transmitter
and verifying that no falsification has been done. Let us briefly review the
functions which can be realized by cryptography (5-ii).

a. Prevention of tapping (concealing function)
This is a well-known method of using cryptography. Information is

enciphered according to a pre-arranged method between the transmitter and the
receiver. Since the enciphered message cannot be read by persons who have no
key to decipherment, even if such message is transmitted, there is no danger of
information contained being read by any third party.
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b. Authentication of the transmitter and authentication of no falsification
(authentication function)

Enciphering the original information correctly can only be done by persons
who have a key to encryption. Therefore, when the receiver deciphers an
enciphered message received and a plain message with meaning (original text)
appears, it is a verification that the person who knows the key has transmitted
it and that the content has not been altered on the way.

However, to produce either function (a) or (b), first the key must be safely
forwarded to the other communicating party. Once this key is known to a third
party, enciphered messages will be deciphered. Hence, the key must be kept
tightly secured, and transmitting this key on the Internet with weak security is
dangerous.

This is where the "Public Key System" comes in as a means to solve the
problem of sending the key. Recently, mass media has often taken up this topic
of the Public Key, but it is somewhat complicated and hard to understand for
those outside this field.

To the general public, the "key to encryption" naturally means something
to be kept completely secret. The public key system breaks through that wall
of common sense and makes the key public for use. Because the key does not
need to be made secret, a difficult problem of sending the key safely can be
solved. In this system of encryption, two kinds of "key" are available. This is
also contrary to conventional wisdom by using one key for enciphering and
another for deciphering. In other words, there are separate keys for closing
and for opening so that even if one key is known, the other key cannot be
conjectured.

Furthermore, in communication, one key is made public as the "Public
Key," and the other key is not made public but used on hand as the "Secret
Key." How to use these keys may be outlined as follows:

(i) Realization of the concealing function.
For example, if it is desired to keep information to be transmitted secret,

the receiver makes public in advance the "Closing Key" of the two keys as the
"Public Key" and declares that any information to be transmitted to himlher
should be enciphered with this "Public Key" and sent. The transmitter uses
the "Public Key" freely, enciphers the information he/she sends, and transmits

the "Secret Key" ("Opening Key" in this case) which only the receiver .concerned
has,no one other than the rightful receiver can decipher it.
(ii) .•.Realization.oftheauthentication function.

If it is desired to designateacertainindividual or party as the .information
transmitter, •the .transmitter makes 'his/her. "Public Key" public in. advance as
the "Opening Key" and declares that anyone wishing to decipher information to
be sent byhimlher should use this "Public Key" for deciphering. And at the
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time of sending information, the transmitter enciphers the information with the
"Secret Key" ("Closing Key" in this case) that only he/she has and transmits it.
The receiver deciphers the information received with the "Public Key." As a
result, if a meaningful text is obtained, it is known that the received
information has been enciphered with the "Secret Key" which corresponds
properly to the "Public Key." Since only one person has the "Secret Key," the
person who made the transmission can be identified.

Enciphered messages which have been altered on the way or enciphered
messages prepared by someone else posing as the transmitter cannot correspond
to the "Public Key," hence, when deciphered, they will not turn out to be a
meaningful text.

However, in this case, use of the "Public Key" will permit anyone to
decipher and read the content so that the purpose of concealing the content
cannot be accomplished. When this system of encryption is used, the
concealment and authentication functions can be realized among a great many
communicators, greatly reducing the load on key management.

It is noted that the open key system of encryption is disadvantageous in
that its process time is longer than the conventional common key system of
encryption and that a set of two keys are required because of simultaneous
concealment and authentication. Therefore, system configuration based
exclusively on the public key system of encryption seems to be difficult. The
common key system of encryption is suited to making fast and inexpensive
cryptographic devices. Consequently, the common key system of encryption is

.employed, while the public key system of encryption is applied to sending that
key safely. Such a combination of the two cryptographic techniques seems to
be in practice.

Systems using this cryptographic technology such as accounts settlement
systems in which safe transmission of order sheets and credit card numbers as
well as making inquiry, upon receipt of an order, into the licensee's bank
account to settle payment, are being configured now. Further, experiments are
underway, in which "electronic money" is being circulated with the licensee
obtaining it from the bank and transmitting it to the licenser. The "electronic
money" is a technology that will make consumers be possible to do shopping on
the network anonymously. There are many projects on electronic commercial
transactions which were launched in many countries of the world.

Representative of these projects are Commerce Net of the United States (a.. T···· '.' consortium purposes com:IneJrcil~r .......................•......... r1•••··•········•··
transaction system on the Internet, with participation of the computer industry,
communications industry, and financial world), Mondex of Britain (an electronic
money project initiated mainly by British banks, conducting a demonstrating
experiment using actual consumers and shops and stores), and the Electronic
Commercial Transaction Demonstration Promotion Committee of Japan (a
project of electronic commercial transaction demonstration backed by the
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Ministry of International Trade and Industry, where overall problems including
legal problems of electronic commercial transactions are being examined (5-iii).

In this subsection, security has been covered as a basic problem of software
license on the Internet. As regards this problem, various methods of sending
the merchandise and settling accounts seem to be under experiment, but the
most suitable method of solution has not been established yet.

In the next subsection, specific problems of "establishing a license
agreement" will be reviewed by assuming a simple model of software license
business on the network.

5-2 On Establishment of License Agreement
In the distribution of software through the network, the licensor and

the licensee can be connected one-to-one through the network. This makes it
possible for the two parties to present and select a variety of license conditions.

In the previous subsection, collection of the license fee for the software
license through the network was described. In this subsection, the
establishment of software license agreement and its validity, which is a
prerequisite to the license fee collection, will be discussed.

5-2-1 On the validity ofthe "Click on License"
The software distributed through the network can be brought into one's

computer by downloading it out of a host of software offered on the network.
This downloaded software is to be used according to the license conditions
presented by the licensor. But since there is no way for the licensee to indicate

. his intention to accept the license conditions by way of signing and sealing the
agreement, a mode of contract generally called "Click on License" is employed.

This is a procedure in which prior to executing download operation, license
conditions are shown on the PC screen so that if these license conditions are
acceptable, one clicks on the "I agree" position on the screen and proceeds with
downloading. Clicking on "I agree" is one's indication of the intention to accept
the license conditions offered by the licensee.

However, whether or not this "Click on License" is valid is not made clear
at present. Let us now discuss the validity of this "click on license" in
comparison to the "shrink wrap agreement" used in package software.

The "shrink wrap agreement" deems a licensee's irreversible act of

For example, on the outside of the package of purchased software is
statement,"Thisproduct maybe used in accordancewiththe license agreement
contained in the package. Before unsealing the wrapping of a media case
herein,you are required to read the license agreement.. Once you unseal the
wrappingofthemedia case.iitisdeemed that you haveagreedto the provisions
of this agreement."

. "Unsealing the wrapping of a media case" is an act of "Shrink Wrap" which
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indicates the acceptance the license conditions by the licensee. Use of such
agreement is due to the fact that in the distribution process of software
packages, indication of intent to accept by way of licensee's signature and seal
cannot be made. In this respect, it is the same as the case of the "Click on
License".

The validity of this "Shrink wrap agreement" is generally recognized in
Japan, no judicial precedents can be found in this regard. In the United States,
however, a decision was handed down in favor of the validity of the "Shrink
wrap agreement" by the 7th Circuit Court.5-iv). This Circuit Court decision
states, "So long as the shrink wrap agreement is beyond any question of doubt
on the grounds of generally applied authority." Further, the following conditions
are cited to make the "shrink wrap agreement" valid:
(i) Prior to the' "shrink wrap" which is deemed an expression of intent to
accept the license conditions, the licensee has an opportunity to know the license
conditions,
(ii) In the event of no consent to the agreement, the software may be returned.

Ifwe investigate the "Click on License" from this standpoint, as long as
the license conditions are displayed on the PC screen prior to downloading, it is
valid. Also, the license conditions are not necessarily required to be shown: A
statement, "See the license conditions listed in the Home Page," is equivalent to
the aforementioned condition establishing the validity of the' "shrink wrap
contact" which is "an opportunity to know the license conditions." Moreover, in
case of no agreement to the license conditions, simply stop downloading, which
is equivalent to "in the event of no consent, the software may be returned.

Examination of these terms and conditions leads us to conclude that the
conditions of rendering the "shrink wrap agreement" valid also satisfy those of
the "click on license," thus lending validity to it.

5-2-2 On Precautions of Chargeable Software on the Network
In many. cases, software distributed through the network is free of charge,

providing an environment in which after downloading, the licensee can use the
software as it is, and the licensee's opportunity of expressing intent to consent to
the license conditions consists of "clicking only" for downloading. However,
when the software delivered by transmission on the network is to be paid for, it
becomes necessary to review the "Click on License."

... ,., .. ,.., , T.~..ake an of software distributed through the
network. First, the to ieiiei;w(irk:·'·..'··,....···"'·.. ·"t~·"·'··,

To avoid a risk of incapacity to collect the payment, the downloaded software is
enciphered and cannot be used as it is. Using his or her credit card, the
licensee pays a fee and acquires the "key" for deciphering from the, licensor.
This "key" is used to decipher the encryption of the downloaded software to
enable the licensee to run the software properly.

In this case, two procedures of "clicking for downloading" and "deciphering"
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are executed by the licensee, thus making it necessary to examine at what point
in time the "presentation of the license conditions" is made and what constitutes
the "expression ofintent to consent to the license conditions."
Three patterns (see table) will be explained below.
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* Pattern B
After downloading, the conditions of the agreement are presented prior to

"deciphering" and the "deciphering" is construed as an expression of licensee's
intent to consent

From the licensor's viewpoint, there is a payment of the fee prior to
licensing, and the licensee is in an environment of using the software after
"deciphering" which forms an expression of intent to consent. Yet, since the
license conditions are presented prior to the "deciphering" after downloading,
should there be no consent to the license conditions, there are problems of what
to do with returning the software as well as the "key" received.

* Pattern C
The license conditions are presented prior to downloading and

"deciphering" is construed as an expression oflicensee's intent to consent.
When consent can be given to the license conditions presented prior to

downloading, download is executed and the "key" is requested. The licensor
grants a license after verifying the fee payment and the licensee is in an
environment where the software can be used after expressing intent to consent
by means of "deciphering."

In the foregoing examples of Patters A to C, an addition of "deciphering" to
the "click for downloading" makes it necessary to pay consideration to the
following points:
1) Inasmuch as the licensee's act is divided into two steps of "clicking for
download" and "deciphering," if the person who downloaded and the person who
executed decryption are different, there is a problem of which one is the licensee.

From the licensor's viewpoint, although the person to whom the "key" was
given can be identified, the person who did the downloading cannot be verified.
As a result, the person who paid the fee and received the "key" will be
considered the licensee.

In this instance, for a case like Pattern C, it is necessary to have an
opportunity for the licensee to see the license conditions prior to "deciphering,"
too. Judging from the decision on the "shrink wrap agreement," in the event of
no such opportunity, there is a chance that the agreement will be nullified.

to avoid the licensor must take such as

2) Receipt of the "key" by the licensee is the time when the licensee has an
opportunity of "deciphering." In the "shrink wrap agreement:' even if the
software is not installed in the PC, so long as its shrink wrap has been opened,
it is an expression of intent to consent. If the same thinking is employed, even
in case the "deciphering" is not executed, as long as its proof is difficult, there is
a possibility that "receipt of the key" is construed as an expression of intent to
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consent.
As the foregoing discussions show, when software can be downloaded from

the network for use at no charge, the "Click on License" can adequately cope
with the situation. However, as in the case of charged software, the licensee is
required to proceed in two steps of "clicking for download" and "deciphering,"
therefore, discussions are needed to determine when to present the "license
conditions," as well as to define which of "clicking for download," "receipt of the
key," or "deciphering" as the licensee's expression of intent to consent.

Be that as it may, taking procedures such as "deciphering" creates a
process of "application for the key for deciphering" during which it becomes
possible for the licensor to ascertain the licensee's intent to consent. In this
respect, validity as agreement can be asserted better than the case of the
"shrink wrap agreement".

FOOTNOTES
5-i) Pete Roshin, trans. by Cyber Commerce Division of Nomura Sogo Kenkyu

sho, Handling Electronic Commerce from Electronic Settlement to Security,
Diamond Co., Ltd., p. 129.

5-ii) Shigeo Tsujii, Security of Post Modern Encryption Information, Kodansha.
5-iii) For details, see Norishiko Ishiguro, Conditions of Reviving Electronic

Commercial Transaction in Japan, Nikkan Kogyo Shimbunsha, p. 176 and
succeeding pages.

5-iv) 97-C-0671-C US District Court for the Western District of Wisconsin
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USE OF PATENTED TECHNOLOGY IN INDUSTRY STANDARDS: THE RISKS TO
COMPANIES BY PARTICIPATING ON STANDARDS SETTING COMMITTEES

I. Introduction

Generally, when a company promotes adoption ofits invention(s) as an industry standard, the

company explicitly agrees to place limitations on its rights under the invention(s) and any patent(s)

issuing thereon. Most companies either make a license available i) without compensation to those

implementing the standard or ii) under reasonable terms and conditions that are demonstrably free

of any unfair discrimination. 1 But what are terms and conditions that are reasonable and

demonstrably free ofunfair discrimination? Notwithstanding this commitment by the company, such

"terms and conditions" can nonetheless result in damaging, anti-competitive effects within the relevant

industry, including higher entry barriers (costs) for a competitor to enter the industry, an increase in

market price to consumers and/or an overall reduction in the number of industry participants.

Individual committee members (i.e. each of the corporations having a representative on the

committee) also risk being subjected to a claim of having violated the antitrust laws' by having

adopted a standard which limits competition and/or having proposed a patented industry standard

without assurances of adequate and reasonable availability of the technology to others.' The U.S.

Supreme Court has acknowledged the natural preference of a plaintiff to pursue individual corporate

committee members rather than the committee itself'

The action (or inaction) taken by committee members also may render certain of their patents

unenforceable. For example, in 1995, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) issued a consent order"

against Dell Computer Corporation for allegedlyviolating Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission

Act (15 U.S.c. §45)6thus precluding Dell from enforcing one ofits patents after Dell's representative

signed a statement that to the best of his knowledge, a proposed standard did not infringe Dell's

intellectual property rights. The proposed standard, however, did infringe one of Dell's patents.
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Although Dell's committee representative did not knowingly misrepresent or intentionally mislead the

committee, liability was based on the constructive knowledge of the Dell committee representative

or unsubstantiated inferences by the FTC that the Dell committee representative knew ofthe patent.

The FTC position may be read as setting a strict liability standard under which a company may place

its intellectual property at risk by participating in the standard setting process.

This paper will explore the potential risks and propose guidelines in minimizing risks to a

company and its patent(s) arising from participation on a standards setting committee.

II. Background

A standard is technology set by a technically competent group normally formed of members

in the industry, typically competitors, to encourage innovation, reduce costs, improve quality and

marketability of products and services, break down trade barriers and provide industry stability.'

Technology can also become a "de facto" standard over time, through widespread use rather than

formal adoption by a standards setting committee.

There are numerous organizations that set standards which often are adopted after a detailed

review by a standards committee." Typical international standard organizations include the Comite

ConsultatifInternational Telegraphique et Telephonique (CCITT), the International Electrotechnical

Commission (lEC) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Typical domestic

standard organizations includethe Japanese Telecommunications Technology Committee (TTC), the

Japanese Research Development Center for Radio Systems (RCR), the Japan Industrial Standards

Committee the

National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) and the European Telecommunication

Standards Institute (ESTI). The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is the leading U.S .

.organization:
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Competitors, through a trade association or otherwise, can act together to adopt standards

when the promulgation of standards by the private association enhances competition and are based

on the merits of "objectiveexpert judgments and through procedures that prevent the standard-setting

process from being biased by members with economic interests in stifling product competition. ,,10

Accordingly, standards setting activities are typically analyzed under the rule of reason rather than

the per se rule."

Standards setting activities undertaken for the purpose ofpersuading a governmental authority

to adopt a standard are typically immune from prosecution under the U. S. antitrust laws." The U.S.

Department of Justice's Antitrust Enforcement Guidelines for International Operations (issued in

October of 1994) has made it clear that this doctrine of immunity, known as the "Noerr-Pennington

doctrine" will be appliedby the enforcement agencies equally both to non-Ll.S. firms and U.S. firms.

However, when the anticompetitive restraint results from private action which is not "incidental to

a valid effort to influence governmental action, ,,13 antitrust liability may be found."

The patent policies of standards setting organizations, such as ANSI and NEMA, prior to

approval of a proposed standard request statements from concerned companies, including standard

setting committee participants, that the company does not hold and does not anticipate holding any

invention whose use would be required for compliance with the proposed sta ndard or assurance that

a license will be made available to applicants under reasonable terms and conditions that are

demonstrablyfree ofany unfair discrimination." Terms and conditions which fairly discriminate are

not precluded... For a may a

low royalty in view of a grantback associated with the first licensee's strong patent portfolio. The

patent holder may, however, charge a higher royalty rate to a second licensee with no grantback in

view ofa second licensee'smuch weaker patent portfolio. The differences in royalty rates may lead
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the second licensee to charge higher prices for the same goods. The harm arising from the

anticompetitive effects of higher prices mayviolate and therebyexposethe members of the standards

setting committeeto the antitrust laws.

Patent owners who consentto adoption of an industry standard which uses their patent(s)

generally acceptthe limitations placedon their patent rights by the standardssetting organizations. 16

Consent to use of a patent as partof the newstandard, however, sometimes can be difficult to control

especially when the company is serving as a member on the standards setting committee which is

considering adoption oftrisnew standard.

ill. Consent

A committee member's involvement inthe standard setting process affects whether "authority"

has been conferred on other companies to use the member's patented inventionwhen the latter is

necessarily infringed by compliance with the standard. The patent holder, inter alia, may: (a) be

involved inthe process of settinga standard involving its patent; (b) be notified by the organization

that its invention is beingconsidered; (c) be a member of the standard-setting organizationbut not

involved in the process regarding the relevant standard; (d) be deliberately absent from the process;

(f) be justifiably or unjustifiably unaware ofthe process.

The standards organizations' procedures also impacton this analysis. For example, although

proposals for new standards are generallydevelopedinand originate from committeesor working

groups, participation is normally notexclusive to members. Additionally, there may be windows of

opportunity set the standard to revised or

considered information is brought to the committee's attention. Suchinformation may cometo light

during periods ofpublic notification (just prior to final adoption of the standard), which may also

promote further interest in the proposed standard.



The degree of involvement in the standard setting process by the member will inevitably have

an affect on when and the extent to which a patent owner learns of the standards development

process. The notice provisions and any provisions to permit publication of the proposed standard

typically invite additional comments from interested parties. They also facilitate the interested parties

in becoming involved as soon as possible. Most standard setting bodies encourage early disclosure

of relevant patents, such information being elicited through public notifications, such as electronic

billboardsand mailings. Patent holders or interested parties are, however, normally not under a duty

(from the standard setting body) to affirmatively review their patent portfolio for such disclosure.

The "degree ofconsent" by the patent owner affects the legal doctrines that apply. The courts

have assessed a patent holder's "degree of consent" under the doctrines of "estoppel" and "laches."

In Stambler v Diebold Inc.17
, the patent holder was a member ofan ANSI committee that considered

the proposed standard, but did not notify ANSI of its complete intellectual property portfolio. The

court held that enforcement of a previously undisclosed patent was barred by estoppel and laches.

The court also indicated that general industry knowledge may be enough to raise an estoppel issue:

"[i]t was well known to [the patent owner] and throughout the industry that [the technologies] were

being contemplated as national and international standards."18 Similar results were reached in Potter

Instrument Co. Inc. v. Storage Technology COrp.,!9 where the patent holder's representatives

attended an ANSI subcommittee meeting designated to formulate the standard for the technology at

issue at a time when the standard was being developed, but did not disclose ownership of any patents

patent since Potter actively participated with the subcommittee in developing the standard and

intentionally failed to bring its ownership ofthe asserted patent to the committee's attention." Lastly,

in Stryker Corp v Zimmer Inc,22 where the patent holder sat on his rights while the patented
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inventionbecame part ofa developing, defacto industry standard, the court found estoppel by silence

and laches.

IV. Dell

But what if there is no "knowing" consent by the patentee in the standard setting process?

In 1995, the FTC issued a consent order (decision announcedby FTC on November 2, 1995) against

Dell Computer Corporation (Dell) finding Dell in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Tracie

Commission Act.23 Specifically, the Federal Trade Commission settled charges with Dell that it

restricted competition in the personal computer industry and undermined the standard-setting process

by threatening to exerciseundisclosed patent rights against computer companies adopting a "VL-bus"

standard. Under the final order, Dell cannot enforce its patent rights against computer manufacturers

using the VL-bus, a mechanism to transfer instructions between the computer's CPU and its

peripherals, such as a hard disk drive or video display hardware.

During the standard-settingprocess, VESA [Video Electronics Standard Association] asked

its members to certify whether they had any patents that conflicted with the proposed VL-bus

standard. Dell certified through a Dell representative that it knew of no Dell intellectual property

rights that the bus design would violate. VESA adopted the standard, based, in part, on Dell's

certification. After the VESA VL-bus design standard became successful and computer manufacturers

had sold more than 104 million personal computers incorporating the VL-bus, Dell contacted certain

VESA members and asserted that one ot its patents (issued prior to the date of certification) was

The Commissiondecided the caseunder the doctrine ofestoppel, in whichthe patent-holders

are precluded from enforcingpatents when they fail properly to disclosethe existence of those patents



when under a duty to do so. In this case, Dell was precluded from enforcing the patent only against

those implementing the relevant standard. 25

The Commission, responding to concerns that the decision set a precedent of imposing

liability for an unknowing or inadvertent failure to disclose patent rights, stated that the enforcement

action was limited to the facts of this case in which there was reason to believe that Dell's failure to

disclose the patent was not inadvertent, and that the order should not.be read to create a general rule

that inadvertence in the standard-setting process provides a basis for enforcement action. 2.

While there was a consent order in the Dell case rather than a judgment after trial, the result

is important in that it alerts the public as to new enforcement concerns. Consent orders, however,

have much less value as a basis for predicting liability than do litigated decisions.

A traditional antitrust analysis of Dell's conduct would have centered on two questions:

whether Dell intentionally misled VESA into adopting a VL-bus standard that was covered by Dell's

patent and whether as a result ofthe adoption ofsuch a standard, Dell obtained market power beyond

that lawfully-conferred by the patent. Had Dell obtained market power by knowingly or intentionally

misleading a standards-setting organization, the consent order would have stirred little if any

attention as a legal precedent setting case. The consent order, however, prohibits Dell from

enforcing its patent without any allegation that Dell intentionally and knowingly misled VESA and

without any allegation that Dell had obtained market power as a result ofthe misstatement at issue.

Although Dell's voting representative to VESA indicated on the ballot that "to the best of my

was aware either of the patent or of the potential infiingement at the time the ballot was cast.
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V. Guidelines For Participating In Standards Setting Committee27

In reducing the risks to a company and its patent(s) arising from participation on a standards

setting committee, it would be helpful to keep in mind that:

1. whenever possible, the proposed standard should avoid incorporation of patented

technology;

2. inasmuch as it is difficult to reach consensus on terms and conditions which are

reasonable and nondiscriminatory, much less demonstrably free of any unfair discrimination,

assurances should be sought from the patent holder that the same preapproved terms and conditions

(and especially royalty rates) will be offered to all licensees. When this is not possible, the license

offered by the patent holder should be free of provisions which result in different royalty rates

between licensees. Licenses should be made available within a certain period of time after approval

of the standard to avoid undue reliance on the standard by potential licensees;

3. during the standard's development period, and in any event, before final approval of

the proposed standard, periodic internal reviews of a company's patent portfolio (including pending

applications) should be conducted so as to best minimize the risks of only later learning of a patent

(which is necessarilybeing infringedby the practice ofthe approved standard), and having such patent

being rendered unenforceable due to the constructive knowledge ofthe entire portfolio being imputed

to the company and its representatives at the time ofthe standard's approval; and

4. participation on standards setting committees should be open to all competitors to

appearance of conspiracy to

barriers for non-members applying for membership in standard setting organizations should be

avoided.
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VI. Conclusion

Participationon standards setting committees can expose committee members to charges of

having violated antitrust laws as well as the loss of right to enforce patents within their portfolio

which are used by the standard. These risks can be reduced by including all competitors who wish

to take part in the standards setting process, by providing an open environmment in which all

interested parties can obtain a license from the patent holder under the same reasonable and non

discriminatory terms and conditions and through each committee member having its company's patent

portfolio reviewed to promote full disclosure of all pertinent patents to the standards setting

committee prior to final adoption of the standard.
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Endnotes

1.
See the American National Standards Institute's (ANSI) Patent Policy §I2, whichstates in part:
"[p]rior to approval ofsuch a proposed American National Standard, the Institute shall receive from
the patent holder... either:

assurance in the form ofa general disclaimer to the effect that the patentee does not hold and
does not anticipate holding any invention whose use would be required for compliance with the
proposed American National Standard or assurance that:

(1) A license will be made available without compensation to applicants desiring to
utilize the license for the purpose ofimplementing the standard, or

(2) A license will be made available to applicants under reasonable terms and
conditions that are demonstrably free of any unfair discrimination. "

See also, for example, the National Electrical Manufacturers Association's (NEMA) Patent Policy
§3.9.1, citing the same terms and conditions.

2.
For example, Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.s.C. §1 states; "Every contract, combination in
the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several
States, or with foreign nations, is declared to be illegal."

3.
In fact, this liability can flow down to the individual agents such as the individual corporations which
make up the committees. See American Society of Mechanical Engineers v. Hydrolevel Corp., 456
US. 556, 572 (1982) ("It is true that imposing liability on ASME's agents themselves will have some
deterrent effect, because they will know ifthey violate the antitrust laws through their participation
in ASME, they risk the consequences of personal civil liability."). Additionally, liability can be
imposed on the responsible individuals of the corporation, even though they are acting on behalf of
their respective member corporation. United States v. Wise, 370 US. 405 (1962), (holding that
prosecution of corporate.personnelunderSection 1 of the Sherman Act was permissible); see also

Section 2 ofthe Sherman Act, 15 US.C. §2 states; "Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt
to monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize any part of
the trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, shall be deemed guilty of
a felony.... "

1956), other grounds 240 F.2d (4th Cir. 1957); see also Antitrust Laws and Trade
Regulation, Bender & Co. (1996) §98.01 et.seq. ("A corporate director, officer or agent maybe
liableforacts under thefederal antitrust statutes. This liability may be imposed even though the acts
were done in a representative capacity")

4.
American Society ofMechanica1 Engineers v. Hydrolevel Corp., 456 US. at 574, f.n. 13 ("Although
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the litigation ended with ASME as the only remaining defendant, it seems likely that, in general, a
plaintiff will prefer to bring a corporate defendant [of the committee] before a jury rather than a
nonprofit organization that understandably may appeal to a jury's sympathies and that may not
provide so deep a pocket as a commercial enterprise. ")

5.
Federal Trade Commission File No. 931-0097; Federal Trade Commission Docket No. C-3658

6.
15 U.S.c. §45(a)(I) declares unlawful unfair methods of competition and deceptive acts or practices
in or affecting commerce. 15 U.S.C. §45(a)(2) empowers the Federal Trade Commission to prevent
"persons, partnerships, or corporations" from using such methods, act or practices.

7.
See ANSI Standardization: "A Management Tool For Building Success", Additional information can
be found at the ANSI website at www.ansi.org/broch l.html.

8.
A detailed discussion of domestic and international standardization organizations can be found in a
report entitled Licensing ofIntellectual Property Right in the Course ofTechnical Standardization
by Masao Ohasi et al presented during the 23rd International Congress held in Okayama, Japan.

9.
ANSI itself does not develop standards, but approves them through its Board of Standards Review
(BSR).

10. Allied Tube & Conduit Corp v. Indian Head Inc., 486 U.S. 492, 501 (1988)

11.
A per se violation is one in which the standard set is merely a sham to effectuate an unlawful
agreement among competitors with respect to price or output. However, a standard that is allegedly
broader than necessary to achieve its purpose and thereby has an adverse effect on the market price
and output ofa product would probably be analyzed under the rule of reason. See, e.g., Allied Tube,
486 U.S. at 501.

12.
See Id. at 499. If, however, the recommended standards will be adopted first by private standards
making entities, and only later by government agencies, then antitrust immunity is more problematic

J3.
Allied Tube, 486 U.S. at 499 (citing Eastern Railroad Presidents Conference v. Noerr Motor Freight,
Inc. 365 U.S. 127, 143 (1961»
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14.
In American Society. the Court held that the petitioner.:a nonprofit membership corporation with
over 90,000 members from the mechanical engineering industry, was civilly liable under the antitrust
laws for the antitrust violations of its agents committed with apparent authority. The respondent,
Hydrolevel Corp., marketed a safety device for use in water boilers and secured a customer of a
competitor who was part ofthe American Society of Mechanical Engineers (hereinafter "ASME").
The competitor's vice president who sat on the ASME subcommittee that drafted and interpreted the
code guidelines covering the safety devices, together with other board members, issued a response
advising that Hydrolevel's device was unsafe. The competitor's salesmen thereafter used the ASME's
subcommittee response to discourage future customers from using Hydrolevel's device, thus
"successfully [using the competitor's] position within ASME in an effort to thwart Hydrolevel's
competitive challenge. Id. at 562.

IS.
See endnote 1.

16.
Id.

17.
11 US.P.Q. 2d 1709 (E.D.N.Y. 1988). In Stambler, the court found that the plaintiffknew that the
provisions being relied on for infringement were being contemplated as a national standard. Id. at
1715. The court found that although the plaintiff even left the committee, it did so without notifying
it ofthe alleged infiingement by the patent. Id. The court stated that the" [p]Iaintiff could not remain
silent while an entire industry implemented the proposed standard and then when the proposed
standards were adopted assert that [the plaintiffs] patent covered what manufacturers believed to be
an open and available standard. Id.

18. 11 US.P.Q.2d at 1715

19.
207US.P.Q. 763 (E.D. Va. 1980), aff'd, 641 F.2d 190 (4th Cir.), cert. dism'd, 453 US. 923 and
cert. denied, 454 US. 832 (1981). In Potter, the plaintiff, Potter Instrument Company ("Potter"),
brought suit charging several competitor companies with patent infringement, asserting that each of
the defendants were infringing a patent by making, using and selling systems employing technology
adopted as an industry-wide standard by ANSLld. at 764.

20.

21.
Ill. at 769; See~Wang Laboratories,Inc. v. Mitsubishi Electronics America Inc, 29 U.S.P.Q. 2d
1481, 1496 (C.D. Cal. 1481) where the patent holder took "aggressive steps" to promote an industry
standard which read on one of the patent holder's undisclosed patents. The court indicated in the
preliminary stages ofthe litigation that such facts are persuasive evidence of unclean hands.



22.
17U.S.P.Q. 2d 1945 (D.N.I. 1990). In Stryker, while therewas no formal industry standard, but the
patent holder did not enforce his patent for at least over four (4) years while the industrybuilt up.
This "intentionally misleading silence in combination withthe declaratoryjudgment plaintiff's reliance,
in combinationwith the growth of the many companies relying on the use and exploitation of the
allegedly infringing technology, "amounted to bad faith" preventing any assertion ofthe patent against
anyone in the industry. Id. at 1949.

23.
Federal Trade Commission File. No. 931-0097; Federal Trade CommissionDocket No. C~3658

24.
The Commission found evidence that the association would have implemented a different
non-proprietary design hadit beeninformed of the patent conflict duringthe certificationprocess, and
that Dell failed to act in good faith to identify and disclose patent conflicts.

The FTC charged that Dell's actions were unfair and that they unreasonably restrained competition
in the following ways: 1) industry acceptance of the VESA VL-bus standard was hindered pending
a resolution of the patentissue; 2) companies avoided using systemsincorporating the VL-bus design
because theywere concerned that the patent issue wouldchill its acceptance as the industry standard;
3) uncertainty about acceptance ofthe design standard raised the cost of implementing the VL-bus
design andthe costsof developing competing bus designs; and4) willingness to participate in industry
standard-setting efforts has been chilled.

25.
In responseto questions from third parties, the Commission stated that the relief granted shouldbe
limited to the facts of the case and was not intended to signalthat there is a general duty to search
for patents when a firm engages in a standard-setting process.

26.
However, the settlement makes it clear that members cannot commit to an open standard, and then,
afterit becomes successful, assertpatent rights in an effort to block use ofthe design or drive up the
price through royaltypayments.

The following guidelines are those ofthe authors and are not to be attributed to or have been
approved by U.S. Philips Corporation.
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1. Introduction

It has become more and mor-e common, regardless of its business

fields, to establish and run a subsidiary as a part of business

strategy to achieve certain goal. On expanding business in such

ways, one of the most important issues to be considered is how to

manage the intellectual properties arising from established

subsidiary and how to carry out its licensing strategy. It has

company, for which it must be proceeded under clear management in

. the current global trend of strengthening the protection of

intellectual properties.

This paper is to study the management and the operation of

intellectual properties in the course of the establishment of

subsidiaries as part of business strategy of parent company,
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considering intellectual property-related issues which may arise

from the establishment of subsidiaries and to take a look at certain

aspects of the ways to manage intellectual properties between the

parent company and subsidiaries.

2. The Purpose of Establishing a Subsidiary and Managing

Intellectual Properties

As the activities of businesses become more globalized,

soft-weighted and the products are more specialized, companies are

trying to adapt themselves to the changing economic environments,

by means of dividing their unit and/or establishing a new company

with aiming at improving its competitiveness and entering certain

field with new technologies in order to assure the future of the

group and reduce risks. While the operational form of the

subsidiaries vary by the fields, purpose and the place of

establishment, there are broadly two types; a 100% parent

compa.ny-owned subsidiary and a j oint venture with another company.

It could be said in Japan that certain strategy for intellectual

property-related issues might not be discussed so much at this stage

so far, but establishment of strategy for intellectual properties

should be carefully considered to attain the purpose of

establishment of subsidiaries and to keep the balance with the

business strategy of the parent company. There are following few

points to be considered in establishing a manufacturing subsidiary

or a sUbsidiary for a new business;

2.1 Establishment of a Manufacturing Subsidiary

A manufacturing aubs Ld i a r y in Japan is established mainly as

part of the business strategy to divide a unit as a self-attained

company while a purpose of the establishment of a manufacturing

parent company through cost reduction, to assure the status as a

rawI1la.tetialsupplyerby following the users •. shift to overseas

andtbcopewiththe trade unbalance. To enter fast-growing Asian

courrt r i es .. lll.arket. has .been>done by Japanese, Europ"anandNorth

American companies asa part of the important business strategy

to grow and survive. A subsidiary which is established to be a



business unit of the parent company mainly produce certain products

under the license of technology and intellectual properties from

the parent company, for which the treatment of the improvement of

the technology arising from the manufacturing process of the

products is often provided in the license agreement. In such cases,

it seems favorable in light of the purpose of the establishment

.that the parent company takes control over the intellectual

properties. In the case of an overseas sUbsidiary, however, the

local laws and rules relating to the treatment of inventions made

in the subsidiary and the licensing of intellectual properties and

technologies to the sUbsidiary need to be noted (There are plenty

of references regarding the details of the laws and rules such as

"Laws and Practices in Asian Countries Concerning Technology

Transfers "( 1995) by the 2nd Committee of PIPA ). The business

strategy involving establishment of subsidiaries should be made,

at an early stage, under the consideration of the local laws

relating to the intellectual properties and its actualities of the

enforcement, by which the globalization and risk-hedge of the

business will be pursued. In certain Asian countries, for

instance, where there are such strict rules as restricting the share

of the parent company in.the subsidiary, some subsidiaries cannot

be operated in the desirable ways that the parent company wishes

and so in many cases they are operated as joint ventures with local

maj or companies. In such cases where a subsidiary is run jointly

with a third party, the ownership of the inventions and other

matters arising from the joint venture and the treatment of

intellectual properties thereto should clearly be prescribed in

the agreement with the joint owners. It is also quite effective

for the good management of the intellectual properties on

establishing a subsidiary to consider the basic governmental

policy of the country in allowing foreign capitals. In the case

between the parent company and the subsidiary regarding the

intellectual properties is needed such as to assign the

intellectual properties to the parent company or to give license

to the parent company with appropriate remuneration.
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2.2 Establishment of a Subsidiary for a New Business

The operational form of a subsidiary for a new business and/or

research and development may vary for the reason that it can be

established with the competitor and/or venture businesses. In the

light of the nature of the purpose, such subsidiaries often do not

need to be controlled by the parent company, for which the

management including that for intellectual properties may in many

cases f u I Ly assigned to the subsidiaries. The basic issues to be

considered relating to the strategy for the intellectual

properties may not different from those described in 2.1. In the

case of a joint venture sUbsidiary, such matters as the management

of licensed technologies from the parent company, the ownership

of the intellectual properties arising from the subsidiary and the

use thereof need to be clearly prescribed in the agreement with

the j oint owners while decisions shall be made by the parent company

regarding the control either by the subsidiary or the parent company

based on the business strategy of the parent company in the case

of a subsidiary wholly owned.

3. Management of Intellectual Properties of the Subsidiaries

3.1 Parent Company Centralized Management; Subsidiary Centralized

Management; Mixed Management

As more manufacturing activities of Japanese companies become

globalized and more intellectual properties are produced overseas

in the 1990's, the management of intellectual properties of the

subsidiaries started to be discussed and 3 forms of management are

recognized as major categories of managing intellectual

properties, that is parent company centralized management,

subsidiary centralized management and mixed management.

3.1.1 Parent Company Centralized Management

owns

the intellectual properties arising from its subsidiaries and all

the subsidiaries can use all t ne rights of the parent company. Each

subsidiary . can use . the intellectual properties of the parent

company as well as those of other subsidiaries by'-payi.nq certain

royalties. This form of management is said to be generally seen

in the multinational companies of which origins are in Europe and

5



North America.

The merit lies in the following points;

(1) As a group

· Efficient management could be realized by centralizing whole

management to the parent company because of which each subsidiary

does not need to manage applications or maintenance of patents and

others.

· It will be easier to form a comprehensive strategy for the group

and such overlapping activities will be avoided as more than one

subsidiary seek for rights for the same idea.

· A global application strategy will be easily available if the

management is centralized to the parent company which generally

has more intellectual property-related budget.

· The competitiveness relating to the intellectual properties will

be improved by the centralized management.

(2) As a parent company

· Royalties being paid, the parent company can obtain another income

source from its subsidiaries other than dividends.

(3) As a sUbsidiary

· By paying royalties, a subsidiary can use the intellectual

properties of the parent company and other sUbsidiaries.

As discussed later, a subsidiary may be able to use the

intellectual properties of a third party under the license

agreement concluded by the parent company.

On the o t he r hand, there may be such demerits as reducing the

motivation and incentives within the subsidiaries. In the case

of an overseas subsidiary, this form of management may even evoke

anti-Japanes!= sentiment.

As far as the parent company own the intellectual properties

from the subsidiaries to the parent company should meet the

app.rop.rLate level. Such appropriate remuneration is neces s ary to

avoid any trouble relating to the price of transfer especially in

the case where an overseas subsidiary transfers the intellectual

properties to the parent company in Japan.
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The issue of royal ties which will be paid to the parent company

by the overseas sUbsidiary is another point to be noted when the

parent company licenses intellectual properties to an overseas

subsidiary. While such royalties are expected to be accounted as

cost within the subsidiary, the local taxation system should well

be noted, since the taxation office of some countries may regard

them as dividend paid to the parent company if, for instance, the

products made by the subsidiary are exported to a third country

via the parent company,

3.1.2 SUbsidiary Centralized Management

This form of management is that the subsidiary itself manages

and maintains the intellectual properties arising therefrom.

While there are such merits as devolving power on the subsidiary

and maintaining the motivation and incentives therein, the

integration of the group may be lost because of which some

conditions are often included in the license agreement between the

parent company and subsidiaries such as giving sublicense to the

parent company and prohibiting subsidiaries to give license to a

third party on its own decision.

As described above, this form of management makes it possible

for the subsidiary to maintain the motivation and incentives. At

the same time, intellectual property~related investment of the

parent company to the subsidiary including the patent maintenance

fees will be saved.

The demerits, on the other hand, are;

. The management as a group will be ineffective. Each subsidiary

will need the section and budget for the management of intellectual

property. In the case of Japanese companies which generally do

not account much of the management of intellectual properties

within the subsidiaries, the intellectual properties of the

not be f u Il.y protected by the negligence of the parent company to

organize appropriate section within the.subsidiary.

AnintegratedinteHectUal property-related strategy may not pe

formed as a group if there is not enough cooperat.Lon-and exchange

of information between the parent •company and subsidiaries.



3.1.3 Mixed Management

This form of management is the mixture of the parent company

centralized management and subsidiary centralized management in

which the intellectual properties arising from the subsidiaries

are owned partly by the subs i dfa r y and partly by the parent company.

Following criteria may be considered in determining which will own

what types of intellectual properties;

(1) The intellectual properties arising from the R&D activities

of which cost was born by the parent company or R&D activities

consigned by the parent company shall be owned by the parent company

while intellectual properties arising from the independent

development of the subsidiary shall be owned by the subsidiary.

(2) In the case of an overseas subsidiary, patents and other rights

obtained in the country of the. subsidiary shall be owned by the

subsidiary and corresponding rights obtained in the other

countries. shall be owned by the parent company.

3.2 The Relationship of the intellectual properties arising from

the subsidiary and their management

3.2.1 The Laws Relating to the Management of Intellectual

Properties by the Overseas Subsidiaries

Following items should be noted in relation to the laws of

the country in which the subsidiary is located when managing the

intellectual properties arising from the overseas subsidiary.

(1) The existence of laws relating to the export of technology from

the country

(2) The existence of laws which restrict the transfer to other

countries of inventions made in the country where the subsidiary

is located.

(3) The existence of laws which require to file patent application

firstly in the country where the subsidiary is located.

(5) The existence of laws relating to the treatment of joint

ownership of patents in the country where the subsidiary is located.

While the detail of the laws of each country shall be referred to

the various reports already pUblished, this report attempts to

consider the relationship between the each item and each form of

intellectual property management which has been discussed above.
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(1) Technology Export

In the case of the parent company centralized management, the

technology information including the contents of intellectual

properties shall be sent to the parent company with such aims of

pre-application patentability search. Even in the sUbsidiary

centralized management, the technology information may be sent to

the parent company with such aims of pre-application patentability

search because of such reasons as the lack of proper ability and

search tools within the subsidiary. It is necessary to confirm

that this type of movement of technology information does not bring

about any inconsistence with the local laws. In Europe and North

America, US, England and France give restrictions to such

technology export and "in recent years, some Asian countries such

as the People's Republic of China (PRC) , Singapore, India and

Taiwan have same type of restriction. Thus it is necessary to check

the laws of each country and form, if necessary, certain compliance

program to comply with the local laws.

(2) Transfer of Inventions to Overseas

Laws regarding this issue shall have direct link with the

parent company centralized management since the transfer to the

parent company in Japan shall fall within the subject of the

provision. In PRC, for instance, Article 10 of the Patent Act

provides that the approval of the government (the Department of

State) shall be required to transfer patents or patent applications

to a foreigner.

(3) First application

If the intellectual properties are wholly managed by the

subsidiaries, there will be no trouble since the first country of

filing application shall generally be the one in which the

subsidiary is located. In the case of the parent company

centralized management, however, applications for intellectual

company is located since some countries such as PRC and US make

it obligation to file an application for an invention firstly in

these countries where the invention was made.

(4Y"Employee's" Invention

In any form of management, it goes without saying that the

intellectual properties arising from the "$ubsidiary must be
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assigned in advance by the inventor to the employer, i. e., the local

subsidiary . Irrespective of the existence of relevant provisions

relating to employee' s invention such as in Japan, explicit

provf.s i onsito t hat, effec:t must be included in the employment

agreement which shall be concluded with employees.

(5) Jointly-owned Patent

This is regarding an invention.made in the local subsidiary

which relates to the joint ownership with a local third party. It

should be checked if it is required for the aubs Ldd.ary to obtain

approval of the joint owner when assigning its part of ownership

to the invention to the parent company, which process is necessary

in the case of the parent company centralized management. In the

case of subsidiary centralized management or mixed management, it

will be necessary to check whether or not the approval of the joint

owner is required when the subsidiary is obliged to grant license

or sublicense to the parent company.

3.3 The relationship of Intellectual Properties Arising rrom the

Subsidiary in Japan and the management thereof

As described above, there are various laws and other matters

to be considered by each country in which an overseas subsidiary

is established and ample research has been made thereto for which

the management policy and practical system relating to

intellectual properties in overseas subsidiaries seem to be

relatively well shaped.

On the other hand, in the case of a subsidiary in Japan, it

is not really necessary to cons i der such various relevant laws as

in overseas. In addition, intellectual properties are not

accounted much as in Europe and North America. For this reason,

some companies might not fully discuss the treatment of

intellectual properties before establishing a subsidiary.

properties arising from the subsidiaries, even if they are

established in Japan, and they have to link with the businesses

of the parent company and the group strategy of the parent company.

If the intellectual properties are to be managed and maintained

independently by the subsidiary in Japan, the structure of the

subsidiary and the support system of the parent company should be
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considered at an early stage.

3.4 Points to be Noted in the License Agreement with a Third Party

and Relationship with a Subsidiary

3.4.1 In the parent company centralized management, basically the

parent company owns the intellectual properties arising from the

subsidiaries. Accordingly, it is important for the sUbsidiary to

understand and maintain the rights and obligations provided in the

agreement which is concluded between the parent company and a third

party in case the sUbsidiary is the party to the agreement.

(1) Maintenance of the Agreement

The parent company is obliged to notify the subsidiary of the

provisions of the agreement and make the sUbsidiary to observe them

if the subsidiary is included as a party to the agreement. The parent

company also has to manage the licensed rights by obliging the

subs Ldd.azy to notify the parent company of such subsidiary's use

of patents owned by the third party.

(2) Management of Royalties

The management of royalties becomes more complicated in case

an overseas subsidiary is involved as a party to the license

agreement, and the agreement with a third party involves the

sUbsidiary as a licensee. Is it possible, for instance, for a

sUbsidiary in PRC to remit royalties to the parent company in Japan

regarding the products made under the royalty-bearing license

agreement concluded between the parent company and a third party

in Japan? In PRC, a technology introduction agreement which

includes a license agreement shall take effect only after the

approval of the governmental authority.

To remit money to overseas, the subsidiary has to give good reason

for which the sublicense agreement needs to be concluded between

of the third party.
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3.4.2 Subsidiary Centralized Management

In this type of management, the intellectual properties

arising from the subsidiaries are in principle owned by the

subsidiaries. For this reason, when the parent company concludes

a license agreement involving subsidiaries with a third party, the

parent company needs to pursue coordination with each subsidiary

with regard to their intellectual property. It sometimes impede

the smooth conclusion of agreements. Thus the parent company needs

to consider following measures with taking into account of the

intellectual properties belonging to the subsidiaries;

(1) Licensing Intellectual Properties of Subsidiaries to the

Parent Company

. The parent company needs to obtain the right to grant licenses

under intellectual property of the subsidiaries. The parent

company can use the intellectual properties and can grant license

to a third party by obtaining licenses thereto with grant-back

rights and sublicense in exchange for its contribution to the

sUbsidiary offering subject technologies, manufacturing

facilities and human resources at the time of establishment. Such

license agreement is essential especially when the subsidiary is

established in the countries where there is a strict rule to

restrict the share of the parent company within the
'" "," "<""""""";"'" company owns

such as in India. The conditions of the license agreement

involving sublicensing rights should be clearly provided between

the parent company and subsidiaries such as (1) non-conditional

sublicense, (2) sublicense which does not require the approval of

the s ubs i d i a r y regarding certain field or certain companies
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specified by the subs Ldda ry , (3) sublicense which requires the

approval of the subsidiary and (4) sublicense which only requires

the notification to the subsidiary in advance.

-When concluding a comprehensive cross license agreement involving

the subs Ld i ary with a third party, it is also possible to preserve

the independence of the subsidiary in the management of

intellectual properties by making their intellectual properties

available as an option designated by the other party in the

agreement and reserving the veto under certain conditions.

(2) Licensing Subsidiary Patents to a Third Party

A subsidiary may grant license under its own patents to a third

party on its own will if its business field has no relationship

with that of the parent company. It is often obligated, however,

for the subsidiary of which business has a nature as one of the

business units of the parent company such as a manufacturing company

to notify in advance to the fact of licensing so as not to divert

from the license policy of the parent company. It shall be noted

that business strategies of the parent company could be affected

by the sales of products overseas by third parties under the license

of subsidiaries or import of such products to the country where

the parent company is located, especially in case an overseas

subsidiary grant license to third parties without taking into

account of the policy of the parent company.

(3) Treatment of a Patent Jointly Owned by a Subsidiary and a Third

Party

In Japan and other Asian countries excluding Indonesia, a patent

cannot be licensed to. a third party without the approval of the

j oint owner. On the contrary, all the countries including Japan

decision

which means that the parent company can be sued for the infringement

of patent whichiso.wned jointlybyitssubsidiary and a t.h i rdpart y

To avoid such unexpected situation, it is. necessary for the parent

company to direct the subsidiary that subsidiariesshaU apply for

patents jointly withathirdparty on condition that subsidiaries

can grant its license to their parent company.
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4. Problems Arising from Technology Transfer and Others Between

the Parent Company and the Subsidiaries

4.1 Patent Warranty

The Two Practical Categories of Patent Warranty

(A) Warranty that the patent does not infringe or included in any

of third party's patents (Warranty of Non-Infringement)

This is the warranty which confirms that the technology or

products transfered between the parent and subsidiary companies

do not infringe other companies' patents or are not injuncted due

to other companies' patents. It means that the company which gives

such warranty shall guarantee that the technology or products shall

not infringe the rights of any third party and a licensor bears

comprehensive responsibility such as filing counterclaims or

concluding license agreements against any enforcement of a third

party's intellectual property.

(B) Warranty of Patentability

This is the warranty which confirms that the rights relating

to the offering technology (such as patents) effectively exist and

be enforceable for which, for instance, the company which gives

such warranty shall prevent the launch of similar products and

restrain the sales of them if they are put in the stream of commerce.

These operations are basically well discussed in the general

commentary regarding license agreements and the situation in a

license agreement concluded between the parent company and a

subsidiary is not much different. We hereunder consider the

relevant laws, problems and solutions regarding the license

agreement concluded between the parent company and a subsidiary

which is established in the Asian countries.

4.1.1. (A) The Practice for Non-Infringement Warranty

(1) Relevant Laws in the Asian Countries

Ordinance; Arts 9 and 11 of Enforcement Regulation for the Control

Ordinance-The person who grant the technology shall bear full

responsibility to counter the suit filed by a third party.

b. Japan; It is lawful unless it is unfair.

c. Other Countries; In the Philippines, a licensor has a

responsibility to guarantee that a licensor does not know the
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existence of rights of a third party within his/her knowledge. It

is prohibited that a licensor is indemnified from the suits arising

out of the implementation of subj ect technology based on a license

agreement. In the Republic of Korea, an agreement by which the

licensor is unfairly indemnified from the responsibility to

counter the enforcement of a third party shall not be approved by

the· government.

(2) Problems and Solutions

• In the case of an overseas subsidiary

It seems desirable that determination on whether or not a

patent infringes any third party's rights be made by the overseas

sUbsidiary. The subsidiary is generally more familiar with each

local information on such as each problem in the Patent Law,

language problem, nature of jUdges and trends of court proceedings.

Enormous time for the exchange of information can be saved. Some

products may need to be improved or modified in compliance with

the local features. If all these matters are managed by the parent

company, the prompt response which is the basic factor of a business

activity will be dampened, because of which the management by the

sUbsidiary is desirable.

The third party patentee, however, may file suits primarily

in the country where the subsidiary does not have strong defending

system and/or the patentee seems more protected. It is thus

effective both for the parent company and the subsidiary that the

parent company as the licensor takes part in the defensing

activities against the enforcement by any third party. In this

respect, the intellectual properties may be better managed by the

parent company.

• In the case of a subsidiary in Japan

Whether or not the sUbsidiary's products infringe any third

party's rights is often judged by the parent company due to the

sued or worn by any third party, it needs to be carefully determined

on which decides whether or not to appeal or settle it. Because

the result of the suit will have a directly impact on the business

of the subsidiary. Also when the subsidiary itself has a long

historY,the par errt tcompanv may not be able to make proper decision

since the -subs Ld.i.a.ry may havei ts own technology which is strange
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to the parent company for which the parent company is no more

regarded as a skilled person in the art. Thus the subsidiaries

need to cultivate certain ability to make decision.

In the case of a manufacturing subsidiary, it is better that

the parent company copes with any problems relating to third party's

intellectual property because the specification of the products

.is generally instructed by the parent company. Also in the case

of a research subsidiary, the parent company will do if it

determines which research result be exploited in the business.

In the case of a subsidiary which is established for a new

business or as an independent unit which was used to be a division

in the parent company, the overhead expenses such as for

intellectual property section of the subsidiary are born by the

parent company to facilitate the early stage of its operation. The

policy for improving the ability of the subsidiary to bear such

cost shall be determined in accordance with the policy of the parent

company in light of general merits and demerits described above

(3. The Management of Intellectual Properties of SUbsidiaries) .

4.1.2 (B) Warranty Clause for Eliminating the Patent Infringement

by the Third Party

In the case of an exclusive license agreement, licensor

generally have an obligation to eliminate a patent infringement

by third parties.

Whether or not subject right in offer is effective, Le. the

patentability and enforceability is most acknowledged by the

parent company which obtain the rights. However, in the social

circumstances where a subsidiary is established, it needs the local

information from the subsidiary to determine which legal means

(industrial property right law, unfair competi tion prevention law,

law of civil procedure, administrative law or settlement) to be

which the

cooperation between the parent company and subsidiaries is

essential.

(1) Related Legal System

Some countries require in an license agreement the person who grants

technology to provide a provision to warrant that there is no defect
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in the technology. In PRC, for instance, Article 6 of the

Technology Transfer Agreement Control Ordinance requires the

person who grants the technology to "guarantee that the offering

technology is complete, defect-free, effective and satisfactory

to attain the purpose defined in the agreement." A similar provision

is seen in the Vietnamese law which requires to "guarantee the

quality and reliability of the technology, retention of the secrecy

and that the technology has no defect."

(2) Problems and Solutions

Sales of intellectual property infringing products by third

parties do damage both to the parent company and subsidiaries.

Since they share the interests, there is little obstacle to

cooperate to seek solution. And in many countries except for PRC

and Vietnam, the free conclusion of agreements is in principle

recognized. Thus each company shall consider in light of the

merits and demerits of each of the three management forms of the

intellectual properties which have been described above.

In general, either of the parent company or the subsidiary

has the prior right to determine whether or not to file suit and

the one which does not have the prior right can determine it after

the first one determined not to file suit. However, in some Asian

countries where legal system quickly changes or countries which

sometimes cause problems in enforcing laws despite the existence

of proper legal system, it is more effective that the parent company

and the subsidiary discuss in good faith on each case.

4.2 Parallel Import

Parallel importing is such trading activities where genuine

products from different sources come into a single market in spite

of the intentions of intellectual property owners, especially

outside

the market are imported. It occurs when products made by a

subsidiary are introduced to the market of the parent company or

whemtheproducts made by more than one subsidiaries. circulate in

bot.hways in spite of the intention of the subsidiaries to divide

mar ketvbased on the intellectual properties In this paper ,

following items shall be overlooked in terms oLlegalsystem and
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consider the possible solution between the parent company and

subsidiaries.

(1) Whether or not it is admitted in each countries that licensor

cancel a contract for the reason of export of products bound for

the place other than those provided in the contract.

(2) Whether or not there is certain law or rules regarding parallel

imports in the country.

4.2.1 (A) Legal System of Each Country

(1) Possibility to Restrict by the Contract

· PRC: Contract which contains restriction to export shall not be

authorized in principle while this restriction is available to the

country where the exclusive licensee exists or where contractual

representative office exi.st;s ,

The Republic of Korea: Prohibition of export shall not be

authorized in principle while certain restriction is available to

the country where subject patent is registered, where the licensor

conducts its sales activities or where the exclusive licensee

exists.

· The Philippines: Restriction to export shall not be authorized

in principle while the restriction is available to the country where

the exclusive licensee exists.

· Vietnam: Certain approval is required to export restriction

except for the country where the Licen s.or carries out the rights

or the exclusive licensee exists.

Thailand: Unidentified

Indonesia: Restriction to implementatiQn is available to the

country where subj ect; patent is registered and to the places where

the licensor conducts its business activities.

(2) Legal Restrictions

'PRC: NQ

'The Pepublic of Korea: Unidentified regarding the technological

industrial properties

(It permits parallel imports of brand products from November 1,

1995. The treatment of patented products is not specified.)

'The Philippines: Measures to the parallel imports are

unidenti tied.
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· Singapore: Parallel imports are wholly permitted .

. Vietnam: Measures to the parallel imports are unidentified.

'Thailand: While parallel imports without the consent of the

trademark owner can be injuncted at the customs, effective

enforcement has not been seen.

'Malaysia: The customs do not have the authority for injunction

(It follows the decision of Ministry of Tradings and Industries. )

. Indonesia: Parallel imports are exempted from the implementation.

Treatment after the import is unknown. While parallel imports

relating to trademarks and copyrights can be injuncted on the motion

of owner, there is no actual cases.

'India: There is no case in which Customs and Export Promotion

Committee has treated parallel imports. The imports of

counterfeit of limited luxurious products have been experienced.

4.2.2 (B) Problems and Solutions

It is permitted to restrict export in the agreement,· that is

to say, to the countries where subject patent is registered, the

exclusive licensee exists or the licensor conducts its sales

activities. The regional restriction provided in the agreement

can be neutralized through the domestic buyers in the stream of

commerce. A parent company which has strong control over the

operation of its subsidiaries can restrict the sales of

subsidiaries to certain buyers of which activities do not go with

the intention of the parent company as far as relevant laws such

as unfair competition prevention law allows.

The reasons for such parallel importing being conducted lie in the

intention of discount stores which seek to utilize the functions

of trademarks to indicate the origin and quality of products. In

this context, the parent company needs to take restrictive measures

It is a general issue relatingtothe licensing of intellectual

properties rather than issues between ··the .parent company and

subsidiaries.

As an explanation to the fact: that the restriction to export

is exceptionally allowed in the case where the destination of
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product is the countries where a patent relating to the patented

products is registered by the licensor, a guideline made by the

International Section of the Economic Division in the Bureau of

the Fair Trading Committee provides that "in this case, restriction

to exports bound for such places shall be allowable since the

licensor can restrict importing of, in general, patented products

based on the patent law of the country of destination." Under this

description lies the recognition of the independence of patent

rights and so it seems natural that a law-governed country does

not allow exporting of products which may cause infringement in

the country of destination.

On July 1 of this year came out the decision of the Japanese

Supreme Court in the BBS case which relates to the parallel imports

of patented products. In this case, BBS, a German manufacturer

of automobile hubcaps sued a Japanese company which had been

purchased BBS products in Germany and sold them in Japan claiming

for injunction and damages based on its Japanese Patent which is

corresponding Patent of German patent. The Court permitted

parallel importing of patented products from Germany saying,

.. ···there is no needs that a patentee should be awarded double

rewards in the stream of commerce.· ··in considering the balance

between the circulation of products in the international trades

and the rights of a patent holder, ... it is reasonable to understand

that a patent holder is not allowed to enforce its patented rights

to the products in Japan against the buyer except that it has

agreement with the buyer to exclude this country from selling or

using subj ect products, or against a third party who obtained the

products resold by the buyer and others who obtained it afterward

except that a patent holder has the said agreement with the buyer

and has clearly indicated to that effect on the patented

products·· ."

""" ,',""'"',,,",,,,,,",", """,••'"",," ",.".",~,~"~"=,S;~;~,±,ZL"",,,,,,~ ",J'c~,::,:;':~,t;, ,"h!":,~o',.±l•.~dl:e;~r:}~E:!~(:'; a licensee has rights to
export and/or import subj ect products within the area in which

are allowed to carry out rights and in which their activities are

riot restricted by the agreerneritwith a third party. An buyer is

not restricted to sell or resell the products in the scope of the

patentee's or licensee's rights. In this context the exhaustion

doctrine in the international transactions is understandable. Yet
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the exporting and importing of the products in the places where

the rights of patentee or licensee do not cover (where their own

implementation is restricted by the agreement with a third party)

are clearly different issues.

In any case, other measures need to be considered since the

entering of genuine products cannot be stopped at the Japanese

Customs. One of the measures is, as indicated in the decision of

the Supreme Court, to conclude agreements with the buyers not to

export the products to the country in which equi.veLerrt patents are

registered and indicated to that effect on the patented products.

It is also effective to prevent exporting in the country of origin.

In PRC, for instance, rules are revised on October 1, 1995 in

accordance with the World Trade Agreement, under which injunctive

motion against exporting of patent infringing products to the

destination country can be filed after registration to the Customs

of PRC. The Annex 1C Art.51 to the Agreement of the World Trade

Organization (WTO) provides the motion to stop exporting

unauthorized products including the products which constitute

infringement of intellectual property and other rights. It is

worth considering to what extent the member countries of WTO can

implement this provision.

4.3 Problems in Licensing Trademarks to Subsidiaries

4.3.1 Licensing of a Trademark

A trademark in general has such functions as indicating the

origin of products and services by which the products and services

bearing the same trademark is regarded as produced or provided by

the same manufacturer or provider and guaranteeing the quality of

products and services by which the products and services bearing

the same trademark is regarded as satisfying certain quality level.

In this context, a trademark is a collateral for the credibility

an

guidance for the consumers to choose appropriate products or

services

On establishing a subsidiary, the parent company Li.cerrses not

only patents and know-howsbut. alsoi ts trademarkS (in many cases

Lric Ludi.nq hous emar ks ) and the .subs i d.i ary willmanufacture.and sell

the p roduc't s : with such trademarks. By using the ., trademarks
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licensed from the parent company, a subsidiary can enjoy the good

will, that is to say the consumer-attracting power of the marks

because of which such licensing of trademarks is quite important

in the business strategy especially of the manufacturing

subsidiaries and subsidiaries which deal with the products similar

to those of the parent company.

On the other hand, easy licensing may cause enormous damage

not only to the subsidiaries which use the marks but also to the

parent company which licensed it. To avoid such sit~ation, we

examine some issues relating to the licensing of trademarks.

4.3.2 Management of the Mode of Use

While most companies have rules for the mode of using their

trademarks and manage them in accordance with these rules, it is

critical to pursue the thorough application of these rules in the

subsidiaries' use of trademarks licensed by the parent company.

Any inappropriate use of a trademark may cause dilution and

generalization of the words or phrases. Even in the countries

where there is not strict. provision as in the US of which Lanham

Act provides that a trademark which is generalized because of the

negligence of the trademark owner is regarded as abandoned, the

dilution and generalization of a trademark may weaken the

distinguishability of the products and services bearing the

trademark, extinguish the good will of the mark and greatly reduce

the effectiveness of the trademarks.

Also the trademark laws of most countries require the registered

mark to be properly used and non-use of a registered mark may cause

the cancellation. There are more than some countries which require

to submit the certification of use when filing renewal application.

Thus it is necessary to manage good evidence of use in the case

of the sUbsidiaries.

4.. 3 Quality Control

As one of the functions of a trademark is to guarantee certain

quality level, consumers regard a trademark as an important

guidance to their purchasing products by assuming the Auality of

products and services with the trademark. However, if a subsidiary

sell products of poor quality the good will of the trademarks owned
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by the parent company may be severely damaged and the image of not

only the aubs i.di.a r y but also the whole group including the parent

company may be deteriorated.

To avoid such risk, the parent company must keep control over

the quality of the products sold by its subsidiaries and the

trademark licensing agreement should contain the provisions giving

parent company rights to oversee the quality of the products.

While the quality of some products manufactured by the

subsidiaries may be lower than those of the parent company due to

using a different specification to meet the local market needs,

the brand image created by the parent company may be deteriorated

if the same trademark is indicated on such local products.

Such problem may be resolved by making a local brand for the

local products which is different from the marks of the parent

company while the determination to use the house mark or a local

mark will be made by balancing the merits of the good will in the

house marks and the risk of deteriorating the brand image of the

parent company.

4.3.4 Product Liability

The issue of product liability should be considered before

granting trademark license.

4.3.4.1 Legal Circumstances

The legislation of product liability law has become an

international trend after issuance of "Directive of EC Council (EC

Directive) on the Modernization of Laws, Rules and Administrative

Rules of Member States regarding the Liability for the Defect

Products" in 1985. In Europe, as many as 17 countries adopted

legislation for product liability followed by Brazil, Russian

Federation and Australia. In Asia, Japan enacted PL law in 1995,

PRC in 1993 and the Philippines in 1992.

in the fields

was in the Restatement of Torts (

2 §402A) according to which many state courts have handed down their

decisions..

4.3.4.2 Trademark License and Product Liability

In the laws regarding the product liability such as those in
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Japan, the sUbject person in charge is defined as the immediate

manufacturer as well as the "person who indicate itself as the

manufacturer (the indicated manufacturer) 0"

In many cases, the indication of a trademark is a collateral

for the credibility of the products because of which it plays the

role of a guide for the consumers to choose the products. In terms

of protecting consumers, therefore, the person associated with the

trademark that is to say the licensor of the trademark may well

be pursued the no-fault liability as an indicated manufagturer.

In the US, §400 of the Restatement of Torts stipulates that

a person who sold products with its trademark on shall bear the

same liability with the manufacturer.

In fact, there are many cases in which. the liability of a

trademark licensor was disputed and many state courts have found

the strict liability of the licensor by applying "stream of commerce

theory" and "enterprise theory."

It is also highly possible that a parent company is pursued

the product liability because, as described above, ft often

involves itself much on design and manUfacturing as well as the

quality control of products made by the subsidiaries so as to avoid

dilution of trademarks and deterioration of good will in the course

of granting trademark licenses.

In the countries which do not have laws stipulating the product

liability, while a relevant incident may be treated as one of the

unlawful act due to negligence, the parent company may be pursued

its responsibility if the parent company is deeply committed to

the manufacturing and s a Les of the subsidiaries for which prudent

measures are needed.

4.3.5 Registering the License of Trademarks

Under the Korean trademark law, the registration of license

agreement is obligated even if it is of non-exclusive nature and

non-registration may lead the cancellation of

(§73. 1. 1 of Trademark Act) for which it must be noted when granting

license of trademarks to a Korean subsidiary. Many other countries

also have the system of registering trademark license, even if

negligence of the registration may not be the reason for the

cancellation as in Korea, and sometimes such registration
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constitutes the requirement for the licensee to enforce the rights

against a third party.

5. Management of Trade Secrets in the Subsidiaries

5.1 Management of Trade Secrets in the Subsidiaries

There seems not many issues to be specially noted regarding

the management of trade secret of the parent company or of the

subsidiaries in Japan since in Japan, Europe and North American

countries, the management systems for preserving the trade secret

have been well developed legally and within a company (such as

submission of agreements to preserve the confidentiality at the

time of employment and resigning) as well as the employees are aware

of the importance. In the other Asian countries, the protecting

system of trade secret is being developed as the governments become

more and more aware of the importance of intellectual properties

due to their recent economic growth by introducing foreign

technologies and the advancement of the technologies: Trade

secrets are protected under unfair competition prevention law in

PRe and the Republic of Korea, civil law and criminal law in the

Thailand and Indonesia and common law in ex-Great Britain countries

such as Malaysia, Singapore and India. In spite of their legal

system, however, the management system shall 'be operated more

prudently in this region than in the European and North American

countries since the general awareness toward the intangible assets

such as intellectual properties remains still low. Any negligence

of management may not only lead to lose the rights due to not

satisfying certain legal requirements but also give severe damage

to the interest of the parent company due to expansion of copy

products made by unauthorized use of trade secrets. Of course it

is possible to file sui t s claiming for inj unctive relief and damages

and the is hot much expected,

for which following measures are taken by companies to protect trade

secrets as general preventive measures.

In Korea, in recent years, some companies oblige employees

who have access to critical trade secret to sign on an agreement

to keep the secrecy and to pay fixed arnountof money ifhe/she
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breaches the agreement and gives damages to the company.

While the burden of proof will be born by the company in the

case of any trouble, such provision is said to give psychological

pressure against the leakage of trade secrets and so has certain

effect. The sUbject employees are often prohibited to work for

another company of same business field for certain proper time

period (6-12 months) which some courts approves the appropriateness

in their decision.

In PRe, some court decisions in this field came out in recent

years. There was a case. in which the effectiveness of an agreement

to preserve the confidential information was disputed. The

agreement was concluded between the plaintiff company X and

defendant Y(a former employee) at the time of Y's resign and

contained a sentence that Y "will keep the confidentiality during

the working time and shall not work for a company of the same

business for 2 years." The peoples court in Tianjin found that "it

is reasonable that a company to conclude agreements with its

resigning employee to preserve the confidential information of the

company." The court also said that "the restriction to Y's new

employment for 2 years is not enough to say that the company deprived

Y of the rights to work." This case is said to be a landmark of

this field and will be helpful to the future business practice.

As to the practice in Taiwan and other Asian countries, while

the effectiveness is unknown, basically the same type of measures

seem to be needed.

The points described above are essential for a 'parent; company

to consider in establishing a sUbsidiary irrespective of the

purpose. There is no difference if the local subsidiary is wholly

owned by the parent company or a joint venture with another company.

It necessary to notice of employees

access to confidential information of the parent company against

the leakage. The parent company may easily manage such situation

if it wholly owns the subsidiary. In the case of a joint venture

with a third party, it is necessary not only to conclude agreements

with the employees but also to make the joint partner to bear the
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obligation to preserve the confidential information to clarify the

responsibility of the joint partner in the case of leakage.

5.2 Points to be Noted regarding the governmental rules in relation

to the licensing of the technology of the parent company

The peculiar problems to licensing trade secrets lie in the

treatment thereof after the expiration of the license agreement.

While it is commonly allowed, as far as the secrecy is still

preserved, to put the obligation to keep the confidentiality on

the licensee even after the expiration of the agreement, PRe

requires to submit the application thereto with reasons in advance

with an application for approval of the license agreement to the

relevant authority, otherwise the obligation to preserve

confidentiality may cease to be effective at the time when the

agreement is expired. It is also true of granting license to

Chinese subs Ld i a ry and in the case of a joint venture, the

information to be disclosed should be carefully chosen since rights

to important trade secrets will be transferred to the JV on

expiration of the agreement.
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6. Conclusion

Intellectual property-related issues on establishing a

subsidiary should be noted at an early stage of the establishment.

We have examined some points to grasp the establishment of a

subsidiary as a part of a business strategy with the viewpoint of

management of intellectual properties. Though we cannot make a

general conclusion since this field is quite complicated with the

strategies of each company, we hope this paper be one of the aspects

to be referred to in your managing intellectual properties.

""Notes to the
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The significant features ofthe revised Examination Guidelines ofJapan and the United
States are that practical application programs including mathematical algorithms are able to be
patented more than before and that computer-readable media for storing programs or data
structures have been recognized as patentable subject matter. It appears that both ofthese changes
will become worldwide tendencies. However, specific applications or interpretations ofthe
Examination Guidelines may differ in respective categories ofapparatus (system), method and
medium because the origins ofthe Japanese and U.S. Patent Laws differ significantly. A
comparison between Japan and the United States has been made using details of examples ofthe
Examination Guidelines and representative cases in the United States.

Further, an analysis has been made on application strategies from the view point of
applicants with respect to the grasping ofthe essence of the invention in consideration of
distribution modes ofproducts, points of attention in forming claims in respective categories of
apparatus (system), method and medium and ways of describing embodiments and drawings.
Reference is made to future problems conceming ways of dealing with a network age, substantial
establishment of an examination system and the spread of the Japanese and the United States
Examination Guidelines to other countries, Europe and Asia.
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(8) Analysis:

L Computer-related invention trends in Japan, the United States and Europe

In recent years, the development of computer-related technology has been remarkable and
the request for protection ofcomputer-related inventions through patent rights has been increasing.
In the United States and Japan the Examination Guidelines have been revised and as a result
computer-related inventions (particularly, computer software related inventions) are now protected
more broadly than before.

We made an analysis on the trend ofcomputer-related inventions from 1990 to 1996 in
Japan, the United States and Europe using data bases. The content of this analysis follows.

A. Japan

A search was conducted on a number oflaid-open applications. The search terms used
were: "computer", "calculatingmachine", "processor"; "information processing", "work station"
and "personal computer". The result of the search is shown in Figure 1.
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The number oflaid-open applications ofcomputer-related inventions in Japan has decreased
after a peak in 1993. This seems to be due to the decrease in the total number of applications filed,
caused by reevaluation of the number ofpatent applications filed by applicarits.

. However, the ratio ofthe number of laid-open applications of computer-related inventions
to the total number oflaid-open applications, which decreased after a peak in 1993, began to
increase again in 1996. Both the number oflaid-open applications of computer-related inventions
and the ratio ofcomputer-related invention applications to total applications are anticipated to
increase due to the revision ofthe Implementing Guidelines in 1997.

B. United States

A search was conducted on issued patents. The search terms used were: "computer",
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"processor", "PC", "WS", "CPU", "personalcomputer" and "work station". The field ofthe search
was abstracts of the disclosure. The result of the searchis shown in Figure 2.
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The number ofissued patents of computer-related inventions in the United States has been
increasing eachyear. Also, the ratio ofthe numberof issued patents ofcomputer-related inventions
to the total number of issued patents has been increasing each year. Particularly, the increases in
1996 are significant reflecting the application ofthe newExamination Guidelines fromMarch, 1996.
We anticipate considerable increasesto continue in 1997 and thereafter.

c. Europe

A searchwas conductedon a number ofEPC laid-open applications. The searchterms used
were: "computer", "calculate", "microprocessor", "information process", "workstation" and"word
process". Thefield of searchused was the abstracts of publicized applications. The search result is
shown in Figure3.

The number of laid-open applicationsof computer-related inventions in Europe (EPC) has
remained substantially constant all through the period of years and the ratio of the number oflaid
open applications of computer-related inventions to the total numberof laid-open applications also
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has remained substantially constant. No particularlysignificant changes have been observedwith
respect to the number ofIaid-open applications of computer-related inventions in Europe.

II. Examination Guidelines for computer-related inventions in Japan, the United States
and Europe

The United States Patent & Trademark Office ("USPTO") started to applyits new
examination guidelines for computer-related inventions in March of 1996. The conventional two
part test (Freeman-Walter-Abele test) was not applied directly. The presence or absenceof
mathematical algorithmswas removed from the reference of examinationand computer-readable
mediafor storing programs or data structureswere recognized as patentable subject matter.

The Japanese Patent Office also revised its examinationguidelines (referred to as
"Implementing Guidelines") for computersoftware related inventions starting in April of 1997.
Interpretationof "utilizing natural laws" was enlarged and computer-readablestorage medium
having programs or structured data were recognized as patentable subject matter, similarto the
United States.

In contrast to the changes inJapanandthe United States, no movementtoward changingthe
conventional Examination Guidelines have been observed in the European Patent Office "EPO".

A. Japanese Implementing Guidelines

In Japan, the interpretation of "invention" in "IndustriallyApplicable Inventions" stipulated
in Patent Law Section 29(1), mainparagraph, was revised. Although "invention" is definedin
Patent Law Section 2(1) as "invention shall be a creation oftechnical ideas utilizing natural laws",
the most significant point ofthe revision resides in enlargement ofthe interpretationof "utilizing
natural laws".

As shown by Figure 4, firstly, a claimed invention is identified and whether the claimed
invention falls under anyofthe "non-statutory inventions" listed in the Implementing Guidelines for
"Industrially Applicable Inventions", is determined. Ifthe claimedinventiondoes not fallunder any
of them, the claimedinvention is determined as an "invention". A problemto be solved by the
claimed invention and its solutionare identified. When the solution utilizesnatural laws, then the
claimed invention should fall under "utilizing natural laws". Even if the solutionutilizes natural
laws, when it is no more than the "mere processing ofinformation by using a computer", "mere
recordingofa program or data on a storage medium", or "mere processing ofinformation byusing
a computerand mere recordingofa programor data on a storage medium", the claimed invention is
deemed as non-statutory.

Whenthe solutionfits into one ofthe three following categories it is considered to utilize
'0 0 0, ••!w,..n •
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(i) control for hardware resources, or processing with respect to the control
(ii) information processing based on the physical or technological properties
ofan object
(iii) information processing in which hardware resources are used

Further, in correspondence with the United States, "computer-readable storage medium
having a program recorded thereon" or "computer-readable medium having data having structured
data recorded thereon" became capable ofbeing specified in a "product invention" and the
description requirement of the specification was revised.

=, ---_._-~

: "non-statutory
I inventions"
: (1) natural laws as such
: (2) mere discoveries
: (3) those contrary to
: natural laws
: (4) any laws other than
'naturallaws
: (5) personal skill
: (6) mere presentation of
: information
: (7) aesthetic creations
: (8) clearly impossible to
: solve the problem by
: any means presented in
: the claim.................. _-_ ...

utilizenatural laws
( I ) control for hardware
resources
(ii ) information processing
based on thephysical or
technical properties
(iii ) information processing
in which hardware resources
are used

Flowchart todetermine whether
aninvention is statutory

Identify the claimed invention

No

Identifythe problem to be solved by the
claimed invention

.·No

( refer to "A practice for Software
Related Inventions" of JPAA)

No

y",

statutory invention

Figure 4

6
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B. United States Examination Guidelines

The Examination Guidelines for computer-related inventions were revised in view of the
spirit ofPatent Law Section 101 stipulating "statutory subject matter" in consideration of recent
cases (In reLowry, In re Beuregard,In re Warmerdam and the like)ofcomputer-related inventions.

The most significant revisions are (I) "whether or not a claim includes a mathematical
algorithm" no longer constitutes the reference of examination and (2) the patent protection of
computer-readable media for storing programs or data structures was approved.

For the purpose ofexamination, the descriptivematerial of computer programs or data
structures is classified into functional descriptive material and non-functional descriptive material
and a guideline that the functional descriptive material is statutory if it defines structural and
functional interrelationship with a computer-readable medium was created.

I IV. Detennine Whetherthe Claimed Invention Complies with 35 U.S.C. § 101 I
( refer to "Examination Guidelines
for Computer-Related Inventions"
of USPTO)

Statutory
Product

Statutory
Subject
Matter

III

I

I

YES
Aspecific
machine Of

manufacture?

Classify theClaimed Invention '

Consider the Breadth of 35 U.S.C. § 101

A machine or
manufacture for

performing a process r--
A series of
stepsto be

performed ona
computer?

Performs
independent
physical acts

(posl-<:omputer
process activity)

Other than a post-computer process activitywhich has been conventionally statutory under
"Examination Guideline for Computer-Related Invention" of the USPTO,TV...B-2(b)(i) as Safe
Harbors, forming computer data by transforming measurements ofphysical objects or activities
outside ofthe computer as a pre post-computer process activity and a requisite of causing physical
transformation ofthe signals by the process are prescribedto constitute statutory process claims.
"Statutory subject matter" under the new Examination Guidelines is determined by following the
steps shown by Figure 5.

Figure 5
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C. EPO Examination Guidelines

No movement of revision in correspondence with the revisions of the Examination
Guidelines in Japan and the United States has been observed in the EPO. The determination on
whether the subject matter of the claimed invention is protectable under the European Patent Law,
resides in whether the "technicalcontribution" is achieved in claim as a whole, which is referred to as
contribution approach. The specific provisions are as follows:

(a) European patents shall be granted for any inventions which are susceptible of
industrial application, which are new and which involve an inventive step. Further,
invention must have a technical feature (Art. 52(1».

(b) Subjects which are not regarded as inventions, are "discoveries", "scientific
theories", "mathematical methods", "aesthetic creations", "schemes, rules and
methods for performing mental acts, playing games or doing business", "programs
for computers" and "presentations of'information" are pointed out (Art. 52(2».

(c) Determination ofwhether invention is constituted, is dependent on whether a
technical effect surpassing a conventional technology is present in consideration ofa
claimed subject matter as a whole. That is, when a computer program is claimed in
a style of a tape orrecord on a disk, the effect in respect ofa conventional
technology is no more than a computer program per se and program is not regarded
as invention. However, when a computer program operates a computer by a method
different from a conventional method in view ofa technical point by a combination
thereofwith the computer, the method can be regarded as invention and may be
patented. However, the program per se and the storage medium recorded computer
program are not allowed as a patent.

YesExample excluded as non-statutory
per se defined by Art 52(2) is 1-----.. 1 Non-statutory invention I

claimed?

No

Most relevant prior art is specified.
A difference between the specified prior art and

claimed subject matter is identified.
Effect derived from the difference based on the

subject matter considered as a whole is specified.
Problem solved by the effect is specified.

··Thept6blemisptesenfiifntifr······
technical field?

Non-stlltlltory invention'

Yes

Statutory invention Figure 6
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ill. Comparison ofthe Japanese and United States Examination Guidelines for computer
related inventions

Section II above, reviewed the Examination Guidelines for computer-related inventions in
Japan, the United States and Europe. Section II detailed that the recent revisions in Japan and the
United States were similar in the following two points:

(a) Inventions concerning practical application programs including mathematical
algorithms or the like are more likely to be considered patentable subject matter.

(b) Computer-readable media for storing programs or data structures have been
approved as patentable subjeetmatter.

However, the Examination Guidelines in Japan and the United States may differ from each
other at the level ofspecific application and interpretation because the origins ofthe Patent Laws in
Japan and the United States are different. This section will compare the two countries Examination
Guidelines.

A. Comparison using examples and cases.

We, PIPA Japan group, 3rd Committee have made a study on Whetherexamples introduced
in the new Examination Guidelines in Japan and the United States, and recent cases in the United
States, can be approved as "statutory claims" in view of the new Examination Guidelines in both
countries.

The result ofthe study is shown in Table I. It seems that determinations on shaded examples
and cases in Table I may differ between Japan and the United States. Survey sheets for
investigation are attached.

(0 : statutory, 6.: mav be statutory,

0 control for hardware 0 post-computer
resources process activity

0 control for hardware 0 a specific
resources manufacture

. United States
Examination
Guidelines

x : non-statutory)

o a specificmachineo controlfor hardware
resources

Japanese
Implementing

. Guidelines .
Examples and Cases

Table I

(claim I) An apparatus for controlling rate 0

fuel injection for an automobile engine by a
oro ed computer, ...
(claim 2) A method for controlling rate of
fuel injection for an automobile engine by a
programmedcomputer
(claim 3) A storage medium containing
thereon a computer program for controlling
rate offuel injection for an automobile
engine, ...

Japanese
Example I

9
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(claim 1) An apparatus for predicting daily 0
sales ofvarious commodities ...

(claim 1) A process for calculating the sum X
Us" ofnatural numbers from "n" to "n+k" by
usinga computer with

s = (k+1)(2n+k) / 2.

United States
Examination
Guidelines
pre-computer
process activity

merely solves a
purely mathematical
program without an
limitation to a

ractical a lication
a specific machine

X merely solves a
purely mathematical
program without an.
limitation to a
practical application

o

o a specific
manufacture

how hardware X
resourcesare utilized
(mere processing of
infonnation by using
a com uter)
infonnation 0
processing in which
hardware resources
are used

o

o

Examples and Cases

(claim 2) A computer-readable storage
medium havinga computer-program
recorded thereon, ...

(claim 1) An imageprocessingmethod by
computer ...

Jepenese
ExampI.3

Japanese
ExampI.2

Japanese
Example 4

Japanese
ExampleS

Japanese
Example 6

(claim 1) A computer-readable storage
medium containing student performance
managementdata recorded thereon, said
student performance management data
consistsof;
student code data, student namedata, .data

for subjects studied by students, and
student's erformance data.

X mere presentation of X
information

non-functional
descriptive material
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Japanese United States
. Examples and Cases Implementing Examination

Guidelines Guidelines
- - Japanese (claim2) A computer-readable storage 0 information 0 a specific

Exampl.6
medium containing student performance processing in which manufacture I· .

management data recorded thereon; hardware resources I·

(where:
are used

said student performance management data being I~<.
stored in a studentfile and a performance file m,

I·'·

said studentfile has a subject data area that I~c_.

records each subject studied by the student, keyed
.. -: to a specific 'pointer, ii

said performance file has a performance data
area "', and
said specific pointer indicates the leading ..

address in the area where student
performance data for the corresponding

.

subjects studied are sorted and recorded.) ...
Japanese (claim 1) A computerized card game x how hardware X merely manipulates /
Example 7

machine, comprising: resources areutilized abstract idea withou
i/,imeansfor assigning specific points of a (mere processing of any limitation toa

infonmition byusing practical application :....
score to a set ofcards dealt, according to the a computer) iC
comolexitv of the hand involved, .

(claim2) A computerized card game 0 information 0 a specific machine .. ,-
machine, (comprising: processing in which

I ..means for memorizing a data table for a scoring hardware resources

hand __ q and a score data table m, and, are used . liii
means for assigning corresponding scoring hand I.·data by retrieving said scoring hand data table. ...,

assigning corresponding score data by retrieving I."
the score data table __ " and outputting all ofthe

i ..
scoring hand data and total points scored.) ;i

United (claim I) A computer system for monitoring 0 control forhardware 0 limitation toa I...s..", ;
. Example I and controllingan automated manufacturing resources practical application

iiplant using a telemetered processed data (infonnation

signal (comprising:
processing based on "'2thephysical

Q. means for receiving a data signal. properties) ...

b. means for processing the data signal into
..... -,

. ,
variable length codewords, and

Cj~c. means (or outouttine the nrocessed data stenat.)
United (claim2) A computer system for monitoring 0 control forhardware 0 post-computer
States
ExampI.2 and controlling an automated manufacturing resources process activity ;,

plant using a telemetered processed data . (information
.

,.",..,,, processing-based-en-...... sigiiaI7compri:;:i;;g;'-"--"-~"-' .. -.
.......

a,meansfor decrypting h',

.... the physical .... ...... . ...

••
b. meansfor decompressing .... and

properties)

c. means (or controlling .... .J . ...}t}
. .

11
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United States
Examination
Guidelines
a specificmachine

pre-computer
process activity

functional
descriptive material

a specific
manufacture

o

x

o

Japanese
Implementing
Guidelines
information
processing in which
hardware resources
are used
(information
processing based on
the physical

ro erties)

control for hardware 0
resources
(information
processing based on
the physical
properties)

information
processing in which
hardware resources
are used
(information
processing based on
the physical

ro erties)

o

Examples and Cases

(claim 3) A computer system for monitoring 0
and controlling an automated manufacturing
plant using a telemetered processed data
signal (comprising:

a. means for compressing .... and
b. an application specific integrated circuit ...

(claim 4) A method for monitoring and
controlling an automated manufacturing
plant using a telemetered processed data
signal (comprising the steps of:

o. generating a data signal ...•
b. compressing the data signal .... and
c. encry tin the com essed data si al ....J

(claim 6) A computer program for X category of an
monitoring and controlling an automated invention is
manufacturing plant using a telemetered unclear
processed data signal (comprising:

Q. means for compressing and
b .means or encrv tin )

(claim 7) A computer program embodied on 0
computer-readable medium for monitoring
and controlling an automated manufacturing
plant using a telemetered processed data
signal (comprising:

a, a compression source code segment and
b. an encryption source code segment )

United
States
Exampl,3

United
States
Example 4

United
States
ExampleS

United
States
ExampJe6

United
States
Example?

United
States
Exampl,8
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United
S1ales
Case1

l.hUl<d
S1ales
Case3

Examples and Cases

In re Trovato
(claim 1) A method for determining motion X
ofan object (comprising the steps of

a) storing a configuration space data structure
...• and
h) propagating cost waves• ....)

(claim 33) Apparatus for planning a least cost 0
path (comprising:

a) means for storing ....
h) meansfor assigning .
c) means for starting and
d) means for identitvmg ....J

13

Japanese
Implementing
Guidelines

how hardware
resources are utilized

information
processing in which
hardware resources
are used

X

o

United States
Examination
Guidelines

merely manipulates
abstract idea or
solves a purely
mathematical
problem without any
limitation to a

ractical a lication
limitation to a
practical application



Japanese Example 3 An apparatus for calculating the sum ofnatural numbers from "n" to
"n+k" b usin a com uter

claim (claim 2) An apparatus for calculating the sum ofnatural numbers from "n" to "n+k" by
using a computer, comprising:

means for inputting natural numbers "n" and "n+k";
"n" storage means for storing input "n";
"n+k" storage means for storing input "n+k";
means for calculating "k" by reading "n" from "n" storage means and "n+k" from

"n+k storage means respectively;
"k" storage means for storing said "k";
arithmetic means for calculating the sum "s" ofnatural numbers from "n" to "n+k"

with
s=(k+I )(2n+k)/2,

where "n" and "k" being stored in "n" storage means and "k" storage means respectively;
and

means for out uttin the calculated result.
Ja an United States

comments I. The claim is a statutoryclaim. I. The claim may bea statutoryclaim.
2.R<3son 2.R<3son

The solutionto the problemfalls under The point of determination is to whichof
"informationprocessingin which hardware "Claims that Encompass Any Machineor
resources are used", which is consideredto utilize MannfactureEmbodiment of a Process"
natural laws. (ExaminationGuideline IV-B-2(a)(i)) or"Product

Sincesome mattersdefining the invention in Claims- ClaimsDirectedto SpecificMachine
claim2, such as "means for calculating "k" by and Mannfacture" (IV-B-2(a)(ii)), the claimis
reading "n" from tin" storage means and"n+k"from classified.
"n+kstoragemeansrespectively; "k" storagemeans IV-B-2(a)(ii) teachesthat a claim defines the
for storing said "k"; arithmetic means for physicalstructure of machineor manufacture in
calculatingthe sum "s" of natural numbersfrom "n" terms of its hardwareor hardwareand "specific
to "n+k"with s=(k+I)(2n+k)/2, where "n" and "k" software", and a claim drawn to a particular
being stored in "n" storage means and "kit storage programmed computer should Identify the
meansrespectively", suggest directlyhow the elementsof the computerand indicate howthose
hardware resources of the computerare utilized in elementsare configured in either hardware or a
the processing, the solutionto the problemutilizing combinationof hardwareand specificsoftware.
natural laws is something more than "mere In claim 2, means for calculating "k", "k" storage
processing of informationby using a computer". means, and arithmetic means, may identify

It follows, therefore, the invention regarding computerelementsand maycorrespond to a
claim2 is considered as constituting a "statutory configuration in eitherhardwareor a combination
invention". of hardwareand specific software.

IfIV-B-2(a)(ii) is notcleared,the Examination
GuidelineIV-B-2(C) "Non-Statutory Process
Claims"or IV-B-2(d) "CertainClaimLanguage
Relatedto Mathematical Operation Stepsof a
Process" may beappliedand the claim maynot
·constitutcastatutorvinvention·hi hlv robablv-

14



United States Examole 5 I AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING PLANT
. claim (claim 5) A computer system apparatus for monitoring and controlling an automated

manufacturing plant using a telemetered processed data signal comprising:
a. a first data portion embodying the compressed and encrypted operating parameters

ofthe automated manufacturing plant;
b. a second data portion embodying the compressed and encrypted physical outputs of

the plant;
c. a third data portion embodying a first encryption key for the encrypted operating

parameters embodied on the first data portion; and
d. a fourth data portion embodying a second encryption key for the encrypted physical

. outouts embodied on the second data oortion.
Jaoan

comments I. The claim may be a statutory claim.
2. Reason

In claim 5, the preamble identifies "a
computer system apparatus for monitoring
and controlling an automated
manufacturing plant". Also, the body ofthe
claim shows data structures for
compressing I encrypting ofoperating
parameters and physical outputs. These
data structures are used in order to control
the processing of the automated
manufacturing plant as hardware resources.
As the processing controls the hardware
resources and also that based on the
physical or technical properties ofan object,
the solution utilizes natural laws.

However, there may be the possibility
that the claim would be rejected under
Section 36 since a description ofthe claim is
not clear.

15

United States
I. The claim is not a statutory claim.
2. Reason ,

According to Examination Guideline
IV-B-l(a)(b), as either a machine, an
article ofmanufacture, or an arrangement
of data, the claimed invention recites non
functional descriptive material, i.e., mere
data. Non-functional descriptive material
does not impart functionality to either the
data as claimed or the computer system.
Therefore, claim 5 should be rejected
under Section 101.

Also, the claimed invention is unclear as
to whether it claims a machine, an article
ofmanufacture, or an arrangement ofdata.
In particular, it is whether: (I) the
preamble and the body ofthe claim defines
an .arrangement of data, a machine, or an
article ofmanufacture, or an arrangement
of data, (2) how the phrase "data portion"
in the body of the claim relates to the
preamble. Claim 5 should be rejected
under Section 112, 2nd paragraph for
failure to distinctly point out and claim the
invention.



United States Example 8 I AUTOMATED MANUFACTURlNG PLANT
claim (claim 8) A methodfor monitoring and controlling an automated manufacturing plant

usinga telemetered processed data signal comprisingthe steps of;
a. receiving the data signal;
b. processing the data signal into variablelength codeword; and

. c. outmrttinz the nrocessed data siznal.
Janan United States

comments I. The claim is a statutory claim. 1. The claimis not a statutory claim.
2. Reason 2. Reason

In claim 8, the preamble identifies"a The process does not require anypre-
methodfor monitoring and controlling an process activity. Step a. merely provides
automatedmanufacturing plant". Also, the the data signalfor use in the mathematical
body of the claim showsprocesses for operation ofstep b. It does not measure
outputtingreceived data signalby physical objects or activities. Step c.
convening it into variable length codeword merelyconveysthe direct result ofsteps a.
(that is, compressed). As the processes and b. Step b. corresponds to the
controlthe hardware resources and also are calculationofvariable length codewords
based on the physical or technical from a series of equations. Thus, step b.
propertiesof an object, the solution utilizes recites a mathematical operation.
natural laws. Therefore, the claimedinventionmerely

Additionally, in Japan, there is no such converts one set ofnumbers into another
practicein whichthe determination of set ofnumbers. Also, the preamble
patentability differs betweenthe above- language is a statement of intended use
described claim and an apparatus invention that does not limit the claimto practical
(claim 1) that is substantially the same. application ofmonitoring and controlling

However, there maybe the possibility an automated manufacturing plant.
that the claim would be rejected under
Section36 sincea description ofthe claim is
not clear.
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United States Case I

claim

comments

In reLawry: (DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM HAVING A DATA
STRUCTURE WITH A SIMPLE PRIMITIVE)

(claim 1) A memoryfor storingdata for accessby an application program beingexecuted
on a data processingsystem, comprising:

a data structure stored in said memory, said data structure including information
resident in a database used by saidapplication program and including:

a plurality of attribute data objects storedin said memory, each of said attributedata
objectscontaining different information from said database;

a single holder attributedata object for eachof said attribute data objects, eachofsaid holderattribute
data objectsbeing one of said pluralityofattributedata objects, a being-heldrelationship existing
betweeneach attribute data objectand its holderattribute data objects, and each of said attributedata
objectshaving a being-heldrelationship with only a single otherattribute data object, thereby
establishinga hierarchy of said pluralityof attribute data objects;

a referent attnbute data objectfor atleast one of said attribute data objects, said referentattributedata
objectbeing nonhierarchjcallyrelatedto a holder attribute data objectfor the sameat leastone of said
attribute data objectsand also beingone of said plurality of attribute data objects, attributedata objects
for which there exist only holderattributedata objectsbeing called element data objects, andattribute
data objects~ forwhich there aLI:() exist referent attribute data objects being called relation data objects;
and

an apex data objects stored in said memoryand having no being-heldrelationship withany of said
ttribute data obiectshavinz a beinz-held relationshi with said aoex data obiect.

Janan United States

I. The claim may be a statutory claim. I. The claim is a statutory claim.
2. Reason 2. Reason

The claimed invention is a storage The claimed invention is a storage
medium (memory) specifying a data medium (memory) which can be read by a
structure. It is a clear relationship between computer where the data structure is
the data structure, and the application recorded and corresponds to a specified
program and the processing using hardware machine or a manufacture and
resources. The problem, therefore, is accordingly, it is a "statutory invention".
solved by utilizing natural laws and the
claimed invention falls under the "statutory
invention" .

Ifa relationship between the data
structure and the application program
is not clear, the claimed invention does not
show how the hardware resources ofa
computer are used (how to) in solving
means utilizing natural law and therefore,
the claims falls under the non-statutory
"invention".
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United States Case 2 IIn re Warmerdam : (METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
CONTROLLING THE MOTION OF OBJECTS AND MACHINES)

claim (claim I) A method for generating a data structure which represents the shape ofphysical
objects in a position and/or motion control machine as a hierarchy ofbubbles, comprising
the steps of:

first locating the medial axis of the object and
then creating a hierarchv ofbubbles on the medial axis.

Japan United States
comments I. The claim may be a statutory claim. I. The claim is not a statutory claim.

2. Reason 2. Reason
The problem that the invention Claim 1 recites the steps oflocating the

addresses is "to provide a method, in medial axis and creating a bubble hierarchy
controlling an operation of a robot, capable on the medial axis, however, there is no
ofeasily expanding to a three-dimensional limitation to a practical application.
object and an expression of a system and Therefore, these steps describe nothing
capable of easily finding an optimum more than the manipulation ofabstract
arrangement ofbubbles". The solving ideas.
means comprises processing accompanied
by operational control of the robot, which
utilizes natural laws.

(refer to In re Warmerdam, 33 F. 3d 1354, 31 USPQ2d 1754 (Fed. Cir. 1994»
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B. Summary ofcomparing content

As a conclusion, there is no significant difference between the Implementing Guidelines in Japan
and the Examination Guidelines in the U.S. with respect to whether a claim is a "statutory claim".
However, there appears to be a difference in the application of the guidelines with respect to the following
points.

1. Apparatus (system) claim / medium claim

In the U.S., a claim of a specific machine or manufacture, will most likely be approved as a
"statutory claim". According to the Examination Guideline IV-B-2(a)(i), "ifa product claim encompasses
any and every computer implementation of a process, when read in light of specification, it should be
examined on the basis ofthe underlying process". However, according to the Examination Guideline IV
B-2(a)(ii), it is stated that ifa product claim does not encompass any and every computer-implementation
ofa process, then it must be treated as a specific machine or manufacture. Also, if the claimed invention
would be examined on the basis of the underlying process, it may be approved as "Statutory Process
Claims" of the Examiuation Guideline IV-B-2(b)

In Japan, (i) control for hardware resources, (ii) information processing based on the physical or
technical properties, or (iii) information processing in which hardware resources are used, constitute the
reference ofdetermination, however, it seems that the conditions for approving an apparatus (system) claim
/ medium claim (data structure) as a "statutory claim" are similar to those in the U.S.

However, since the references ofdetermination differ between Japan and the U.S., the differences
may be seen in the results ofJapanese Example 3, U.S. Example 5, and U.S. Case I.

2. Method claim

In the U.S., according to the Examination guideline IV-B-2(b) "Statutory Process Claims" (IV-B
2(b)(i) Safe Harbors - Post-Computer Process Activity or the like) is introduced. Meanwhile, Non
Statutory Process Claims in the Examination guideline IV-B-2(c), Certain Claim Language Related to
Mathematical Operation Steps ofaProcess in the Examination Guidelines IV-B-2(d), are finely stipulated
as cases where claims are not approved as "statutory claims". Especially, a process claim which "merely
manipulates abstract idea or solves a purely mathematical problem without any limitation to a practical
applications," is not approved as a "statutory claim".

In Japan, a method claim uses the same reference of determination' as an apparatus claim
specifically: (i) control for hardware resources, (ii) information processing based on the physical or
technical properties, or (iii) information processing in which hardware resources are used, and therefore, a
process claim is approved as a "statutory claim" with higher probability than in the U.S. (refer to U.S.
Example 8, U.S. Case 2).

IV. A survey on application

A. Object ofapplications ofcomputer-related inventions

What should be considered first is "for what purpose is the computer-related invention patent
applications filed for?" The reasons for filing applications of computer-related inventions naturally
differs between electrical industries (particularly, computer-related industries) and other non-electrical
industries (mechanical and chemical industries etc.).
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The appendix includes an awarenesssurvey on computer-related invention in Japanese industries.

1. Electrical Industries

Assuming that the hardware or software 0 f a computer is developed and then sold to outside
industries, the objective for filing the application centers on (I) securing degrees of freedom in products
and business and (2) contribution to patent licensing.

2. Non-Electrical Industries

Developments of software for production and management control and software particular to
products controlled and processed by computer, developed by industries are not for sale outside of
industries as a rule. In this case, the objective for filing the application seems to center on securing
degrees of freedom in products and business (particularly, latent defense against other industries including
those in different lines ofbusiness).

B. Application strategy based upon a Global Patent Portfolio

A Global Patent Portfolio with respect to computer related inventions must be planned and
determined in view of the objectives for filing the application as described above. That is, an
investigation must be performed concerning in which countries applications should be filed by paying
attention to the modes of fabrication and the sale ofproducts of industries, tendenciesin other corporations
and the like. Even in non-electrical industries, if products or the like loaded with softwaredeveloped by a
company may be fabrieated or sold in foreign countries, applications must be filed not only in its own
country but in foreign countries.

Here, what is intended to be emphasized is not to be preoccupied about the Patent Laws or
Examination Guidelines in your own country when preparing specifications with respect to computer
related inventions. As mentioned above, the Examination Guidelines differ at the level of application
specifically in Japan., the United States and Europe. Accordingly, extremely biased grasping of the
essence of an invention and preparation of its specification based upon that biased grasping may not be
acceptable to other countries. The important point is to prepare specifications havinghigh quality that are
acceptable to many countries in the world.

Furthermore, since types of patentable applications appear to be expanding, patents of unexpected
software, for example, a patent concerning business applications which cover the managementof business
per se may suddenly be established. Hence, it appears to be important to remove the preconceived
notions that "software (program) is a problem of copyright and it is meaningless to file an application
thereof since it is not protected by patent rights" and "the same business has conventionally been performed
by paper and pencil and there is no room for establishing a patent even if a computer.is simply introduced
to the business" and "to regard as an invention" the software or the business per se.

C. Grasping the essence ofan invention in consideration of the circulation mode of a

Due to the revision of the Examination Guidelines in Japan and the UnitedStates, both direct and
indirect infringement have been established with respect to programs or data havingstructures circulated
in the form of media. In addition to categories of "apparatus (system)" and "method" which were
conventional modes of protection concerning computer software, a mode of protectingclaims which may
be referred to as a new category, or "medium" is added.
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D. Claim Drafting

21

1. "Apparatus (system) claim" (including claims corresponding to a
network)

software relatedinventionsAccordingly, with respect to

As a point of caution in claim drafting, if it is specified too broadly, a claim where software is
fimctionally expressed using a general purpose hardware resource, it may not be approved as a "statutory
claim" in some countries. Therefore, it seems that in addition to an inherent function of a hardware
resource, a point where the technical properties are utilized, must be clearly described. Meanwhile, when
an applicant is excessively conscious of the Examination Guidelines of respective countries, the specific
limitation of hardware resources may be intensified and a narrow claim may be formed, making patent
rights enforcement difficult. Accordingly, it is preferable to describe a apparatus (system) claim in a
stepwise manner in various points ofview.

Apparatus (system) claim: effective to maker and user ofapparatus (system).
Method claim: effective to user.
Medium claim: effective to software maker and distributor.

Accordingly, it becomes more important to grasp the essence of an invention and to prepare a
claim in consideration of the circulation mode (product feature) of products in respect to computer
software. That is, a thorough investigation must be performed in order to determine whether patent rights
are applicable to producers and distributors of apparatus (system) where the software is installed. With
direct infringement as a premise, the following are generally established:

This is a typical claim type for computer-related inventions which have been approved
conventionally. Particularly, it describes a correlation with hardware in consideration of "specific
machine or manufacture" as defined in the Examination Guidelines of the United States, "utilization of
hardware resources" according to the Implementing Guidelines in Japanese examination, and "technical
contribution" in Europe.

Claims.ofrespective categories of "apparatus (system)", "method" and "medium" must be formed
in an independent style in consideration of the mode of circulating a product as mentioned above. It is
preferable to form claims using many points ofview.

Caution is required in the United States with respect to computer-related inventions (particularly
computer software related inventions) where claims in the style ofmeans plus function are frequently used.
In line with the decision in In re Donaldson in 1994, when interpreting a claim ofa means plus function
style, the interpretation is based on the specific structure disclosed in the specification and equivalents
thereof in compliance with stipulation of U.S. Patent Law Section 112, 6th paragraph. In In re Alappat,
the interpretation of a computer-related invention claim of means plus function style was conftrmed and
has been continued in other decisions.

general termthat is pertinent in expressing a higher concept ofan element ofthe invention, the general term
must be used. Computer software related inventions frequently have to be expressed in means plus
function style and accordingly, it is important to add various alternatives and modified examples of
embodiments in the specification in order to provide basis for claiming a broader range ofpatent rights.

In dealing with a network, in consideration of supplying software that is a characterizing item of
the invention, from a server on the network, an apparatus (system) in view from the side of the server must



be described in an independent claim style. Especially, infringement of patent rights may not be firmly
pursued with respect to software circulated via a network in the case of a medium claim, mentioned later
and accordingly, it becomes important to form a claim in correspondence with a network.

Further, it is possible to regard apparatus (system) claims on the side ofa client and on the side ofa
server as subcombinations and describe an independent claim for a total combination as a "network
system".

2. "Method Claim"

A method claim seems to be able to be functionally described most broadly in the case of
computer-related inventions (particularly, computer software related inventions). However, in the case
where a determination on "whether an abstract idea is manipulated or a mathematical problem is solved
without limitation to a practical application" in the Examination Guidelines in the U.S. is severe and
further, there may be a case where patent rights are difficult to provide ouly in view ofutilizing hardware
resources. It is preferable to use a method claim along with an apparatns (system) claim, a medium claim
and the like.

Further, in view of enforcing patent rights, there is a tendency where a user becomes a target of
direct infringement and therefore, an applicant must refrain from forming a claim strategy centering on
(only on) a method claim.

3. "Medium claim.n

This is a style of representing a claim which has been approved to specify by the revisions of the
Examination Guidelines in Japan and the United States. The claim is approved in two view points of
"computer-readable medium storing programs" and "computer-readable medium storing data structures".

In the U.S. the following descriptions are approved:

Example I: A computer readable medium having a computer program, said
computer program comprising: ...

Example 2: A computer program embodied on computer-readable medium for ...,
said program comprising: ...

Example 3: A computer program product for ..., the program product comprising: ...
(It is necessary to write a language including "embodied on computer -readable
medium" in the preamble or body.)

There are three ways ofdescription within ofa claim such as (I) description in means plus function
style, (2) description as portions (example, source code segment) and (3) description in steps as in a
method claim.

In Japan, the following four ways of description are introduced in the Implementing Guideline.

Example I: "A computer-readable storage medium having a program recorded
thereon;
where the program is to make the computer execute procedure A.,
procedure S, procedure c..."



Example 2: "A computer-readable storage medium having a program recorded
thereon;
where the program is to make the computer operate as (the combination of)
means A, means B, means C,...

Example 3:"A computer-readable storage medium having a program recorded
thereon;
where the program is to provide function A, function B, function C ... to the
computer.

Example 4:"A computer-readable storage medium having structured data recorded
thereon;
where the structured data comprise portion A, portion B, portion C, ...

As a matter of caution in drafting claims, in the case of a computer-readable medium storing
programs, similar to other computer software related inventions, it is preferable to draft claims centering on
how a specific processing by the program uses hardware resources ofa computer.

In the case of a computer-readable medium storing data structures, in addition to a relationship
among data, arrangement ofdata, mode ofmodifying data per se or the like for having hardware resources
ofa computer execute a specific processing, seem to be written.

E. Ways ofdescribing embodiments and drawings

1. Computer-related inventions (particularly, computer software related
inventions) in general

It is normally preferable to describe a block diagram representing the whole'of a apparatus
(system) in Fig. I and clarifying the hardware which comprises the invention. The portion of software
featuring the invention must be described in flowcharts to correspond to constituent elements in claims.
In that case, an applicant must intend to develop detailed flowcharts from a flowchart expressing the total
flow.

Further, connection states or access states of input and output devices and storing devices with
respect to the CPU, user interfaces in input and output devices and the like constitute impottant items
expressing the feature of invention and accordingly, they should be described along with the drawings.
Tuning diagrams or detailed structure (circuit structure or the like) of individual hardware resources per se
should be described as necessary.

What is important in the case ofcomputer software related inventions is to define language. Even
with a function which the language in a claim inherently provides, useless discussion can be prevented
interpreting patent rights by defining the function in embodiments of the specification. This as well as

when a claim of

2. "Computer-readable medium for storing program" or "Computer-readable
medium for storing data structure" inventions

In addition to the items of caution mentioned above, further caution is required in the following
points:



First of all, a program constituting an object must be made clear. A program is operated by
hardware resources of a computer. Therefore, what kind of a program is present and by which computer
it is operated must be clarified.

Secondly, it must be clearly described that the program can be stored in a computer-readable
medium. A description must be carried out in consideration ofvarious alternatives and modified example
with respect to how the program is circulated, from where and in what mode (medium) the program is
carried, to where and how the program is installed and how the program is stored after installment Further,
in considerarion of the fact that the program is circulated via a network, not only a storing state of the
program and flowcharts on the side ofa client, but a storing state ofthe program on the side ofa server and
a flowchart of processing on the side of the server must be described. Here, formation of a single
flowchart by summarizing processing on the side of the server and on the side of the client, must be
avoided as much as possible since the corresponding relationship is difficult to establish.

Third, a data structure must be described with respect to where a computer is made to perform a
specific processing owing to a specific structure ofdata. For example, when there is a feature in arranging
data and data is read or written from or to a memory or the like in accordance with a structure ofarranging
data, ways of accessing to data, ways of changing the arrangement of data and the like must be explained
by illustraring the ways by using data tables. When data is modified based on its properties, ways of
converting data (conversion table or the like), styles ofdata before and after conversion must be explained
by illustraring them using data tables or the like such that the structure of modifying data can be grasped.
Naturally, since the structure ofdata has a computer perform a specific processing data, not only the sinople
ilIustrarion ofdata tables but flow charts ofprograms must be explained by iIlustraring them, as mentioned
above.

V. Conclusion and Recommendation for the Future

An explanation has been given of the trend, content, comparison between countries and
application strategy with respect to dealing with computer related inventions in Japan, the United States
and Europe in accordance with the revision of the Examination Guidelines of computer-related inventions
in Japan and the United States.

The significant features of the Examination Guidelines in Japan and the United States are that
practical application programs including mathematical algorithms are more liable to be patented than
before and media for storing programs or data structures are approved as patentable. Both of which will
be a worldwide tendencies in the future.

However, because the origins of Patent Laws are different in both countries, in the respective
categories of apparatus (system) and method, a comparison between Japan and the United States has been
made with respect to examples in the Examination Guidelines and representative cases in the United States.

Further, with respect to application strategy from applicant's view point, mention has been given of
points ofcaution on grasping the essence of an invention inconsideration ofcirculation modes of products

describing embodiments and drawings.

The following three points are future problems for investigation identified through the review of
current trends of industries.

First, dealing with the network age. It can be evaluated that a patent of medium is approved and
direct infringement can be established in respect of the circulation of software according to the new



Examination Guidelines of Japan and the United States. However, in view of the current state where not
only record media per se are circulated but software is easily distributed and circulated via a network, a
range of how the patent right of a medium claim can be enforced (whether direct infringement can be
established) is not clear.

It seems that applicants should draft multiple claims for a single computer software invention
which are ofapparatus (system), method and medium type. Applicants should also include description in
the specification and claims drawn to the application ofcomputer software inventions to networks. In the
future, it may be appropriate to further investigate the protection of computer software inventions used
with networks. A survey could be used addressing the protection ofpatent right in expression styles of
"program," "data having structure, " "software" and the like.

Second, the examination system must be substantially established. There will be a need for
examination of computer-related inventions (particularly, comp\Iter software related inventions) based on
publicly-known data closely related to products such as manuals or the like which are different from
conventional publicly-known data (patent publication, academic literatnre, general magazine, book and the
like). In this regard, the CSDB (Computer Software DataBase) planned by the Japanese Patent Office is
preferable. When an examination cooperation system among respective countries such as an exchange of
publicly-known data or the like is established in examination with the Patent Offices of Japan and the
United Slates as leaders, attenuation ofduplicated work or realization ofa unified patent can be expected.

Third, the spread of Examination Guidelines similar to those in Japan and the United Slates to
Europe and Asia Subjected to a wave ofglobalization, locations ofproduction and locations ofmarket in
the world are always changing. Especially, in the field of computer software, a huge amount of capital
investment is not needed and locations of activity tend to change dynamically and fluidly. Accordingly,
worldwide protection of software is an urgent task and establishment or revision of Examination
Guidelines similar to those in Japan and the United Slates is requested to respective countries including
Europe in order to achieve patent rights that are unified worldwide.

It seems that in Korea, Examination Guidelines are going to be revised in the near future similar to
those in Japan and the United Slates, which is a positive development.



APPENDIX: Awareness survey on computer-related invention in Japanese industries

An awareness survey ofJapanese industries in accordance with the revisions ofExamination
Guidelines in Japan and U.S., has been performed.

A blind question and answer survey was submitted to membership industries belonging to
PIPA Japan group, 3rd Committee covering: view points ofpatent application, monitoring patents
ofother companies, measures for patents ofother companies and the like and responses were
obtained from 20 companies..The lines ofbusiness ofobject industries are, chemical group: 6,
mechanical group: 4, electrical group: 10. The results ofsurvey will are as follows:

(1) .With respect to Implementing Guidelines for computer software related Inventions in Japan.

Figure A shows a situation of dealing with Implementing Guidelines.

already filed applications)

o 5 10 15 (answer)

Figure A

Except some chemical or medical industries, high interest is given with respect to
Implementing Guidelines for Computer software related Inventions (refer to Figure A) and almost
all the industries "have already filed applications in line with Implementing Guidelines" or " planning
to file applications"

Figure B shows the influence by the new Implementing Guidelines on the amount of
monitoring ofpatents of other companies that is performed.

FigureB

increase patent monitoring)

(not planning to increase

10 (answer)8642o
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Most ofthe electrical industries and some of the chemical and mechanical industries have
reinvestigated the amount of other companies patents they will monitor or currently investigating
(refer to Figure B) in consideration ofwhere new problematic patents may be issued based on the
Implementing Guidelines for Computer software related inventions.

(not preparing)

o 5 10 15 (answer)

Figure C

Figure C shows the situation ofpreparing prior use proof Many industries have not
prepared yet for proving prior use. Currently, most companies do not prepare prior use evidence
when reviewing other companies patent rights.

Figure D shows the possibility of causing a lawsuit with a different line ofbusiness.

)

possibility )

o 5

Figure D

10 15 (answer)

There are many industries recognizing a danger of causing a lawsuit with respect to a main
stream portion ofindustry such as industrial control, management control or the like with respect to
a possibility ofcausing lawsuit with different lines of business (particularly, non-maker) concerning
computer software related inventions. However, currently, no clear plan has been established with
respect to a specific counter measure for this problem.
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Opinions were requested with respect to how a measure could be established as owners of
patent rights concerning distribution and circulation ofprograms or data via a network. As a result,
the answers were;

(a) Patent right will be enforced with respect to a medium on a server by a medium claim.
(b) Claims and specification will be devised.

• Patent right will be enforced by at least indirect infringement by forming claims in many
view points such as method, device, apparatus, system and the like.

• Claims in a network style (claims including transmitting means in addition to a medium
and a reading means) will be formed. With respect to the protection ofsoftware, there was
an opinion requesting a revision oflegal system for restraining infiingement action of

suppliers (for example, establishment oflaw for determining infringement ofproducts if
functions ofproducts are the same, is preferable.).

(2) With respect to the Examination Guidelines for Computer-Related Inventions in the U.S.

Figure E shows a situation of dealing with the Examination Guidelines in the U.S.

(not executed)

o 2 4 6
FigureE

8 10
(answer)

Currently, in accordance with the revision of the Examination Guidelines in the U.S.,
centering on the electrical industries, some industries have dealt with applications (amendment) or
the like, however, measures with respect to patent rights of other companies and the like have not
been executed.

Concerning the influence on the method ofmonitoring the patents ofother companies, only
two industries answered that "the monitoring method was changed." However, there were
comments "the range ofmonitoring software patents was extended also to hardware products" and
"medium claims for storing programs or data structures would be checked, "

Additionally, almost all the industries request a cooperative relationship between both

............•• £Q!!md~~.~!!£~.~~£!?ll~S!i<:l!! ...~.c1!!!~!!!~!!~£~<:lfp!!!,li£IY:1<.!!2.~.c1.3;!3; ...<:l.f.!!!~!!!I!~ ..~c1.. t~~Ii~~!,~ .........•....
Japan and the United States. As a specific example, therefore, there were opinions "making
common technical terms with those in US, EP and the like." "mutual dissemination ofdatabases and
the like (two companies)" and "unification ofexamination references ofboth countries (two
companies). "
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(3) With respect to computer software related inventions in Europe and other countries.

Figure F shows a request for strengthening protection of computer software related
inventions in Europe.

Figure G shows countries to which Japanese industries request strengthening ofprotection
ofcomputer software related inventions, other than Japan, U.S. and Europe.

Many industries request strengthening of protecting patents ofcomputer-related inventions
(computer software related inventions) in Europe.

request)

(request)

10 (answer)86

Figure F

42o

Further, although the degree of request is rather small, there were opinions requesting
strengthening of protection of patents of computer-related invention in Asia or the like.
Specifically, there were opinion requesting for revision or establishment Guidelines

10 (answer)864

Figure G

2o

Korea

Asian countries

Taiwan

China

Singapore

India

Australia

Hong Kong

countries where computer technology
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(7) Abstract:

The problem as to whether or not clinical trials necessary

for obtaining official approval for manufacturing a generic

medicine, if performed within the term of a patent right to a

patented medicine, would infringe the patent right has become

highlighted in these days. We have summarized the particular

matters relating to the official approval for manufacturing

generic medicines, the related laws and ordinances in Japan, Europe

and the United States of America, and also the recent cases

concerned in those countries, and have discussed them as to whether

or not they are reasonable from various viewpoints of non

interested third parties, manufacturers of generic medicines, and

manufacturers of patented new medicines. In addition, based on

the standpoint that the clinical trials of that type shall infringe

patent rights, we have discussed possible countermeasures for

protecting patentees from such infringement of their patent

rights. Herein we report our studies and discussions.
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Clinical Trials for official approval for manufacturing
Generic Medicine, and Effect of Patent Right Thereto

1. Preface: Specific matters relating to official approval for
manufacturing medicines:

(1) Clinical trials for application for official approval for
manufacturing new medicines:

One who desires to manufacture and sell a medicine containing
a novel active ingredient (new medicine) must file an application
for official approval for manufacturing the medicine in the
Ministry of Health and Welfare , and must obtain the official
approval for the manufacturing. To obtain the official approval,
one must perform "clinical trials" in authorized medical
institutions (hospitals, etc.) in accordance with the good
clinical practice (GCP) standards whereby efficacy and safety of
the new medicine in human beings must be prepared. The application
for official approval for manufacturing the new medicine must be
filed along with the clinical trial data thus prepared. The
clinicaL trial generally takes about 5 to 10 years, during which
period a new medicine cannot be manufactured or sold before
obtaining the official approval for manufacturing even during the
term of the patent right to the new medicine. Such a protracted
clinical trial period substantially shortens the term of the patent
right to a new medicine, resulting in unsatisfactory protection
of the patented inventions. Considering this problem, some rules
for extending the term of patent rights have been made and are
employed in many countries.

(2) Clinical trials for application for official approval for
manufacturing generic medicines, and effect of patent rights to
them:

On the other hand, any third party that desires to manufacture

the patent right to a new medicine must also file an application
for official approval for manufacturing the medicine in the
Ministry of Health and Welfare, and must obtain the official
approval.

In this case, however, no clinical examination for efficacy
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and safety of the generic medicine is required. Only accelerated
tests for uthe stability of the medicine and the test for
bioequivalence thereof are required. In the stability test
preparation samples containing the active ingredient of the
medicine are stored under a predetermined conditions and time
dependent, physical and chemical changes, if any, are observed,
thereby confirming the storage stability of the medicine.
Bioequivalence test is to administer both the patented medicine
and the generic medicine to healthy subjects whereby the sameness

in the bioavailability between the two is confirmed.
Therefore, though falling within the category of clinical

trials, the experiment of generic medicines for official approval
for manufacturing is not for confirming the potency of the medicines
for disorders, and its object and meaning are vastly different from
those of the experiment of novel patented medicines. The
experiment period for generic medicines is shorter than that for
novel patented medicines, and the costs for the former are much
lower than those for the latter.

(3) Problems concerned:
However, at present, it takes more than one year for the

application for official approval for manufacturing a generic
medicine to reach the approval in many countries. Therefore, if
a manufacturer desires to manufacture and sell a generic medicine
immediately after the expiration of the term of the patent right
to a patented medicine, it is necessary for the manufacturer to
file an application for official approval for the manufacturing
of the generic medicine before the expiration of the term of the
patent right of the patented medicine. Consequently, this
necessitates the manufacturer to perform clinical trials of the
generic medicine within the term of the patent right. Given this
situation, problems have arised in many countries as to whether

patent right to the patented medicine.
We summarize herein some specific matters relating to the

official approval for manufacturing medicines, and some recent
cases in Japan, Europe and the United States of America, and

discussing their appropriateness.
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2. Recent cases relating to generic medicines in Japan, Europe
and the United States of America:
(1) In Japan:

Under the stipulation of Art. 69, Par. 1 of the Japanese Patent
Law, a patent right shall not apply to the working of the patented
invention for experiments and research (see Reference Material
1-1). The reasons being that experiments and research are to
promote a technology to the next higher stage, and that, the
application of a patent right even to those experiments and
research, shall rather interfere with the development of
technology to which the patent system is directed (see Detailed
Interpretations of Industrial Property Laws, edited by the
Japanese Patent Law). Experiments for the official approval for
generic medicine manufacturing fall within the scope of the
experiments referred to in Art. 69, Par. 1 of the Patent Law, to
which, therefore any patent right shall not apply. However, there
are many known cases that deny this insistence, such as those
mentioned hereinunder.

In the Glyphosate Case (decision rendered on July 10, 1987
in the Tokyo District Court: Reference Material 2-1), which does
not relate to medicine, the applicability of the stipulation of
Art. 69, Par. 10f the Patent Law to the experiments for the official
approval for the manufacturing the patented herbicide, Glyphosate,
was disputed. In this Case, the defendant performed experiments
for obtaining the official registration of the herbicide, which
is necessary for its commercial sale, within the term of the patent
right to the herbicide (the defendant's experiments fall within
the scope of the working of the patented invention) r , but the Court
decision was that the stipulation in question should not apply to
these experiments.

In the Nagoya Gramalil Case (decision rendered on March 6,

Baccidal Case (decision rendered on August 28, 1996 in the Nagoya
District Court: Reference Material 2-3), and the Osaka Baccidal
Case (decision rendered on February 7, 1997 in the Osaka District
Court; Reference Material 2-4), experiments for official approval
for manufacturing generic medicines were disputed. In these
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Cases, all the court decisions were such that "the experiments are

not to promote technology and should not fall within the category

of the working of patented inventions for experiment or research

as stipulated in Art. 69 of the Patent Law".

There is another known assertion that the working of a patented

invention for experiment or research is not one for the purpose

of business and therefore the effect of the patent right shall not

apply to that working (Art. 68 of the Patent Law). In the Toya'lla

Gramalil Case (decision rendered on January 12, 1996 in the Toyama

District Court: Reference Material 2-5), the Court decision was

that, because of the absence of sufficient evidence to verify that

the experiments were performed for the purpose of business, the

working of the patented invention for the experiments required for

the official approval for manufacturing the medicine (the

manufacturing of the medicine only for the experiments) is not one

for the purpose of business.

In many other jUdicial cases, however, the assertion that the

experiments for official approval for manufacturing generic

medicines are not those for the purpose of business was not

accepted. For example, in the Nagoya Gramalil Case (decision

rendered on March 6, 1996 in the Nagoya District Court: Reference

'Material 2-2) and in the Toyama-Nagoya Gramalil Case (decision

rendered on March 1B, 1996 in the Nagoya Higher Court: Reference

Material 2-6 - this Higher Court decision dismissed the preliminary

decision rendered in the Toyama District Court), both court

decisions were such that the defendant's working is the working

of the patented invention for the defendant· s business. Also in
the Nagoya Baccidal Case (decision rendered on August 28, 1996 in

the Nagoya District Court: Reference Material 2-3) and in the Osaka

Baccidal Case (decision rendered on February 7, 1997 in the Osaka

District Court: Reference Material 2-4), the both court decisions

for manufacturing falls within the category of the working of the

patented invention for the purpose of business.

As in the above, the judgment that the clinical trial for

official approval for manufacturing generic medicines does not
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fall within the category of the experiments as stipulated in Art.

69, Par. 1 of the Patent Law but falls within the category of the

working of patented inventions for the purpose of business seemed

to be established in Japan*.

However, in the Osaka Baccidal Case (Reference Material 2-4) ,

the Court recognized that the manufacturing and use of preparation

samples in the clinical practice for official approval for

.manufacturing the generic medicine lacks the substantial

illegality of infringing the patent right (though such would

formally infringe the patent right as so mentioned above). Also

in the Osaka-Osaka Baccidal Case (decision rendered on April 15,

1997 in the Osaka Higher Court: Reference Material 2-7 - this Higher

Court decision supported the preliminary decision rendered in the

Osaka District Court) , the Court ,while supporting the preliminary

decision, recognized that the defendant's working· lacks the

substantial illegality of infringing the patent right, for the

reason that "the defendant's working itself dOes neither

substantially infringe the plaintiff's exclusive benefit within

the terni of the plaintiff's patent right nor has any great

possibility of infringing it". AS in these cases, there are some

known judicial precedents in which the clinical practice for

official approval for manufacturing generic medicines is accepted

within the term of patent rights.

* note: very recently, some courts in Japan have given decisions

which overturned the precedents mentioned-above. For example,

in a case in the Tokyo District Court (decision rendered on

July 18, 1997), the court said that the clinical practice for

official approval for manufacturing generic medicines falls

within the category of the experiments as stipulated in Art.

69, Par. 1 of the Patent Law.

Also in European countries, they have a rule that a patent

right shall not apply to the working of the patented invention

for experiment or research and therefore the working of that type

is not to infringe the patent right, such as in Art. 69, Par. 1

of the Japanese Patent Law (Reference Material 1-2). It has been
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disputed in courts in Europe as to whether or not the experiments

only for official approval for manufacturing, such as those for

official approval for manufacturing generic medicines, fall within

the category of the experiments to which patent rights shall not

apply. In many judicial cases in Europe, it was decided that "such

experiments only for official approval for manufacturing do not
fall within the category of the experiments to which patent rights

shall not apply".

For example, in "Monsanto Co. vs. Stauffer Chemical" Case in

England (Reference Material 3-1 - this does not relate to medicine) ,

the Court decided as follows: "The defendant's field test of the

herbicide that was direoted to obtaining' the official approval for

the stability of the herbicide is the act for the purpose of

enlarging the subjects for the product (that utilizes the patented

invention) .•.. The exoeptional stipulation (in the British Patent

Law 60 (5) (b» shall not apply to any experiment to be effected for

commercial embodiment of a patented invention or for stretching

it." In this, the Court recognized that the field test as carried

out for ~he purpose of obtaining the official approval for the

defendant's herbicide is to infringe the patent right. Also in

"Smith Kline & French Laboratories vs. Evans Medical Ltd." Case

(Reference Material 3-3), the Court, referring to the Monsanto

Case, decided that "any assertion based on the British Patent Law

60(5)(b) is unacceptable for the experiments that use any other

patents of the plaintiff for obtaining the reference material for

opposition to the amendment to the patent".

Also in "Science union et compagne vs. Les Laboratories

Servier et al" Case in France I the Court decided that the

experiments for obtaining the official approval for manufacturing

and sale of medicines are recognized as the acts for commercial

purposes and are to infringe the patent right.

In Germany, the Supreme Court decided in "Boehringer

Material 3-7) that the clinioal trials made within the term of the

patent right is not to infringe the patent right so far as it

contributes to the scientific research relating to the inventive

subject (for example, it is for the purpose of searching for any

novel medical applications), irrespeotive of the fact that it would
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further contribute to any other economical purposes. This court

decision should be so interpreted that the experiments that merely

contribute to economical purposes without contributing to any

scientific research relating to the inventive subject are to

infringe the patent right. In "Bayer AG vs. Unannounced" Case

(Reference Material 3-5). and in "Sch. AG vs. S.P. GmbH et al" Case

(Reference Material 3-6), the court decisions are such that "the

manufacturing and use of a new medicine in clinical trials for the

purpose of obtaining the official approval for manufacturing

before the expiration of the term of the patent right to the new

medicine, as well as the field test that utilizes a new chemical

are to infringe the patent right to the new medicine or chemical" .

Also in Holland, the court decisions in "ICI vs. Medicopharma" Case

(Reference Material 3-8), "Kirin Amgen vs. Boehringer Mannheim"

Cases (Reference Materials 3-9 and 3-10), "Applied Research

Systems vs. Organon International" Case (Reference Material 3

11) and "Generics B.V. vs. Smith Kline &< French Laboratories

Limited" Case (Reference Material 3-12) have the same position as

in the German Court Cases.

If the experiments for official approval for manufacturing

a patented product that are carried out before the expiration of

the term of the patent right to the product are recognized to

infringe the patent right, this position is to admit the exclusive

patent benefits for the patentee even after the expiration of the

term of the patent right. The patentee' s substantial and exclusive

benefit in this position is naturally admitted in Europe for the

purpose of protecting the patent right. (See Reference Materials

3-6 and 3-12).

(3) In the United States of America:

In the United States of America, the assertion that the working

of a patented invention for experiments and research is not to

judicial precedents. In "Roche Products, Inc. vs , Bolar

Pharmaceutical Co., Inc." Case (Reference Material 4), however,

the assertion in that position was not admitted for the experiments

for official approval for manufacturing. In this, the Court

decided that the experiments for official approval for
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manufacturing are to infringe the patent right.

In the Roche's court decision, the court said that any third

party cannot make any clinical trials necessary for FDA approval,

before the expiration of the term of the patent right. On the other

hand, in those days, in order to enhance the protection for medicine

inventions, the legislation was discussed for extending the term

of patent rights. However, there: occurred a strong argument
against the legislation in that the protection for patentees will

be enhanced too much unreasonably if the extension of the term of

patent rights is admitted and if the position in the Roche court

decision is accepted. Given that situation, therefore, 35 u.s.c.

271 (e) ( 1 ) was legislated for patent rights (Reference Material 1) .

According to 35 u.s.c. 271(e)(1), the working of a patented

invention only for the purposes that reasonably relate to the

provision of the information necessary for obtaining legal

approval for the manufacturing of the patented product is

recognized not to infringe the patent right to the invention. Thus

in the Uriited States of America, this problem was legally solved.

3. Discussion on problems with generic medicines:

Is it reasonable to admit the working of a patented invention
within the term of the patent right to the invention, for the purpose

of obtaining the experimental data that are necessary for official

approval for manufacturing the generic medicine of the patented

invention? We discussed this problem from the standpoint of

patented medicine manufacturers and from that of third parties with

no interest in this problem.

(1) Position of non-interested third parties:

As has been mentioned hereinabove, the judicial precedents

in Europe take the settled standpoint of such that the experiments

approval for manufacturing a patented medicine are not within the

category of experiments to which a patent right shall not apply.

Many judgments in Japan have also taken the same standpoint as that

in Europe. (AS mentioned above, some very recent judgments in Japan

overturned the judicial precedents. See the note at the end of
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2.(1» Since the stipulation in Art. 69, Par.l of the Japanese
Patent Law (and also the corresponding stipulation in the Patent
Laws in European countries) is to ensure the freedom of experiments
and research for improving technology, it will be natural and
reasonable not to accept any exceptions for experiments and
research that do not contribute to the improvement in technology,
thereby protecting patented inventions.

In Japan, the effect of a patent right shall be limited to
the working of the patented invention for the purpose of business,
and it is said that the reason for this limitation is because a
patent right should not cover any household and personal use of
the patented invention. From this standpoint, the object of the
experiments for official approval for manufacturing a generic
medicine is to manufacture and sell the generic medicine, and the
experiments could not be within the category of household or
personal use of the patented invention for the medicine but are

those for the purpose of business of the medicine.
On the other hand, as in Baccidal Cases in Japan, there is

another court ooinion of such that clinical trials of a generic
medicine do not infringe the patent right to the medicine since
it does not substantially reduce the patentee's exclusive benefit
even though it would formally infringe the patent right. It is

considered that the Japanese courts judged so on the presumption
that such a small amount of preparation samples for experiments
would not interfere with the patentee's benefit. In those courts
where the infringement or the non-infringement of a patent right
by any third party is disputed and where the third party's act is

recognized to formally infringe the patent right, however, we think
that the court jUdges shall naturally decide the cases in favor
of the patentee, taking the position that the third party's act
infringes the patent right, irrespective of whether the amount of
the samples prepared by the third party is large or small and of

benefit. Based on the decision, the jUdges may further dismiss
the patentee's demand for damages because of the presence of no

substantial damages in the case. Anyway, in that court case, it
is not reasonable for the judges to forcedly decide that the third
party's act does not infringe the patent right as a whole.
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In addition, the Japanese judges' decision of such that "the

defendant's working itself does not substantially infringe the

plaintiff's exclusive benefit" will be problematic in that the

defendant's clinical trials shall substantially reduce the

patentee's exclusive benefit after the expiration of the term of

the patent right.

Is it naturally admittable to ensure patentee's substantial

and exclusive benefit after the expiration of the term of a patent

right? The patent system exists in order to develop industry along

with good balance between protection and utilization of

inventions. This problem will be discussed hereinunder.

The background of this problem locally existing in the field

of medicines will result from the fact that a patentee (that is,

a manufacturer of a new medicine) could not be satisfactorily

protected during the term of the patent :dght due to the rule that

requires the official approval for the manufacturing of the new

medicine. The patentee must be protected satisfactorily, but if

not, there should be provided any measure for compensating the

patentee for its loss. In many countries, a rule has been made

for extending the term of a patent right. However, at present,

it is said that the rule is not satisfactory to protect patentees.

The current situation of such that the unsatisfactory patent

protection is compensated for by the prohibitioIl against the

clinica~practice for a generic medicine for its official approval

fo= manufacturing during the term of the patent right to the

medicine could not be the substantial solution of this problem.

This is because the substantial extension of the term of a patent

right is not definite but shall vary depending on any other

situations not based on the balance between protection and

utilization of inventions, and the extended period of the term of

a patent right could not be legally stabilized at least at present.

For these reasons, the best measure for ensuring patent protection

The legal solution according to the Bolar stipulation in the United

States of America will be one means of solving this problem, except

for the separate problem of how to satisfactorily protect new

medicines.
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(2) position of manufacturers of generic medicines:

Having studied various cases, we have noted some points that

are common to generic medicine manufacturers. Most generic

medicine manufacturers assert as follows: l) Clinical trJals, even

if made during the term of a patent right to a patented medicine,

do not produce any cOlllIllercial profit during the term of the patent

right, and therefore it does neither reduce the patentee's benefit

nor economically utilize the patented medicine. 2) If clinical

trials of that type are not accepted, such shall result in

substantial extension of the term of a patent right. If so, this

is against the spirit of the Patent Law. In addition, this is

against the public interest from the viewpoint that the expiration

of the term of a patent right may manufacture competitive low

priced products. [This asser~ion is against any unfair

competition, based on the spirit of the patent system (Art. 1 of

the Patent Law; the faith rule in the Civil Code)]. In addition,

3) a patentee of a novel medicine can file an application for the

extension of the term of the patent right for the reason that the

period of clinical trials of the medicine shall not be within the

term of the patent right, but this is unreasonable. This is

because, if clinical trials fall within the category of the working

of the patented invention, the period of such clinical trials shall

be the period within which the patented invention can be performed

and therefore should be excluded from the period of the extended

term of the patent right. In fact, however, in Art. 67, Par. 2

of the Patent Law, it is stipulated that the term of a patent right

can be extended to cover the period of clinical trials using the- ..
patented medicine for the reason that the patentee could not perform

its patented invention within the period of the clinical trials.

(3) position of manufacturers of patented new medicine:

Regarding the "patentee's benefit" in 1), Someno's opinion

naturally start the commezcLa.L manufacturing of a new medicine for

its patent at the filing date of the patent application to obtain

its benefit. However, owing to the necessary clinical practices,

the patentee could not often obtain the intended benefit, and any

third party that desires to manufacture a generic medicine
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corresponding to the new medicine shall benefit by the substantial

loss of the patentee's benefit.

Regarding the "public interest" in 2), Nakayama's opinion is

referred to, which is as follows: Clinical trials of a generic

medicine are to be made by a generic medicine manufacturer, who

carries out the patented invention immediately after the

expiration of the term of the patent right to the new medicine to

thereby reconfirm the properties of the medicine, and this is only

for the generic medicine manufacturer' benefit without producing

any improved invention through it. considering this situation,

it is quite problematic as to whether or not the generic medicine

is to be protected by the current Patent Law in view of the content

and the meaning of the clinical trials to be made by the generic

medicine manufacturer. In addition, the assertion based on that

"public interest", which is such that "the clinical trials made

by a generic medicine manufacturer fall within the category of the

experiments as stipulated in Art. 69, par. 1 of the patent Law,

and therefore does not infringe the patent right to the new medicine

corresponding to the generic medicine" will be against the spirit

of the stipulation of Art. 69, Par. 1 of the Patent Law which states

the range to which a patent right shall not apply, as an exception

of the effects of the patent right (Art. 68 of Japanese Patent Law).

The period for the official approval for a medicine is defined

by the government authorities and could not be reduced by the wish

or effort of an applicant. Therefore, both new medicine

manufacturers and generic medicine manufacturers must accept this

period as a certain invariable period. However, the clinical trial

of a generic medicine is more simple than that of a new medicine,

and the period for the former is much shorter than that for the

latter. This situation regarding the working of medicine

inventions is much more convenient for the third parties including

manufacturers.

Regarding the "unreasonableness" in 3), it is to be noted that

the stipulation in the main text of Art. 67 of the Patent Law is

to define the term of a patent right and that the stipulation in
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A.rt. 67, Par. 2 is to state the way of working of a patented invention
in relation to the term of a patent right as stipulated in the main

text of A.rt. 67. Therefore, for the working of a patented
invention, it is not natural to shortsightedly and paradoxically

interpret this A.rticle of the Patent Law in view of the spirit of

the Patent Law and of the object of the patent term-extending
system. In this connection, recent judicial precedents, referring

to the "working" of a patented invention with respect to the

presence or absence of an infringement of the patent right to the
invention, say that the judgment as to whether or not a act

eorresponds to the working of a patented invention shall be made
only on the basis of A.rt. 68 and Art. 2, par. 3 of the Patent Law
but should not apply to Art. 67, Par. 2 of the Patent Law.

4. Countermeasures against patent infringement:
Against clinical trials made by a generic medicine

manufacturer that will infringe a patent right during its term,

is there any countermeasure to protect the patentee? In this

connection, the matter as to whether or not the clinical trial made

by a generic medicine manufacturer infringes the patent right to

the medicine will be disputed in various points, as mentioned

hereinabove, and the following discussion on this problem (that
occurs especially in Japan) is based on the presumption that the

clinical trials of that type infringe the patent right. In the

following sub-sections, discussed is the presence or absence of

any countermeasure for protecting a patentee against clinical

trials as made by a generic medicine manufacturer.

(1) Injunction against clinical trials:
If any third party makes clinical trials of a patented medicine

that infringe the patent right to the medicine, within the term

of the patent right, the injunction against the clinical trials

patentee's request for the injunction against clinical trials, the

patentee must present the evidence for the infringement. However,

clinical trials of that type are generally made in secrete, and

it is almost impossible for the patentee to find out the fact of

the infringement and to present the evidence for the infringement.
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For these reasons, at least at present, it will be impossible to

expect the patent protection by the request for the injunction

against third party's clinical trials as made within the term of

a patent right.

(2) Injunction against manufacturing and sale of patented

medicine after the expiration of the term of patent right:

Is it possible to legally prohibit third party' s

manufacturing and sale ofa patented medicine, of which the

manufacturing was approved through clinical trials made by the

third party during the term of the patent right to the medicine,

after the expiration of the term of the patent right? Where the

term of the patent right has expired before the sale of a generic

medicine, the patent right shall not apply to the medicine and

therefore the sale of the medicine does not infringe the patent

right. Since the term of the patent right has expired, the patentee

cannot request the injunction against the manufacturing and sale

of the medicine. In Foipan Case (decided on May 16, 1997 in the

Tokyo District Court), the plaintiff requested the injunction

against the sale of ,the defendant's medicine, of which the

manufacturing was approved through the defendant's clinical trials

as made during the term of the plaintiff's patent right to the

medicine, after the expiration of the term of the plaintiff's patent

right to the medicine, but the court decision was against the

plaintiff, saying that "there is no room for the approval for the

plaintiff's request for the injunction against the defendant's

sale of the medicine since the plaintiff's request is based on the

expired patent right".

(3) Injunction against the use of data obtained through illegal

act:

1) Even if the clinical trial of a medicine made by a generic

of the patent right to the medicine in those days, the promoted

competitive sale of the generic medicine by the generic medicine

manufacturer would cause any loss to the patentee in future after

the expiration of the term of the patent right. Regarding this

problem, German and Dutch courts rendered interesting decisions.
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2) In a German court case, "Sch. AG vs. S.P. GmbH et al"

(Reference Material 3-6), where the defendant was said to have

performed the field test using a patented chemical of the plaintiff

for the purpose of obtaining the official approval for the

manufacturing of the chemical within the term of the plaintiff's

patent right to the chemical, the court prohibited the defendant's

use of its data as obtained through the field test for the

application for official approval for the manufacturing of the

chemical within the term that might be presumed to correspond to

the period of time which the defendant would have taken for the

field test to be effected after the expiration of the term of the

patent right.

In a Dutch court case, "Generics B.V. vs. Smith Kline & French

Laboratories Limited" (Reference Material 3-12), the court, saying

that, if the defendant be allowed to use its experimental data and

information, which had been illegally obtained before the

expiration of the plaintiff's patent right ,just after the

expiration of the patent right, such would put the plaintiff in

an unfavorable position in the market, prohibited the defendant's

use of the experimental data for the period of time necessary for

the defendant to obtain the same experimental data (that is, for

14 months).

As has been mentioned hereinabove, the German and Dutch courts

recognized that, even if the clinical trial of a medicine made by

a generic medicine manufacturer caused no substantial loss to the

patentee of the patent right to the medicine in those days, the

promoted competitive sale of the generic medicine by the generic

medicine manufacturer would cause any loss to the patentee in future

after the expiration of the term of the patent right. These

decisions thus rendered the injunction against the defendant's use

of the data, which the defendant had obtained through the illegal

from the pressing, defendant's illegal action.

3) The reasonability of those court decisions in Germany and

Hol.land and the applicability thereof to Japanese cases are

discussed hereinunder.
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The Germany and Dutch court decisions are such that, since
clinical trials as made during the term of a patent right is not
reasonable, as being a premature working, the sale of the generic
medicine must be delayed for the period of time for the premature
working, and these decisions will be reasonable from the viewpoint
of equity. Unfortunately, however, the law system in Japan is
different from that in those countries, and we can find no rules
in any Japanese laws that may be the ground for such decisions.
In fact, in some Japanese cases for the same claim as that in such
German and Dutch cases, the court judges decided against the
plaintiff's claim, saying that the Patent Law is to protect the
patentee's economical benefit only within the settled period of
term of the patent right but is not to protect it after the
expiration of the term of the patent right.

For these reasons, in Japan, it is difficult to ensure the
patent protection by any legal means at least at present, and no
one can expect anv favorable measures except for the related
administrative guidance.

(4) Demand for damages, and demand for restoration of unjust
enrichments:

Except for the patent protection by the injunction against
any third party's act on a patented invention, a patentee may appeal
to the law for the demand for damages and the demand for restoration
of unjust enrichments. Briefly, a patentee can appeal to the law
for the demand for damages, provided that the amount of the actual

damages can be clarified, that the reasons for the damages resulting
from the patent infringement can be clarified, that the intentional
or accidental patent infringement by a third party can be verified,
and that the demand is not barred by statute. It would not be
difficult for a patentee to verify the intentional or accidental
patent infringement. If the amount of the actual damages could

However, since the patented substance used in clinical trials is
generally small, the license fee will also be very small. If the
patent infringer obtained any profits, the profits would be
presumed to be the damages, and the patentee could demand the

restoration of such unjust enrichments from the infringer.
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5. Conclusion:
The key to the solution of this problem resides in, after all,

"how and to what degree the freedom of the 'working' of a patented
invention by a third party shall be limited after the expiration
of the term of the patent to the invention". Despite that
situation, the related articles in the Patent Law were partly
amended at the time when the patent term-extending system was
introduced into the Patent Law (in 1987) without satisfactory
recognition and discussion on this problem, which would now be the
essential ground for having produced the problem.

On the other hand, the generic medicine manufacturers
association in the United States of America (National Association
of Pharmaceutical ManufacturerS) have shown their comments on this
problem, which are such that the Japanese system with no rule
correspbndingto the U.S. Bolar Provision (Art. 271(e» is unfair.

with the recent increase in research and development costs
and with the recent severe situation surrounding medicines, the
discussion on the present theme will be more and more active. In
order to obtain any definite solution of this problem, the Patent
Law must be interpreted objectively in careful consideration of
the conformity of the Patent Law with the system for official
approval for manufacturing medicine that is governed by the
Ministry of Health and Welfare, on the premise of the objective
interpretation of the Patent Law.
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Reference Material 1: Related rules in Japan, European Countries
and the United States of America

1-1. Related Articles in the Japanese Patent Law:
·Article 68:

A patentee shall have an exclusive right to commercially work
the patented invention.

·Article 69 paragraph 1:
The effects of the patent right shall not extend to the working
of the patent right for the purposes of experiment or research.

2-1. Related articles in European countries:
·Article 60(5)(b) of the Patent Law of England

(5) An act which, apart from this subsection, would constitute
an infringement of a patent for an invention shall not do
so if -
(b) it is done for experimental purposes relating to the

subject- matter of the invention.
·Article 11-2 of the Patent Law of Germany:

The effects of the patent shall not extend to:
acts done for experimental purposes relating to the subject
matter of the patented invention.

·Article 30(b) of the Patent Law of France:
The rights conferred by the patent shall not extend to:

(b) acts done for experimental purposes relating to the
subject matter of the patented invention.

·Article 30(3) of the Patent Law of Holland of 1978:
The sole right shall not extend to acts exclusively done
for experimental purposes relating to the subject matter
of the patented invention, including the product obtained
directly as a result of applying the patented process.

3-1. Related article in the United States of America:
·35 U.S.C. § 271(e) (1):

sell, or sell within the United States or import into the United
States a patented invention •••• solely for uses reasonably

. related to.the development and submission of information under
a Federal law which regulates the manufacture, use, or sale

of drugs or veterinary biological products.
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Reference Material 2: Related cases in Japan

2-1. Glyphosate Case (herbicide case):
~f

Sho-60(wa)-7463, Sho~60(wa)-6428, Sho-61(wa)-671

In the Tokyo District Court

Court decision rendered on July 10, 1987

"The spirit of the provision of Art. 69, Par. 1 of the Patent

Law is such that "experiment or research is not intended for making

and selling the patented product but essentially for progressing

technology to the higher stage, and therefore, if the effects of

patent right extend to experiment or research, the progress of the

technology would be hindered." In view of that spirit, the tests

in this case for obtaining registration of the herbicide, that is

necessary for selling herbicides. are not for the progress of the

technology but is only for the sale of the defendant's herbicide."

2-2. Gramalil Case

Hei-7(yo)-769, Hei-7(yo)-770, Hei-7(yo)-77l

In the Nagoya District Court

Court decision rendered on March 6, 1996

One'of disputed points in this case is whether tests for

obtaining official approval for manufacturing a medicine infringe

a patent right or not.

Regarding Art. 69, Par. 1 of the Patent Law:

"Manufacturing the medicine to perform various tests for

obtaining official approval for manufacturing the medicine in this

case is not intended for progressing technology but for selling

the defendant· s medicine, thus, manufacturing the medicine in this

case should not be said to be the working of the patent right for

the purposes of experiment or research as regulated in Art. 69 of

the Patent Law. Accordingly, the provision of that Article shall

not apply to manufacturing the defendant's medicine."

"Since manufacturing the medicine to perform various tests

for obtaining official approval for manufacturing the medicine was

effected for the defendant's business, it should be said that the

defendant commercially worked the patented invention as regulated

in Art. 68 of the Patent Law."
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2-3. Baccidal Case
Hei-7(yo)-760, in the Nagoya District Court
Court decision rendered on August 28, 1996

Like in Gramalil Case, one of disputed points in this case
is whether the clinical trials for obtaining official approval for
manufacturing a medicine infringe a patent right or not.
Regarding Art 69, Par. 1 of Patent Law:

HIt is recognized that manufacturing and using the medicine
in this case is intended for fix.i.ng the know-how of mak.i.ng tablets
of the medicine and for obtaining the data which verify the fact
that the defendant's tablets are equivalents of the plaintiff's
tablets, where such data are necessary for obtaining official
approval for manufacturing the medicine. Therefore, the tests
performed by the defendant should not be said to be intended for
progressing technology, and it should be said that the defendant's
acts are not the working of the patent right for the purposes of
experiment or research as regulated in Art. 69, Par. 1 of the Patent
Law. "

Regarding Art 68 of the Patent Law:
HIt is recognized that manufacturing and using the tablets

of the medicine for obtaining official approval for manufacturing
the medicine was effected as a part of the defendant's business
so that the defendant would be able to commercially manufacture
and sell the tablets in future. Therefore, the defendant's acts
were not within the scope of any personal or household acts, and
it is recognized that the defendant commercially worked the
patented invention as regulated in Art. 68 of the Patent Law. H

2-4. Baccidal case

Hei-7(yo)-2213, Hei-7(yo)-2812
In the Osaka District Court

,
Regarding Art. 69, Par. 1 of the Patent Law:

HSince the defendant's acts were not intended for progressing
technology but only for obtaining official approval for

manufacturing the defendant's med.i.cine, it must be said that the
defendant's acts should not be the working of a patent right for
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purposes of experiment or research as regulated in Art. 69, Par.
1 of the Patent Law."
Regarding Art 68 of the Patent Law:

"The defendant made an extremely small amount of samples of
the defendant's medicine and performed various tests for preparing
necessary documents for applying for obtaining official approval
for manufacturing the medicine· .. the defendant's acts were

intended for obtaining official approval for manufacturing the
medicine in accordance with the provision of Pharmaceutical
Affairs Law, thereby making it possible for the defendant to
cOIll1llercially sell the defendant's medicine after expiration of the
term of the plaintiff's patent right. To that effect, the
defendant's act should be said to be a part of the defendant's
business, and it should be said that the defendant cOIll1llerciaIly

worked the patented invention."
Regarding substantial illegality:

"Even though the defendant's acts were formally the working
of the patented invention as a business as regulated in Art. 68
of the patent Law, it should be said that the defendant's acts come
under "the preparation for business of working of the patented
invention" as regulated In art. 5, Par. 2 of the Supplementary
Provision of the revised Patent Law, and that they do not yet come
under the "business of working of the patented invention". In
addition, it should be said that the defendant's acts lack any
substantial illegality as infringement of the patent right ••.

Even though the defendant's manufacturing and using such an

extremely small amount of samples of the medicine to perform various
tests, where the amount is limited to only the amount necessary
in various tests, come under the working of the patented invention
as a business, .•• the defendant's acts do not jeopardize at all

the legal position of the plaintiff who has exclusive right to

cOIll1llercially work the patented invention."

2-5. Gramalil Case
Hei-7(yo)85, Hei-7(yo)-92, Hei-7(yo)-84, Hei-7(yo)-86
In the Toyama District Court
Court decision rendered on January 12, 1996

"Since a patent right shall not extend to the working other
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than the working of the patented invention as a business (Art. 68
of the Patent Law), it should be said that the tests falling within
the scope the patent right and manufacturing the medicine to be
used for such tests do not fall under the working of the patented
invention if those acts were not performed as a business and even
if the provision of Art. 69, Par. 1 is applicable to such acts.
Since the plaintiff has presented no prima facie evidence enough
to verify the fact that the defendant's tests for obtaining official
approval for manufacturing the medicine were to commercially work
the patented invention, the plaintiff's assertion· (that the
defendant's tests infringe the plaintiff's patent right) is not
reasonable.

2-6. Gramalil Case

Hei-8(ra)-4, Hei-8(ra)-5
In the Nagoya Higher Court

[preliminary Court: Hei-7(yo)-85, Hei-7(yo)-92, Hei-7(yo)-84,
Hei-7(yo)-86, in the Toyama District Court; reference material

2-5]
Court decision rendered on March 18, 1996

Since the defendant's tests and manufacturing the medicine
are intended for selling the defendant's medicine, it is obvious
that the defendant commercially worked the patented invention.
Therefore, it is recognized that the defendant's acts illegally
infringe the plaintiff's patent right.

2-7. Baccidal case:
Hei-9(ra)-137, in the Osaka Higher Court
[preliminary Court: Hei-7(yo)-2213, In the Osaka District Court;

reference Material 2-4]

Hei-9(ra)-138, in the Osaka Higher Court

reference Material 2-4]
Court decision rendered on April 15, 1997

From the formal position, there would be some room for
interpreting the defendant's acts as working of the patented
invention as a business as regulated in Art. 68 of the Patent Law.
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However, the defendant's acts, that are to manufacture and use an
extremely small amount of samples of the medicine for obtaining
official approval for manufacturing the medicine, were intended
for manufacturing and selling the defendant's medicine after the
expiration of the term of the plaintiff's patent right which fall
within the technical scope of the plaintiff's patent right.
Therefore, the defendant's acts themselves did not yet
s~bstantially reduce the plaintiff's exclusive benefit derived
from the plaintiff's patent right within the term of the patent
right, and there was not great possibility that the defendant's
acts would reduce the plaintiff's benefit.
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Reference Material 3: Related cases in Europe

[England)

3-1. Monsanto Co. vs. Stauffer Chemical

Court: Court of Appeal

Date of judgment: Jul. 31, 1984

SUbject: herbicide

The court found that the defendant· s act of carrying out the

field test for the defendant· s herbicide for the purpose of

obtaining official approval for the stability of the herbicide is

the act that is directed to the enlargement of the scope of the

subjects to which the herbicide is targeted (with utilizing the

plaintiff's patented product), and that the defendant's act

constitutes patent infringement.

The court found that the scope of the exemption of experimental

use according to the Section 60 (5) (b) of the Patent law shall

limitatively apply to only the experiments which are directly

targeted to a patented subject matter itself. In other words, this

jUdgment is such that the exceptional rules as stipulated in this

Section of the Patent law shall not apply to any experiments that

are effected for the purpose of commercially embodying a patented

invention or for the purpose of stretching it.

3-2. Upjon Co. vs. Thomas Kerfoot & co , , Ltd., Arthur H. Cox and

Co., Ltd., and Evans Medical Ltd.

Court: Court of Appeal

Date of judgment: Oct. 20, 1987

Subject: sedative

The court confirmed as follows: In general, it is recognized

that the application for obtaining official approval for

manufacturing a medicine is for the purpose of commercial

utilization of the invention of the medicine. However, if the

out in foreign countries , this shall not be the patent infringement

as stated in Section 60(1)(a) of the Patent law.

The plaintiff' s appeal was rejected for the following

reasons: "An application for obtaining official approval is

considered to utilize an invention for commercial purpose.
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However, an application for the approval, if based on the
experiments performed in foreign countries, does not constitute
patent infringement. In the present case, the experiments were
performed abroad, and the plaintiff presented no evidence enough
to verify when and which experiment was performed in this country
and when the application for the approval was filed. The plaintiff
appealed to the low only with doubt.

3-3. Smith Kline & French Laboratories vs. Evans Medical Ltd.
Court: Patent Court
bate of judgment: Aug. 11, 1988
Subject: antiulcer (cimetidine)

The defendant, of which the application is now pending for
official approval for licensing for two of plaintiff's three
patents, the two having been opened for free working of the patented
inventions. The defendant used the two basic patents for
performing tests for obtaining arguments in opposition proceedings
against the third patent. In the present case,the defendant's
experiments were disputed as to whether or not they infringed the
plaintiff's two patents.

Referring to the Monsanto Case in which it was decided that
the objects of experiments as stated in 60(5)(6) indicate those
of exemption of experimental use covers acts done for purposes with
a ureal and direct" relations between the purpose of the experiments
and the subject matter of the patent, the court found that the
defendant could not assert the legality of the defendant's
experiments, which were directed to the patent different from the
two patents as discussed herein about patent infringement (that
is, the defendant' sexperiments which were effected for the purpose
of obtaining arguments in opposition proceedings against the

plaintiff's third patent), on the basis of 60(5)(6).

3-4. Science union et Compagne vs. Les Laboratories Servier,
Corbier RMDP Recherche Medicale, Development pharmaceutique, and

Laboratorie Roger Bellon
Court: Court of Appeal
Date of judgment: Nov. 27, 1984
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Subject: (blank)
In France, the act for obtaining official approval for

manufacturing and sale of a medicine was considered asa act for
commercialization, and it was confirmed that the act constitutes
patent infringement.

In the present case, however, since the official approval was
granted 8 years before the expiration of the patent term, it was
recognized that the defendant, of which the patent infringement
was admitted herein, would have made considerable efforts for the
commercialization of the medicine in France.

Therefore, it is worth mentioning that, if the official
approval for the manufacturing the medicine had been granted just
before the expiration of the patent term, the court decision would
have been in a different way.

[Germany]

3-5. Bayer AG vs. Unannounced
Court: The Berlin District Court
Date of judgment: Sept. 9, 1984
Subject: coronary vasodilative (nifedipin)
The Court found infringement by the Defendant's act for

manufacturing the medicine and clinical trials performed before
expiration of the patent term in order to obtain the official
approval.

It is to be noted that the defendant withdrew its appeal (so
that the court decision is now valid), and that the court recognized
any and every use of patented medicines in experiments as patent
infringement with no exceptions even when the term of the patent
was just before its expiration.

3-6. SCh AG vs. S.P. GmbH
Court: The Federal Supreme Court

Subject: herbicide (ethofumesat)
The court confirmed that the field test conducted by the

defendant for obtaining a required official approval for the
patented active ingredient prior to the expiration of the patent

constituted infringement of that patent.
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However, if the experiments for obtaining the regulatory

admission for manufacturing such a patented substance shall be

started only after the expiration of the term of the patent right,

any generic chemical manufacturer could not start the

manufacturing and sale of the patented substance just after the

expiration of the patent, whereby the exclusive right of the

patentee shall be extended over the legal term of the patent right.

In the .present case, considering the fact that the defendant

had already performed the experiments using the patented invention

and the fact that the patentee would have such a contradictory

benefit, the court obliged the defendant to remedy the injury by

refraining from using the test results obtained through the

infringement until the time the field test would have been completed

if they had commenced only after expiration of the patent.

3-7. Boehringer Ingelheim vs. Dr. Rentschler Arzneimittel et al.

Court: The Federal Supreme Court

Date of jUdgment: Jul. 11, 1995

SUbject: (y-IFN)

This is the first published ruling concerning experimental

use of patented substance for further diseases based on the present

Patent law of 1981. The Supreme Court· s decision for the

interpretation of Art. 11, Par. 2 of the German Patent Law is that

the sUbject for an experiment of a patented substance must be

limited to only the subject matter of the patented substance itself,

suggesting that any and every act for experiments shall be exempted

from the responsibility as stipUlated in this ~~ticle so far as

it is to obtain information, or that is, it contributes to the

scientific research relating to the subject matter of the patented

invention (including its use of the invention).

In the present case, the Supreme Court concluded that any

clinical trials to be made for the purpose of conf£rming whether

diseases, and, if suitable thereto, which administration and how

dose are employable for the medicine does not constitute any patent

infringement. A continuation of the former German case law denying

the exemption of the experimental use, if market oriented purposes

are involved or dominate, was explicitly rejected by the Supreme
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[The

3-8.

Court. The Supreme Court emphasizes that it is not the intention
of patent law to impede technical progress by preventing the full

exploration of the subject matter of patents and their improvement.

Netherlands]

ICI vs. Medicopharma

Court: The Supreme Court

Date of judgment: Dec. 18, 1992

Subject: ~-blocker (atenolol)

The Supreme Court confirmed patent .infringement based on Art.

30 (3) of the Dutch Patent law, arguing that the exemption of

experimental use is limited by this statute to acts done exclusively

for experimental purposes which related to the sUbject matter of

the patent. Since the acts done by the defendants had been done

to comply with the regulatory requirements during the term of the

patent, in order to be able to put a pharmaceutical covered by the

patent on the market immediately after expiration of a patent, the

Court confirmed patent infringement. In other words, .the court

decision' is such that any generic maker can neither start the

procedure for obtaining official approval for manufacturing of a

patented substance nor start any commercial announcement for

publicizing the expected potency of the medicine prior to the

..expiration of the patent which covers the medicine. Therefore,

if a generic maker intents to have a clinical trials before the

expiration of the patent, they have to make an license agreement

with the patentee.

[Note: NAFARMA, which is an association of new medicine

manufacturers, has given a favorable reception to this court

decision, while generic maker insisted, referring to a newly

introduced system of SPC (supplementary protection certificate)

for Pharmaceutical patents, that some rules should be accepted for

approving any upreparations for businessu to support the direct

SPC.]

3-9. Kirin-Amgen vs. Boehringer Mannheim

Court: The Hague I Court of Appeal

Date of judgment: Feb. 3, 1994
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Subject: erythropoietin

Boehringer Mannheimper performed Tests covered by the

patent of Kirin-Amgen for screening and isolation of

recombinant DNA coding for a human hormone (Erythropoietin).

The tests were made partially for obtaining official approval

and partially for evaluating potential further indications.

The Court of Appeals held that the tests done for obtaining

the official approval did not constitute exempted

experimental use, but that the tests done for finding further

indications constituted experimental use and were exempted

from patent infringement.

3-10. Applied Research Systems vs. Organon International

Court: The Hague Court of Appeal

Date of judgment: Feb. 3, 1994

Subject: follicle Stimulation Hormone

The court held that the experiments do not follow purposes

which are exclusively scientific or comply with the purpose of the

Patent law such as further development of technology or the

examination whether the invention is operable or can be improved.

The court affirmed to grant a preliminary injunction.

3-11. Generics B. V. vs. Smith Kline & French Laboratories Limited

Court: The Supreme Court

Date of jUdgment: Sept. 29, 1995

Subject: antiulcer (cimetidine)

(i) Decision in the District Court (rendered on Oct. 13, 1993):

The court held that the act of the submission of samples as

a required supplement to the request of Drug Registration

Authorities, prior to the expiration of SFK'spatent, constitute

patent infringement. As a consequence, Generics was enjoined from

relying on the registration obtained by infringing the patent for

necessary to obtain the registration if the request had been filed

only after the expiration of the patent. Specifically, the court

decision was to prohibit the use of the experimental data for 14

months for the following reasons: "The injunctions were intended

to prevent Generics from profiting by patent infringement and to
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bring SFK in the same position in which it would have been if there

had been no patent infringement."

(ii) Judgment of the Court of Justice (May 19, 1994):

The Court of Justice upholds the judgment forming the subject

of this appeal.

(iii) Decision in the Supreme Court (rendered on Sept. 29, 1995):

Prior to giving any further decisions, the Supreme court

requests the Court of Justice of the European COIllIllunities to give

preliminary rulings on the questions of interpretation of

COIllIllunity law, and defers all further decisions until the

preliminary rUling of the Court of Justice will have been received.
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Roche Products , Inc. vs. Bolar Pharmaceutical Co., Inc.; 733F. 2d

858 (Fed. Cir. 1984)

The defendant, Bolar used a limited amount of a patented

medicine for experiments necessary for FDA approval for a modified

ph.armaceutical composition. The plaintiff, Roche appealed to the

law, asserting that the defendant's use infringes the plaintiff' s

patent righ.t. Against th.e plaintiff's assertion, th.e defendant,

Bolar argued, saying th.at th.e defendant· s act is to use th.e patented

medicine for experiments and th.erefore does not infringe th.e

plaintiff's patent righ.t." CAFC recognized th.at the Bolar'S act

infringes the plaintiff's patent right for the following reasons:

"The assertion for the experimental use shall be limitatively

applicable and should not apply to the experiments to be made only

for the purpose of judicial approval."

Related cases in the United States ofReference Material 4:

America



Reference MaterialS: Related cases in countries other than Japan,
the United States of America and the European countries

5-1. In Canada:

[Like in the United States of America, the assertion for
experimental use against patent infringement has been accepted in
judicial cases also in Canada.]
• Micro Chemicals Ltd. vs. SmithKline & French Inter-American Corp.
(1971) :

The defendant worked the plaintiff's patented invention on
a small scale, for the purpose of obtaining the compulsory license
right to the patent in accordance with the Canadian Patent Law.
The Canada Supreme Court said as follows: "It is required that
one who applies for a compulsory license right to a patent is proved
to have the ability to work the patented invention. Therefore,
the manufacturing of a small amount of the patented product for
that purpose corresponds to experimental use of the patent even

though it may produce any commercial benefits."

5-2. In New zeaiand:
• Eli Lilly & Co. vs. Douglas Pharmaceuticals, Ltd.

In this case, the court judge, saying that "it is important
that a patentee shall be adjacent to a strong position or can be
on that position even after the lapse of its exclusive patent right
in the market", accepted the injunction against the defendant's
application for sales before the expiration of the term of the
plaintiff's patent right •

• Monsanto Co. vs. Stauffer Chemical Co.
The defendant sold a patented herbicide product for field

tests. The plaintiff appealed to the law, insisting that the
defendant infringes the plaintiff's patent right. Against this,

patented product only for experiments and does not therefore
infringe the patent right. The court decided against the
defendant, concluding that the defendant's assertion is
unacceptable. The court further said as follows: "Even though for

limited sales in the first, the defendant's act is completely the
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preliminary step directed to a commercial start. If such sales

are admitted, the defendant could offer substances that might be

unavailable before certain future days, to customers to be in

future. Therefore, the defendant's act infringes the plaintiff's

exclusive right."

5-3 In Israel:

In Israel, it is ruled that "the utilization of an invention

neither on a commercial scale nor with commercial character is not

patent infringement as stipulated in the Patent Law."

Teba. Pharmaceutical manufactured a certain amount of a

patented product of Welcome, for the purpose of preparing official

documents necessary for filing an application for approval for the'

manufacturing of the product in the health authorities and of

preparing those necessary for applying for a compulsory license

right to the patent. The patentee, Welcome appealed to the law,

insisting that the Teba' s act infringes the Welcome's patent right.

The District Court concluded that "though being not on a commercial

scale, the Teba's act has commercial character and therefore

infringes the Welcome's patent right". It is said that the

background of this court decision in Israel would be based on the

absence of the rule of extending the term of a patent right.

After this court decision, however, the current tendency is

toward the amendment to the Patent Law to the effect that the

experiments for obtaining official approval for manufacturing a

generic medicine after the expiration of the term of a patent right

to the medicine might not be patent infringement.
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The 104th Congress, which ended in 1996, was very active for IP legislation.

While several pieces of legislation were enacted into law, anumber of bills died

short of actually passing. These were explained in detail in my 1996 PIPA paper.

Since 1996 was the second and concluding yearofthe I04th Congress, the bills

that failed to pass had to be re-introduced from scratch in I05th Congress which

began in January 1997. As we shall see below, a number of bills have been

re-introduced and are moving along toward passage.

I would like to begin by thanking the Intellectual Property Owners (IPO) for

giving me their permission to excerpt from IPO material especially from IPO

President Bud Barrier's testimony on H.R.400 given before the House Judiciary

Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property on February 26, 1997.

PATENT RELATED BILLS

In its first hearing of the 104th Congress, the House Subcommittee on Courts

and Intellectual Property began consideration of a number of bills that would make

major reforms to the US patent system. The most important of these was H.R.400,

entitled "The Twenty First Century Patent System Improvement Act" which was

sponsored by Rep. Howard Coble (R-NC). This is an "updated" version of
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RR.3460 which was approved by the Judiciary Committee in 1996. The major

sections of the bill as first introduced are as follows:

1. Title I

This Title would convert the Patent and Trademark Office toa government

corporation under the guidance of the Secretary of Commerce. Management of the

PTO would be performed by a director appointed by the president and approved by

the Senate. A management advisory board would advise the director on PTO

operations. Serving under the director would be two top subordinates -- a

Commissioner for Patents and a Commissioner for Trademarks.

A number of important advantages would flow from the conversion ofthe

USPTO to a corporation:

o Operating Flexibility - The USPTO as a corporation would have

flexibility similar to that enjoyed by private businesses with regard to

personnel systems, employee compensation, number of employees,

management of contracts and office space, streamlined decision making, and

ability to inject entrepreneurial spirit into its operations. By exempting the

USPTO from government ceilings on the number of employees, the bill will

allow the director to hire an many employees as the demand for services
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requires, By exempting the corporation from several statutes, the bill gives

the new corporation flexibility to manage its own contracts, office space and

printing when it chooses. However, as a government corporation, the

. USPTO is nota private company, and Title 1 ofH.RAOO does not

"privatize" the PTO. The employees of the corporation would continue to be

government employees. The corporation and its Director would be under the

policy direction or oversight of the President, the Secretary ofCommerce,

the Congress, and Comptroller General ofthe United States and the

corporation would have its own Inspector General.

o Borrowing Authority - authority for.the USPTO to borrow money,

subject to appropriate limits. The bill gives the USPTO authority to issue

bonds or other debt instruments to assist in financing the corporation's

activities. For example, borrowing authority will enable the USPTO to build

its own buildings, if that option is determined. to be more economical than

leasing. Borrowing authority, coupled with the exemption from statutes such

as the Federal Property

the Director to make decisions on office space without the involvement of

the General Services Administration.

3
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Borrowing authority also is needed in order to finance other large, one-time

capital improvements such as automating the search files. In the past decade

the PTO has spent several hundred million dollars of current user fee income

on search file automation that has been of benefit primarily to future users

of the Office. Borrowed money is a better source of funding for such future

improvements.

o Voice for Users - A statutory advisory/committee of private sector

experts to advise the head of the corporation and members would be created.

It would be subject to Congressional oversight but would also provide a

mechanism to give private sector fee payers a voice in how the corporation is

managed. The board will provide valuable information through an annual

report transmitted to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House and the

Senate and to the President.

2. TITLE II

Title II would amend Section 122 of Title 35 to provide for publication of

patent applications 18 months after filing. A new section would also create

pre-issuance "provisional rights," which would permit a patent ownerto collect a
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reasonable royalty for the period of infringement that began after publication but

before the date the patent issued. Moreover, patent term extensions for delays due

to interferences, secrecy orders, appellate review, or "unusual administrative delay"

by the USPTO in issuing the patent would be provided. (Title II was significantly

modified by amendment prior to passing - see pages 12-13).

The current U.S. patent system, which requires that applications be kept

confidential until the patent is granted, causes uncertainty about the status of rights

in new technology and unreasonably delays dissemination of technological

information. U.S. manufacturers who invest in technology development and new

product design are entitled to an early warning that their design or approach may be

blocked by a patent.

H.R.400 strikes balance between, on the one hand, the interest ofU.S. patent

applicants in keeping applications confidential and, on the other hand, the interest

of the general public in being able to obtain early access to information in patent

disclosures. Once a technology owner elects to seek patent protection, the public

needs to know of the possibility of patent rights within a reasonable time. Every

other major industrialized county in the world

by striking this balance and publishing patent applications 18months after filing.

A small minority of interested parties have opposed publication of patent
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applications, calling the bill the "Steal American Technologies" act. Anyone who

believes that we can stop foreign competitors from using American inventions by

avoiding publication of patent applications is misinformed. The only way

American inventors can stop competitors from manufacturing abroad for foreign

markets istoobtain patents abroad. U.S. patent law reaches only U.S. activity,

whether under existing law or under H.R.400. Inventions are being made public

today when a U.S. patent is granted or a U.S. inventor files abroad and the

application is published, and anyone can use the invention in a country where no

patent exists.

Under the publication system proposed in H.R.400, U.S. manufacturers will

benefit particularly from early English language access to application filed in the

U.S. Patent Office that are of foreign origin (which now comprise 45 percent of all

applications). H.RAOO measures the 18-month publication period from the earliest

claimed patent application priority date. Since foreign-origin applications typically

are filed abroad about12 months before they are filed here and they claim that

early priority date, those applications will be published about 6 months after they

are filed here, a year earlier than domestic-origin applications. This

playing field with foreign countries that already are publishing U.S. applications in

their languagewithin 6 months after our applications are filed abroad.
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The general goal set by Title II is that the Patent and Trademark Office

should issue an initial report on patentability of applications no later than 15

months after filing, and publish every application no later than 18 months after

filing. This would give the applicant 3 months to decide whether to withdraw the

application to preserve secrecy of inventions that do not qualify for patent

protection. SincePTO workloads will not always allow patentability reports to be

issued within 15 months, however, an exception to 18 month publication is

provided in Title II that allows deferral of U.S. publication of applications that are

not being filed abroad until three months after the patentability report.

A key part ofTitle II is section 204, which creates provisional rights to

royalties in published applications. Existing law does not give any right to a

royalty for use of an invention covered by a patent application. H.R.400

establishes a provisional right to a royalty beginning with the date of publication of

the application. The right to a royalty for the period between publication and the

date of patent grant complements the full patent rights (rights to damages and

injunctions) that run from date ofpatent grant until 20 years after filing.

otherwise would expire in 20 years after filing of the application. The 20 year

patent term (which came into effect in June 1995) had previously, removed the
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incentive for delay by applicants and created an incentive future patent owners to

commercialize inventions promptly. It closed a loophole in our patent system that

allowed applicants to abuse the system by intentionally delaying the issuance of

patents and unfairly extending the effective period ofpatents far into the future.

The 1995 law provided for extension of the term for up to 5 years when the grant of

the patent is delayed due to an interference proceeding, a secrecy order, or an

situations. where substantial delay may occur that is beyond the control of the

applicant.

Section 208 ofH.RAOO provides additional term extensions in appropriate

cases -~ extensions ofup to 10 years in the case ofappellate review or unusual

administrative delay, and unlimited extensions. for delays caused by secrecy orders

and interference proceedings. The bill also automatically extends the term

day-for-day whenever the Patent and Trademark Office takes either more than 14

months to reach an application initially, or more than four months to reply to

correspondence from the patent applicant or for other action on the application.
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3. TITLE III

This Title would add a new Section 273 to Title 35, creating a limited "prior

user" infringement defense for parties who independently developed and used a

patented technology at least one year before the patent application was filed. Prior

users would get a royalty-free license to practice the invention and any variations

and improvements that do not infringe additional claimsofthe patent.

Title III strikes a balance between the rights ofpatent owners and the rights

ofprior domestic commercial users ofpatented inventions. This is particularly

important for processes used in U.S. industry where a manufacturer does not file a

patent application. Without a prior user right, such a manufacturer might find itself

blocked from using manufacturing equipment and processes upon which its

business had been based for many years. Manufacturers should not be required to

file patent applications on all aspects of their manufacturing processes to assure

future quiet enjoyment oftheir investment.

Foreign countries already are providing manufacturers in their countries the

advantage of a prior domestic use right and H.RAOO recognizes that it is time that

the U.S. does the same.
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4. TITLE IV

This Title creates a new Section of Title 35 to curtail the fraudulent practices

of invention development companies. It requires disclosure of the firm's track

record and allows an inventor to withdraw from contracts for such services within a

reasonable time. It also prohibits improper practices by invention development

firms, making knowingly providing any false or misleading statement or omission

of material fact by an invention development firm a misdemeanor that can result in

a fine of up to $10,000 per offense.

5. TITLE V

This Title refines and improves the patent reexamination law that was passed

by Congress in 1980. In 1980, patent reexamination law was intended as a quick

and inexpensive alternative to court litigation on issues ofpatentability involving

earlier patents or printed publications. However, that the present reexamination

process has not delivered on this expectation, primarily because it is an ex parte

proceeding.

Title V strengthens the reexamination process by giving third parties greater

participation in patent reexamination proceedings. For example, the bill gives third

part requesters a right to comment in writing on each response filed by the patent
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owner. This added opportunity for participation in the proceedings will encourage

use by third parties.

One ofthe most important changes in patent reexamination proceedings

made by Title V is to give third party requesters a right of appeal for the first time.

Third party requesters will be able to appeal to the Board of Patent Appeals and

Interferences and to the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.

Other improvements in the reexamination process made by Title V include

expanding the issues that can be reexamined to include section 112 of the patent

code (except for the "best mode") and consolidating the order for reexamination

and the first office action.

Title V seeks to avoid duplication of effort in court litigation and Patent and

Trademark Office reexamination. The bill estops third party requesters that

participate in a reexamination from later asserting patent invalidity in another

forum if the party raised or could have raised the issue in the reexamination.

Title V does not give challengers a new avenue to initiate actions against

patent owners, but merely improves an avenue that already exists. The PTa will

a

the challenges has raised a "substantial new question ofpatentability." If this

condition is not met, then no reexamination is declared, and the patent owner does
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not need to get involved or spend money. The Office's decision that there is no

substantial new question of patentability is not appealable.

The above describes H.R.400 as it was first introduced by Rep. Coble in

January 1997. As we shall-see, significant changes were made before the bill was

actually passed by the Sub-Committee, Committee and Full House.

The legislation was amended and favorably reported by the Subcommittee

on Courts and Intellectual Property on March 5. The subcommittee consolidated

into H.RAOO the text ofH.R.673 (see below) to prevent Congress from diverting

PTO user fees to the general treasury. Several amendments, primarily for

clarification, were also made.

At the March 12 markup ofH.R400 by the full Judiciary Committee, the

panel agreed to a group amendment offered by Rep. Bob Goodlatte (R-Va), before

approving the legislation on a voice vote. The most significant change was the

addition of a new Section 124 calling for a General Accounting Office study of

"the feasibility and desirability ofmaking the trademark operations of the Patent

and Trademark Office a separate Government corporation or agency" (thus

separating PTO's

technical amendments were also agreed to by the committee.
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On April 23, the full House passed H.RAOO, including an amendment

offered by Coble and one offered by Kaptur.

The Kaptur amendment narrrowsthe scope of the bill's early publication

provisions. It prohibits mandatory pre-grant publication ofpatent applications filed

by small businesses, universities and independent inventors unless: the application

has either been pending for more than five years from filing; or it has been

previously published by the PTO; or it is not under PTO appellate review, in an

interference proceeding, or under any secrecy order, and it is not being diligently

pursued by the applicant or has been abandoned.

The Kaptur amendment also completely eliminated Title V from H.RAOO

which would have reformed reexamination procedures.

The Coble amendment makes adjustments to the bill's provisions on

reorganizing the PTO as a government corporation. Essentially, the PTO's

mandate would be limited to the day-to-day operational functions of patent

examination and trademark registration, while policy matters would be handled

withinthe Commerce Department.

During the April 23 floor debate, the lawmakers

amendments. The first would have narrowed the scope of the bill's prior use
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defense. The other would have allowed publication of a patent application only

after two PTO office rulings pertaining to the patentability of the invention.

It should also be noted that, a Rohrabacher substitute amendment was

defeated on April 17 by a vote of 178 to 227. It would have established a l7-year

patent term beginning from grant, or a 20-year term from filing, whichever is

greater.

H.R.673

H.R.673, which was introduced on February 11 by Rep. Coble, would curtail

Congress' is ability to redirect to the general treasury user fee surcharges collected

by the PTO under the 1990 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA). It

would amend OBRA by reclassifying the patent fee surcharges as "offsetting

collections" rather than "offsetting receipts" so that they, like other PTO fees,

would be "collected by, and available only to the USPTO".

This bill is important because the 1997 appropriations bill for the Commerce,

Justice and State Departments withheld a record $54 million ofUSPTO surcharges.

This withholding already has caused the PTO's patent examining to

curtail staffing and already has contributed to a rise in the pendency time ofpatent
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application in the PTO that is expected to further increase if the withholding

continues.

On February 6, the Clinton Administration sent to Congress its 1998 budget

request that proposes even more drastic withholding of fee surcharges. The budget

proposes to withhold $92 million in 1998, which is nearly 20 percent of the PTO's

patent examining budget. The Administration also is recommending withholding

the full amount of the patent fee surcharge fund - $119 million - in each of fiscal

years 1999-2002. It has been estimated that this level of withholding will cause the

average pendency time ofpatent applications in the PTO to increase from the

current level of about 21 months to about 42 months by 2003.

If the withholding of fee surcharges continues, the only alternative to

allowing pendency time of applications to increase to 42 months or more will be to

enact into law a large increase in the fees that are paid to the P'I'O to file, issue, and

maintain U.S. patents. An across-the-board increase in patent fees on the order of

20 percent, in addition to the annual cost of living adjustment; may be required this

October to offset the loss of income to the Patent and Trademark Office from the

U.S. inventors and industry are still adjusting to the long-term effects of

several large increases in patent fees that were put into place in the 1980s and early
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1990s. Only recently have owners of U.S. patents felt the full impact of the

maintenance fees that came into effect gradually on portfolios of existing patents.

Moreover, in the past two years, U.S. industry and the U.S. government have

undertaken a campaign to persuade the major trading partners of the U.S. to reduce

the cost ofobtaining and maintaining patents in their countries. Ifweare to be

successful in convincing other governments to reduce fees, we will have to avoid

raising our own. Thus, the only solution is for Congress to stop the withholding

H.R.811

As he did in the last Congress, Rep. Dana Rohrabacher emerged again as the

major opponent ofUS patent law reform. On February 25, he introduced H.R.811,
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entitled "Patent Term Restoration Act of 1997" which is very similar to his 1996

bill (H.R.359) which was defeated lastMay.

This bill would amend Section 154 of Title 35 ofthe United States Code to

change the patent term so that it ends on the later of 17 years from the date of grant

of the patent or 20 years from the earliest effective filing date on which the

application was filed in the United States. The bill also would permit publication

ofpatent applications only when the application has been published abroad through

the filing of a foreign patent application or when the application has been in the

system for more than five years due to dilatory delays by the applicant.

Consequently, this bill would overturn the GATT Implementation Law

enacted in December 1994, which had changed the patent term so that it ends no

more than 20 years from the earliest effective filing date. This GATT

implementation provision had gone beyond the strict requirements ofGAIT for the

purpose of expressly preventing submarine patents. A submarine patent is obtained

by an applicant legally manipulating the patent system to prevent it from issuing

until many years after the original filing date. The 20 year term was also passed to

implement a bilateral agreement

Japan agreed to accept Japanese patent applications in the English language, with a
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translation to be submitted 2 months later, and to allow the correction of translation

errors.

Fortunately, at least in my view, this bill was tabled by the Sub-committee

on March 5, 1997. It remains to be seen however, how Rohrabacher will resurrect

H.R.811 after the Senate passes S.507 (its versionofH.R.400discussed below) and

the House/Senate conference attempts to reconcile the two versions.

S.421

Senator Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ) on March 11 introduced SA21 to

reorganize the Patent and Trademark Office as a government corporation under the

policy direction of the Department of Commerce. This bill which is a updated

version of a proposal Lautenberg sponsored in the last Congress resembles a

pending H.RAOO and since it is so similar, its contents will not be covered again

here.

On March 20, Senator Orin Hatch (R-Utah) introduced S.507 entitled "The

Omnibus Patent Act of 1997. It is the Senate counterpart of the recently passed

H.RAOO.
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patents"substantial new question" is raised. Grounds ar'~e lhi'm;;'iittep'd~ to p"rli~r ;'"i~~l;:~;:;~rl····· ..n.... . r···· .

printed publications -- matters that the PTO handles well and matters that can be
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settled by material found on the face of the prior art itself (no testimony needed).

Finally, either the third party or patent owner can appeal the outcome.

S.507 also does not include the provision in H.RAOO to end the diversion of

the user fee surcharge for deficit reduction.

On May 22, the Senate Judiciary Committee amended and passed S.507 by

voice vote with only a dissenting vote by Senator Thompson (R-TN). As a result

of the amendments, mandatory publication is limited to applicants who also file

abroad (i.e., not different treatment for small or large applicants). However, as an

inducement for everyone to a publish, the amended bill calls for the patent to issue

as soon as one claim is allowed. After it is issued, examination will continue and

additional. claims will be automatically added to the issued patent by the USPTO

as they are allowed. Finally, under the amended S.507, parties are estopped from

raising issues in other proceedings that they raised, or could have raised in the

reexamination.

After passage by the full Committee, Senator Hatch attempted to have the

bill taken up by the full Senate but was unsuccessful because of opposition from a

small group of Senators including Senator Helms. an

impasse, Senator Hatch proposed to accelerate Senate passage ofS.507 by adding

it as an amendment to the Commerce, Justice, State Appropriations bill.
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After consulting with the Senate leadership, however, he withdrew his amendment.

In exchange, the Senate leadership agreed to work with Senator Hatch on bringing

S.507 to the Senate floor in the fall (hopefully in early October) as a separate

measure.

H.R.1197

On March 20, 1997, Rep. Smith (R-ORE) introduced H.R.1197 to protect

owners of plant patents from the unauthorized sale ofplant parts taken from

illegally produced plants by making plant patent provisions more consistent with

the Plant Variety Protection Act. This new provision removes an ambiguity in

Title 35 and is particularly aimed at the import of such illegal plant parts.

H.R. 672, introduced Feb. 11 by Coble, makes certain technical amendments

COPYRIGHT RELATED BILLS

H.R.672

moretothe 103rd

effective administration of those statutes.

Specifically, the bill would amend provision dealing with: the Copyright

Royalty Tribunal with Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panels; satellite TV
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compulsory license; and the Uruguay Round Agreements Act which restored

copyrights in certain foreign works that have fallen into the US public domain.

The bill was approved March 5 by the House Subcommittee on Courts and

Intellectual Property and was approved by the full house on March 18, 1997.

8.505 & H.R.604

These two bills would amend Section 301(c) ofthe Copyright Act to extend

for an additional 30 years the minimum term ofprotection for pre-February 15,

1972 sound recordings. For works in general, including joint works, which

currently enjoy protection for the life of the author plus 50 years, Section 302(a)

and (b) of Title 17 would be amended to set the copyright term at life of the author

plus 70 years for works created after January 1, 1978.

The copyright statute would also be amended to add 20 years to the current

terms of anonymous works, pseudonymous works and works made for hire. For

Section 303 works that were unpublished before Januaryl, 1978, but which are

published before December 31, 2002, the earliest expiration date would be changed

from December 31, 2027, to December 31,2047.

The bills would also make changes to renewal terms and would also amend

the infringement exemptions for libraries at Section 108 of the Copyright Act.
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Under a new provisions, libraries, archives and nonprofit educational institutions

could reproduce and distribute copies of works for preservation, scholarship or

research during the last 20 years of the copyright, if the works are not being

commercially exploited and cannot be obtained at a reasonable price.

Finally, another provision in S.505 would clarify that the public distribution

ofphonorecords prior to 1978 did not constitute publication of the underlying

musical composition as had been held by the Ninth Circuit's ruling in La Cienega

Music Co. v. ZZ Top, 44 F3d 813, 333 USPQ2d 1437 (CA 9 1993).

H.R.672/S.506

The House ofRepresentatives on March 18, passed H.R.672 to permit more

effective administration of several copyright law reforms enacted by the 103rd

Congress. The bill adjusts statutory language on satellite compulsory licensing,

copyright restoration and copyright fees, sound recording performance rights,

jukebox.licenses, certain rules having to do with notice to infringers oflive

broadcasts and digital audio recording royalty rules. The Senate Committee

approved a similar bill, S.506, on April 17.
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H.R.1621

Rep. Sonny Bono (R-Calif) on May 15 introduced legislation (H.R.1621) to

extend most copyright terms by 20 years. Two other term extension bills (H.R.604

and S.505) are also currently pending (discussed above). Like those bills, the Bono

bill would amend Section 301(c) of the Copyright Act to add an additional 20 years

to the minimum term ofprotection for pre-February 15, 1972 sound recordings.

For post-January 1, 1978 works in general, which currently enjoy protection for the

life of the author plus 50 years, the three bills would amend Section 302(a) and (b)

to set the copyright term at life ofthe author plus 70 years. Other provisions ofthis

bill are similar to previously discussed bills and are not repeated here. H.R.1621

has been referred to the Judiciary Committee.

H.R.72

H.R.72 was introduced on January 7 to ensure that authorized computer

repair services may activate the software in a computer during servicing without

incurring infringement liability. The same legislation was incorporated into an
":::c::' ' , m, " " : ' ,

omnibus copyright reform passed by the House last June.

Section 117 of the Copyright Act currently provides an infringement

exemption for the owner of a computer program to copy the program as an
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8.1044

On July 21, 1997 Senator Leahy (D-VT) introduced S.1044 to reinforce

sanctions for criminal copyright infringement ofworks worth $5,000 or more even

if the infringer did not seek or obtain any commercial gain.
"C' , :'::C"'" '"

Currently, Section 506(a) of the Copyright Act provides criminal penalties

when a copyright is willfully infringed for purposes of "commercial advantage or

private financial gain". The bill would define financial gain at 17USC 101 to
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mean the "receipt of anything ofvalue, including the receipt of other copyrighted

works." Under this new definition, criminal copyright infringement would include

the trading of pirated software. The bill would also add a new offense prohibiting

willful copyright infringement by reproduction or distributing, including by

electronic means, during a 180 day period of 10 or more copies of one or more

copyrighted works when the total retail value of the copyrighted work or the total

retail value of the copies of such work is $5,000 or more. The bill makes clearthat

to meet the monetary threshold either the infringing copies or the copyrighted

works must have a total retail value of$5,000 or more. The penalty would be a

misdemeanor if the total retail value of the infringed or infringing works is between

$5,000 and $10,000, and up to 3 years' imprisonment if the total retail value is

$10,000 or more.

TRADEMARK RELATED BILLS

The House Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property on June 10

approved bills H.R.567 and H.R.1661 to implement two international trademark

treaties that the United States is expected to join. The bills make the adjustments

needed to bring U.S. trademark law into conformity with the 1989 Madrid Protocol

and the 1994 Trademark Law Treaty.
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H.R.567, the Madrid Protocol Implementation Act, would amend the

Lanham Act to clear the way for U.S. accession to a 1989 protocol supplementing

the 1DO-year old Madrid Agreement for the international registration of trademarks.

The legislation would allow U.S. applicants to obtain registration of their U.S.

trademarks abroad by filing a single international application with the Patent and

Trademark Office.

Amendments to H.R.1661 would also permit functionality to be grounds for

canceling and defending against an incontestable trademark.

ANTITRUST RELATED BILLS

H.RAOI was introduced on January 9 to prohibit courts that are hearing

antitrust cases from presuming "market power" merely from the existence of

intellectual property rights.

Market power is the ability to determine the overall market price ofa

product or to exclude competitors from the market. Two Supreme Court decisions

have suggested that patents and copyrights may automatically give the intellectual

property owner market power. While several courts have

market power presumption despite the comments by the Supreme Court, the Ninth
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Circuit did adopt the presumption in Digidyne Corp. v. Data General Corp., 734

F2d 1336 (CA 9 1984),28 PTCJ 292. This bill would legislatively overturn that

result.

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT LIABILITY
IN ON-LINE SERVICES

A number of parties are involved in the provision of on-line service such as

the Internet. In these services, the basic communication facilities are typically

provided by common carriers such as AT&T; computers, storage and programs

are provided by the on-line service provides such as AOL or Prodigy; and content

is typically provided by yet another party such as libraries, universities and a

myriad of other copyright owners. When infringing materials are transmitted over

such on-line services, it has not been clear which of the. above parties are liable for

such copyright infringement. While case law has started to address this issue,

on-line service providers have sought greater certainty through legislation and have

that they can not be expected to monitor and control everything that is

transmitted over their service.

On July 17 Rep. Coble introduced H.R.2180 entitled the "On-line Copyright

Liability Limitation Act." The bill exempts entities from liability for direct
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infringement or from vicarious liability for the infringing acts of others "based

solely on transmitting or otherwise providing access to material on-line if the

person:

a) does not initially place the material on-line;
. b) does not generate, select, or alter the content ofthe material;
c) does not determine the recipients of the material;
d) does not receive a financial benefit directly attributable to a particular

act of infringement;
e) does nol sponsor, endorse, or advertise the material; and
f) (i) does not know, or is not aware by notice or other information

indicating, that the material is infringing, or
(ii) is prohibited by law from accessing the materiaL.."

(In direct infringement, the defendant himself causes the infringement to occur.

Vicarious liability occurs where the defendant, (1) has the right and ability to

control the infringer's acts, and (2)receives a direct financial benefit from the

infringement).

out." (Contributory infringement occurs when one, with knowledge ofthe .

contributory infringement based solely upon any conduct in (a) through (f)above

feasible and economically reasonable to carryif it is not

An entity is also exempted from liability, except for injunctive relief, for any

which is exempt from liability for direct infringement. Even injunctive reliefis not

infringing activity, induces, causes, or materially contributes to the infringing

conduct of another).
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Finally, the legislation provides that there is no duty on the part of the entity

to seek out information about whether infringing activity is occurring -- I.e., there

is no duty to police or monitor content. There is also to be no liability imposed

upon an entity which removes or blocks access to material in response to

information "by notice, or otherwise... indicating... that the material is infringing,

whether or not the material is infringing." However, material mispresentation of

allegations of infringement will potentially render that person liable for damages

and attorneys' fees arising from removing or blocking access to material, whether

or not actual infringement did occur.

If a person making use of copyrighted material on-line does not qualify for

the exemption because of a failure to fall within one or more of the criteria above,

that does not mean that the person is necessarily able for infringement. Ifthe

exemption does not apply, the doctrines of existing law will come into play, and

liability will only attach to the extent that the court finds that the requirements for

direct infringement, contributory infringement or vicarious liability have been met,

and the conduct is not excused by any other exception or limitation such as fair use.
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CONCLUSION

As of the writing of this paper in mid August,the above is the status of all

significant intellectual property legislation known to the author. Obviously, it will

be an interesting Fall aswesee how much of this is actually passed into law.
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A Study on the WIPO Draft of Patent Law Treaty (pLT/CEIIV)

I. Introduction

In order to consider the harmonization of a patent system. 10 sessions of the

WIPO Committee of Experts had been held from 1985 to 1990. the views expressed

. therein were worked up into the Basic Proposal (PLT/DC/3). whichwas submitted to

the first session of the Diplomatic Conference held in June 1991. However. since

the United States of America declared to suspend adoption of so called First-to-file

provision in 1994. it was difficult to continue the Diplomatic Conference.

In order to break the above situation. the Advisory Committee Conference
for WIPO Patent Haa-monization Treaty was held in May 1995. however, in this
session. no agreement was reached for the Patent Harmonization Treaty on the Basic

Proposal. Then. in order not to loose momentum for substantive harmonization. it
was advised to hold at least two times of sessions of the Committee of Experts for

promoting the patent harmonization limiting to formal matters before the WIPO

General Assembly in 1997. In accordance with this advice. four times of sessions
were held from 1995.

In the fourth session of experts. the Delegation of the United States of
America declared that it was still not in a position to discuss substantive patent law
harmonization. that accordingly. the distinction between formal and substantive
matters is important. that while·the issue of unity of Inventlon" was not explicitly

included in any of the Articles. implicit inclusion in the form or contents reference in

Article 5 raised some concerns for the United States of America. and that however. it

is important to harmonize formal matters. The Delegation of Japan said that it is

important to successfully conclude the treaty for harmonization of formalities and

stressed the importance of harmonizing substantive matters. The Delegation of
Canada expressed that it would preferable to include more substantive matters such
as. for example. a grace period. that it is hoped that it would be possible to resume

discussions of substantive matter harmonization in the not too distant future. and
.............. ······thateven··jf······onlyin·····respect·oiLformaiities.·....issues,.....harmonization...wQuld.s!i!L!l1!

significant benefit for patent offices and users of the system.

As mentioned above. predicting the prospect of the substantive matter

harmonization is difficult. however. it seems that aims of every states are basically
common in view of simplifying formal matters to be required by every states with
respect to filing application and making the system friendly for users. We express
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our basic stand on the Treaty draft (PLT/CE/lV) here and also report an result of

our consideration with respect to each of Articles.

II. Our basic stand

We basically support this Patent Law Treaty since formal matters

harmonization simplifies procedures of the patent applicant and also reduces the

application costs. Further, we strongly desires that provisions with respect to

'unity of invention' in every states are harmonized to the provisions with respect to

'Unity of invention' in the Patent Cooperation Treaty. Because it is a significant

burden for the applicant to combine or divide the applications of one country in the
other country.

We also basically support Article 13 (Extension of a Time Limit Established
by the Office), Article 14 (Extension of a Time Limit Established by National

Legislation or Regional Treaty) and Article 15 (Belated Claiming of Priority).

Because these provisions are for the purpose of relieving the loss of the protection of

the invention due to no action within the predetermined time period.

We desire early conclusion of the formal matters since the formal matters

themselves are important and we believe that the real harmonization is not realized

until the substantive matters harmonization as well as the formal matters
harmonization are realized. Accordingly. we expect that the real harmonization will

be concluded in the near future by discussing the substantive matters harmonization
in the sessions of the Committee of Experts after this Patent Law Treaty has been

concluded.

III. Study of Each Provision

We have studied this draft of Patent Law Treaty and the minutes of the

fourth session of the Committee of Experts (dated June 27, 1997). The result of

study will be reported below in the form of table.
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.. Table 1

Problt!'ms and Suggestions with respect to the draft of the Patent Law Treaty (1) (Article 4)

Article or Rule

Article 4 Filing Date

Problem Opinion or Suggestion

(3)

(a)

[Subsequent Comp~!mce with Requirements]
:\

Where the appllcl.tlon as initially med does not comply with
one or more of the requirements referred to In p&1'8lll'8ph (I)
and all of the re9ulrements referred to In p&1'8lll'8ph (I) are
subsequently cOl.!plled with within the time limit prescribed In
the Regulations, the mlng date shall he the date on which all
those requlremehts are complied with. Otherwise, the
application shall b,e regarded as not having been Illed.

No problem None

(b)
,\,

Wbere drawings feferred to In the application but In fact not Under the Patent Cooperation Treaty, when We agree with this sub
Included are l'urblshed to the Office within the time limit the applicant flles drawings after application, paragraph (b). This is
prescribed in the! Regulations, the IlUng date shall be the date a date on which the Office has received the because it can solve the
on which the Office has received those drawings or the date drawings is regarded as an application date. problems under the Patent
referred in subp.!ragraph (a), whichever Is later. Otherwise, In accordance with the above treatment by Cooperation Treaty.
any reference tb said drawings shall be considered non- the Patent Cooperation Treaty, although the
eIlstent. Howeirer, the Office shall be free to consider the drawings do not Include a new matter, the
date of the receIpt of the elements referred to In paragraph application date Is delayed to a date on which
(I)(a); or, whe~ applicable, the date on which all of the the drawings were med so that there Is a lack
requirements referred to In paragraph (1) are subsequently of protection for the appllcllDt.
complied with udder subparagraph (a), as the Ii1ing date where,
the later furnlsh~d drawings do not contain new Matter.
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I Table 2-1

Probl~msand Suggestions with respect to the draft of the Patent Law Treaty (2) (Article 5)

r
)

Articlei or Rule
~

Article 5 Application

(1) (ReqlJirements] i
(a) No Contracting! Party shall, except If

otherwise provl~:ed for hy this Treaty,
require compllan~e with 8IIY requirement
relating to the Iform or contents of an
application which Is different from or
additional to an~ requirement appllcahle
under the PatentiCooperation Treaty to an
international app~catlon.

Problem

The Delegation of the United States of America
stated that It could not accept any obligation
relating to unity of Invention (refer to Minutes No.
76).

Opinion or Suggestion

We desires that articles or regulations with
respect to the unity of Invention In each of the
countries harmonize with the articles or
regulations of the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
We understand that "the form of an
application" In this paragrsph Includes "the

I unity of Invention". We desire that this
paragraph Is approved In accordance with our
understanding.

(b) The Regulations1.hall provide for the rights,
and obligations </f the Contracting Parties
as regards the u1.e of paper or of electronic
or other means fl,r the li\lng of application.
In particular, tllJ Regulations may, ,

allow any iContracting Party whlcb
accepts '*,e electronic li\lng of
applications with Its Office to elclude
the flUng! of applications with Its
Office In writing on paper.

(:

(i)

(il)

oblige 8IIt Contracting Party
accept tile electronic flUng

!rapplications with Its Offtce,

The Delegations of the United States of America,
Japan and Denmark and tbe Representative of the
BPO elpressed support for this paragraph as
proposed. However, a large number of
delegations expressed the view that applicants

to Ishould bave the right to me applications In paper
of form and tbatno office should be obliged to accept

electronic ftIInBS. After some discussion, It was
agreed that the paragraph (1) (b) should be
redrafted so that the Regulations could not oblige
any Contracting Party to accept the electronic
Il1Ing of applications with its Office (refer to
Minutes No. 77).

It seems to be Impossible to oblige the
electronic li\lng of applications to developing
countries. It Is preferable to gradually
Increase tbe countries which accept the
electronic Ii\lnS of applications.

5
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.. .. Table2-2
ProblePts and Suggestions with respect to the draft ofthe Patent Law Treaty (3) (Article 5)

Article or Rule
j

Problem Opinion or Suggestion

(5) [Information Conceintng Corresponding
Foreign ApPUcatlon~ and Grants]
The provisions of this ArtIcle shali he
without prqJudice \0 the rights of a

1
Contracting Party under ArtIcle 29.2 of
the Agreement; on Trade-Related
Aspects of InteUect~aI Property RIghts.

Article 5 AppUcation

It was agreed that this paragraph should he omitted and that
the Notes should make It clear that the requirements under
the omitted paragraph were not requirements as to ''the form
and content" of the appUcation for the purposes of ArtIcle
5(1) (a). It was also agreed that the Notes woulcll make It
clear that requirements for duty of disclosure under the law of
the United States of America were also not requirements as to
the "form and contents" of an appUcation under Article 5(1)
(a). and would thus not he restricted under the draft Treaty
(refer to Minutes No. 85).

We consider that It Is proper to exclude
the procedure of IIlln, the Information
Disclosure Statements (IDS) trom "the
form or content" of the appUcation
hecause whether or not It Is material to
patentahmty of the invention Is a
suhstantlve matter ofthe patent law.

(6) [Prlorlty]

(b) Any ContractingParty may. where the
:j

earlier appUcati.on Is not In the
language or In ode of the languages of
or admitted hy1the Office and the
priority claim [is relevant to the
determination ofwhether the Invention
concerned Is patlmtahle. require that a
translation. in t~esaid language or In
one or the s~d languages. of the
earUer appUcatl\>n he furnished. upon
Invitation hy t~e Office. within the
time Umlt t>rescrihed In the
Regulations.

It 11'89 agreed that the International Bureau should consider
whether a Contracting Party should he permitted to require a
translation of the priority document where the validity of the
priority claim of the appUcation 11'89 relevant to the
determination of whether It was comprised In the state of the
art with respect to another aPIlUcatlon (refer to Minutes
No.90).

Since the priority Is claimed for the
purpose of nol only obtaining a patent
of the present appUcation hut also
securing a position of the prior art
against the other appUcations. It Is
unavoidable that the translation Is
required If the validity of the priority
affects the determination whetber or
not the present appUcatlon becomes to
the prior art agslnst the other
applications.
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i Table 3,
Problep.s and suggestions with respect to the draft of the Patent Law Treaty (4) (Article 13)

1

Article cr lUI I Ploblem 0pi1i0n cr&.aestion

ArtIcle 13 E.xt.enslon of.! Time Umlt EstabUshed by the Office.. ... ·1
(2) [Request Made After,the Expiration of the Time Umlt]

(a) Where an appli~ or owner, or a third party concerned, requests,
In a communicatl~n to the Office, tha extension of a time llmIt
estabUshed by the] Office fur 811 IlCtion betbre the Office after that
time limit has exJlred, such extension Shall be IIJ'IlIlted, provided
that the request ·~made, and all the requlremants In request of

which the seld tim~ llmIt applies are complied with, within the time
"llmIt prescribed inlthe Regulations.

(b) Where the appUcaht or owner, or a third PartY concerned, failed to
comply with thd,. time llinit for meking the request under
subpo.regreph(0) ,isubP8l'1lll1'8llh (0) Shallapply, mutatis mutandis, In
respect of that time llinit, provided that the requesting party may be
requlred to provide evidence that the seld time llinit was not
complied with In s~1te of all due care requlred by the clmumst8llces.

(6) [lntetvenlngRlgltts]!
\

(c) Where an applic,tlon had been refused or considered withdrawn
or abandoned orla patent had been revoked foUowlnl failure to
comply with a tllne limit and an eItenslon of the time limit Is
granted under p~BBtBPh (2), the application of patent shall not
be Invoked Bllelbst any person who, In good felth, duilnl the
period between ~he expiration of the time limit for the action
before the omc~ and the date on which aU the requirements In
respect of whlcl( the seld time limit applies were complied with,
has used or made effective and serious preparations for usinB

/

the Invention. 1

(A) It was BBtBed that tills petBIlI'II(>h
related to restoration, .,at extension,
and Should be trensI'errecI to ArtIcle 14
(refer to MInutes No. 187).

(B) It was BBtBed that the nd'erence to "a
third party concerned" Should be
deleted but that the Notes should
explain that a Contracting lParty would
he permItted to provide for an
extension at the request of a thltd party
(reIer to MInutes No. 18!i).

(0) It was agreed that the concept "In spite
of due care requbed by the
clmumstances" Should be replaced hy
the concept "the failure to comply was
unintentionel" (reIer to MInutes No.
188).

It Is s_&sted that the period ref&mld to In
sub-paregraph (0) Should t8lmlnate on the
date on which the pubUc Wall Informed that
the potent application had been restored
(refer to MInutes No. 195).

(A) Asree.

(B) Asree.

(0) Asree (because It Is sufficient
to prove fault so that burden
of the applicant for provlnl
Is IIlbtened).

Asree (It Is dllDcult for the pubUc to
know that "all the requirements are
compUed". Tberefore, the period

Shouldterminate on the date on which
the public wasInformed that the patent
appHcation bad been restored trom the
Office).
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I Table 4 .

ProblePts and Suggestions with respect to the draft of the Patent Law Treaty (5) (Article 14)

Article or Rule Problem Opinion or SUllestion

Article 14 Ertenslon.)f a Time Limit Established by National Legislation or
RegionalTreaty I

F
(1) [Request for Resto~atlonl

(a) Where a commu~lcation to an Office has been refused or considered
withdrawn or abimdoned following failure to comply with a time limit
established by na~lonailegislation or under a treaty providing for the grant
of regional patents applicable to a Contracting Party for an action before
the Office, the' ~ffice shall. upon request made within tbe time limit
prescribed In th~ Regulations by the IIpplicant or owner, or a third party
concerned, treat! the said action as having been done within the former
time limit, provihed that all tbe requirements in respect of wblch the
former time limit ~ppli"s ore complied with within that time limit prescribed

:(:
In the .Regulatiqns and that the requesting party may be required to
provldeevldenc~that the former time limit was not complied with In spite

s
of all due care r<!qulred by the circumstaneea,

\'

•
(2) [Exceptions] 1

No Contracting Party sLaIl be required to grant an ertenslon under pllragraph (l)
!

In respect of .i
(i) a time Ii~it for an action before a board of patent appeal;
(ii) a time IlJi,ltfor a payment of fees where the sBid ertenslon would go

beyond thel period of grace for maintenance fees prescribed under
Article 5 bl~ (l) of the Paris Convention;

(iii) a time Iiinlt or period referred to In Article 15;
(Iv) a time ulnlt for lodging an opposition;
(v) a time ulnlt for filing a request for search or examination.

It was agreed thllt tbe concept "In Agree (because It Is sufficient
spite of due care required by the to prove fault so that burden of
cIrCumstances" should be replaced the applicant for proving Is
by the concept "the failure to lightened).
comply was uninttentlonal" (refer
to Minutes No. 188).

(i) It was su"ested that this I (i) Agree.
Item be broadened to read "a
time limit for action before a
board of appeal. tribunal. or
other disputes body (refer to
Minutes No. 203).
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! Table 5

ProblePts and Suggestions with respect to the draft of the Patent Law Treaty (6) (Article 15)

1 Article or Rule

ArtIcle 15 Belated clalniins of Priority
~

(1) [Delayed Submlsslotllof Priority Claim]
~

(a) Where an application could have claimed the priority of on earlier
~

application but, ~en med, dld not contaIn such priority claim,
the applIcant shall bave the right to claim such priority In a

i,
separate declaratll'n submitted to the O8Ice withinthe time Umlt
prescribed In the Regulations.

(b) Any Conttactlng~arty may requIre that the delayed submlsslon of
priority claim und~r subplll'88f1lllh (0)be suldect to a declaration
by the applicant .¢atIns that such delay In submltt\ns the priority

claim was not Int~ntlonal.

(2) [Delayed Fi\ing of tile Subsequent Application]
i.

(a) Where an appUca¥0n ("the subsequent appUcatlon") which c\aIms
or could have claimed the priority of an earlIer application has a

IIl\ng date which ls later than, but within two months from, the

date on which thJ priority period elQlired,the OI8ce shall restore
the risht ofprio,.Ky, upon request mode In a communication to the
Oftice before th~ elQlIratlon of the said two-month period and
before any teclmical preparations for publication of the
subsequent applib.tton have been completed, ifthe request states
and the OI8ce tids that, In spIte of all due care required by the
circumstances, t:j.e subsequent application was not received by

the OI8ce wIthIn\the priority period. The request for restoration
shall statethe ~unds on which It Isbased, ond the OI8ce may
requIre that evid~ncebe furnished to the OI8ce.

Problem

No problem.
It was approved as the draft hI.

It was IIlII'lled that the concept "In spIte of due cue
required by the circumstances" should be replaced by
the concept "the failure to comply was unintentional"

(refer to MInutes No. 188).

It was sussested that the proIKlSed UmItatlonreaardIn8
"before any technical preparations for publication" was
unnecessary. The Intematlonlol Bureau elQllained that
a proposal for a slmDor provision would be submitted to
the PCT Assembly (refer to MInutes No. 217).

It was agreed that the International Bureau should
revlse this paragrapb In accordance withthe decision of
the PCT Assembly CJefer to MInutes No. 218).

Opinion or Suaestion

Agree.

Agree <because It Is suftlclent
to prove fault so that burden

of the appHcont for provIns Is
lIghtened).

We beHave that the proposed
Umltatlon regarding "before
any tecbnIcal preparations for
pubUcation" Is necessary.
Bec8US8 It Is necessary to
consider conveniences of
seorchIng by a tbIrd porty.
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International Trade Mark Laws & Trade Secrets

This paper has two separate and distinct facets. The first relates to trade
marks, brand names or the like and the other to some aspect of trade and business
secrets. You will appreciate that one of the most interesting things in intellectual
property matters is a trade mark, and essentially it touches the lives of nearly
everybody. Trade marks, trade names, brand names, a depiction of a device, a
brand, heading or label, a name, a significant word, letter, numeral or any such
.combination including packaging shapes as well as color, and a mixed
combination of colors are popularly known in the business as a trade mark. There
are different facets of trade marks such as a registered trade mark which is
essentially adapted to distinguish the goods registered in a Registry of Trade
Marks and others which are capable of distinguishing the goods generally in a
different section of the same Register. All countries maintain such a Trade Mark
Register.

Trade marks are generally symbols applied to the goods offered for sale in
the market place, and it identifies them with a particular business entity. It is
immaterial if the goods are imported or bought from other systems, repackaged
and sold as long as there is a business connection with the origin of this product.
There are other forms of trade marks besides goods that are sold, such as
certification trade marks which are intended to certify a particular quality of
product coming from a group of manufacturers selling the same product to a
particular standard. Then you have what is known as a defensive trade mark to
protect the trade mark irrespective of use. Trade marks sometimes can be in
different shapes, forms, and colors. The most famous shape is that of a Coca Cola
bottle which is of a fluted design. Packaging in any distinctive form is also
regarded as a form of trade mark. Then there is what is regarded as Service Trade
Marks, used for specialty services.

It would not be out of place to mention the foundation upon which the law
relating to trade mark and trade names was and is developing. The public gets
accustomed through trade mark and trade names so that they are used to a
particular standard of a particular product for the offer of a particular sale of
goods as typically the same condition to a particular merchandise. For example,
everyone knows of Ford Motor Company's car quality and the beverage coming
out of a Pepsi Cola bottle. These are universally known. It is well known in law

as being goods of another party, and no one is permitted to use any
sign, symbol, or device without making a direct reference to a trade mark and its
origin. This is a comprehensive understanding of the law with respect to
businesses that own trade mark or trade name designations.

One of the interesting features of a trade mark and its international appeal
is that it has an indefinite life unlike a patent or an industrial design which are ofa
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limited monopoly whereas an unregistered trade mark can continue forever and
registered trade marks can be renewed every seven or ten years depending on the
country.

Another very interesting aspect of trade marks is licensing of trade marks
or permitted use of trade marks to others. This use can either be registered or
unregistered, and its use is commonly referred to as a registered .user agreement.
There are statues in different countries governing registered user agreements, and
such permitted use requires several conditions specifically as to quality, and
required inspections so that no dilution of registered trade marks, trading areas,
etc., occurs. Moreover, the trade marks can be .licensed for different terms in
exchange of royaltieswhich are agreed to between the different parties. Licensing
of trade marks is very universal and is carried out virtually in all countries of the
world. Multinational corporations regularly license their trade marks through
their subsidiary or joint ventures associated on a regular basis in return for
continuing revenue.

In the international arena trade marks are gradually becoming
regionalized, and the first step has been the creation of one of the most interesting
trade mark activities by the creation of the European Community Trade Mark
(CTM). The objective of the CTM is to fulfill the recognized need for an
arrangement for Trade Marks whereby undertakings can, by means of one
procedural system, obtain a single Registration to which uniform protection is
given and which has effect throughout the entire area of the European Union now
comprising fifteen countries (Austria, Belgium, The Netherlands, Luxembourg,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden and the United Kingdom).

The Regulation governing the CTM has been long in the offing, On
October 29,1993, the EU Council of Ministers decided that the CTM's Office or
to give it its correct but cumbersome name, the Office for Harmonisation in the

. Internal Market (ORIM) would be located in Spain, and later the Spanish
authorities decided on establishment of this office in the city of Alicante in south
east Spain.

The CTM Regulation was adopted on December 20, 1993 and was
effective in Member States of the EU from April 14, 1994. The ORIM has
accepted CTM· Applications from January 1, 1996. All Applications filed

1996 and March 3 1996 will be deemed to have been filed
on the

The CTM Regulation does not replace national Trade Mark laws nor the
various national systems for the registration of Marks in the various EU countries.
It provides an alternative to national Trade Mark filings in the EU.
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Principal Features of the CTM
Unitary Character

Article 1(2) - "A Community Trade Mark shall have a unitary character. It
shall have equal effect throughout the Conununity; it shall not be registered,
transferred or surrendered or be the subject of a decision revoking the rights of the
proprietor or declaring it invalid, nor shall its use be prohibited, save in respect of
the whole Community". It is thus not possible to hold a CTM Registration
excluding one or more EU countries. It is all or nothing. A single prior
conflicting Trade mark on the national Register in one EU country can form the
basis for opposition against the entire CTM Application. If an opposition is
successful, an Applicant must abandon the Application or alternatively may
convert into a series ofnational Applications and enjoy the same date of filing and
priority or seniority ofthe CTM Application.

The CTM has one very interesting characteristic, and it has no restrictions
about who may apply. Article 5 of the CTM is as follows:

Article 5 - Unlike the limitations of the Madrid (International) Agreement
or Protocol, an Applicant may be a national of any State party to the Paris
Convention. Also included are nationals of all EU countries and those who are
domiciled or who have a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
within the EU or in a State party to the Paris Convention. There is also provision
allowing Application by nationals of countries exercising reciprocal agreements
withEU countries.

Registration can be in respect of goods and services and includes a very
broad definition and does include slogans, sounds, smells, and gestures. The
CTM has five official languages which are English, French, German, Spanish and
Italian. However, an Application for a CTM may be filed in anyone of the eleven
official EU languages, i.e., English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Dutch,
Danish, Greek, Portuguese, Finnish, and Swedish. Moreover, the Applicant must
indicate a second language which must be one of the five official languages of the
OHIM. This second language may then be used as a possible language of
opposition, revocation or invalidity proceedings.

all
exclusive or non-exclusive. The advantages of the CTM are:

1. A single Application with a single examination resulting in a single
Registration covering the fifteen countries of the EU namely Austria, Belgium,
The Netherlands, Luxembourg, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany Greece,
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Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. This involves a
substantial cost saving over national filings.

2. Easier administration. Only one renewal is required and recordals
of assignments, changes of name, licenses, etc., can all be done centrally before
theOillM.

3. In the case of national Registrations, it is necessary to use the
Trade Mark in each EU country to protect against a revocation action in that EU
country. A CTM Registration only requires use in one EU country.

4. In some instances, a CTM Registration may provide an option as to
the country in which to institute infringement proceedings.

That covers some parts of Europe as we move eastward to Japan. Japan
has acted very quickly to amend their 1994 trade mark law treaty and provide
amendments in 1996 to the trade mark act. There are certain specific changes
made to the trade mark act in order to implement the trade mark treaty. But other
measures are entering in to facilitate the removal of trade marks from the Register
so that there would be room for new marks to come into the system.

1. Changes Made to the Trade Mark Act in Order to Implement the
Trade Mark Law Treaty:

(a) Extension of Protection Under the Paris Convention to
contracting parties to the Trade Mark Law Treaty

2. Measures to Facilitate Removal of Unused Trade Marks from
Registry:

a) Improvement of Procedure for Trial hearing to Cancel
Registration ofUnused Trade Marks

b) Availability of Option to Pay Registration Fees in Two
Installments

c) Abolition ofAssociated Trade Marks System

of the most drastic

Mark Act of 1938.

has.been the abolition in the Associated

The 1996 amendment makes one serious or significant change and that is
in the acceleration of granting trade mark rights and also at the same time
providing for protection ofwell known trade marks.
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(v) A trade mark which is identical or similar to the supervision or
certification stamp or symbol of the government or a municipal body of
Japan or any of the countries of the Union of the Paris Convention, any
Member of the World Trade organization, or any Contracting party to the
Trade Mark law Treaty designated by the Minister of International Trade
and Industry and is to be used for goods or services identical or similar to
the goods or services for which such stamp or symbol is used; (Emphasis
added.)

5

Turning from Japan to the large land mass of the Peoples Republic of
to note that the of China has promulgated

As mentioned above one of the acute problems under the Trade Mark Act
is the accumulation of unused trade marks in the Registry. The Trade Mark Act
provides two measures to encourage the use of the registered trade marks and
thereby to remove unused trade marks from the Registry: (1) Article 40 provides
the procedure for a trial hearing to cancel the registration of a trade mark which is
not in use for more than three consecutive years; and (2) Article 19(2) disqualifies
for renewal registration a trade mark which is not in use for more than three years
before the filing of an application for renewal registration.

(ii) A trade mark which is identical or similar to the armorial bearing
or other State emblem of any of the countries of the Union of the Paris
Convention, any Member of the World Trade Organization, or any
Contracting party to the Trad Mark Law Treaty (other than the national
flag of any of the countries of the Union of the Paris Convention, any
Member of the World Trade Organization, or any Contracting Party to the
Trade Mark Law Treaty), and designated by the Minister of International
Trade and Industry;

The relevant provisions of the Trade Mark Act are items (ii) and (v) of
Article 4(1), which lists unregistrable trade marks on the ground of public interest
or for the purpose of protecting private interests or the consuming public. Items
(ii) and (v) after the amendment respectively provide as follows:

It would not be out of place to mention that the Japanese system of rights
from their government does provide for protection of famous and well-known
trade marks, and also for protection of Armorial Bearings and Other State
Emblems of Contracting parties to TLT.

trade marks. On August 14, 1996 the "Temporary Regulations on the
Identification and Administration of Well-known Trade Marks" were formally
promulgated by the Chinese State Administration for Industry and Commerce and
came into force on the same day.



These Chinese laws and regulations on the protection of well-known trade
marks have the following special features:

(l) The well-known trade marks shall be valid trade marks already
registered in China;

(2) After a well-known trade mark is identified, the Chinese Trade
Mark Office will publish the identification result and issue a certificate;

(3) An identified well-known trade mark shall be valid for three years;

(4) No matter if it is because of trade mark disputes (including
oppositions, disputes and cancellations) or of the needs of trade mark
infringement cases, the requests for identification of well-known trade marks must
be put forward separately with the Well-Known Trade Mark Identification
Commission under the Chinese Trade Mark Office.

(5) The protected scope of the well-known trade marks identified in
accordance with the Regulations can be expanded to the goods of different classes
and can also apply to the procedures of opposition, cancellation and infringement.

(6) Once a well-known trade mark has been identified, such act as
naming an enterprise with a name which imitates the well-known trade mark shall
be prohibited by law.

The Peoples Republic of China also has wide spread use of trade mark
licensing specifically an important mode by using regulated trade marks so as to
provide joint ventures and other international corporations to enter into extensive
use of trade marks. The Trade Mark Office of the State Administration for
Industry and Commerce of China suggests that a trade mark license should have
defined contents.

Now we come to China's neighbor known as Taiwan. On April 15, 1997
newly amended acts of the Patent and TradeMark Laws were passed bythe
Legislative Yuan. The most important change was to extend the application of
claiming right of priority to those applicants fromthe countries which reciprocally
grant priority to the R.O.C. applicants. Thus, national treatment will be claimed
and applied as soon as the R.O.C. becomes a member ofWTO.

cancellation based on non-use within the previous three years must be filed in
respect of all the similar goods designated for use with the registered mark.

This is somewhat different from non-use principles of most other major
industrial countries of the world and should be referred to where one is seeking
registration for a similar or identical mark in Taiwan.
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Briefly, within the British Commonwealth, essentially covering the United
Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, South Africa, and India, the countries
generally follow the British Trade Mark Act and Rules of 1938. However, in
view of the recent European Unified European Trade Mark, the British
government will be compelled to revise the Trade Mark Act of 1938 soon to meet
the European Unified standards. It is not certain, however, how the rest of the
British Commonwealth countries will adapt to these changes.

Singapore has just decided to update its trade mark laws and the following
are the changes proposed or suggested:

1. Priority Claim Based on Community Trade Mark ("CTM")
Application Possible

The Registrar of Trade Marks Singapore has confirmed that an
application in Singapore may claim priority based on a CTM application provided
the CTM applicant is from a state to which convention applications are extended
under the relevant provision in the Trade Marks Act. Currently all member
countries of the Paris Convention may claim priority. Therefore, where
applicable please provide particulars of the CTM application number, the
applicant's state, the date, month and the year of filing within 6 months from the
date of the CTM application.

2. Applications Based on Benelux
The Registrar has also confirmed that an application filed in

Singapore may claim priority based on a Benelux application. Therefore, such
application should also be filed in Singapore within 6 months from the date of
filing the Benelux application.

3. Changes to Trade Mark Act Expected
At a press conference held in late March 1997, the government

announced that in line with making changes to various legislations, top of the
agenda would be a new Trade Marks Act to replace the current one which has
been in force since 1938. It is expected that major changes will be put in place by
the end of next year. While no further information is available, the changes may
be in line with the laws now existing in the United Kingdom and/or Australia.

Nothing would be complete without a reference to Hong Kong. This
........................w ~gt!~r ~BIEnf·..ttli·,~sIh Crown which was annexed to the Peoples Republic of

,",un", on
patent system and registered design laws. However, it has been silent with respect
to trade marks, and it is expected that the trade mark laws of the Peoples Republic
of China will have to be the guiding line for the trading public.

Now we tum to what is happening in Indonesia. The Indonesian Trade
Mark Office is apparently denying the processing of trade mark applications
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because of a new requirement imposed suddenly. This requirement stipulates that
all trade mark renewal applications should be supported by a statement, from the
authority in charge of the relevant business sector, certifying that the marks are in
use.

Before we proceed to trade secrets, we should consider one other aspect of
trade mark law which is closely linked to what is popularly known as passing off.
No party or individual is allowed to pass off one classification of manufactured
goods ofa superior nature as his own goods. The law does not tolerate this sort of
passing off of famous names even if the trade mark or trade names are not
registered. Since trade marks have an indefinite life, one of the things which one
should always look out for when acquiring a company is whether the rights to the
trade marks or trade names or similar property rights are transferable to the new
owners because some have considerable good will and monetary value.

Since this paper also covers trade secrets, it has to no doubt incorporate
confidential information. This is a subject we all meet with every day, especialiy
with respect to ordinary products, such as food, beverage, medicine, and a host of
household products. Of course, the most popularly known trade secret is the
famous trade name beverage "Coca Cola". All over the world re-engineering or
re-inventing the trade secret formula has been generally attempted with little or no
success.

The most important thing to note is that a trade secret is and must be a
trade secret of a "specific and particular" product that is novel and of inventive
nature belonging to an individual or a corporation or party and not just general
secrets of the trade.

The principle purpose of trade secret law is to maintain utmost secrecy of
the product, or process being protected. It is essential to inform and regulate the
secrecy through strict notification and control over all employees who may have
access to this specific and particular information. Plant tours should be fully
regulated so as not to permit persons skilled in the particular secret product area to
duplicate manufacturing processes after even visual inspection. Adequate
protection must be implemented to effectively maintain a trade secret. It is
stressed that unprotected disclosure will soon nullify and terminate a trade secret.
Every attempt should be made to protect loss of secrecy when displaying,
circulating goods that embody a trade secret.

It goes any
specification available to the public will generally harm the effective protection of
a trade secret. Consequently, filing of patent applications have to be very
carefully detailed with the absolute minimum information disclosed on the trade
secret aspect of the "specific and particular" product that contains the trade secret.
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Trade secrets that utilize methods and technical know-how, specifically
machines that are used to make the product, are the most difficult ones to
safeguard and those that have been acquired from third parties. Such third parties
must enter into binding agreements to protect and safeguard any secret
information directly and indirectly that they have acquired in their vendor status.

Trade secrets cover numerous areas such as business, lists, pricing and
cost structures, names of international trading partners, and their fiscal and
marketing arrangements.

Licensed consultants and advisors who may be allowed to have access to
trade secrets must be carefully appraised and agreements entered into with
bondable financial liability clauses, specifically with respect to their relationship
with competing parties.

In any business transaction, whether domestic or international, there must
be contractual arrangements and clarifications with respect to trade secret
confidential status. All such international agreements must be protected by the
type and choice of law, if the contract is suddenly terminated and things go
wrong, leading to an uncertain protection of the trade secret. The need for
unreasonable restraint also can be a dangerous pitfall.

Most industrial countries have considerable protection laws for trade
secrets and confidential relationships. The venue for disputes and arbitrations
should be settled preferably at a court of law and using language suitable to the
'trade secret owner.

The areas where problems generally arise are between employers and
employees, including the definition ofan employee, or against outside consultants
and third party employees. Others involved are special purpose machine suppliers
and vendors with specific knowledge provided in the use of the trade secret, as
well as Directors of different companies who serve on several Boards of Directors
who may inadvertently give out information. Partners in joint ventures are one of
the worst problem areas in such confidential relationships. Tum-key projects are
indeed the worst places for trade secrets because when the turn-key project is
handed over to the new owner, there can be a real problem if there are no special
enforcement clauses for leakages and misuse of trade secrets.

Trade as and particular trading
matters
third parties may at times be very honest concurrent discoverers by their own
technical and research staff. Consequently, grant-back clauses with parties
entitled to confidential information is a way to protect and safeguard such
confidential information.
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Of course, no discussion on trade secrets and confidential information is
complete without a reference to industrial espionage. Such espionage can start
from within and extend rapidly to ex-employees along with lawyers who are
entrusted to write patent applications and those drafting licenses and joint-venture
agreements. Even accountants and financial advisors who are asked to evaluate
the financial terms of trade secrets and confidential information have their impact
on licenses, joint ventures, etc., and are to be carefully selected to prevent
espionage.

The important thing to consider is that both trade secrets and confidential
information can be marketed like any other form of property, particularly trade
secrets, in a licensed form or outright sale. The only likely situation when this
fails is when unpatented, novel products are not protected through normal
channels of intellectual property or in disclosures of patent applications that are
laid open to public inspection, and others reverse engineering to obtain the
missing data for their personal benefit. One will always find in most corporate
settings equipment and devices belonging to competitors which are stripped down
for analysis and investigations for technical information and infringement studies.

Before concluding on trade secrets, please note that on October II, 1996,
President Clinton signed into law the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 (the
"Act"), which for the first time made the misappropriation of trade secrets a
federal crime. This resulted in part from the famous Volkswagen vs. General
Motors (Jose Lopez case) on international trade secrets misappropriates.

At least three major driving forces behind the passage of the Act can be
identified. One is the growing recognition that the future of the American
economy lies in technology, and growing outrage over the extensive involvement
of foreign governments in industrial espionage. The new "Cold War" revolves
around the battle for technology. A second is the onslaught of numerous well
publicized and notorious cases of international trade secrets misappropriation,
including the Jose Lopez case, which was recently settled by General Motors but
which is still the subject of criminal prosecution in Germany. A third is the
burgeoning use of computers and the Internet to facilitate the theft and
transmission ofconfidential databases and technology.

In June 1996, legislation to reform the civil procedure in Japan was passed
by the Diet which provides for the Examination of Documents by judges in

Moreover, under Article 92 of this new law, provisions exist which

that any person can inspect all case records.

That is all for the present on trade secrets and confidential information
which is indeed a vast subject and concludes these two subjects.
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1. Introduction

Many of our colleagues have already published reports

concerning the new Japanese Code of civil Procedures, which is

to take effect from 1 January 1998. This is not only because

this constitutes the first major revision of the Code of Civil

Procedures in 70 years-since 1926-but also no doubt because

Japanese society was looking forward with great anticipation

towards this revision.

A major goal of the revision was to "make the Code of Civil

Procedures easier for citizens to use and to understand, and to

make the procedural rules concerning legal suits conform to the

demands of contemporary society." I.t is thought that the

amendments made to accomplish this goal, and the actual

implementation of these new laws, will make the Code of Civil

Procedures itself a more solid and readily usable part of the

daily lives of our citizens. This revision is also expected to

foster a judicial system that will have a positive impact on

citizen lives.

In this current revision of the Code, many provisions have

either been amended or newly added. An overall evaluation and

interpretation of these new items can be found in the above

mentioned reports of our colleagues. The present report will

focus on the revision of provisions regarding methods of

collecting evidence, a topic which surely has a major impact on

ourselves as business people.

In fact, provisions regarding evidence-collection methods

were among the items that were revised in a major way in the

current amendments. In cases which can be considered as typical

"modern"-type lawsuits, often only one of the .two parties

possesses the lion's share of the evidence. For example, in

product liability (PL) lawsuits such as those concerning

pollution or chemical-related damages, most of the evidence

plaintiff who claims to be the victim has little access to that

evidence, making it difficult for t~e plaintiff to clarify the

facts in the suit. Under such current laws, the disadvantages

of plaintiffs-commonly referred to as the "weaker partY"-cannot

be denied. Therefore, an !"ttempt has been made to create a
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legal environment where, in such suits, forced disclosure of

evidence is to be provided, in order for the facts to be

sufficiently clarified and adjudicated upon.

Although not directly related to this "strong party-weak

party" scenario, in company vs. company disputes such as patent

infringement suits, it is also often the case that one party

possesses most of the evidence needed to clarify the facts of

the case. Please note, hewever , that the provisions in the new

Code of civil Procedures will be applied regardless of the

nature of the case. Thus, business people like ourselves who

become involved with intellectual property law cannot overlook

this latest revision of the Code.

Under the current legal system, both plaintiff and defendant

alike are unable to make sufficient investigation of the

evidence possessed by the other party. As a result, since the

facts in a case are often unclear, the party without the

evidence frequently loses the case, or is forced to make a

settlement that includes disadvantageous conditions. It is not

rare either for such a party to hesitate bringing a case to

court for exactly this reason.

Thus not only Japanese citizens and corporations, but also

foreign citizens and corporations alike, share the same

frustrations. Especially foreigners and foreign corporations

probably experience the greatest dissatisfaction, since they

are faced with unaccustomed aspects due to the fact that the

system applied is not that of their own countries.

Therefore, in the following sections of the present report,

we will examine exactly how provisions regarding evidence

collection methods have been revised, how such revisions are

likely to be implemented, and how such revisions should be

implemented.

Conversely, the U.S. system of Discovery can be pointed to as

collecting evidence. In this system, other than specially

provided "confidential" information, all information relating

to a law suit possessed by both parties must be disclosed to

the opposing party. This is a system in which the facts of the

case are readily made clear, the points of the dispute are
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narrowed and specified, and public adjudication can be

performed in a concentrated fashion. Also, since the facts in a

case are thus clarified, it can be expected that many cases

will not be brought to trial, but will instead be settled among

the opposing parties themselves.

Yet although in theory, Discovery is a wonderful and highly

effective system in terms of clarification of the facts in

-dispute, etc., it is true that the system also contains many

problematic aspects. For example, suit-related expenses become

unconscionably high, and the system is unproductive in that it

eats up both the time and labor of many of the involved parties.

These and similar complaints have recently begun to be heard

not only by foreigners and foreign corporations, but also by

American and American corporations, too.

The present report contains a comparison of the latest

revisions regarding evidence-collection methods in the new

Japanese Code of civil Procedures with the actual state of

affairs in the U.S. Discovery system. Further, the problematic

aspects of both of these systems will be examined from the

perspective of business persons. Finally, it is hoped that this

report will offer some concrete advice regarding legal

amendments which should be made in the future by both countries,

as well as advice concerning how present or future revisions

should best be implemented.

2. Overview of Evidence Collection Methods in Revised Code of

Civil Procedures

In the pre-revised Japanese Code of Civil Procedures, there

were no statutes that made the submission of documents, etc.,

by concerned parties a specific prerequisite. And in practice

as well, such submission has not been considered a prerequisite.

Under the current Code, Article 312 provides the following

Current Civil Code Article 312:

The possessor of documents cannot refuse their submission in

the following cases:
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1. When the party itself possesses documents that are to be

quoted in the lawsuit;

2. When the party on which the burden of proof lies has

obtained the right to demand to the possessor the delivery of

such documents or the examination of such documents.

3. When the documents were created for the benefit of the party

on which the burden of proof lies, or when the documents were

created as a result of a legal relationship between the party

on which the burden of proof lies and the possessor of the

documents.

In other words, if the documents are not those provided in

Items 1-3 above, the possessor has no obligation to submit such

documents.

In the current revision of the Code, the same provisions have

been made law in Civil Code Article 220.

Civil Code Article 220

In the following cases, the possessor of documents cannot

refuse their submission:

1. When the party itself possesses documents that are quoted in

the lawsuit;

2. When the party on which the burden of proof lies has

obtained the right to demand to the possessor the delivery of

such documents or the examination of such documents.

3. When the documents were created for the benefit of the party

on which the burden of proof lies, or when the documents were

created as a result of a legal relationship between the party

on which the burden of proof lies and the possessor of the

documents.

4. In addition to the cases stated in the previous three items,

when the following cases are not applied to the documents (with

former public official in the course of his or her official

duties, or documents possessed by such persons) :

a. Concerning the possessors of documents or parties in a

relationship with the possessor of documents as stated in each
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item of Article 196, documents in which the particulars

provided in the same Article are contained.

b. Documents in which the particulars contained therein are

contents which are not excluded from the nondisclosure

obligation as found in the facts provided in Article 197,

Paragraph 1, Item 2, or in the particulars provided in Item 3

of the same paragraph.

c. Documents which exist for the exclusive usage of the

possessor thereof.

Thus, in the revised Code, each of the items in 1-3 are

identical to the respective items in Article 312 of the current

Code. Basically, therefore, it is appropriate to understand the

law as one In which the obligation to submit documents is

limited. However, .Ln the newly established Item 4, other than

each of the exceptions provided in a-c, all documents with the

exception of those listed in the first three Items-in other

words, basically all documents-are considered documents for

which an obligation to submit exists. Therefore, with the

latest revision, one can definitely state that the obligation

to submit documents has been imposed on the possessor of

documents. Still, careful attention must be paid to how the

scope of the exceptions listed in Items a-c is interpreted in

the actual implementation of the law.

Below is an overview of provisions in the revised Code

concerned evidence collection.

(1) Concerned-party inquiries (Civil Code 163, etc.)

One of the chief objectives of the revised Code is to provide

for quick and appropriate resolution of lawsuits. To accomplish

this, along with new and revised provisions concerning such

things as preparatory oral proceedings (Civil Code 164),

based preparatory proceedings (civil Code 175),

procedures regarding concerned-party inquiries have

added.

Such concerned-party inquiries can now be

"concerning particulars necessary for the preparation

6
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or the demonstration of proof," and "among parties concerned

with the law suit." Since such inquiries are performed without

the intervention of a court, this system is one that appears to

be similar to Interrogatory in the United States: however,

there are no provisions providing sanctions for failure to

respond. Also, such inquiries cannot be made of third parties.

Thus, in actuality, a major factor will be to what extent the

lawyers acting as the agents for the two concerned parties will

make such inquiries. Hitherto, the party which has facts that

it must'prove has gathered its own evidence, and performed all

of the procedures required for claims and the demonstration of

proof. Therefore, although designed to clarify the factual

relationships, it is thought that it will be difficult for

lawyers currently practicing to readily accept and practice

this new item. Also, it cannot be expected that a concerned

party will submit its own information to the opposing party

simply because the submitting party wants to see how the other

party will react, etc. In the final analysis, as one

preparatory procedure, such inquiries will have to wait until

actual submission orders are issued by a court as a result of

its own deliberation and judgment.

(2) Documentary evidence (Civil Code 220, etc.)

a) Scope of document-disclosure obligation

Provisions in the actual Article are as stated above. In

actual practice, however, the most meaningful interpretation

will be the so-called "self-usage documents" and "particulars

concerning technical or business-related secrets" (Civil Code

Article 197, Paragraph 1, Item 3).

For example how will such doc:.:.:nents as manufacturing

standards created for the ccnvenaence of a company itself, or

its own test or experiment notes, etc., be treated? How these

the new law will all have a major impact on how companies will

preserve and handle documents within tbeir own firms.

As for the interpretation of "self-'"sage documents," as well

as the definition of technical a"d trade secrets, the following



sections of the present report will examine such issues while

introducing some representative previous cases.

Also, the newly revised laws list as preparatory documents

drawings, photos, recording tape, video tape, and other means

of displaying information, and clearly provide that such shall

be handled in the same way as written documentation (Civil Code

231) .

b) Confidentiality privilege

In regards to the particular items concerning which Civil

Code Article 196 and Article 197 provide a right to refuse

testimony, there is also no obligation to submit documents

which contain such information. Here, items which correspond to

the attorney-client confidentiality privilege in the United

States are specified. This provision is also identical to that

found in the current Article 281.

c) Sanctions against obligation violations (Civil Code Article

224)

Under the current Code, even if a document-submission order

is issued, sanction-related provisions for non-submission are

generally weak, and only facts supposed to have been described

in such documents are assumed to be legal presumptions. However,

the newly revised Code goes one step further: in those cases

where it is difficult to prove with other evidence the claim

that was to be proved by the party which requested the document

submission, it is now permissible to consider such as a true

legal presumption. It goes without saying, however, that

implementation could go either way depending on how the

statement "cases where it is difficult to prove" is interpreted.

Considering the spirit of the new law-i. e., the fact that it

seeks to clarify at the appropriate time factual relationships-
, '" ,,"''', '" 'C""" "

large number of cases.

d) in camera (Civil Code Article 223, (3»

As described above, although the scope of the document

submission obligation has been expanded by Civil Code Article
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220, on the other hand, a newly added provision states that a

judge shall determine, in camera, whether or not documents

subject to a submission order fall under the exclusionary

provisions of Civil Code Article 220, Item 4. In the actual

words of this provision, this does not constitute a provision

for the non-public opening of evidence searches; rather, it

goes no farther than being a simple determination as to whether

or not documents fall under the exclusionary provisions. It has

been pointed out, however, that in civil cases-which are based

on the ·principle of trial in open court-in camera review of

documents could have a major impact on a judge's decisions.

Yet for parties requesting document submission, the fact that

it is left up to the judge to determine whether or not such

documents fall within the scope of the submission obligation is

indeed a great step forward.

(3) Questioning of witnesses (Civil Code 190, etc.)

Although there are many minor revisions, the major changes

from the current Code concern the scope of testimony regarding

public officials (Civil Code Article 191) and the questioning

of witnesses in remote regions. It will also now be possible to

use TV conferencing systems (Civil Code Article 204) as well as

facsimiles.

However, there is no change in the fact that these are not

evidence searches performed between the concerned parties

themselves, as in U.S. depositions, but rather examinations

performed on the basis of court intervention.

(4) Other methods (Civil Code 234: Preservation of evidence,

etc. )

There are no major changes, other than the new provision that

states that pleas to preserve evidence must be performed within

3. Definition of "Self-Usage Documents"

(1) "Self-usage documents" exempted from disclosure obligation

9
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current Code that concern the definition of "self-usage

documents." Through this review, we can determine the scope of

such documents that are considered to be exceptions to the

submission obligation.

As stated above, there have been no changes between the new

law and the old law in the language of the articles that

provide a limited documentvsubmd asLon obligation; Le., only

documents which are expressly limited fall under the submission

obligation. Under the revised Code, however, document

submission itself has been singled out as a subject for general

provisions (Civil Code Article 220, Item 4). Further, in order

to control a broadening of the interpretative scope of profit

relationship documents and legal-relationship documents, within

actual implementation of the current Code Article 312, Item 3

which corresponds to civil Code Article 220, Item 3-there is a

trend to gradually expand the scope of self-usage documents to

conform with actual practice, and to limit the scope of the

submission obligation for such documents.

Conversely, in the revised Code, the concept of self-usage

documents that has been permitted by actual practice is now

clearly specified in civil Code Article 220, Item 4 c.

Naturally, self-usage documents have been specified as

documents for which there is no submission obligation.

However, it should be carefully noted that some critics have

stated that the scope of self-usage documents in the revised

Code will be slightly different from the scope of such

documents that has emerged from actual practice under the

current Code. Still, since the revised Code is deemed to be an

extension of the current Code, the concept of self-usage

documents under the current Code will no doubt impact to a

certain degree how such documents will be interpreted in the

actual practice of the revised Code. Therefore, below follows

an attempt to outline the current scope by referring to some

actual previous cases.

cases

with Current Code ~~ticle 312, Item 3

anBelow

(2) Relationship



1) Internal-company circulating drafts (so-called "Ringi-sho")

o Sendai High Court Judgment 29 November 1956 (??Lower Civil

Collection, Vol. 7, No. 11, p. 3460)

When one party, as part of a claim that the party had

purchased and received land from possessor A, brought a lawsuit

requesting to the party with the burden of proof acknowledgment

of possession of land" and registration of the transfer of

ownership, the burden-of-proof· party disputed this claim. In

order to clarify the date of sale and the seller, the burden

of-proof party requested a document submission order for the

"internal-company circulating draft concerning the fee payment

sent from the Koriyama factory of the party to its head

office." In the original judgment, the Court denied this

request, upon which the burden-of-proof party made an immediate

appeal of its dissatisfaction. This case is the judgment

regarding this appeal.

The High Court stated that the internal-company circulating

draft for the opponent party's head office was documentation

that stopped at an internal relationship within the opponent

party, and that this was a document that was not created as a

result of a legal relationship between the burden-of-proof

party and the possessor of the document. Even if that document

was actually shown to fall within the position of the concerned

party, this could not be said to be a document that was quoted

in a lawsuit by the concerned party as stated in Civil Code

Article 312, Item 1. Therefore, this judgment regarding the

internal-company circulating draft stated that this was a self

usage document, and that there was no obligation to submit such

a document.

2) Survey report created by a nonlife insurance company

o Takarnatsu District Court Judgment 17 September 1986 (Hanrei

X initiated a law suit requesting payment of damages for

damages sustained in a rear-end collision from person A who

caused the alleged damages, and the insurance company Y with

which A had signed an automobile insurance contract.

11
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opponent, X requested a document-submission

medical certificate and for the detailed

medical treatment remuneration, etc., all

With Y as the

order for X' s

statement of

possessed by Y.

As the reason for this request, it was claimed that the

obligation for submission stemmed from the fact that A and Y

were in a contractual relationship for automobile insurance,

that X was in a position whereby X could. directly request from

Y payment of damages, and that the above-stated documents were

materiais which could provide fundamental support to the amount

of damages sustained by Y. Further, since such documents were

created as a result of the legal relationship between X and Y

in terms of the right to request payment of damages, these

documents were thus documents for which an obligation to submit

existed as defined in the last section of Item 3 in Article 312

of the Code of Civil Procedures.

The Court ruled that the documents defined in the last

section of Item 3 in Article 312 of the Code of civil

Procedures were originally intended to be documents that proved

a contractual relationship. However, even if there were no

contractual relationship, depending on the history of such

document creation and the document contents, etc., it was also

appropriate that an analogous application be made for such

documents that could prove a close legal standing with the

concerned party. Therefore, the Court ruled that these types of

documents were self-usage documents, and therefore documents

for which there was no submission obligation.

3) Loan-related internal-company circulating draft and attached

documentation of a financial institution

o Tokyo High Court Judgment 8 May 1986 (Hanrei Jihou No. 1199,

p. 75)

In order to secure a monetary loan

union (Y) of the chief debtor (A), X signed a settlement of

root mortgage contract with Y, and had such registered. The

surecy liable jointly and severally (X) filed a lawsuit in

which X claimed that since it had been deceived by an employee

(B) of Y into signing the above-mentioned contract so that B



receive a cash amount from Y, that this

liability on guarantee contract had been

X's lawsuit demanded, among other things,

the non-existence of a guaranteed debt, and

annul the registration of the root mortgage

could fraudulently

joint and several

thereby annulled.

that Y acknowledge

that it cancel and

rights.

During the proceedings of this lawsuit, X requested for the

below~stated claimed reasons a document-submission order be

made to Y for the following documents: the loan-related

internai-company circulating draft and attached documentation

(possessed by Yl, the ordinary deposit account book in the name

of the chief debtor (A) possessed by the financial institution

(Y), and the promissory note discount request document and the

ordinary deposit payment request document created by the chief

debtor (A). X claimed that all of these documents were

documents conforming to the last section or to the first

section of Civil Code Article 312, Item 3. Further, the

guarantor (X) stated that it could make the request for the

document submission order because it could utilize the demurrer

rights of the chief debtor (A).

Since the initial judgment (by the District Court) denied X's

request, X immediately filed an appeal.

The High Court stated that the ordinary deposit account book

in the name of the cnief debtor (A) possessed by the financial

institution (Y), and the promissory note discount request

document and the ordinary deposit payment request document

created by the chief debtor (Al, were not documents that

conformed to the last section or to the first section of civil

Code Article 312, Item 3, in light of the relationship with the

guarantor (X) . Further, the loan-related iriterrial~cClrnpany

circulating draft and attached documen::ation (possessed by Y)

were to be perceived as documents created and/or COllected in

request of the .chief debtor (Al. Therefore, such documents were

not documents that conformed to the last section of Civil Code

Article 312, Item 3. Therefore, since these were self-usage

documents, there was no related obligation of submission.

13



The Court ruled, however, that since the

were a record of an informal consultation

securities industry and the Ministry................" .

4) Product claim report

o Fukuoka District Court, Kurume Branch 13 July 1976 (Hanrei

Jihou No. 845, p. 101)

The purchaser (X) of an adhesive instigated a law suit

against the manufacturer and seller (Y) because of alleged

damages sustained from a defective product. with the purpose of

clarifying the facts of the case, X requested a document

'submission order for the "purchaser:"claim report" possessed by

Y.

The Court, however, ruled that this type of a claim report

was an internal document, and therefore could not be recognized

as a legal-relationship document. Further, it was possible to

prove the inforwation sought for in the claL~ report by other

means. This was thus a self-usage document, and there was no

related obligation of submission.

5) Meeting minutes

o TokYO High Court 28 May 1979 (Hanrei Jihou No. 936, p. 67)

This was a case in which X took the superintendent of a

revenue office to court, claiming that profits obtained from

the public sale of stocks and from the transfer of priced

stocks were not taxable. In this case, X requested a document

submission order for "Minutes of the ??Associated Exchanges

Joint Policy Committee Consultation Meeting" (a consultation

group comprised of representatives from the Ministry of Finance

and the securities industry) possessed by the Japan Securities

Industry Association, a corporation not involved in the lawsuit,

inasmuch as the facts claimed by X were thought to be recorded

in these minutes.

said meeting minutes

meeting between the

of Finance, they

a

document that was created exclusively for the purpose of self

usage. The Court could not find that this was a legal

relationship document, and therefore there was no obligation of

submission.

14



6) Documents concerning a nuclear power station

o Sendai District Court 12 March 1993 (Hanrei Jihou No. 1452, p.

3)

This was a case in which local citizens (X) requested of an

electrical power company (Y), which was to build a nuclear

power plant, suspension of operations. In this case, X

requested a document submission order for documents possessed

by Y, including accident reports for machinery, etc.,

operational procedures manuals, safety regulations, etc.

The Court ruled, however, that these were not documents

created in order to clarify particulars concerning the backing

up of, nor the instigation of, a lawsuit regarding the right of

the plaintiffs to request a suspension. Rather, these were

documents created for mutual information exchanges between

institutions, etc., involved in nuclear power generation, and

were thus self-usage documents. Therefore, there was no

obligation to submit such documents.

7) Wage ledgers

o Osaka District Court 31 May 1979

In this case, X claimed that, due to unfair discrimination by

Y, compared with persons of the same age as X and persons who

had worked approximately the same number of continuous years as

X, X had been treated in a discriminatory fashion in regards to

such things as wage increase amounts, etc. In order to prove

the existence and extent of such wage differences, as a means

of evidence preservation, X requested the submission of the

relevant wage ledgers. The District Court ordered Y to not only

submit the wage ledgers concerning X, but also the wage ledgers

of 62 of X's colleagues.

The wage ledgers of this case could be' said to be documents

created in the course of a legal :::-elationship between the

obligation to submit such documen~s.

8) Order slips of a securities company

o Fukuoka High Court 9 March 1995
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No. 1 Civil Affairs Division Judgment: Denial of Appeal: Court

of Origin: Fukuoka District Court 1994 ("mo") No. 2055 Decided:

27 September 1994

X had signed a credit transaction contract with Y. However, X

alleged that it had sustained damages due to the fact that an

employee of Y had violated the obligation to provide

explanation, had performed an act of illegal transaction

'solicitation, and had performed unannounced trading, etc.

The Court affirmed the relationship between order slips and

the claim that, in regards to a series of transaction acts, Y

had violated its obligation to provide good and careful

management. Further, although these order slips were not

records of a legal relationship per se between X and Y, at the

very least, these were documents that recorded particulars

which were closely related to such a legal relationship, and

thus they were in fact legal-relationship documents. Therefore,

the Court ruled that there was an obligation to submit such

documents.

9) Job diary

o Osaka High Court 21 February 1995 (Hanrei Jihou No. 1543, p.

132)

This was a case where X filed suit against a trading company

(Y) to force payment of damages stemming from a commodity

trading commission contract. X sought the submission of a work

diary kept by a salesperson of Y, and petitioned the Court for

a document-submission order. The District Court, however,

denied this request.

However, the High Court ruled that the said work diary of the

salesperson was a document that salespersons were obligated to

create by the Commission Work Guidelines and Standards of the

National Federation of Commodity Traders. Therefore, the diary

memoranda, etc., created by a salesperson solely for memory

enhancement purposes; therefore, there was an obligation to

submit such a document.
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Each of the above-described cases were examined by the

attorney Hideki Matsui in his analysis of the definition of

"self-usage documents" in NBL No. 605 (15 November 1996).

The documents examined in each of the above cases 1)-6) were

considered to be self-usage documents, and not profit

relationship or legal-relationship documents, and therefore

there was no obligation to submit such documents.

Conversely, the documents in 7)-9) were not found to be self

usage documents, and thus were documents for which a

submission-obligation existed.

In the next issue (NBL No. 606, 1 December 1996), the same

attorney Mr. Matsui presented his considerations concerning the

scope of self-usage documents in the revised Code Article 200,

Item 4 c. He argued that it was unclear whether claim reports

and other documents, found under current law to be exempt from

the submission obligation because they constituted self-usage

documents, would in fact be similarly considered as falling

under the exclusionary provisions in the revised Code. Further,

Mr. Matsui wrote that under the current law, "self-usage

documents" were defined as documents for which there were no

plans to disclose externally, but were instead created

exclusively for the purpose of usage within the group itself.

As shown in the above-described cases, even in regards to

documents which appear at first sight to be self-usage

documents, if such documents are considered to be necessary to

clarify the facts of a case. then these documents will not be

excluded from the submission obligation. Such documents

necessary for the clarification of facts may also be documents

that involve the nation itself, and therefore, such documents

will also fall under the submission obligation. As an example,

we introduce in 10) below the decision in a related previous

case.

10) Official documents (National)

o Tokyo High Court Judgmem: I

Collection, Vol. 26, Nos. 5-8, p.

In this case, the Court ruled

is the defendant, since it is in
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and to protect its citizens, even when it becomes a concerned

party in a civil suit, unlike ordinary concerned parties, it

should proceed in a progressive fashion to submit all materials

which will be of assistance in clarifying the facts of a case,

and should provide full cooperation in the discovery of the

truth. The nation could not even refuse to submit legal

relationship documents i so long as their submission would not

lead to especially grave damage to the public interest.

The present suit involved a request for damages from the

nation as a result of an airplane accident involving the Self

Defense Forces. The Court ruled that an accident investigation

report was the only document which could clarify the true facts

of the accident, and that since there was .no danger that the

disclosure of this document would damage the public interest,

that this report was in fact a legal-relationship document.

Therefore, it was decided that an accident investigation

report was a document for which there was an obligation of

submission.

4. Exceptions to the Obligation to Submit Documentary Evidence

for Technical and Trade Secrets

(1) "Documentary evidence concerning technical and trade

secrets" exempted from the submission obligation

Under the current law, this exceptional provision is one of

the items concerning which a refusal to testify is already

permitted in Article 281, Paragraph 1, Item 3. This is also

stated, without any textual changes, in the revised Code

Article 197, Paragraph 1, Item 3. Further, under current

practice, documentary evidence '!:"egarding technical and trade

secrets is exempted from the submission' obligation, and this

practice has been clearly stated in the text of the revised.•..... .......•...•........• .... : ...•.........
Code, r No.

under which the revised Code was made law, it is unclear at the

current stage whether or not documentary evidence of the same

scope as under the current law will actually be exempted from

the submission obligation in practice under the revised Code.
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To help in the study of this question, interpretations under

the current law are examined below for reference purposes.

(2) Technical and trade secrets under current law

1) Labor expense and sale expense amounts required for

production

o Osaka High Court Judgment 12 July 1973 (Hanrei Jihou No. 737,

p. 49)

This was a case involving witness questioning that had been

consigned to the Osaka District Court by the United States (X)

in a spirit of judicial cooperation. The District Court decided

to permit the refusal of testimony by the Witness (Y) for the

reason that such testimony involved secrets of Y's company. The

claims of X and Y in this case were as follows.

X stressed that even if the witness's testimony concerning

direct labor expenses and sales expenses were to be made known,

all that a third party would be able to estimate would be the

entire value of electrical tubes used for communications

reception, but not the unit price of each electrical tube. Y

argued that labor and sales expenses could naturally be

considered sales secrets, or, in other words, trade secrets.

The District Court decided to permit the latter interpretation,

whereupon X immediately appealed.

The High Court ruled that monetary amounts regarding direct

labor and sales expenses required for the production of

receiver electrical tubes, when added together with the already

known materials and general operating expenses rates, would

provide sufficient information for a considerably accurate

estimate of manufacturing and sales costs. Therefore, these

constituted company secrets that were worth protecting. By

permitting this refusal of testimony, the Court thus limited

provided in the revised Code Article 281 Paragraph 1 Item 3, to

those secrets which are worth protecting. Such "secrets worth

protecting" are thus interpreted as secrets that, if made known,

could result in grave and severe damage to the company.
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Therefore, it is necessary to avoid such a result, even if the

fairness of the judicial proceedings is thereby sacrificed.

2) Name of a person who withdrew a petition for desired

retirement due to the dissuasion of that person's company

o Tokyo District Court, Hachioji Branch Judgment 28 July 1976

(Hanrei Jihou No. 847, p. 76)

This case concerned a petition for provisional injunction for

provisional payment of wages and provisional acknowledgment of

title and position, in that the plaintiff claimed that a

dismissal by designation of one's company was invalid. In this

case, witness A of the debtor (user) side refused to testify in

response to the following inquiry, claiming that such a request

involved a "trade secret" as defined by the Code of Civil

Procedures Article 281, Paragraph 1, Item 3. The inquiry from

the legal representative of the creditor side: "Clarify the

names of those persons who, among those persons who expressed a

desire to retire as a result of a canvas for such persons that

was performed by the debtor side, were later persuaded to

withdraw their petition for retirement." This case was a

decision concerning whether or not such a refusal of testimony

could be permitted.

The Court ruled that a "trade secret" was one that, if made

public, would make it difficult for the practice of that trade

to be sustained. Such a "trade secret" also included

particulars concerning internal-company personnel management or

operational management that could not be omitted in the

sustained practice of that trade. The Court decided that there

was reason for A, who was involved with personnel for the

debtor, to refuse testimony, and to state that the

clarification of the above-described names of persuaded persons

involved a trade secret.
"""""""".',':::'

3) News sources of a newspaper reporter

o Sapporo High Court 31 August 1979 (Hanrei Jihou No. 937, p.

l6)

This was a suit instigated by a preschool teacher (X) against

a newspaper company which had published a report concerning the
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ill-treatment of children at the preschool. Witness (Y) of the

newspaper side refused to testify about the "names, addresses,

and work responsibilities of the persons involved" in the

reporting activities.

The District Court sanctioned this refusal. The High Court

also ruled that the news sources of a newspaper reporter could

be considered a trade secret in light of the need to secure the

freedom of the press, and that since there was no need to

submit such information to ensure the fairness of the judicial

proceedings, there was also no obligation of submission.

4) Nuclear power-generation related application and attached

documents

o Urawa District Court 27 January 1972 (Hanrei Times No. 272, p.

215)

This is a case where a group of neighboring citizens (X)

sought the removal of a nuclear reactor that had been built by

a company (Y). X sought a court order for document submission,

as it desired the submission of application forms and attached

documents that had been submitted to the Japanese Prime

Minister, on the grounds that such documentation was necessary

to foster a sense of safety.

Y refused the submission of such documentation on the grounds

that such constituted technical and trade secrets (current Code

Article 281, Paragraph 1, Item 3). However, the Court

determined that since the plaintiff X side possessed no other

materials, etc., to prove the facts of the case, and since the

company side had an obligation to ensure the safety of the

plaintiffs X, that such documents did not fall under the

exceptional provisions, and there was thus an obligation to

submit such documents.

o Osaka High Court 6 March 1978

In this case, in order to prove a causal relationship between

sustained damages and polluting-materials discharge data at a

thennal power p Lant; , group X requested a submission order for

the magnetic tape on which Y had recorded, for the purposes of
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investigating damages caused by sulfurous acid gas discharged

by the thermal power plant, environmental densities and the

per-hour output of the thermal power plant.

Y refused the submission order, claiming that if the magnetic

tape were to be Submitted, not only would this constitute a

grave obstacle to the performance of its daily work, but it

would also involve the public disclosure of data that was a

"trade secret.

The Court ruled, however, that the magnetic tape in this case

could be considered to conform to a document which had a

connection with a legal relationship, specifically the illegal

act of causing harm and damage as a result of air pollution.

Further, the mere fact that the submission of a document might

cause, merely in the abstract, an obstacle to the performance

of w~rk, or the fact that the document included a trade secret

or trade secrets, did not constitute sufficient reason for

refusing the submission of such a document. This was thus a

case where a balance with the public interest was taken under

consideration.

6) Loan ledger of a financial institution

o Tokyo High Court Judgment 7 June 1984 (Har.rei Jihou No. 1129,

p. 99)

In a financial transaction with a c=edit union (Y), A

established and registered a root mor~gage for property

possessed by A. Following the death of A, A's heir B sold that

property to X et al. Claiming that the sec~red creditor rights

for the said root mortgage had already been discharged, X et al.

instigated court proceedings against Y for, among other things,

the cancellation of the registration of the =oot mortgage.

In the course of the proceedings of this Case, X et. al [sic:

"An] petitioned that a document-submission order be presented
", e",""">' ""'e '

ledger created and possessed by Y as a res~lt of a transaction

between A and Y constituted a legal-rela~:'onship document. Y

claimed, however, that this loan ledger was nothing more than

an internal document for self-usage, ~~d that, from the

perspective of the unique business of a f:'nancial institution,
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there was an obligation to protect the secrecy of such a

document.

In the initial ruling (by a District Court), X's petition was

granted. Y, however, filed for immediate appeal.

The High Court ruled that the loan ledger of the person

related to this case created and possessed by a financial

institution conformed to the last section of Item 3 in Civil

Code Article 312 (legal-relationship document), and that this

document therefore was subject to a document-submission order.

7) Documents concerning nuclear power generation

o Sendai High Court Judgment 12 May 1993 (Hanrei Jihou No. 1460,

p. 38)

This case concerns the appellate judgment for the case

described above in the "Self-usage Documents" section, case 6).

The District Court had ruled that the documents in the case

were "self-usage documents," and that therefore there was no

obligation to submit such documents. However, the High Court

ruled that even if these were self-~sage documents, considering

the balance that must be preserved between the benefits

obtained by maintaining these types of technical and trade

secrets, and the achievement of justice within a court founded

upon the discovery of truth, such documents did not constitute

secrets that could tip this balance, and therefore an

obligation of submission existed.

8) Documents submitted to the Ministry of Health and Welfare

o Osaka District Court Judgment 29 J~e 1995

The plaintiff sued for Lnfr i.nqemerit; by the defendant of the

plaintiff's patented invention rights, which concerned a method

of measuring Kallikrein (a pharmaceutical), a method required

for the qualitY-standard authoritation of this pharmaceutical.

defendant concerning the config~ration of the measurement

method, item a. The defendant, Clowever, refused submission of

this evidence, claiming that ~~ was a trade secret.

Also, the Court requested the Mi~istry of Health and Welfare

to take charge of an inveE!tigatio:,. concerning the defendant's
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authorization method, but the Ministry did not respond, as this

was a "secret that could be known within the trade."

[The Court ruled that] since the plaintiff had the burden of

proof regarding the specification of the authorization method

of the defendant, there was no proof that the defendant was

using the invention of this case.

Each of the above-described cases 1) -7) were also listed by

the attorney Mr. Matsui in his study of the scope of technical

and trade secrets (NBL No. 609, 15 January 1997). According to

Mr. Matsui, there are almost no differences between the current

Code and the revised Code, and this scope will be determined

through balancing the benefits of secret preservation with the

need for fairness within a court. 8) refers to a pubic document,

in that it involves a demand for disclosure of documents

preserved at the Ministry of Health and Welfare. In the revised

Code, the fact that documents possessed by public officials are

exempted from the submission obligation is clearly stated

within Article 220, Item 4. This, however, appears to be a

provision that goes against the recent trend towards increased

public disclosure of documents and information possessed by

official (governmental) organizations. There are also portions

of the revised Code that are not clear concerning such things

as official documents and the testimony of public officials;

careful attention will have .to be paid to how such Lt.ems are

actually implemented.

(3) Hypothetical relationship with Civil Code Article 220,

Paragraph 4 c

The text of the revised Code clearly describes self-usage

documents that constitute documents exempt from the submission

obligation. Some critics are of the opinion, however, that the

actual practice of the current Code,

studies above and in earlier pages of

andPL,

evidence

in those cases ~nvolving pollution,

suits where one-sided possession of

scope

from. that approved under

as described in the case

this report.

For example,

other typical
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of

be

the

exists-Le., suits which were the main objective of the Code

revision-if all types of technical information possessed "by

companies are found to be self-usage documents as provided in

Civil Code Article 220, Paragraph 4 c , then there will have

been little meaning in revising the law.

Conversely, in patent-infringement suits-which can be

considered as inter-company disputes-if all types of technical

information similarly possessed by concerned parties are not

found to be self-usage documents, and submission is thereby

required, then there is a danger that trade secrets will be

completely unprotected within the courts.

The original goal of the establishment of this provision

excluding self-usage documents from the submission obligation

was to exempt from submission documents such as personal memos

or diaries, etc. Since that is the case, should technical

information possessed by companies be considered to fall under

the eXClusionary provision based on the right to refuse

testimony (Civil Code Article 197) that is provided within

civil Code Article 220, Paragraph 4 b? If that is true, then

one can find no difference between the current Code and the

revised Code.

On the other hand, as shown in each of the cases introduced

in the earlier pages of this report, the scope of "self-usage

documents" and "technical and trade secrets" has already been

determined within these types of cases. NO matter how precious

a secret may be to a company, if, for example, there is a

preponderance of one-sided information possession, or if the

particulars in the case involve human lives, then it is right

to consider it fair that such secrets not be exempted from the

obligation submission. Especially in the case where it is

thought to be difficult to prove the facts of the case without

that specific document, or when the document or secrets are

between companies, then of course, and in the same way, it is

fair to judge that such not be exempted from submission.

Therefore, one is forced to believe that the scope

documents excluded from the submission obligation will

swayed in a broad way on a ~ase-by-case basis, depending on
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5. Potential Problems of the New Code of Civil Procedures

One must only hope for

application of the laws

the spirit of the revised

judgment of the judge in each case.

repeated precedents and appropriate

within courts that are all based upon

Code.

Further, be it noted that according to a supplementary

provision established as a temporary measure, the new Code will

be applied to particulars that occurred prior to the

·promulgation of the new Code. Also, cases pending at the time

of promulgation will be judged under the revised Code, with the

exception of those cases which have already come into effect

under the regulations of the current Code.

(1) Which cases require a demand for evidence disclosure?

Cases involving one-sided evidence possession-the major

target of the Code revision-naturally are cases requiring a

demand for evidence disclosure, as the plaintiff in such cases

is by default the weaker party, such as an individual, etc.

Even in company vs. company disputes, there are naturally

cases where one side possesses the preponderance of evidence.

For example, in patent infringement suits concerning inventions

of· methods of producing goods, all of the information

concerning the manufacturing met:hods exist on the defendant's

side. Another item particUlarly difficult to prove by the

plaintiff is evidence of illegal actions taken for patent

acquisition (??falsely approved applications, etc.).

Further, important evidence such as materials necessary to

prove damage amounts exist chiefly on the infringing side.

Under current law, it has been possible to demand submission of

these types of documents from the opponent side (Patent Law

Article 105). Yet under the new Code, there has been a relaxing

to a extent current

specification of documents that mus t; be specified in a demand

for document submission. Under '::-.e new Code, if one specifies

to a certain extent the documents being requested, it will be

possible to successfully petition fora submission order.
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Even in the case of claims made regarding illegal actions by

the opponent side (for example, ??falsely approved applications,

applications based on falsehoods, etc.), since in general, most

of the evidence is possessed by this opponent, under current

laws it has been difficult to prove such claims. Under the new

Code, however, there is a possibility that such proof will now

become possible.

(2) Potential problems

As described above, hitherto there have been many limited

type provisions regarding evidence disclosure, and the way each

court will actually apply such limitations will have a major

impact on future conditions. If a situation occurs whereby in

between-company disputes, just as in pollution-related lawsuits,

etc., a company is unable to refuse the submission of documents

which can be considered trade secrets, although this may be

welcomed from the perspective of improved evidence collection,

company secrets will thus be unfairly disclosed to the opponent

party. In other words, companies should be prepared to be

forced to hand over to an opponent all information regarding

the facts of a suit.

On the other hand, if the scope of evidence disclosure is

limited to the same extent as under current law because these

are inter-company disputes, the Code revision will have been

completely meaningless. At any rate, actual practice based on

the deliberation of each judge will surely have a significant

import. If, however-as shown in the above-described cases

whether or not such documents, etc., are required to clarify

the facts of the case remains a major standard of judgment, it

is likely that civil disputes will be resolved at an early

stage. It is still not clear, however, whether under the

revised Code the submission obligation will be extended to

memos in the possession of individuals such as test researchers,

etc.

Further, under the revised Code, one

recourse in the case of evidence in the

parties. A system like the subpoena system
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is desirable. Certainly, even under the current Code, when

necessary, a court may issue orders such as a document

submission order or a summons for a person to appear to court

as a witness. Even this, however, cannot be considered to be

sufficiently effective, especially in light of the existing

punitive provisions.

In terms of protecting company secrets, it is true that a

. provision forbidding the perusal 'by parties other than the

concerned parties in a suit has actually been established

(Civil Code Article 92). However, this is a prohibition against

disclosure to a third party; even if the concerned party in the

suit happens to be a competitor, a company could still be

forced to disclose all of its information to that competitor.

Yet if one seeks to protect trade secrets themselves through a

civil suit, if such trade secrets are not specified, no

progress will be made in the suit, and further, since the

Japanese Constitution states that trials shall be conducted

publicly (Constitution, Article 82), practical and concrete

protective effects are surely not attainable. Instead, by

instigating a lawsuit, one can expect to see one's trade

secrets disclosed in a broad way to the public.

As opposed to an era when the benefits of publicly conducting

trials and the specific provision of such trials was extremely

important, in current lawsuits, consideration must be made to

balance the benefits of public trails with the importance of

protecting trade secrets within companies. However; an actual

amendment of the constitution would be a particularly complex

and thorny issue. In camera procedures are also currently

determined only by formal conditions related to the submission

obligation; the giving of court decisions, except in open court,

is not permitted. It will also surely be necessary to consider

a more flexible application of this provision. A system like

desirable.

Further, as a result of the newly revised Code, effective

ways of getting an opponent to surrender evidence such as

documentary evidence, et.c . , will become an important part of

the argument preparation pzocedure stage. In these cases, the
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role of legal representatives in Japan is expected to undergo

sweeping changes. Under the. current law, a legal system exists

whereby the creation of preparatory documents and similar

procedures are performed in consultation with the concerned

party. Although perhaps not to the same extent as in the United

States, under the revised Code, law offices must become more

systematically active, and even the work of collecting and

arranging documentary evidence, for example, is sure to involve

back-breaking amounts of labor. Please note that it will become

necessary to take this point under sufficient consideration

when selecting one's legal representative.

6. Comparison with U.S. Discovery-especially in regards to

scope of disclosure

(1) Interrogatory (Rule §33)

The spirit of the U.S. Interrogatory system differs

considerably from so-called "concerned-party inquires" under

the revised Japanese Code. For example, so long as they fall

within the limits permitted by the U.S. Discovery procedure,

the scope of the contents of questions is completely unlimited

(Rule §26(b)(1)). Everything is permitted, as long as such

questions are concerned in some way with the facts of the

lawsuit.

Conversely, concerned-party inquires in the revised Code are

limited to particulars necessary to prepare claims or proof.

Matters concerned merely with the facts of the case are not

permitted.

(2) Deposition (Rule §27, etc.)

Depositions are completely different from so-called "witness

questioning" under the revised Japanese Code. Depositions are

between the concerned parties themselves. Further, it is

possible to inquire of a witness any information, so long as

that information is concerned in some way with the suit.

Deposition is also a means of selecting, from among several

witnesses, the persons who will actually be called to-witness
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(4) Protective Order (Rule §26(c»

There is absolutely no system in Japan which conforms to

arepartiesconcernedofetc. ,

orders.

in court. And by videotaping Depositions, a legal

representative can select the portions which appear to best

support their position, and actually use such as evidence

within a public court by showing the tape to the judge or jury.

Therefore, this is truly one method of evidence collection, and

all of the testimony made in a Deposition will not be subjected

to an actual court ruling.

Conversely, under the Japanese Code of Civil Procedures, as

described above, after the evidence and the items have dispute

have been determined, only necessary witnesses testify through

the intervention of the judge. Further, all such testimony will

have an impact on the formation of the judge's decision.

(3) Document Production (Rule §34)

Document production corresponds to so-called "document'

submission" in Japan. In form, these two systems appear to be

highly similar; however, the scope of applicable disclosure is

completely different. In the United States, there is no concept

of "self-usage" documents. Personal diaries and notebooks,

telephone memos, desktop calendars, etc .~all of these fall

under the scope of the submission obligation. Even such things

as personal computer hard-disks and electronic mail servers are

treated in the same way.

Conversely, although the document-submission obligation in

Japan has certainly been expanded in scope, as described above,

personal memos, test notes, and the like still fall within a

gray, undetermined area. Further, many limiting particulars

continue to exist, and there is a danger that in some cases,

even necessary information will still not be disclosed.
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It is a commonly heard complaint that the scope of

application of Discovery in the United States is too broad. and

that even documents which are mostly unrelated to the facts of

a case are forced to be submitted. As a result, the system

requires huge amounts. of unnecessary labor, time, and expenses.

It is certainly difficult to say that all of these constitute

productive activities. Unless the scope of Discovery becomes

somewhat more limited. a state exists whereby a concerned party

with little capital is unable from the very beginning to win a

lawsuit:

The creation of document copies especially requires an

enormous amount of work. It is also common knowledge that in so

many cases. depositions are demanded even though the contents

of an opponent's documentary evidence obtained through Document

Production, as well as the actual details of the case, have

only been partially examined. This leads of course to the

questioning of witnesses who have practically no concern

whatsoever with the case. As a result. in actual practice.

Depositions go beyond the goal of simply being a means of

collecting evidence regarding the facts of a case; rather, they

are used in many cases with the goal of influencing the

formation of a decision within the judge. There are especially

so many battles over items which are really far removed from

the chief issues of the case: "Did che opponent cooperatively

submit all of the documents in the case?". or "Are there any

documents being hidden?". or "Were all of the documents

submitted. and did all of the witnesses testify. within the

demanded time period?" These and a host of similar questions

are continuously squabbled over.

Certainly U.S. PIPA members have a plethora of experiences

with U.S. suit-related procedures. Japanese companies.

therefore, have no other recourse then to follow the advice of

the way that suit-related procedures are handled in the United

States . We would rather like to request the advice of U. S.

members, by asking exactly how C.S. members handle such

procedures.
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8. Considerations

In civil suits in both Japan and the United States, the side

that raises an issue must either clarify or prove the related

facts of that issue. For example, it is true of both countries

that when a party believed to be infringing a patent claims the

invalidity of the patent rights, it is up to that party itself

to prove its claim. (However, in Japan, it is the Patent Office

that has the right to make the initial judgment concerning the

validity or invalidity of patent rights. Yet as this system

involves a completely separate issue from that of the present

report, it will not be further discussed herein.)

There is a great difference, however, between Japan and the

United States concerning the means of searching for and

uncovering the facts that are the prerequisites for such claims

or proof of suit-related facts.

The so-called "clean hands" principle in the United States is

truly a wonderful means of clarifying the facts of civil suits.

However, as stated above, in order to dirty the clean hands of

their opponents, the lawyers who are the legal representatives

of the concerned parties will sometimes raise problems

unrelated to those of the case. That such large amounts of time

and expenses are wasted in such bickering can be said to

undermine the idea that this system helps to clarify the facts.

It cannot be denied, too, that these issues completely

unrelated to the facts of the case sometimes have an influence

on the judgment of juries, and that in some cases, decisions

are made based on these judgments.

Yet on the other· hand, with the U.S. procedures, before a

case is even brought to trial, it is true that concerned

parties do exchange evidence between themselves in a fair

fashion ("clean hands"), and without the intervention of a

court. Since the discovery of facts . can be performed in this

way I

trial begins.

Still, within lawsuits under the current lawp of Japan, it is

a problem that there is a danger that sufficient evidence

cannot be collected, that the facts of a case will not be made

clear, and that parties wi~l be unable to receive a completely
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fair trial. Our wish is that the new procedures within the

Civil Code that will soon make its appearance in Japan will

foster a middle ground between the need to clarify the facts of

a case and the need for a fair trial. We also hope that these

new procedures will enable concerned parties in a suit to

quickly ascertain factual relationships, and to collect

evidence that will conclusively prove such relationships.

Finally, we hope that such will not require large amounts of

unnecessary time and expenses. It is our belief that such will

be possible only through the manner in which judges make their

deliberations under the new Code.

9. In Conclusion

Thus concludes our report. Aware, however, that we the
authors are a group of fallible scholars, we realize that our
report surely contains items which cannot be sufficiently
understood as stated, and also that our report may foster
misunderstandings, etc. We ask that our inadequacies be
pardoned, and that our feeble attempts may rather spur many of
our readers to present us with their own criticisms, ideas,
opinions, and enlightenment. If our report accomplishes this,
then we shall be truly pleased.
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This paper addresses some of the issues involved in controlling the
outside cost of legal services. The materials presented are not limited to just
intellectual property matters. I have divided the areas into 4 categories.

I. Engagement Letters
a) Report on Engagement Letters for Legal Services and a

Model Letter (New York State Bar Association)
b) Guidelines for Retention of Outside Counsel (Union Pacific)
c) "Client Friendly Retention Agreement" (from the web)
d) Sample Letter (General Dynamics)

II. Attorney's Fees
a) Definitions of Different Billing Methods (American Bar

Association, 1989)
b) "Attorney's Fees" (from the web)
c) Examples of Hourly Rates (from "Of Counsel" July 1997)

III. Cost Control
a) 101 Ways to Control Outside Legal Costs by Irving B. Leyinson
(Corporate Legal Times)
b) Memorandum to Outside Counsel Regarding Cost Containment
(Rockwell).
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THE CORPORATE COUNSEL SECTION
OF THE

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

May 7,1993

I a REPORT ON ENGAGEMENT LETTERS FOR
LEGAL SERVICES AND A MODEL LETTER

The Corporate Counsel Section of the New York State Bar Association

issues this report on the subject of engagement letters for legal services. The

Section includes in this report, and recommends use of, a model letter for

corporate engagements that can be tailored as appropriate for specific cases.

Engagement letters have traditionally been used by law fums and by

some corporations as a means of communicating the scope and terms of a law

fum's representation. Many large corporations have written policies and

procedures which govern their relationships with outside counsel. Rule

1.5(b) of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct states that"[w]hen

the lawyer has not regularly represented the client, the basis or rate of the

fee shall be communicated to the client, preferably in writing,beforeor

within a reasonable time after commencing the representation".

The Corporate Counsel Section believes that more corporations should

consider using engagement letters. Particularly given the magnitude and

cost ofcertain representations, a corporation's engagement letter provides

outside counsel with a better understanding of the client's expectations and

enables the corporation to exercise more controlover the engagement.

The Corporate Counsel Section believes that increased use of

engagement letters will foster better communications and more productive

also recognizes from experience that a corporation's relationship with its

outside counsel can become strained due to misunderstandings over the

manner in which outside counsel has handled a particular matter. Indeed,



different law firms and corporate counsel may 'have widely divergent views

as to the nature of an attorney/client relationship. Areas of potential

misunderstandings and conflicts include the scope of the engagement, the

allocation of work and responsibility between outside and in-house counsel,

hourly rates and total fees charged by a law firm, the number of hours which

should be devoted to the matter, the professional staffing of a matter, and. .

disbursements incurred in connection with the engagement.

.Misunderstandings concerning these and related subjects can be

reduced through improved communications. A written agreement reduces

the possibility of misunderstandings or disagreements with outside counsel.

The need is greater when a client engages outside counsel for the first time,

but it may also be necessary when familiar law firms are engaged to work on

different types of matters.

An engagement letter serves the function of setting forth the method of

determining fees and expenses, waiving or otherwise handling conflicts of

interest, and describing the scope and terms of services to be rendered.

Engagement letterscan also benefit the. corporation in other less obviou.s

ways. For example, because an engagement may last a number of years,

different in-house attorneys may be the lead liaison with outside counsel over

the course of a particular matter. Documenting the corporation's expectations

of its outside counsel will lead to fewer misunderstandings under such

circumstances. In addition, the process of creating an engagement letter and

discussing it with outside counsel tends to focus thought on the elements

involved in the proposed relationship and can therefore minimize any

disagreements, complications or ill feelings that might otherwise arise.

discuss with outside counsel the contents of the engagement letter in

advance. Not only will such discussion make the outside counsel more

comfortable about use of a written engagement letter. but it may also raise

questions which can be addressed in the letter. An important objective of the
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letter is to confirm the outside counsel's understanding of the scope and the

terms of the engagement. This process is especially important when a

corporation engages a law firm for the first time to act on its behalf.

There is no single correct type of engagement letter for all

corporations. The style and content of each corporation's letter will vary

depending on the particular needs and types oflegal work contemplated.

Nevertheless, there are certain basic aspects of any engagement that the

Corporate Counsel Section recommends be covered. They are:

1. The scope ofthe law firm's services -- i.e., the matters covered by

the engagement and the types of work that it is anticipated that the law firm

will provide;

2. the client's involvement in the engagement -- i.e., the role which the

corporation and/or corporate in-house counsel intend to have in the

particular law firm services and any exercise ofcontrol over law firm use of

personnel and incurring of expenses;

3. fees and disbursements .- i.e., the types offees which it is

anticipated will be charged by the law firm, as well as permissible

disbursements;

4. billing procedures n i.e., the frequency oflaw'firm billing, as well

as the information that itis expected will be provided on law firm bills;

5. termination rights for both the law firm and the corporation; and

6. dispute resolution mechanisms.

The Section notes that it is aware that some clients and law firms use

highly complex engagement letters which cover many aspects of the

attorney/client relationship in minute detail. The Section also recognizes

services (perhaps the most common differentiation of engagemen t letters is

between litigation and transactional services). In many cases, the client

requires the firm to estimate what its services will cost and to work within an

agreed-upon budget. Also, the client may wish to make clear that all



strategic decisions and filings must be approved by the client. Additional

complications addressed in some engagement letters are presented by such

modifications of traditional billing arrangements as flat fees, "value" billing,

and contingent-fee agreements.

The Section believes that complex, detailed, and specialized

engagement letters may be entirely appropriate in various circumstances.

Nevertheless, it is the Section's goal in this report to recommend a basic

engagement letter which is likely to be adequate for the majority of corporate

engagements and which is not so lengthy or complex as to discourage its

widespread use. The Section believes that the most useful model

engagement letter the Section can propose is not one which addresses every

conceivable issue and dispute which may arise in the attorney/client

relationship; instead, the Section has proposed a model letter which touches

on the more common potential problem areas. For the same reasons, the

Section has limited the scope of this report and has refrained from lengthy

annotations and footnotes for its model engagement letter.

In drafting its model engagement letter, the Section has sought to

strike a fair balance between the interests of corporate clients and of law

firms. The Section believes that a productive and cooperative relationship

between attorney and client is most likely to be engendered by a reasonable

and fair engagement letter.

Corporate lawyers who are considering using the model engagement

letter set forth in this report should carefully consider whether it would be

desirable for them to include additional provisions which more fully describe

the manner in which they wish the engagement to proceed. For example,

engagement letters the services to be provided by outside counsel and the

work to be done by in-house counsel. Indeed, some engagement letters,

especially those dealing with litigation or other projects involving extensive

factual investigation, contain mechanisms for allocating work between



outside counsel and the corporate client which address use of paralegals,

accountants, experts, consultants, clerical workers, and various others, as

well as how many law firm attorneys attend depositions, hearings, and trials.

The model engagement letter which the Corporate Counsel Section

recommends in this report does not address such issues because the Section

believes that there are many different acceptable ways of handling such

matters and that each corporation must determine which way is best for it.

In this connection, the same corporation may use different types of

engagement letters for different matters, depending on the services to be

rendered, the prior relationship with the particular outside counsel, the

complexity and magnitude of the work, and other factors.

The model engagement letter set forth in this report is generally

recommended for use by corporations throughout the United States, subject

to state law and ethical rules and local customs and practices. Although the

Section is not aware of any ethical rules violated in any state by the model

letter, it is important to check on such matters when using engagement

letters.

One area of the relationship between corporations and their outside

counsel which sometimes causes difficulties and disagreements is the

manner in which outside counsel charge their corporate clients for expenses.

Some law firms believe that it is appropriate to not only add charges to their

out-of-pocket costs to cover overhead directly attributable to those specific

costs, but also to use disbursements charges as additional profit centers.

In response, some corporations now refuse to reimburse their outside

counsel for certain types of expenses 01' impose a ceiling for such charges (for

outside counsel's actual costs. Although law firms may acquiesce in such

billing arrangements to obtain or maintain sources of business. some law

firms which incur losses in one area may be inclined to ultimately try to

make up the losses in other areas (such as higher hourly billing rates).



Nevertheless, some corporations may feel that they can impose strict limits

on the hourly billing rates they are willing to pay, particularly in the. current

highly competitive economic climate, and therefore that they are in a

position to insist that no overhead costs whatsoever may be passed on by the

law firm to the corporation.

There is no one solution to these issues which is appropriate and fair

for all situations. While law firms may seek to recover certain reasonable

overhead costs directly attributable to certain disbursements, the law firms

should not profit from disbursement charges to clients.

Perhaps the best way to insure this result is to provide in the

engagement letter that the law firm may recover reasonable costs at prices

which are competitive with other sources of the same products or services.

For example, if a law firm's cost for photocopy paper is ten cents per page and

the cost of the photocopy machine rental and the space for the copying room

is another five cents per page, it might be acceptable for the law firm to

charge the client fifteen cents per page for photocopies as long as commercial

photocopying services in the same city charge about fifteen cents per page. If

the prevailing rate for commercial photocopying is only ten cents per page,

the law firm's photocopying charges should not exceed ten cents per page.

The model engagement letter set forth in this report offers some

suggestions relating to disbursements which may be helpful for some

corporations. The inclusion in the letter of specified expenses is not

necessarily an endorsement of their appropriateness as separate, chargeable

items, but rather a recognition that they are often included in billings. The

important thing is that the corporation and its law firm communicate and

disbursements is minimized.

Another potential source of difficulty in the billing process is whether

the law firm must obtain prior approval from the corporation before incurring

certain expenses and charging them to the corporate client. Some
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corporations want to retain the right to approve many expenses in advance

while others are content to let their law firms exercise reasonable

professional judgment as to when prior approval is necessary. The Section's

model engagement letter contains optional provisions determining these

issues which a corporation may include if it thinks they are appropriate.

Finally, another issue which engagement letters may address is

increases by law firms in their hourly billing rates during the course of an

engagement, particularly questions of prior or adequate notice to the

corporation ofthe increase. Many professional engagements last for a

number of years and it may be unreasonable to expect a law firm to provide

services throughout the entire engagement without increasing its hourly

rates. On the other hand, corporations resent and sometimes reject

substantial increases which they did not bargain for at the time the

engagement commenced. The worst difficulties arise when the increase in

hourly billing rates is not only perceived to be excessive but also has not been

disclosed to the corporate client. Once again, the Section provides

suggestions as to how to deal with these issues in its model engagement

letter but each corporation must decide what ismost appropriate for it.

Thus, after studying the question of engagement letters, the Corporate

Counsel Section of the New York State Bar Association sets forth the

following model letter which is intended to be used, in whole or in part, by a

corporation as particular circumstances dictate:
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[Company Letterhead]

[Date]

[Name and Address of Law Firm]

Re: .

Dear _

.We are pleased that [name of law firm] has agreed to provide legal

services to [name of company] (the "Company") with respect-to [detailed

description of engagement]. The Law Department of the Company expects

outside law firms to provide high quality services in a cost efficient manner.

We wish to reach agreement with you in advance as to the conditions and

guidelines that will govern our relationship, consistent, of course, with the

m. rules of professional responsibility that apply to all attorneys.

First, to protect both ofus and to comply with professional obligations,

we have already discussed with you and have resolved any potential conflicts

ofinterest with present or former clients of your firm. We expect that you

will inform us of any additional potential conflicts which you may discover

prior to commencing work for the Company, ifpossible, so thatwe can

evaluate whether engaging your firm's services is appropriate. Moreover, we

assume that if, during the course of your firm's services to the Company, your

firm becomes aware of other potential conflicts of interest that may arise, we

The services which your firm will provide shall be in accordance with

the following terms and conditions:

A. Professional Fees. We understand that your fees will be based

upon the reasonable value of your services as determined in accordance with



the American Bar Association Model Code of Professional Responsibility and

the New York State Code of Professional Responsibility. Your firm's fees will

be based on the hourly billing rates charged by each attorney. We

understand that you [or another specified partner], as a partner in your firm,

will have primary responsibility for your firm's services. Your rate is

$ per hour. [Optional: We appreciate that you will also use (list

other attorneys) whose billing rates are $ .] We understand all

billing rates may be reasonably adjusted from time to time, but not more

frequently than annually. Notice of any such adjustments must be given to

us within a reasonable time. We further understand that during the course

of your engagement, it may be necessary or advisable to delegate various

portions of this matter to other firm attorneys. [Optional: If this is the case,

you will inform us in advance of the identity of the attorneys and of their

hourly billing rates.]

In an effort to reduce legal fees, we expect your firm to assign tasks as

among partners and associates in a manner commensurate with the level the

expertise required. Similarly, we expect your firm will utilize paralegal

personnel where appropriate. We understand that paralegal time will be

charged at billing rates ranging from $__ to $__ per hour, which also

may be reasonably adjusted from time to time. We also understand that it

may be necessary on occasion to utilize clerks from your firm's managing

attorney's office to serve or file court papers. The billing rates for such clerks

range from $__ to $__ per hour.

No fees shall be paid separately for secretarial or clerical services. Any

additional agreements regarding fees must be set forth in writing and signed

B. Costs and Expenses. We understand that in the course of your

representation, it maybe necessary for your firm to incur certain costs or

expenses. Our Company will reimburse your firm for certain costs or

expenses actually incurred and reasonably necessary for completing the



assigned matter, as long as your charges for costs and expenses are

competitive with other sources of the same products or services. More

particularly, our Company will reimburse your firm in accordance with the

following guidelines:

1. Computer-Related Expenses. We will reimburse you for

[optional: pre-authorized on-line] computerized research and research

services. [Optional: However, any charges over $ per month will

require our approval.] We also encourage your firm to utilize computer

services, such as coding of documents or computerized depositions, which will

enable your firm to more efficiently manage this matter. [Optional:

However, any such type of expense must first be approved by a Company

attorney.]

2. Travel. We will reimburse your firm for expenses in connection

with out-of-town travel. However, we will only reimburse for [specify] class

travel and, where necessary, for the reasonable cost of a rental car [Optional:

of a size appropriate to the number of persons using it]. All related travel

expenses; ;1&., lodging and meals, mustbereasonable under

circumstances.

We expect that your firm will advance all such travel expenses and

submit bills for reimbursement.

3. Court Costs. We will reimburse for expenses incurred, but will

not be responsible for sanctions or penalties imposed by a Court due to the

conduct of your firm.

4. Transcription. We will reimburse for expenses of an original

transcript at reasonable rates. [Optional: Expedited transcripts may not be

5. Photocopying. We will reimburse at a maximum of_ cents per

page for normal photocopying. [Optional: Expedited photocopying or

oversized document photocopying may be reimbursed at a higher rate only

with our prior approval.]
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6. Telephone. We will reimburse for long-distance telephone

service at actual expenses to your firm.

7. Postage/Courier. We will reimburse for postage at your firm's

actual costs and for expenses of overnight courier or by-hand couriers only

when such services are necessary or are requested by a Company attorney.

8. Miscellaneous Expenses. [Optional: We will not reimburse for

the cost of office equipment, books, periodicals or other office expenditures

unless approval was obtained from us.]

C. Billing. Bills should be submitted to the responsible Company

attorney. We expect to be billed [select time period - monthly, quarterly, etc.]

unless an alternative agreement has been approved by the Company. All

bills should include a summary statement of the kinds of services rendered

during the relevant period and be accompanied by a detailed statement in

computerized or equivalent form describing the services performed, the time

expended each day and for the entire period by each attorney or paralegal,

and the hourly rates charged therefor. Reimbursable expenses included on

each bill should also be broken down by category. We expect that your firm

will maintain back-up documentation for all expenses for our review as may

be necessary. In the event that your firm forwards invoices for certain

expenses to be paid directly by the Company, we expect such invoices to be

accompanied by any additional back-up documentation and a letter

explaining the purpose ofsuch expense. [Optional: Invoices for any

individual disbursement which exceeds $ either should be billed

directly to the Company or should be forwarded by you to it for payment].

[Optional: In addition, in order to allow us to properly monitor your

quarterly (or some other specified time period) budgets describing the

services that your firm anticipates will be performed during each upcoming

quarter. Such budgets should include a breakdown of the estimated number

of hours and fees for each attorney who will be working on this matter.]
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[Optional: We reserve the right to audit your firm's bills or to employ

an auditing or other firm to do so. Your firm will make available in

connection with any such audit any documents which may be reasonably

necessary to enable a meaningful audit to be performed.]

D. Involvement ofthe Company. We expect to be keptclosely

involved with the progress of your firm's services in this matter. Your firm

will keep us apprised of all material developments in this matter, and, in the

case of litigation or administrative proceedings, provide sufficient notice to us

to enable a responsible Company attorney to attend meetings, discovery

proceedings and conferences, hearings and other proceedings. A copy of all

correspondence in the course of your firm's services should be forwarded to

the responsible Company attorney. [Optional: Copies of all internal

memoranda and other attorney work-product should be forwarded as well.]

During the course of your engagement, [specify name orin-house

attorney] will have primary responsibility for working with you. That

attorney will also have authority to communicate to you whatever approvals

·...may be required for decisions affecting our interests,

There may be times when your firm will need to obtain information

from the Company; i.e., documents or information from past and/or current

employees. All requests for access to documents, employees, or other

information shall be made to the responsible Company attorney. At the

conclusion of this matter, all documents obtained from our files shall be

returned to the Company.

E. Termination. We have the right to terminate your firm's

engagement by written notice at any time. Your firm has the same right to

an

reasonable notice to permit it to obtain alternative representation or services

and subject to applicable ethical provisions. Your firm will be expected to

provide reasonable assistance in effecting a transfer of responsibilities to the

new firm.
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F. Disputes. The laws of the State of New York shall govern the

interpretation of this agreement, including all rules or codes of ethics which

apply to the provision of services. [Optional: All disputes between us arising

out of this engagement which cannot be settled shall be resolved through

binding arbitration in (location) in accordance with the rules for resolution of

commercial disputes, then in effect, of the American Arbitration Association,

and judgment upon the award may be entered in any Court having

jurisdiction thereof. It is further agreed that the arbitrators may, in their

sold discretion, award attorneys' fees to the prevailing party.]

Please review this agreement carefully, and if you have any questions

concerning the foregoing conditions, do not hesitate to contact me. If this

agreement is acceptable to you, please acknowledge that you have reviewed

it, understand it, and desire to represent the Company on the basis of the

terms ofthis letter by signing and delivering to me the enclosed copy. We

recommend that you keep a copy of this letter in your file.

We look forward to working with your law firm on this matter.

Sincerely yours,

[signature of corporate counsel]

THE ABOVE AGREEMENT IS

ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO

[Name of Law Firm]

[Name]

Date:





• Union Pacific
flllll' Resources

I bl

Introduction. One of the realities of today's oil and gas industry is intense competition. It is essential
to our success in this environment that we control our costs while maintaining a high level of
productivity. The need to maximize efficiency while minimizing costs extends to every area of our
business, including the Law Department and its outside counsel. VIevalue the excellent relationships we
have enjoyed with our outside counsel and believe that, by following these guidelines, we can achieve
cost effectiveness without sacrificing the excellence of the legal product that we have come to expect.

Engagement aDd Staffing. For each matter referred to your firm by UPRC, appropriate staffing should
be agreed upon in advance. We will expect a matter to be handled exclusively by the attorney to whom
it is referred unless additional staffing is approved by the managing UPRC attorney.. Hourly rates for
all personnel for whom we will be billed must also be approved in advance.

Unless special circumstances require, UPRC does not expect personnel changes and should not
be billed for attorneys or paralegals other than the individuals identified above without the prior approval
of the managing UPRC attorney. Invoices which include billings for attorneys or paralegals not
previously approved may be delayed in payment or subject to adjustment atUPRC's request.

Additionally, UPRC will not accept any increase in hourly rates charged during the pendency of
a matter unless the managing UPRC attorney agrees in advance to the requested rate increase We
understand all billing rates may be reasonably adjusted from time to time, but not more frequently than
annually. Written notice of any such adjustments must be given within a reasonable time prior to their
effectiveness. .

Staffing of assignments should be handled as efficiently as possible. UPRC will not pay for
multiple representation at meetings, depositions and court appearances unless it has been approved in
advance by the managing UPRC attorney. Similarly, UPRC does not expect to be billed for intra-office
conferencing or work by more than one attorney on the same matter without prior approval.

Retention of experts, consultants or other advisors shall require the prior approval of the
managing UPRC attorney.

Budgrring and Planning UPRC asks you to use innovative methods to provide high quality legal services
in a cost efficient manner. We believe that strategic planning is integral to that process and that the
hallmark of any plan is a budget. In this connection, please adhere to the following:

I. While we do not ask for a budget on every matter, we require that a budget be prepared
at any time that you reasonably anticipate that we will spend in excess of $50,000 in legal

......feesand ..expenses.in..any.12..month.periodwith..respect.to..a.siagle.case ..or..project .In.this., . ~ .
regard, you should not wait for a request for a budget from the UPRC attorney
responsible for a matter. The budget should be initiated at any time that you anticipate
the above threshold being reached.

2. The budget, at a minimum, should:

a. Set forth major assumptions.
b. Identify specific phases of the litigation or project.

Union Pecrtrc Resources Company
PO Box 7
Fan worm. Texas 76101·0007
817/877·6000
TWX 910 893 502~
.... , ... O:::l .....



c. Estimate the costs associated with each phase.
d. Be structured so that actual costs can be readily compared to bad&--=d =.

3. Once a budget has been prepared for a matter. we require that it be~ every six
months or at any time that a significant change in the budget is anticip:eC..

4. The budget does not constitute a finn fixed fee and a variance thel efrom ..r.n ax, in and
of itself. result in the withholding of fees. However, we believe lha a lIudget is an
important tool in planning effective and cost effective legal represol';' « 'Iberefure.
we may request you to voluntarily adjust your fees in certain instances. 5D::t Z5 when the
above procedures are not followed or when a budget fails to anticipalJ: a "f"c III' iar and
foreseeable event.

5. In addition to the foregoing, no single activity (eg. deposition. rese=:Z j!Lu;e.:t. etc.)
that is expected to cost $5,000 or more should be commenced in anyID3E2:' .idIuut prior
approval.

Fees and Expenses. Unless otherwise agreed upon in writing, UPRC will be c:lur:;=:! ix services
rendered on its behalf on an hourly basis appropriate to the partners or associates~n. 'Wi'IDe service
and consistent with the rates we have agreed upon for such personnel. which we expect a: be the rates
generally charged by your finn to other clients. However, UPRC is open to expiI:riIg other fee
arrangements (eg. flat fee, discounts for volume, incentives for early settlement at low c:clt. axttingent
fees) in appropriate circumstances. Any proposal you may have will be carefully~

All traVel time between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. shall be bi1Wlle 3t die iI1IlJcm:\y rate.
All traVel time after 6:00 p.m. shall only be billable at half the hourly rate. (The fOle:gtliwa -vnnes. of
course, that the attorney is not working on non-UPRC related matters while tr:!Vding..) CPRC will
reimbmseoUtside counsel for reasonable expenses, including hotel; meal and rdatede:q: -=.:oad1plan
travel; and charges for commercial transportation or rental cars. Fast c:bss mil t· I H' air
ttallSpOitation, luxmy hotel accornnyxlaMllS andsimibr expeoses are DOtapp:op-'

UPRC has established corporate rates with preferred hotels in many cities. Please c:!Id "'0 UPRC
personnel, or directly with the hotel. to see if a corporate rate is available. When ao-...:mc to Fort
Worth, please make reservations with the Worthington, which offers UPRC a corporae~

UPRC will also reimburse funds disbursed by the finn on UPRC's behalf fur DC' os'.' fiiIIcs. fees.
boods, etc. In addition. UPRC will reimburse the finn fur the usual and ordinary ."'hi k " ..illS or
expenses necessary to perform the services reodered, such as mail or special deliveries., CXJY.i iaco. priDting,
telephone calls, etc. when such charges are detailed on each billing. UPRC does IIIX " - 'lor lISd' fees
for computerized legal research or word processing as properly billable ch.arges. E:::<*:.'cc "'eltime
charges should be approved in advance by UPRC; otherwise, they too shall be considaee :ax bi1Wlle

Billing. Invoices for services rendered should be submitted to the UPRC attorney I d{' *1 1II.e for the
matter. An invoice should contain sufficient detail to identify by attorney (or pmlq:Jl.-. Qe work:
performed on a matter on a daily basis during the period covered by the invoice. ~ 1iD..-,zj,:j be one
invoice per matter fur each month. lDyoices should be SIIbmjttrrl within thjrty !1m , ••;g !he m1
of rarb month in which the services m rmdered, It is not necessary to attach ther~ i:r erpeases
to the invoice. However, it is required to itemize all expenses. To minimize any <!dz:" it paymem.
invoices should contain all of the Information shown on the example attached to these rriK'la"'I.



FIRM NAME
Address

City. State Zip
Telephone Number
Telecopier Number

Attorney Fees:

RE: [Matter Name or Style of Litigation]

Attorney Description Hours

[Date]
[Invoice Nwnber]

Union Pacific Resources Company
Attn: [{]pRe Attorney]
P. O. Box 7·
Fort Worth, Texas 76101

Date

4/5/93 ABC Telephone conference with LLP .50 75.00

TOTAL FEES and EXPENSES

XYZ Revise Motion to Amend Exhibit .75
list and conference with DJG
regarding same.

75.00

150.00

178.00
45.ro
32.20
5.50

261.00

411.60

1.25Total Attorney Fees

Airline Ticket - Corpus Christi
Meals - Corpus Christi
Reproduction
Postage

4/6/93

Expenses:

4/4/93
4/4/93
4nJ93
4/8/93

UPRC Sample Invoice • Page 1



I
c)

Client Friendly Retention Agreement
Home Page

I suggest that clients never sign the standard retention or billing agreements offered by many law
firms. Too often these are lop-sided in favor of the firm. This is hard to reconcile with the lawyer's
fiduciary and professional duties to the client. which may therefore come back to haunt the firm if a
dispute later arises. (One way for the firm to minimize ethical and legal restrictions on dealing with clients
is to insist that their agreement be signed before they are retained-sany changes after that would be
scrutinized more closely by courts and bar authorities.) This phenomenon is part ofa larger pattern in
which many lawyers effectively segregate their relationship with the client as customer (the business
aspect) from their relationship with the client as client (the professional aspect).

As a fee arbitrator as well as a consultant to clients. I have seen, for example. terms attempting to
waive in advance future conflicts of interest, terms specifying that the firm may add any staff it wants (at
whatever rates it wants), no limitations or details regarding hourly rates and expenses (including law firm
expenses that may truly be overhead), terms limiting the client's ability to contest a bill to a very short
period of time, and advance agreements to allow the firm to withdraw with no advance notice, even in the
midst of trial. Some of these terms. rather than giving the firm more comfort, could actually be unethical
per se or as enforced. It seems that the firms, however, make these agreements even more aggressive
each time they have a major write- offor problem with some other client.

Because some ethical protections can be waived by the client, especially if the waiver is obtained in
writing, at the threshold of the representation. some firms seem to be overreachingat the very moment
when the client is typically most vulnerable. At the threshold. clients are vulnerable because they are
focussed not on the business relationship with the lawyer and whatever problems they may have down the
road. but on the problem that sent them to the attorney in the first place. Often the lop-sided retention
agreement gets the relationship off to a bad start. Even if the client signs the agreement without voicing
any objection and the firm never has to enforce it. it sends the client the signal that this is just another
relationship in which he or she may be taken advantage of--the client's ability to trust the lawyer is the
immediate victim.

Our standard agreement is thus designed to create a more level relationship. one in which neither
side is securing waivers or imposing terms that would seem unfair. Yet. because the attorney is the
professional. subject to ethical duties. and bound to have the best ability to controlfees and know what is
going on day-to-day as the matter progresses. the arrangement is designed to give the client the upper
hand in the event of a billing dispute. Subject to ethical restrictions. the attorney's option is to withdraw

the there is no written substitute for
attorneys screening their cnents ta
diligence" on the matter itself and in deciding at the first sign of trouble (not the day before trial) that it is
time to withdraw

The agreement can be modified, e.g.. to provide for tixed or contingent fees This agreement is
merely a sample-you should seek appropriate legal advice to insure that this agreement meets all your
needs. in whatever jurisdiction you may be.

0(1 12 \J1 Il)·on l:::
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We welcome your comments and suggestions on this draft. Our number is 703/684-6996.

Legal Services Agreement (Hourly-Litigation)

______...,,-_-,-__....,. ("Client") and ("Attorney") hereby enter into this
agreement regarding the retention of Attorney by Client to provide legal advice and services:

A. Client: The client is . To the extent ethically permissible. its officers. directors.
employees. and agents should also be treated as clients. unless Client advises Attorney otherwise. In the
event that Attorney cannot ethically represent individuals in addition to Client. Attorney shall advise
Client of that fact immediately.

B. Attorney: The Attorney is • who is licensed to practice law in all jurisdictions
relevant to this matter. If Attorney practices with others who may also provide services to Client, he or
she understands that Client expects that Attorney will be responsible for managing the representation,
assuring compliance of others with the terms of this agreement and ethical requirements. preparing and
substantiating all bills. and communicating with Client.

C. Matter: Attorney has been retained by Client in connection with: ----:--...,,-7";"---:---:-:
[description of matter]. Attorney represents that he or she is competent and available to handle that
matter. In the event that additional matters are assigned by Client to Attorney. this agreement shall apply
to those matters as well.

I. Review of ethical obligations before initiating representation: Attorney has conducted a thorough
investigation and determined that neither Attorney nor his or her firm has any ethical impediment,
real or potential, to representing Client. (For conflict of interest purposes. "Client" shall include all
existing and future affiliates of Client. To effectuate this provision, Attorney should keep apprised
of all changes in Client's corporate family.) To the extent that any ethical impediment, real or
potential, ever arises, Attorney shall immediately inform Client of the impediment (regardless of
whether Attorney believes he or she has taken all steps necessary to avoid the impediment and
regardless of whether Attorney believes that the impediment is insubstantial or questionable), make
full disclosure of the situation to Client, obtain Client's consent to continue the later representation,
and take all steps requested by Client to avoid or mitigate the impediment. In particular, for
example, Attorney has informed Client of all past contact between Attorney and Client's
competitors. opposing counsel, potential opposing parties. and any relevant court or tribunal.
regardless of whether that contact might be considered a conflict of interest. Attorney understands
that, if a direct or indirect conflict of interest arises, e.g., under Model Rule of Professional
Conduct 17(a) or (b), Client may. in its discretion, obtain reimbursement from Attorney for all fees
and expenses paid to Attorney in this matter, cancellation of all amounts allegedly owed by Client

.... ~i;~~:~1~~.~~.~~;;~:~~:i~rse,!~.e~Lf()Ec()n~eq:~e,I~ti,lle·~E:n:':s.. incurred by Client. including the cost
of

2. Limitations to scope of representation: [Include any limitations on scope of the representation, e.g ..
local counsel only. co-counsel. portion of case being handled in-house.]

3. Term of representation: This representation is effective [Insert date--need not be date
agreement is signed. ] The representation shall continue until terminated by either party in
accordance with ethical requirements

4. Client expectations and goals: [In some instances you may wish to specify the purpose or goal of

.. ".'
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4. Client expectations and goals: [In some instances you may wish to specify the purpose or goal of
the matter, e.g., to draft a particular agreement, secure a license, or whatever. This is a good way
to spell out from the start such things, for example, as the client's desire to resolve a matter quickly
by settlement, if reasonable, rather than litigating it at all costs or, conversely, to emphasize how
important the principle behind a case may be.]

"D Attorney Fee (Hourly): Attorney will be paid for his or her services based on the number of hours
expended on behalf of Client (rounded to the nearest tenth hour for each time entry), not to include time
billable to or compensated by other clients, multiplied by the Attorney's hourly rate of $ . Details
regarding bills, documentation, and time-keeping are provided below and are a condition precedent to
payment by the Client.

O' (Note: Alternative fees, such as fixed fees, contingent fees, and so on may be substituted where
appropriate. Those arrangements generally reduce the administrative burden and some
requirements below, e.g., with respect to bills, would become irrelevant.]

1. Non-billable time: Attorney will bill client only for time reasonably and necessarily incurred to
render professional services on client's behalf in accordance with this Agreement. Time attributable
to billing questions is not billable, for example. Time expended by time-keepers who have not been
approved by Client is also not billable.

2. Changes to hourly rates: Attorney will charge no more than the hourly rate quoted above
throughout the duration of the matter, unless otherwise agreed in a writing signed by Client.

3. Discounts to other clients: The rates Attorney will charge Client represent the lowest rates charged
for the same persons to other clients. In the event that lower rates or discounts are provided to
other clients, Attorney will also provide them on the same basis to Client. [This is a so-called most
favored nations clause, providing that a client should be given the "best rates" especially where the
firm provides discounts to other clients. This may be reserved for only a few clients, but the firm
should then be careful not to misrepresent to other clients that they are receiving its only or best
rates.]

4. Additional time-keepers:.Additional billing staff may not be added to the matter without advance
approval.from Client. In the event that additional time-keepers are added to the staff. with Client
approval, then their hourly rates shall be provided to Client in advance, and their rates and billing
practices shall comply with the requirements of this Agreement.

5. Existing work product: To the extent the Attorney makes use of existing work product, e.g., in the
form of research previously performed for another client, then Attorney may bill only that time
expended in using that work product for Client. In other words, no premium, markup, or other
adjustment may be made to bill Client for time spent on work already performed.

6. Travel: Travelrestrictions, including restrictions on billing time during travel. are discussed below

E. Billing of Fees and Expenses: Attorney shall comply with the following requirements as to billing fees
and expenses as a condition precedent to Client's obligation to pay each bill

I. Monthly bills: Unless otherwise agreed in a writing signed by the Client, bills shall be issued
." ........•......... "'"":::.'" "J Attorney within 15 after the dose of each month Attorney understands that Client

prompt part 14' · '..
2. Bill format: Attorney shall provide detailed. itemized bills which shall. at a minimum:

clearly identify each person performing services (i.e., time-keepers) in conjunction with each
entry,
record the time expended by each time-keeper separately,
state the amount of time expended bv each time-keeper daily (and, within each day, broken
down by task where more than one project or task was worked upon within the same day),
describe within each itemized daily task entry. in sufficient detail to readily allow the Client

Ofl, 12:97 10-nn
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u describe within each itemized daily task entry. in sufficient detail to readily allow the Client
to determine the necessity for and reasonableness of the time expended. the services
performed. the project or task each service relates to. the subject and purpose of each
service. and the names of others who were present or communicated with in the course of
performing the service.

D in a summary at the beginning or end of the bill. provide the current hourly rate for each
time-keeper. the total time billed by each time- keeper in that bill. the product of the total
time and hourly rate for each time-keeper. the total fees charged, and a reconciliation
between the amount charged and any applicable estimated or budgeted amount. by task.

o [This should cause the firm to generate so-called task-based bills. For more information, and
a list of standard codes, consult the ABA's recent Uniform Task-Based Management System,
available by calling 312/988-5522.]

3. Expenses: Client will pay the actual, reasonable cost of the following expense items if incurred in
accordance with the guidelines below and promptly itemized in Attorney's monthly bill:

o Reimbursable expenses: Actual cost for necessary long distance telephone calls, telecopying
L¢/outgoing page), overnight or expedited delivery, couriers, photocopying L¢/page),
postage, court fees, and other expenses approved in advance by Client or as listed below:

• Expedited or emergency services: Attorney is expected to avoid using expedited or
emergency services, such as express delivery services, couriers, telecopying, overtime,
and so on, unless necessary because of unexpected developments or extremely short
deadlines. Client may refuse to pay for any such expenses when incurred routinely or
because of Attorney's failure to manage the matter efficiently.

• Computerized research: Attorney is expected to use computerized research services
cost-effectively to reduce time spent on research, for example, while closely
monitoring computerized research to insure that the charges are reasonable and
necessary. Attorney is expected to pass through to Client any discounts or other
arrangements that reduce the cost of computerized services.

• Photocopying: Attorney is encouraged to use outside copying services to reduce the
cost of copying, provided that these expenses are incurred and billed in accordance
with this Agreement. Attorney is responsible for insuring that all copying complies
with copyright obligations.

• Transcripts: Transcripts should not be ordered without prior approval from Client.
Transcripts should not be ordered on an expedited basis unless necessary and
approved in advance by Client. Attorney should obtain computerized copies of
transcripts when available at a reasonable cost to avoid charging for time spent
digesting or indexing transcripts.

• Travel: Travel expenses within the firm's local or metropolitan area will not be
reimbursed if the time spent in transit is billed. Travel outside the metropolitan area
may only be reimbursed if the travel was approved in advance by Client. Time spent in
transit. locally or otherwise. may be billed only if(a) Attorney is unable to avoid
travelling by using other forms of communication and (b) Attorney is unable to bill
time in transit to other clients. Travel bv more than one person at the same time to the
same destination is not allowed withoui prior approval from Client. Reimbursable

of the least
expensive practicable means (e.g .. coach class to
destinations). the cost of reasonable hotel accommodations. and the cost of
transportation while out of town (e.g.. by cab or rental car. whichever seems
reasonable, at the lowest available rate).

Non-reimbursable expenses: The following expenses will in no event be reimbursable, unless
specitically agreed to in advance in a writing signed by Client:

• Meals, overtime. word processing or computer charges, personal expenses. expenses
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Meals, overtime, word processing or computer charges, personal expenses, expenses
that benefitted other clients, expenses for books, temporary employees, periodicals or
other library materials, filing or other document handling charges, clerical expenses,
stationery and other supply expenses, utilities, and any other expense that is either
unreasonable or unnecessary. (The fact that the firm charges other clients or that other
firms charge their clients for an expense does not make it reasonable or necessary.)

• Experts, consultants, support services. etc.: Attorney is not authorized to retain
experts, additional counsel. consultants. support services, or the like without prior
written approval signed by Client. Attorney will be responsible for selecting and
managing the services ofothers so that their services and expenses will be rendered in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, including terms applicable to Attorney.
Attorney will manage others to obtain cost-effective services for Client. Unless
otherwise agreed in writing, Attorney shall obtain a written retainer agreement, in a
form specified by Client, from each service provider, with bills from each provider
being sent to both Attorney (for management purposes) and Client (for review and
payment).

• Expenses passed through at actual cost: Client will not pay any markup for expenses.
Client will only reimburse the Attorney for their actual out-of-pocket cost.

• Overhead not charged to Client: Client will not pay for any "expense" items that are in
fact part of Attorney's overhead which should be included within Attorney's fee.

• Advance approval of expenses: In addition to the items noted above, Attorney shall
obtain advance approval from Client before incurring any expense in excess of $
____ if Attorney expects to be reimbursed for that expense. Client may refuse to
pay any expense for which advance approval is not obtained by Attorney.

• Copies of receipts for expenses: Attorney shall include copies of receipts for all
expenses in excess of$ with the itemized monthly bill. Client may refuse to
pay any expense item for which documentation is not provided by Attorney.

• Expenses (and fees) after termination: Upon termination of the representation,
Attorney shall promptly bill Client for any remaining reimbursable expenses and fees.
.Client may refuse to payanyfees or expenses not billed within 45 days of termination
of the representation. Attorney is also expected to cooperate promptly with all aspects
of termination and transition to other counsel. Payment for fees and expenses is
contingent upon prompt, full cooperation.

4. Bill and expense documentation: Attorney understands that he or she must have documentation to
support all aspects of each bill, including fees and expenses, and must maintain that documentation
until at least one year after the termination of the representation. This documentation shall be made
promptly available by Attorney to Client (or Client's designated representative, including an
accountant or legal bill auditor) upon Client's written request. Attorney agrees to cooperate with
any examination of this documentation and Attorney's fees and expenses, e.g., by responding
promptly and completely to any questions Client or its designated representative may have.
Attorney shall notify Client in writing at least 60 days in advance of destroying any such records
and, in the event that Client requests that they be preserved, shall preserve them at least one
additional year (with Client responsible for paying the actual cost of storage). This documentation

time records. and documentation supporting
the amount A;l:;';;'~-;:~'f~';;:ex;p;;;ense ··11'·····

Client reserves the right not to pay any fee or expense item for which sufficient documentation is
not available to determine whether the item was necessary and reasonable.

5 Billing system requirements: Attorney should discuss the capabilities of his or her billing system
with Client before rendering the first bill. Client should receive a computerized version of each bill.
together with a paper copy. to facilitate bill review



F. Payment terms: Attorney bills complying with this Agreement are due and payable upon receipt. If the
bill materially fails to comply with the requirements of this Agreement, then it is not due and payable until
its deficiencies are remedied by Attorney. Client is entitled to a I% prompt payment discount if a bill is
paid within 15 days of receipt by Client or correction of deficiencies by Attorney, whichever is later, (or if
the bill is satisfied by funds held by Attorney, e.g., in a trust account). Client shall not be liable for interest

__or other late charges unless specifically agreed to in advance in a writing signed by Client.

G. Advance fee (so-called retainer) payment: [Retainers are often abused, but because they are so
common, a standard term is included here.] An advance payment against fees (sometimes called a
"retainer") of $ has been paid by Client to Attorney. The retainer is to be held in Attorney's
trust account and applied to Attorney's bills, both fees and expenses, as earned by Attorney in accordance
with this Agreement. Payment of the retainer does not, for example, release Attorney from the obligation
to provide detailed bills and itemized expenses, which Client may dispute, or to obtain advance Client
approval as required by this agreement. In the event of a dispute as to any amount paid from the retainer,
Attorney shall retain the disputed amount in trust until the dispute is finally resolved.

H. Budgets: Attorney has (or will by [date or number of days]) prepared an estimate or
budget of the likely cost, by task, of this matter, including fees and expenses, and a plan for handling the
matter. Attorney will update the budget and plan at least once every three months. In the event that
Attorney obtains information indicating that the budget (or any line item) may be exceeded by more than
five percent, he or she will notify Client of that immediately. In a written statement accompanying each
bill, preferably in tabular form, Attorney will reconcile the budget with each month's bill, e.g., by
explaining whether the billed amounts, by task, are more or less than the amounts budgeted therefore.
Client shall have the right not to pay any amounts that are over budget or not included within the budget.

1. Staffing and matter management: Attorney has been retained specifically because he or she, personally,
is understood by Client to be able to handle this matter. Employment of additional individuals, whether
attorneys, paralegals, or others, who will bill time to Client is not permitted without the advance written
approval of Client.

1. Staff changes: Changes in staff, e.g., replacement of an attorney as well as increases or decreases in
the size of the staff, must have the advance written approval of Client. Client expects to receive
discounts or other concessions so that any increases or changes in staff will not result in
unnecessary or unreasonable charges to client. e.g., for training. internal conferences. and
management.

2. Duplication of effort: Unless advance Client approval is obtained, Attorney will not have more than
one time-keeper bill for court appearances. attendance at depositions and meetings. including
meetings with clients. and internal conferences. In the event that more than one person attends,
only the time of the person with the lowest rate will be billable. Attorney is not permitted to use
this matter to provide on the job training for personnel without Client's advance approval,

3. Matter management: Attorney is responsible for managing the matter cost- effectively and
competently. e.g., by insuring that additional personnel are competent. properly supervised,
efficient. and in compliance with the terms of this Agreement as well as ethical obligations.

reviewed by Attorney and that Attorney will serve as the point of contact for this matter. including
billing questions. The point of contact for this matter at Client is _
[name].

5. Case monitoring: Client will be advised promptly by Attorney of all signiticant facts and
developments in the matter so that Client may manage the matter effectively and make informed
decisions about strategy. tactics, settlement, scheduling, and so forth Client will promptly receive



from Attorney copies of all orders. opinions. pleadings, briefs, memoranda (internal and external),
correspondence, and any other document material to this matter. As to discovery materials or
exhibits that are lengthy, Attorney should discuss them with Client before providing a copy.
Documents available in computerized form should be provided in that form as well as on paper.

6. Case control: Attorney shall discuss all significant issues of strategy and tactics, including motions,
discovery, pleadings, briefs. trial preparation, experts, and settlement, with Client before
implementation. Attorney is expected to exercise independent professional judgment, but to
implement the decisions of Client.

7. Attorney cooperation: Attorney will cooperate with Client or Client's representatives to provide
promptly all information Client requests or needs about the matter or Attorney's bills.

8. Client cooperation: Attorney should consult with Client about all opportunities for Client to save
money or make use of Client's expertise to assist in, e.g., responding to discovery, preparing for
trial, locating experts, and the like. Client may also have personnel and facilities available to reduce
the expense oflitigation.

J. Confidentiality and public relations: Attorney is not authorized to waive or release any privilege or
other protection of information, confidential, secret. or otherwise, obtained from or on behalf Client.
Attorney is to keep all confidential, privileged, or secret information confidential. This requirement is
perpetual, i.e., it will continue even after the termination of the relationship and this Agreement. This
requirement is also intended to prohibit Attorney from using information obtained from or on behalf of
Client, including work product prepared at Client's expense, for other clients of Attorney or his or her
firm, without Client's advance written approval. Attorney is not authorized to identify Client as a client,
e.g .• for purposes of marketing or advertising, without Client's prior approval. Upon termination of the
representation, Attorney agrees to return promptly all information obtained from or on behalf of Client to
Client. Attorney is not authorized to communicate with the public, including the press, about Client or
this matter without the advance approval of Client.

K. Ownership of Attorney work product: Attorney understands that all work product prepared by
Attomey or his or her firm at the expense of Client (or for which Client is otherwise billed) is the
property of Client. This work product may not be used by Attorney or his or her firm nor disclosed by
Attorney or his or her firm to others, except in the normal course of Attorney's representation of Client in
this matter, without Client's prior written approval. Attorney agrees that Client owns all rights, including
copyrights, to materials prepared by Client or by Attorney on behalf of Client.

L. Dispute resolution: Attorney and Client agree that all disputes regarding Attorney's fees or expenses
are to be resolved by binding arbitration. pursuant to the commercial rules of the American Arbitration
Association, by a single arbitrator appointed in accordance with those rules, located in
.......,..,.--,-_=:-__:. [Whether you want to use this term may depend upon your feeling about binding
arbitration. Firms should also be aware that in some jurisdictions, including the District of Columbia,
certain disclosures must be made or there are other ethical restrictions on mandating fee arbitration for
clients. Some bar authorities offer fee and other types of arbitration that may cost less than AAA or other
commercial arbitration options.]

in accordance with the laws of and with the ethical requirements of that jurisdiction. The
Agreement may not be modified in any way without the express, written agreement of both parties. This
represents the entire agreement of the parties.

(Make provision for authorized signatures on behalf of Attorney lind Client. For particularly huge
engagements, consider having 1I managing partner sign for the Firm. so that the Firm may 1I0t

- "'J
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later claim that Attorney acted without authority.'

....,

For more information, contact our Marketing Director, Elizabeth McGee

The Devil's Advocate
400 North Columbus Street. Suite 250

Alexandria, Virginia 223 14

(703) 684-6996
FAX (703) 684-6998

dvladvc8rWaol.com

The Devil's Advocate is a registered trademark. and LITWATCH. Independent Counsel. and the Client Bill of Rights are
trademarks of John W. Toothman. P.C. All materials in this web-site copyright 1997 by 1WT. P.C. All rights reserved.

Back to Home Page
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1. The dispositive issues involved in the case.

1. A summons and fi~st amended complaint.

GENERAL DYNAMICS
I
d)

John Smith, Esqui~e

123 Maple St~eet

Suite 703
St. Louis, Missou~i

Dea~ M~. Smith:

the rest of the litigation.
proceeds we encou~age you to
report to us.

We fully realize that in the first three weeks of rep~e

senting us it may be difficult o~ impossible to make a
conclusive ~epo~t on the above matte~s. However, it has
been our experience that early, considered opinion on

f ~

A. Pu~suant to ou~ telephone conve~sation of today enclosed
please find the following:

4. An initial recommendation with regard to how
you think we should p~oceed in this litigation.

3. General Dynamics' ~ange of possible financial
exposu~e and the fac~o~s used in dete~mining

this ~ange.

2. Any business implications involved in the
litigation.

2. A comp Le t e .copy of eve~ything in our file.

B. I~ is the policy of Gene~al Dynamics to employ outside
counsel to handle litigation on a basis whe~eby ou~

management can ~eadily g~asp the status of the matta~ and
on a basis whe~eby our stockholde~s are assured of
getting thei~ moneys' wo~th. Towa~d this end, I am
w~iting you this ~etentionlette~ with ~ega~d to the
above piece of litigation upon which you have ag~e.ed to
~epresent General Dynamics. As soon as possible, but no
late~ than three weeks from now, would you please send me
a ~eport on the following matters:

C. As soon as possible, but no later than two months from
now, please send us a w~itten litigation plan including
but not limited to the following items:
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Ver-y t~uly Your-s,

29 May 1987-2-

GENERAL DYNAMICS

2. A p~ojected schedule for the litigation.

3. A p~ojected bUdget broken do~ by hou~s and dollar~

for p~ofessional fi~m membe~s, paraprofessionals
and cler-ical suppo~t, exper-ts, othe~ consultant~,

di~cover-y cost and di~ect expenses such a~ tr-avel,
communication expense, and copying.

1. Your intentions ~ith ~egard to motions, discove~y

and othe~ pre-trial matters.

4. The feasibility of employing alter-native dispute
~esolution techniques.

5. The advisability of explor-ing settlement
possibilities.

I will be you~ in-house liaison fo~ the pu~poses of this
litigation. Please feel f~ee to callo~w~ite me at any
time on any matter concer-ning this case. We a~e pleased
to have you ~epresenting Gene~al Dynamics and look. fo~wa~d

to a speedy and successful ~esolution.

John Smith, E~qui~e

D. Gene~al Dynamics expects to be billed monthly and to pay
its bills monthly. Bills should be suppo~ted by detailed
~eco~ds of hou~s sFent, by whom, doing ~hat and the dates
upon ~hich the ser-vices we~e ~ende~ed. Direct expenses
should be similar-ly br-oken Qut and suppo~ted. In your
initial ~epo~t to us, please include a li$t of the
atto~neys you expect ~ill wo~k on the matte~ and their
hou~ly ~ates.
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, a) Definitions of Different Billing Methods

Copyright (c) American Bar Association, 1989.
ABA Journal

November, 1989

75 Nov. ABA J. 38

'ITLE: Billing Choices

,OTHOR: Paul Marcotte

'EXT:
Law firms commonly use at least nine different methods of billing, according

:0 Richard Reed, chair of an ABA Law Practice Management Section task force that
!xamined various billing practices.

These methods, which vary by the nature of the practice, include:

Hourly Rate. Can be unbundled, where various charges are broken out
:eparately, or bundled, where overhead is included in hourly rate.

Fixed Fee. A flat fee for services.

Full Contingent Fee. A percentage of recovery, based on outcome, as in
lersonal-injury cases.

Blended Hourly Rate. One rate is set depending on the mix of partners and
Lssociaces working on the matter.

Hourly Reduced or with Contingent. A discounted hourly rate sometimes
:ombined with a contingent fee.

used until the nature and scope ofFee.
pz:o<,...em are:he

Lodestar. A mathematical formula used by federal and some state courts. It
ise s a multiplier and relies on hourly rates and various other factors .

Value Billing. An attempt is made, often retrospectively, to determine the
ralue of the serVices rendered.

Percentage Fee. The fee is tied to responsibility and value of the
:ransaction such as in a bond issue 'or real·estace closing.
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II
b) ATTORNEY'S FEES

This chapter explains various types of attorney fees. and how those fees are often determined. Some
helpful tips to the consumer on how to keep their legal costs down are also included.

DETERMINATION OF FEES

An attorney bases fees on such factors as the degree of difficulty of a particular legal task. the amount of
time involved. the experience. and skill of the attorney in the particular area oflaw and the attorney's cost
of doing business. The cost of doing business, referred to as overhead. usually includes rent, equipment,
salaries, maintenance of a library. and costs associated with maintaining the lawyer's level of professional
skills and education. A lawyer's overhead normally comprises 35 to 50 percent of the legal fees charged.

A lawyer's services normally involve research. investigation and case preparation. Most of the work is
done after the client leaves the lawyer's office and it can be very time-consuming. As a result, the client is
often unaware of the amount of time a given legal matter will actually take.

A client should always discuss the prospective charges at the first meeting with the attorney. At the initial
meeting, the attorney and the client should discuss the time anticipated to resolve the case, the difficulties
likely to be encountered. and the complexity of the legal issues in the particular case. An early agreement
concerning fees will prevent surprises and misunderstandings for both the client and the attorney. A client
should be prepared to decide how much money he or she can afford to invest in the resolution of the
problem. The attorney/client relationship involves a mutual commitment. Both parties have a need from
the outset to have a full and complete understanding of the commitment. .

COST DEPOSITS AND RETAINERS

Under.the Rules of Professional Conduct for the legal profession, lawyers are prohibited from engaging in
frivolous lawsuits. Therefore, many lawyers require a cost deposit or retainer before they will take a case.

A retainer is an advance on legal fees to be charged in the future. A cost deposit is different from the
attorney's fees to be charged in a case. If a lawsuit is filed and certain court costs are charged, your
lawyer may ask for additional monies if the costs incurred exceed the original deposit. In the initial
conferences with your lawyer you should ask for an estimate of total costs for your type of lawsuit.
Whether a retainer and/or a cost deposit is refundable in the event that your case is not filed isa matter
that may vary from case to case and should be discussed with your lawyer.

Upon receipt of a retainer or a cost deposit, your lawyer will ordinarily deposit the funds into a special
bank account called a trust account. A trust account is a separate account that a lawyer maintains
specifically for clients' funds. A record of the costs in your case will be kept by your lawyer and is
available to you for examination

There are several distinct types oflegal fees. As stated above. a client must realize when considering a
lawyer's fee that many factors. such as time. ability and experience, may determine an attorney's tee.

Fixed Fees: For frequently performed. services such as drafting an uncomplicated will or assisting with an
uncomplicated real estate transaction. many lawyers may charge a fixed tee that can be readily quoted to

you The lawyer's tee may be set to average out all costs for such uncomplicated services handled by the

, .,."
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you. The lawyer's fee may be set to average out all costs for such uncomplicated services handled by the
attorney.

Hourly Charge: Many lawyers establish a fixed hourly charge for their services. The lawyer's fee is
computed by multiplying the fixed hourly charge by the number of hours the lawyer spends working for
his client. The final fee may still include other direct out-of-pocket expenses. such as court filing costs,

- - photocopying charges, long
distance telephone charges, travel costs or other expenses directly related to a particular case.

When retaining an attorney on an hourly basis, you may wish to ask for an estimate of the costs for the
requested service. Also, you should understand what complications might arise in your case and the effect
they will have on your fee. Hourly rates oflawyers will vary depending upon a lawyer's experience and
involvement in a particular area of the law. No set hourly rate for lawyers or services exists. Rates do
vary among lawyers.

Contingent Fees: In certain types of lawsuits-vsuch as personal injury, collections and auto damages--the
lawyer who represents the person suing may agree to accept a part of the money the client recovers as the
fee for services. Such an arrangement is called a contingent fee. Under the lawyer's ethics rules, the
lawyer and client must enter into a written fee agreement at the outset of the representation, stating what
portion of the recovery the lawyer will receive. The fee is generally fixed at a percentage of the recovery.
An additional percentage may be added if the matter is tried again or appealed to a higher court.
Customarily, the attorney does not receive any contingent fee when the lawsuit is unsuccessful, but the
client is expected to reimburse the attorney for out-of-pocket expenses such as court filing fees or
expenses paid to witnesses. If the client wins the suit, these same expenses may be deducted from the
client's share ofthe recovery.

In a contingency fee contract, you and your lawyer agree that the lawyer will not get paid any fees unless
you win your case. However, even ifyou do not win your case, you will have to pay your attorney costs
unless your contract specifically says that you do not have to.

The contingency fee contract must be in writing and signed by the client and any attorney or law firm
who will be paid under the contract. The contract must state what percentage of the recovery the
attorney may keep, other expenses which will be deducted from the recovery and how these expenses will
be deducted.

How much the attorney will be able to keep as a contingency fee (remember this does not include costs)
will depend on what stage of the case you are in and how much is recovered.

The following limitations are contained in the Rules of Professional Conduct and only apply in cases
involving personal injury or property damage that occurred as a result of tortious conduct such as auto
accident. medical malpractice or products liabilitycases.

if you and your attorney settle your case before the filing of an answer or demand for appointment
is made. the

expiration of the time period provided for such action, the fee is 33 1/3 percent up
to $1 million;
if the case is concluded at any point after the filing of an answer or demand for appointment of
arbitrators or, if no answer is filed or no demand for appointment of arbitrators is made, the
expiration of the time period provided for such action, through the entry ofjudgment, the
maximum tee is 40 percent ofany recovery up to $1 million;

06,12197 lo··N-l (



Auorneys Fees

o in addition to the above fee, if you and your attorney settle your case for an amount between $1
million and $2 million, or ifyou win at trial and your recovery is between $1 and $2 million, the fee
is 30 percent of the recovery between $1 million and $2 million;

o in addition to the above fees, ifyou and your attorney settle your case for an amount above $2
million, or if you win at trial and your recovery is above $2 million, the fee is 20 percent of the
recovery above $2 million;

o At times, the person you are suing may admit that they are liable but may disagree with you on the
amount of damages that they owe you. Ifall of the defendants admit liability when they file their
answers and only want a trial on the question of damages, the fee is 33 1/3 percent of any recovery
up to $1 million, 20 percent ofany recovery between $1 and $2 million, and 15 percent ofany
recovery in excess of $2 million;

o if after the trial or settlement your case is appealed or your attorney has to seek post-judgment
relief or file an action to help you collect your judgment, an additional 5 percent of the recovery
may be added to the fee.

You and your attorney may agree to a lesser percentage than those listed above. However, ifyou want
the fee to be greater, you must go to court before your case is filed or at the same time that your
complaint is filed to get the
percentages increased.

At times, the attorney that you hired will hire an attorney in another firm to help with the case. You must
agree to the association of this other attorney. If that happens in a case involving personalinjury or
property damage resulting from tortious conduct, the attorney with primary responsibility over the case is
entitled to a minimum of75 percent of the fee and the attorney with secondary responsibility is entitled to
a maximum of 25 percent of the fee. If the attorneys of the different firms participated equally in the case,
they will have to go to court to determine how the fee will be split. The splitting offees between the law
firms should not affect the amount of money that you receive.

In addition to fees, you may be responsible for paying costs and expenses if this is what your agreement
requires. These will have to be paid even ifyou lose your case and your attorney does not collect a fee.
At.the end ofyour case, your attorney should give you an itemized bill showing all of the costs and
expenses and, ifyou have won, the fees. This statement must be signed by you and all of the attorneys
who represented you. Ifyou have any question on any of the charges, ask your attorney.

Fees Set by a Judge: There are more than 200 Florida Statutes which allow for an award of attorney's
fees in certain legal actions. In most instances, such a fee would be set by a judge.

In all probate matters, which includes guardianships, fees are either set by the court or are subject to
review and approval by the court either periodically or at the time the matter is finalized.

The amount of attorney's fees set by a judge can vary greatly, depending upon various factors. The
guidelines for the judge setting such fees are provided by the attorney's Code of Professional Conduct.
Rule 4-1.5(b):

I. The time and labor required, the novelty, complexity. and difficulty of the questions involved, and
the skill required to perform the legal service properly;

2. The likelihood that the acceptance ofthe particular employment will preclude other employment by
the lawyer;

3. The fee, or rate of fee, customarily charged in the locality for legal services of a comparable or
similar nature;

or. 1'0'" IIl- '0)
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your lawyer to know. rather than be surprised later.

Discuss legal fees and related costs during your initial consultation:

[J There are several ways in which legal fees can be computed. It is not always possible for attorneys
to give you an estimate of their fees since they cannot control the other side of an issue. However.
you should be prepared to discuss how much you are willing to invest in the resolution of your
problem.

::J In addition to the fee charged by your lawyer. there will probably be certain associated costs. such
as costs paid to the court for filing fees, sheriff fees and costs for a court reporter. Most of these
costs cannot be controlled by your lawyer, if the attorney is to be an effective advocate on your
behalf.

o If your lawyer requests a fee deposit, sometimes called an "advance" or "retainer." ask whether or
not any part of it will be refunded ifyou do not proceed. Money accepted for the payment of costs
will be placed into your lawyer's trust account and any unused portion will be refunded to you. Fee
retainers can be refundable or nonrefundable. Be sure you understand this point. On occasion,
some lawyers may refund the unused portion of an advance or retainer after reimbursing
themselves for any services actually performed.

[] If the fee your lawyer will be charging is going to be substantial, suggest a monthly payment
arrangement. This will allow you to spread out the expense over a period of time. Few people can
afford one very large fee, but can afford the fee when it is broken into monthly payments. Ifyour
lawyer agrees, inquire if interest will be added to the outstanding balance. This practice varies from
lawyer to lawyer, but you have the right to know up front what the policy is. Lawyers can accept
payment by major credit card-- inquire whether your attorney offers that payment option.

FEE ARBITRAnON

The materia/ill this pamphlet represents general legal advice. Since the law is continually
changing, some provisions in this pamphlet may he out ofdate. /t is always best to consult
an attorney about your lexal rights and responxibilities regarding your particular case.

In spite of efforts to understand a lawyer's legal fee or billing practices, some disagreements may arise. In
such case, you should first discuss the matter with the attorney. Most complaints specifically regarding
attorneys' fees are not addressed by the lawyers' Rules of Professional Conduct.and are.therefore not
within the scope of The Florida Bar's disciplinary authority. When a client indicates that a dispute
involves an illegal or clearly excessive fee, the Bar may investigate that claim through its regulatory
system. Otherwise, The Florida Bar provides a
statewide, uniform Fee Arbitration Program to resolve disputes between attorneys and clients over legal
fees. The arbitration program is voluntary and cannot be put into effect unless both parties agree to
arbitrate. The arbitration process can be initiated by either the client or the attorney. Once an Agreement
to Arbitrate form has been signed by both parties and returned to the applicable circuit committee
chairperson, both parties are legally bound to arbitrate the dispute and to.accept the decision of the
arbitrator(s).

The circuit committee chairperson will assign the matter to a sole arbitrator if the matter involves $2,500
or less, or to a three-member panel, made up of at least one attorney and at least one non-attorney. if the
amount in controversy exceeds $2,500. The arbitration hearing has only one purpose-« to decide what the

rendered. in writing. within 10 days after the close of the hearing. [f arbitration is not an ~·~~i~~:':~-fi~e····.··························.····••········.·rrr••· •••

dispute may require resolution through the courts.
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Aspen Law & Business

In this Issue

Most Hourly Rates Advance at Glacial Pace Nationwide

Rising St~r. {t was Sh.U.y L""z~',

own statf at Starbucks that fought to
win h.r ACCA', firsr GC of thoY.:lt
award, Amid in-house: downsiZing
everywhere else, she's grown !.his le
gal department and irnplernented ba
sic policies to increase productivity
and mcrate, . . . . . . . Back P:lge.

firms are anxiously waiting to see if. in fact,
still possible to buck this profession-wide trend
ward lower hourly rates,

Perticiparing firm, included 158 mainstream
firms of diverse size, and practice orientations.
cated in 37 cities throughout the United St~tes.

chart, page 1J.) These cities represent all the
jor markets along with 'elected smaller ones
Manchester, N.H.. and Birmingham. AI~. Numbers
weresupplied by the firms themselves a, part
their response to this year's 0/ Counse / 700.
lished in June,

One: caveat: JS is often the: case with bitlin~

surveys, fewer of the largest firms.•specially
N~w York mc:gJfirms. were willing: tu prov
hourly ra[...:s ..tlthough 'tun ..... 1I1;lrlo..c( lcudcrv. I
ChrL'.t:;ll·:..,Klr"'l.lIId ..", EIlI:'> .LlHI 0.111.1" ;\"'Ul.

SIr:1U'.... Hauc r & Fcld..ire uh.:ludcd 1111' y...:ar.
1,:.Ii alf1lJlI~ ItIIJ ... 1I.ct! p.lnll';lpar\l". firm' hk c

..\. ,~L'III11.1f1 held f:1.'IUl

Also in this Issue

New Threat. Ernst & Young re
cenrf y opened J. law practice in
Toronto that has particular re l
C:Y:lf1Ct: [0 possible: Big.6 plans for
the U.S. market, Effe:ctivc: law firm
response will demandevermorespe
~ializeu niche marketing,

, , . . . .. Page 2.

From the O/Counsel mn
19~)1 BiI1in~ Rates. 1997 and 1996
hourtv ra[~.'i ror highC:::H ..md lcwext
billing: partners anc.1 a.sSOC1;.HC:S in pri.
mary JIll! secondary markers through.
out the country. The sragnatior; is
even deeper than nlight have:been C:.'(

peered as rates show nc:gligiblt: or no
increases at all. . . . . . .. P::sg:., lJ.

1997 Billing Survey . ..

The numbers speak for themselves.

In 1997. the highese-billing partners in Of
Counsel'» annual billing cue: survey charged an
average 5319 per hour. In last ydr's survey. that
average was 5328. Low-billing partners at partici
pating firms charged 5175. compared eo 5181 in
the 1996 survey.

Among associates, the: average: high rate is S (93.
Lase year. it was 5185. The lowestassociate aver
age rate is 599. only 52 marc than last year.

The: fac{(hat rates aren't going up. and that cor
por.uc l...:!1I:nts have been l,,:';t<:rtlng cost-centro! pres
sures over the: past few years. should curne as no
.surprise co anyone: whos hec:n observing the kgJI
rrutc~'ltm, Yt.:[ (he ncurl y hHJI 'HaSt' ,uggcstcu bv
tluv :".:.1(', nUl1Ib...:r-; m.l:.- hI...' unpr....·l",·L·~kn[t.:d.
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rates by S5 in three of the four urnekceper C.ltcgo.
ries, Vedder's low"st-btlling partners charged Ss
less in 1997: a:i wcvc seen. this was the: One: car,
egory where average billings actually decreased
last year. ln many cases. that's probably bccaus"
lawyers just promoted to partner. both e4uity and
non-equity. aren't yet billing at more standard
higher partner levels.

These moderate increases in Chicago were com.
mon in other major markets as firms like Washing,
ton. D.C:s Beveridge & Diamond raised both low.
end and high-end associate rates by 5 IO. while nat
raising partner rates at all. Of course. as in most
years. 1996-97 also saw a few conspicuous rate
hikes sprinkled around the country. San Francisco's
Lillick & Charles reports aggressive increases: the
lowest-billing associate jumped from 595 to 5125.
and the highest-billing associate from 5205 to 5225.
Lillick partners boosted racl's by 540 on the low
end and by 520 at the top> A spokesman for the
firm did not return a call to comment.

In D.C., Wiley. Rein & Fielding. a leading tele
communications practice now reaping the addi
tional benefits of th~t sizzling practice area. raised
associate rates by 520 and 515 on the low and high
ends. respectively. The top-billing partner charges
5 I0 more per hour in 1997 and the low-billing part

ner jumped 525.

Yet the total lack of'upward movement among
average rates in our sample suggests that these
hikes are being offset by comparable individual or
aggregate decreases. The p age I} chart does in
deed show a number of such decreases. At D.C:s
Miller & Chevalier, for example, the lowest-billing
associate charged 515 less chan last year (although
the tlrm did increase hourly rates in its other auor

ney categories}.

Especially conspicuous, Chicago's Hop,ins &
Sutler reponed S I() de,reasc.' for both low·and
high-end JSSOl..:latt.:'i, while the !owl.,,,t·hillin:; part

dll\.. n '5~ There ,I pcrccpuou III Chi'

I.'ago [hat
t.unly been ,h(ln~lng In recent YI.:M"'-;lnd that

(h~sl: hillIng r:1[1.: dl.:\,.'r\,.'J"'\,,'oj .irc in rc.:'poll .... c II' It..;

Ul1gtHng prohlt:lTh, \IJr~L'tlllg director 1\11\:h,ld

R,I!-i[OI\ ~:t1h ih.u .m 1II,Il...cur.uc. Ul1flH'IUIl,111.' per

\,.'\,.'P t It 1f1

Running in Place

"W~ were not comfortable raising rates. not this
year." says firm chair Donald Gallop. "There were
no changes in our COSt structures. so we didn't feel
comfortable going to our clients to ask for higher
rates just to [raise] more revenue."

The best indication of the profession-wide freeze
on rates may be found in Morristown. N.J. Neither
of that city's two highly regarded law firrns-e-Puney.
Hardin. Kipp & Szuch and Riker, Danzig. Scherer.
Hyland & Perretti-e-raised a single billing rate in
the four lawyer categories. Their decisions to hold
the line across the board seem especially notewor
thy in a market like Morristown which conrinues
to be one of the nation's hottest corporate boom
towns. One might have expected considerably more
room for billing rates to move up.

.j(sadditionally interestin~ that Riker hasn't tried
to hike its rates eventhough such a hike might have
been justified as bringing the firm in line with Pitney.
At Riker. the lowest-billing associates and partners
charge 515 less than at Pitney. (Highest-billing as
sociates are 515 more than at Pitney.) A spokes
man for Riker did not return a call to comment.

Among the firms that did raise rates. most report
moderate. steady advances. At Chicago's Arnstein
& Lehr, for example, high-end associates increased
by 55 while lawyers in the other three caregones
were up 5I{}-just about what the market can bear.
according to executive cornmittee chairman Louis
Lchr. Yet Lehr says he doesn't really xec clients
(;tIl.:

'1~lllfi""Jllt degree. The n.:lul.:(Jn~t: ll' boo'l LlIl;S

... terns ruther trurn J gCrll.:r:.d percepuoo by rl,I •.1Ily

1.1W firm., of what I..... acceptable

Th.11 gCl1l.'r:d perception WJS apparcntl y ,h.lr...:d

hy Iltl1L'r (Ifill' 111 CIIII.'Jgo, where. fur \:\.111\1'11..:.
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Continued from PcJR~ I
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as well as high· and low-end asxoc iutcx in both
1996 and I 997 .
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In some instances, higher first
year billing rates are being used

as a marketing tool because
firms are ostensibly recruiting

better young lawyers.

firms, and anywhere from $2.000 to $7.000 more
than what most other firms pay in Los Angeles.
Second-level .\lanan associates get $95,000, with
bonus potential up to S~.OOO.

The higher billing rates at the lower associate
levels are thus touted as covering the overhead for
better quality performance, Yet, while associate
compensation at ManalI may now exceed most oth
ers in town, the firm's billing rates do not, even
with the recent hike. 'n~t hike brings Manatt in
line with a top competitor like Munger. Tolles &
Olson. where low-end associates also bill Sl20 but.
as of this writing. are paid $5.000 less. SI20 isn't
even the hizhest billing rate for a low-end associ
ate in Los A-ngeles; Buchalter, Nemer, Fields &
Young charges S130 .,.jth a starting salary of only
S70.OOO. according to data provided by the firm.

Justas low-end rates were traditionally scruti
nized because it was the tier deemed least efficient,
so too were high-end rares often accepted without
much comment because these partners were per
ceived to deliver the hl~est possible service in the
least amount of time. Interestingly. though. we've
also seen top-end rates bold pretty steady over the
last few years. even for prestigious lawyers like
Larry Sonsini.

Sonsini, of Palo Alto. Ca1if:s Wilson. Sonsini,
Goodrich & Rosati. charges S400 an hour. This is
not chicken feed. perhaps. but it is relatively low
considerine his nationa; reputation for complex bet
the-farm transactional ...ork, and considering too
the surprising fact that the highest-billing partners
at 20 other law finns charse more. (Ten other top

Sons m rs own S""o~. \·alle) turf, partners at
Fenwick & West and Cooley Godward bill out
higher than he does.

As Wilson, Sons inr CFO Harvey Schloss ex
plains. the firm continue- to do high-volume start
up work rn which Sonsrni himself remains very

Of Counsel, July 7, 1997

Ralston attributes the rate decreases to happen-
- -stance of staffing; the scenario he suggests is not.

in fact. an uncommon on!= among billing rate sur
vey participants. The SI90 associate is now a part
ner. for example. still billing a few dollars below
last year's lowest number for that category. Mean
while. the next-highest-billing associate still charges
SI80, giving the impression of a SIO reduction in
that category as well. There's certainly been an ef
fort to "hold the line," adds Ralston. but certainly
no purposeful rate-slashing after what he describes
as the partners' most profitable year in 1996.

Traditionally. the most significant numbers in any
billing rate survey have been the low-end associ
ate rates. That's still true to a certain extent, although
the importance attached to this rate seems more a
throwback to the highly leveraged markets of the
1980s when many law firms over-lawyered mat
ters with first- and second-year attorneys. Costs
could mount up: an extra S5 per hour loomed large
if apprentice lawyers were working in teams and
taking a lot of time to get the job done.

Today, firms are less afraid to raise these rates
or at least there's less preoccupation with the num
bers at these lower levels-particularly among
midsized firms that don't have such populous first
and second-year classes to bill out. In some in
stances, higher first-year billing rates are even be
ing used as a marketing tool because firms are os
tensibly recruiting better young lawyers. Los
Angeles' Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, for example,
raised its low-end rate by SI5, to $120, as part of
what marketing director Denis Campbell describes
as a major change in the firm's approach to associ-

geles J market."

Manatt no longer fixes static salaries for specific
years. There are instead three overall levels, and
advancement from one to another is not a given
but, rather. merit-based. First-level pay starts at
$85,000. which is the going rate for New York

..



billing associates charge only SIOO. significanUy
lower than their counterparts in California. Man
aging partner Richard Testa has emphasized his
firm's low overhead strategy-relatively modest
digs outside of Boston's high-rent district. and no
branch offices-as a stabilizing factor that allows
for reasonable rates as well as rapid growth.

Practice-Based Barometers

There is 'great reluctance' to go
to a two-tier billing schedule, one

for start-ups and another for more
institutional clients, says

Harvey Schloss.

No doubt. staffing vagaries did explain some
anomalous rate increases and decreases as last year's
high-billing associates were elevated to partner.
Firms like Philadelphia's Saul. Ewing. Remick &
Saul mirrored the national trend of lower low-end
partner rate averages amid moderate raises in the
other categories. Saul. Ewing's lowest-billing part
ners billed SIO less in 1997 even as its top associ
ate was up S25. The top partner and low-end asso
ciate both raised rates by SI O.

determining who can charge how much for what
irrespective of partnership status or seniority.

A look at one regional market, Akron. Ohio.
shows how. At that city's Roetzel & Andress. the
top associate billed a whopping $75 more per hour
than ihe low-end partner. mainly because those two

There's xomcwhar grcater rate vari ..mce bet ween
the Silicon Valley firms and their East Coast coun
terpart. Bovtons Testa, Hurwitz & Thibeault. In
1997. this perennial growth dynamn bitled a link
higher at S250 on the low-end partner side; that
rate was up $25 over last year. Out Test" 's lowest.

much involved. Those kinds of clients usually can't
support astronomical billing rates at their delicute
stage of growth.

Meanwhile. ad<Is Schloss. there is "great reluc
tance" to go to a two-tier billing schedule, one for
start-ups and another for more institutional clients.
Such bifurcation often creates disruptive cultural
divisions among partners with widely varied clien
tele. By staying in what Schloss calls a "median"
billing range. the firm maintains internal coherence
while having to deal with practically no "push
back" pressure on rates from clients.

There's not quite the rate uniformity one might
expect. among the high-tech start-up and venture
capital firms. At Fenwick & Davis. the top partner
is S25 higher. and the top associateSt S higher.
than at Wilson. Sonsini: the low-end partner and
associate both charge S5 less per hour. This dis
parity in associate rates would have been greater.
except that Fenwick & Davis played a little catch
up last year.

Fenwick is another law firm in this year's sample
that significantly bumped up its bottom associate
rate. and rather substantially. from S90 to S120. As
at Manatt, Phelps. the firm says this hike also re
flects an intensified search for quality and greater
client service. According to hiring partner Mark
Ostrau, Fenwick now "demand[s] more in the law-

yers we're looking for." It isn't JUSt trying to stay It should also be emphasized that even firms that
level with Wilson. Sonsini. do not consider themselves two-tier partnerships

Presumably, the marketing works here too so that still have non-equity partners on staff. and those
venture-type clients who might balk at a S450 or lawyers' rates are generally lower than. say. senior

associates on a fast partnership track. These nonS500 rate from a top partner are willing to pay SI5
or S20 more for blue-chip service at junior levels. equity billing rates appear in the survey but are not
Ostrau cannot cit" any conspicuous bump-up in necessarily illustrative. Saul. Ewing. for one. is not

a two-tier firm. but does report having four noncompensation as a recruitment lure for such top
performers, but Fenwick may not need one. A equity partners.

Manatt, Phelps re-engineers compensation as a way Yet the fact that. all told. high-end associates at
to distinguish itself in a teeming market like Los participating firms billed an average S18 per hour
Angeles. while in Silicon Valley it's probably more than low-end partners suggests that some-

for Fenwick to match Wilson, Sonsini at thing else besides staffing and equity status is at
... . ··• ··..··;;I;;v~Pi;;iCfic,e·Jie"(iS
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lawyers practice on nearly opposite ends of the
practice area spectrum. According 10 executive di
rector John Kelleher. the partner bills 5100 for
medical malpractice and insurance defense work.
The associate bills $175 for soptusricared real es
tate and securities work.

Roetzels rate range is considerably greater than
-at either of its two main competitors. Brouse &
McDowell and Buckingham Doolittle & Burroughs.
while the disparity in the size of those rates is also
significant; Roetzel. is much higher in some lawyer
categories and much lower in others than its com
petitors, The highest-billing partner at Roetzel
charges $50 more than his COunterparts at Brouse

and Buckingham because. says Kelleher, he prac
tices a particularly complex form of public law. Yet
Roetzel is SI5 lower than Brouse on the low-end
associate side (as is Buckingham) because, Keleher.
adds. the firm also does a 101 of insurance work.

As such. two of the four lawyer categories at
Roetzel bill unusually low, and two bill unusually
high, mainly because of the practice areas involved.
Variety's the proverbial spice of life. no doubt, but
it's always interesting 10 watch firms try to balance
such opposing practice area economics.Somelimes
they succeed; very often. they come to a point in

. the road where they have to go one way or an
other.

-Larry Smith

• Hypertext briefs may soon revolutionize appellate practice. particularly if Boston's Fish & Richardson
has its way. The current innovations promise changes in case and practice area management as well.

_ ' .. _. ~. -*' ...... ...:...-0-__._................_ ....._

Paralegals. Staff sizes and billing rates for highest- and lowest-billing paralegals at diverse law finns
throughout the country.

Partnership Track. Length of time to make partner at both equity and non-equity firms. featuring
changes in reported track lengths from 1996 to 1997.

.\I.S0 1:\ ll'( ()\II.'\t, 1.'-; L':

Brand,e-, Domestic and foreign offices opened and close": C;. l".S. firms last year.

Hiring. Numbers and percentages of first-year hires compared to lateral associates and partners.

SEPTDIBER:

• Salaries. First-year associate salaries. as well as compensation for senior lawyer classes. in all pri
mary and selected secondary markets.

"\l!(;CST:

The billing rate survey in this issue is only the first in a series of special survey reporis drawn from the
data supplied by law firms for this years Of Counsel 700. Here are the others that subscribers will enjoy
in upcoming months:

rur.v.

andenjo,ed the buoyant ride-.... uhone or IWO exceptions.

Want 10 learn how to run your law practice? If you're in Cahtornia. just pick up the phone and ask.

- -- ----_._---_ ..,..- ..-------,-
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Billing Rates for Firms in 37 Citit::->

Included below is a summary of /997 and 1996 billing rates for law firms throughout the country. All illfor.
mation is adapted from the 1997 Of Counsel 700 Survey.

Firm

1997
High Low High

Partner Partner Assoc.
Low

Assoc.

1996
High Low High

Partner Partner Assoc.
Low

Assoc.

Al.ABAMA (Birmingham). ... _ _ .- .. ".. ." - . m

Bradley Arant

Lange. Simpson. Robinson & Somerville
Maynard. Cooper & Gale

275
220
265

150
120
170

95
125
145

150 na

85 na
95 na

na na na

na na na
na na na

ARIZONA (Phoenix)

Fennernore Craig 290 160 160 90 290 160 155 85
Gallagher & Kennedy 250 165 200 130 na na na na

Lewis and Roca 300 130 150 95 na na na na

O'Connor. Cavanagh. Anderson.
Killingsworth & Beshears 300 130 175 80 300 160 200 80

CAl.IFORNIA (l.osAngeles)

Bonne, Bridges, Mueller O'Keefe & Nichols 250 110 175 100 na na na na

Buchalter. Nemer. Fields & Younger 335 250 255 130 na na na na

Manatt, Phelps & Phillips 500 200 225 120 500 200 225 105
'"Munger;Tolles & Olson 350 225 220 120 330 220 210 115

Richards, Watson & Gershon 325 205 185 120 325 205 190 115

CAl.IFORNIA (Palo Alto)

Fenwick & West

Wilson. Sonsini, Goodrich & Rosati

CAl.IFORNIA (San Francisco)

425
350

225
230

250
235

120 400
125 350

210 225 90
230 220 125

Cooley Godward 450 225 250 140 )50 " 230 215 125
Heller Ehrman White & MCAuliffe 390 185 310 110 na na na na

Lillick & Charles 325 235 225 125 305 195 205 95
Tholen. Marrin, Johnson & Bridges 350 215 205 110 340 235 220 110

220 135 310 215 21S 125

CONNECTICUT (Hartford) .

Robinson &. Cote

Shipman & Goodwin
350
2~0

190
19;

240
1~5

110 300
I 10 275

180 200 110
17; I~; 110

Of Counsel, Vol. 16. No. 12



1997 \9%

Firm
High Low lIigh

Partner Partner Assoc.
Low IIigh Low High Low

Assoc. Partner Partner '~4 Assoc.

DISTRICT·OF COLUMBIA .

Arent Fox Kintner Plotkin & Kahn 375 220 230 100 350 210 .:/)(l 100
__Beveridge & Diamond 315 225 225 120 30() 225 :'i5 110

Covington & Burling J90 250 240 110 350 na OJ 100
Dickstein, Shapiro& Morin 400 150 225 100 400 210 ':1.:' 110
Howrey & Simon 360 225 205 105 350 225 :116 105
McKenna & Cuneo 450 170 225 100 360 185 :25 90
Miller & Chevalier 400 225 250 100 390 220 :~ 115
Patton Boggs 550 170 190 95 525 195 1~5 105
Shaw. Pillman. POllS & Trowbridge 395 250 250 125 335 220 ':50 100
Shea & Gardner 330 215 185 110 320 215 : ~5 105
Verner. Liipfert, Bernhard.

McPherson and Hand 400 200 210 110 375 195 J9(I 100
Wiley. Rein & Fielding 400 225 215 120 390 200 :00 100

FLORIDA (JacksoilViller-- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mahoney Adams & Criser

Rogers. Towers. Bailey. Jones & Gay
210
220

150 145
160 175

75
90

210
220

130
145

1.:0
I~O

75
90

FLORIDA (Miami)

Greenberg Traurig

Jorden Burt Berenson & Johnson
500
375

230 260
205 .160

130
100

500
na

210
na . na

140
na

GEORGIA (AtI~nta)

na

nJ

95
nJ

leo
nJ

nJ
160

nJ
295

nu

100
100
100

205 200
170 175
200 195

350
310
350

ILLINOIS(Chicago)

Powell. Goldstein. Frazer & Murphy

Smith. Gambrell & Russell
Troutman Sanders .

Arnstein & Lehr 385 150 140 105 375 140 1:5 95
Bell. Boyd & Lloyd 350 190 195 125 350 190 :!O 125
Brinks Hofer Gilson & Liane 450 200 195 100 na na - , na
Holleb & cerr 330 210 200 115 355 . 205 :05 110
Hopkins & Sutter 400 185 180 95 400 190 190 105
Kirkland & Ellis 410 220 245 125 na na
Lord. Bissell & Brook 325 131 226 88 312'W",'"""'"_,,,,,

-"~-i';~:'~-~:--ri-r~;~v-r"--~~'-pr:-i-i-i-""- "500 ""-235'" -"300' ", -\ 00-
McOermon. Will & Emery 395 180 200 105 395
Querrey & Harrow 190 95 150 75 na na na na
Ross & Hardies 350 165 .200 I()() 325 \70 i65 95
Seyfarth. Shaw. Fairweather & Gcr;lldson 420 170 250 I 10 na na -, na
Ungureui & I Ltrrt\ J75 IX5 190 I 10 315 175 . -

" I10
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1997 19%

High Low High Law High La- High Low
Firm Partner Partner As.'iOC. Assoc. Partner Partn.r Assoc. ASSoc.

Vedder. Price. Kaufman & Kammholz 275 200 200 110 270 2(,5 195 105
Wildman Harrold Allen & Dixon 310 150 180 105 300 I"") 170 100
Williams & Montgomery 350 125 190 85 325 1:5 190 85
winsron & Strawn 425 200 260 120 425 2((' 260 120

INDIANA (Indianapolis)

Baker & Daniels

lee Miller Donadio & Ryan

KENTUCKY (Louisville)

Brown. TOdd & Heyburn

Wyatt. Tarrant & Combs

260 165 165
250 110 170

260 115 156
250 95 170

95 250 1« 160 95
95 na OJ na na

92 na OJ na na

80 250 1" 135 80

MARYLAND (Baltimore)

Gordon. Feinblatt, Rothman. Hoffberger
& Hollander 300 170 170 90 nOl, :i ::.:. na

Ober, Kaler. Grimes & Shriver 275 160 160 90 275 ' 150 150 80
Piper & Marbury 375 190 270 110 350 I"'" 200 100
Venable. Baetjer and Howard 400 200 205 100 400 ; I gi) . 190 95
Weinberg and Green 285 170 . 170 90 275 130 170 95

MASSACHUSETTS (Boston)

. 'GOOd\i,iirt;Procter& Hoar 425 ······260 295 130.. n1 na na

Mintz. Levin. Cohn. Ferris. Glovsky
and Popeo 425 240 225 120 na ::.:. OJ na

Palmer & Dodge 390 270 260 100 380 150 240 100
Peabody & Brown 340 2\0 200 100 330 2Qc: 205 95
Testa. Hurwitz & Thibeault 400 250 250 100 400 125 225 100

MICHIGAN (Detroit)

Bodman. Longley & Dahling 260 160 180 90 245 I~n 150 90
Butzel Long 265 160 155 90 265 16': I"'; 90
Clark Hill 250 160 160 100 na -. ::.i. na

Dickinson. Wright. Moon. Van Dusen

& Freeman 350 160 165 100 350 16(' 160
..... 'l5j'kiima Gossett . 260 .. 185·· ·.185 105 85

Jatfe. Rain, Heuer & Weiss 295 175 ISO 95 1~5 I: 1-"

Miller. Canfield. Paddock and Slone 320 160 185 105 300 I .... 19:

MINNESOTA (Minneapolis) .

l.ccnard. Street and Deinard

Oppcnneuner Wolff & Donnelly
340 160 190
300 175 195

95 265 I" 16<:' 95
95 300 16': 21" 95

at Counsel, VailS \0. 12 II



Firm

MISSOURI (KansasCity)

High Low IIigh
Partner Partner· t\s.'iOC.

1996
Low IIigh Low High

t\.'io.~. Partner Partner Assoc.
Low

As.'IOC.

Blackwell Sande," Matheny Weary

& Lombardi
Polsinelli. White. Vardeman & Shalton

275
250

90
140

130
130

65 na na

95 240 130
na na

130 95

MISSOURI (St. Louis) . . _ . _ __ __ __ ., . ".

Armstrong. Teasdale. Schlatly & Davis 250 160 165 90 240 160 165 90
Bryan Cave 385 175 250 65 350 178 220 75
Evans & Dixon 150 85 120 80 na na na na

Gallop. Johnson & Neuman 250 155 155 85 240 155 155 85
Husch & Eppenoerger 330' 115 135 75 225 110 135 65
Lashly & Baer 225 115 125 75 na na na na

Lewis. Rice & Fingersh 270 125 195 70 260 120 195 65
Thompson Coburn 335 135 170 75 na na na na

Crummy. Del Deo, Dolan. Griffinger

& Vecchione 325 200 195 90 300 185 185 95
McCarter & English 350 215 210 85 335 195 210 95
Sills Cummis Zuckerman Radin Tischman

Epstein & Gross 425 200 200 95 425 195 200 95

NEW HAMPSHIRE (Manchester)

~kLanc. Graf, Raulerson & Middleton

Wiggin &Nourie

NEWJERSEY (Morristown)

Pitney. Hardin. Kipp & Szuch

Riker. Danzig. Scherer. Hyland & Perretti

NEW JERSEY (Newark)

NEWMEXICO (Albuquerque)

Keleher & Mcl.eod

Rodey, Dickason. Sloan. Akin & Robb

NEW YORK (BUffalo) .

220
225

360
325

185
210

140
105

215
200

I 10
125

125
125

200
215

100
115

90 na .na
75 na na

110 360 215
95 325 200

SO na na

75 200 110

na na
na na

200 110
215 95

. na na
105 75

·.····,······;0an,on·&·1-1"rey·......••.c•..••.•.••• ····················'Z'Z5···..····S(r·~··· .. i·5(r···· 1lt·
f1odg,on. Ru". Andrews. Woods & Goodyear 285 100 175 85 275 115 150 90

NEWYORK (NewYork City) .

Anderson Kill & Olick'

• Firm doc' not have assol'i~ucs

.1'J.5 I III na na I 350 100 na na
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1997 1996
High Low High Low High Low High Low

Firm Partner Partner As.'iOC. Assoc. Partner Partner Assoc. As..~.·

Christy & Viener 450 2W 300 150 na na na n.
Culkn & Dykman 295 220 220 85 na na na na
Curtis. Maller-Prevost. Colt & Mosie 450 285 275 115 450 285 275 115
Epstein Becker & Green 375 160 240 110 365 175 235 105
Kelley Drye & Warren 430 285 270 90 400 210 255 90
Rogers & Wells 475 280 295 115 na na na na
Rosenman & Colin 450 195 290 115 450 195 275 110

NEW YORK (Rochester) ,

Cozen and O'Connor 350 100 220 85 350 100 220 85
Duane. Morris & Heckscher 395 235 140 125 340 220 225 110
Fox. Rothschild. O'Brien & Frankel 340 190 215 100 325 190 210 100
Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman

& Goggin 175 115 160 95 200 100 175 75
MesirovGelman Jaffe Cramer& Jamieson 325 220 195 105 300 235 195 105
Obermayer, Rebmann, Maxwell & Hippel 350 205 230 95 350 195 210 85
Pepper. Hamilton & Scheetz 340 190 195 95 325 190 195 95
Post & Schell 175 105 150 75 175 ' 105 150 75
Saul. Ewing. Remick & Saul 325 190 225 100 315 200 200 90
Schnader, Harrison. Segal & Lewis 330 160 230 100 320 210 205 100
White and Williams 350 100 180 85 300 100 190 80

Harris. Beach & Wilcox
Harrer. Secrest & Emery

OHIO(Akron)

Brouse& McDowell
Buckingham Doolittle & Burroughs
Roetzel & Andress

OHIO(Columbus)

Bricker & Eckler
Schottenstein. Zox & Dunn
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease

PENNSYLVANIA (Philadelphia)

PENNSYLVANIA (Pittsburgh)

Klett Lieber Rooney & Schorling
Thorp. Reed & Armstrong

RHODE ISLAND (Providence)

Edwards & Angell
Hinckley,Allen & Snyder

275
250

200
200
250

260
290
275

315
255

375
350

195
160

145
130
100

155
150
170

185
170

200
ZOO

175
150

140
('45
175

185
150
180

185
160

215
200

9,
75

95
80
80

100
85
90

85
100

110
110

225 195
250 160

195 145
200 125

na : na,

260 145
na na

265 165

na na

na na

340 180
350 196

175 , 95
150 75

145 85
140 75
na na

185 100
na na

175 90

na na

na na

210 100
Z50 110
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Firm

TeXAS (Austin)

1997
High Low High

Partner Partner Assoc.

996
Low High Low High

As.'iOC. Partner Partner Assoc.
Low

Assoc.

- Grown "'h.:Carroll & OaksHartline
Small. Craig & Werkenthin

320
300

110 200
150 190

100 na
100 300

na na
175 180

na
110

TeXAS (Oallas)--" . -'" .

Akin. Gump. Strauss. Hauer& Feld 400 175 260· 85 na na na na
Cowles & Thompson 195 125 125 95 225 115 125 85
Gardere & Wynne 365 180 195 95 na na na na
Huahes & Luce 350 210 210 95 350 200 195 95o .

Jackson Walker 32'5 170 170 90 300 125 165 85
Jenkens & Gilchrist 350 175 200 110 350 185 195 90
Locke Purnell Rain Harrell 330 190 205 1\0 325 180 195 85
Strasburger & Price 295 135 160 95 295 140 170 95

TEXAS (Houston) ,

Arnold. White & Durkee
Brown. Parker & Leahy
Sheinfeld. Maley & Kay

VIRGINIA (Richmond)

Christian & Barton
Hunton & Williams
Mays & Valentine

WASHINGTON (Seattle)

Bogle & Gates
Davis Wright Tremaine
Lane Powell Spears Lubersky
Perkins Coie

WISCONSIN (Milwaukee)

360
350
360

230
450
350

275
370
310
400

220 245
170 175
175 180

160 155
205 295
150 160

160 170
180 200
145 185
175 280

110 330
90 na

110 340

90 210
100 400
95 260

95 na
90 350

100 250
106

215 230
na na

150' 175

145 140
190 270
140 135.

na na
160 215
120 180

110
na
95

90
90
95

na
80
90

Davis & Kuelthau 220 175 160 120 na na na na
Foley & Lardner 400 na na 90 350 na na 90

-Michne].•Be.st .. &.Fr.ie.dri,~h., .. 3QQ .......J 75 170 95 na na na na
Rernh.rrt. Boerner. V,lll Deuren. Norris

,.-....., -,.--.-~,.,.,., "

& Rieselbach 350 200 220 100 na na na na
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101 Ways to Control Outside Legal Costs
by Irving B. Levinson

Corporate Legal Times

WHETHER TO USE OUTSIDE COUNSEL

1. Use outside counsel less. Make a conscious decision as to what specific
types of matters are more effectively handled by outside counsel. Outside
counsel costs more and generally knows less about your business. Bring as
much work inside as your legal staff can effectively and efficiently handle.

2. Avoid work force reductions in your legal department that force you to
turn to outside counsel where you would not otherwise do so.

3. For smaller legal departments, consider employing part-time, in-house
counsel. Even a part-timer may be a more efficient provider oflegal services
than outside counsel.

4. Consider "renting" an attorney at favorable terms for a day or a week from
a cooperative law firm. The firm should be pleased with the opportunity to
have its lawyer become a closer part of your working environment. You, on
the other hand, should benefitfrom the flexibility of part-time counsel at a
lower than usual billing rate.

... 5. Plan to increase the expertise of your in-house legal staff. Apart from the
unique requirements for outside litigation counsel, the primary reason for
resorting to more expensive outside counsel is the lack of particular in-house
expertise.

6. Use a law department survey to explore your needs for outside counsel
and your in-house expertise, and to develop ideas for more effective retention
and utilization of outside counsel.

7. Experience has proven that litigation (for a numberofreasons)is
particularly difficult to handle in-house. Therefore, the greatest benefit is
obtained by increasing your department's ability to handle non-litigation,
transactional matters. However, in-house counsel who have had some law

··.···················'c··f;,.rn

effectively manage your litigation efforts.

8. When deciding to use outside counsel, you should also decide what the
scope of their work should be. On most matters, including corporate, labor
and litigation matters, a substantially increased role for inside counsel can
save money.



CHOICE OF OUTSIDE COUNSEL

9. Choose less expensive rather than more expensive outside counsel -
assuming, of course, equal expertise and service. The old paradigm that the
more an attorney charges, the better the lawyer must be, is simply wrong.

10. Choose talented lawyers, rather than "big name" law firms. Law firms
can only render services through their individual lawyers.

11. Hire based upon expertise and ability to render services effectively,
efficiently and professionally. Discard old-time relationships that are not
working.

12. Hire lawyers and firms who will make your legal matters their highest
priority. Some law firms have been notorious for having "favored, important"
clients and less favored, less important clients. You are entitled to have your
lawyers handle each of your matters as if it is the single most important
assignment in the firm. The priority that outside counsel will give your work
can be evaluated by in-depth pre-engagement interviews and by giving
limited, test assignments to new counsel.

13. Interview the lawyers who will actually handle your work, not just the
partner who will supervise the work. Like the trial lawyer obtaining a
commitment to "do justice" from a prospective juror, you should obtain the
unwavering commitment from your prospective outside counsel to handle
your matters efficiently and expeditiously.

14. Determine whether the counsel you are retaining have taken advantage
of current, state-of-the-art technology.

15. Inquire as to the experience and expertise of the firm's paralegals and
how these paralegals are employed. The manner in which a firm uses
paralegals is indicative of how it will manage your matters. Rapid turnover
of paralegal staff may reflect an inefficient law firm. Asking to interview
paralegals will clearly send the message that you do care about the value you
will be receiving.

16. Competition is indispensable. Seek detailed proposals that delineate how
services will be provided, how matters will be staffed and how matters will be
billed. Comparison shop. The quality, service and pricing oflaw firms is
highly variable.

17. Choose counsel whom you trust to work closely with you in achieving
both your business and cost objectives. Good, interpersonal relationships

2



ensure that counsel will work with you, and for you, and that they will do
everything possible to achieve your objective. Like the "local sheriff," you
also should support your outside counsel -- but only if they are entirely
supportive of your objectives.

18. Inquire about the firm's policies, practices and structures for ensuring
delivery of the highest quality of professional services. For example, a law
firm that uses "total quality service" techniques will work with you to
quantify the value of its services through your eyes and will measure its
performance to ensure that you are satisfied.

19. Inquire about the firm's alternative billing practices. Negotiate. It is
hard to believe that corporations have paid $400 an hour for an attorney
without asking whether an agreement can be made as to some other billing
arrangement. Place an especially high premium on those firms that express
an eagerness to work with you in controlling costs. The old paradigm that
fees and costs are not discussed, and certainly not negotiated, is wholly
unacceptable.

20. Seek references from attorneys that you may retain, and make in-depth
inquiries of the references.

21. Inquire whether the firm will offer "satisfaction guaranteed," that is,
money back if not satisfied after 30 days or 60 days. Your startling request
for "satisfaction guaranteed'vshould quickly tell you ifa law firm is serious
about delivering the highest quality service.

22. Ask your would-be litigators what their approach is to litigation. Do you
really want to pay for the "scorched earth" approach employed by the "SOB
Litigator"? Do you really want the "dollars saved at all costs" approach of
some defense counsel?

23. Determine how soft costs will be billed, that is what charge, if any, for
photocopying, word processing, secretarial overtime, messengers, faxes, e
mail, computerized research, etc.

"".", .. "",..,•. ,:2,4:. Obtain a sense of the prospective firm's people and culture. Brochures

firm's continuing legal education programs and reviewing its newsletters
may be more informative.

25. Determine if someone else will pay your outside counsel's legal fees. The
two most likely sources for picking up the tab are your insurer and third
parties who have indemnified you. Be wary, however, of the free ride. Make

3



sure you are not being provided a free defense, with a tremendous exposure
ensuing from reservation of rights by the insurer or indemnitor.

26. Determine ifyour insurance coverage provides you with the right to
choose counsel. Ifyou have that right, exercise it. If you do not, negotiate for
it. The right to choose your own, independent counsel is critical on legal
matters of great significance and exposure.

GROUND RULES FOR RETAINING OUTSIDE COUNSEL

27. Agree at the outset on the billing format and invoice information that
will be required of outside counsel.

28. Agree on the rules to be employed when travel is required. Adopt law
department policies on these matters to give you leverage in obtaining the
desired arrangements from law firms.

29. Agree at the outset on what actions require prior approval by inside
counsel. Outside counsel should know what pleadings and legal strategies
must be approved in advance, as well as what expenses must be approved
before being incurred.

30. Formalize your agreements and working relationships into a balanced,
comprehensive retention letter. Many companies use identical, or at Ieast
similar, fill-in-the-blank retention letters on all engagements. Often
separate engagement letters will be used on litigation and non-litigation
assignments.

31. Meet early with your outside counsel and make them part of your team.
Discuss your goals, strategies and special business needs.

Litigation is especially likely to give rise to a wide variety of approaches
and strategies. Your outside counsel may be your "quarterback," but you
should remain the coach. Formulate team goals and make sure your players
are taking action to meet them.

32. Budgets are an idea whosetimeha~.c~me:Litig<ltioncostscaIl~and

..... " ...• ··must;be-managed:· Thebudget-"estiffiate"isaniiiaispensaolepIanIlIIlg·too[-

Be willing to pay for budgets and updates. Be flexible when genuinely
unanticipated events necessitate budget changes. Consider efficiency
incentives by rewarding good performance against budget, just as your
corporate business counterparts do.



would be.

BILLING ARRANGEMENTS

33. Give extremely careful thought to what billing arrangements suit your
purposes the best. Prioritize the following billing objectives: limiting total
expense, discouraging excessive time charges, encouraging thoroughness and
top-quality work, encouraging efficiency, risk sharing with outside counsel
and meeting specific business needs. Tailor your billing arrangements to
meet your priorities.

34. The traditional hourly fee arrangements may be particularly useful when
there is much at stake, for example "bet the company" litigation over
products liability, patent infringement or class action litigation. The hourly
rate has the advantage that you only pay for time expended, but you must
carefully monitor that time.

35. The hourly fee can be negotiated based on a number offactors that
address value and efficiency. For example, discounts may be negotiated for
large volumes of business, and reduced rates may be negotiated when certain
efficiency goals are not achieved.

36. Use task-based billing to understand where your legal dollar is being
spent and how to adjust your billing arrangement to reflect the task pattern
established.

37. Blended hourly rates may be negotiated to encourage delegation.
(Needless to say, the $400-an-hour partner should be converted to a blended
fee.)

38. Fixed or flat fees are especially useful where the services required are
well-defined and unforeseen difficulties are unlikely. Consider negotiating
fixed or flat fees with opt-out provisions to cover the situation where
unforeseen difficulties arise.

Fixed or flat fees can be negotiated based upon known experience. If a firm
has provided repetitive services over a period of time, determine from its

data a reasonable fixed fee per service

39. Value billing can be established which recognizes certain quantifiable
goals and rewards their achievement economically. This is somewhat
comparable to paying the athlete based on production. Production goals
must be agreed upon and rewarded.

40. Some businesses have negotiated relative value billing, where charges or
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rates vary based on the type of service. For example, if you want to provide
outside counsel incentives to communicate with you, a higher billing rate
could apply to meetings and communications with you than is applied to
outside counsel's interoffice communications. Higher billing rates for court
time are amore traditional example of relative value billing.

41. With regard to conferences between lawyers of a fum, some businesses
have sought specific restrictions, which provide for either a reduced billing
rate or no charge. This would appear to be industry reacting to the practice
of some firms' excessive overstaffing of matters. A more effective control on
overstaffing is simply to inform your outside counsel that you will not use
firms that overstaff.

42. Consider using a contingent fee -- the ultimate risk sharing device.
Outside counsel only gets paid for producing positive results. This billing
method has traditionally been used in personal injury cases where the
plaintiff is unable to afford legal fees, where liability and damages are
relatively less difficult to estimate and where counterclaims are extremely
unlikely.

Commercial and defense litigation are more difficult to put on a contingent
fee. The "easy" case that the law firm would be willing to take on a
contingent fee arrangement is just the case that you should prefer to pay for
by the hour. The difficult case, on the other hand, for which you would like
the law firm to share the risk, is the case they will least likely take on a
contingent fee. Nevertheless, you should inquire as to whether outside
counsel will consider a contingent fee arrangement.

43. A useful and flexible variation of the contingent fee is an arrangement
whereby outside counsel cap their fee in exchange for a smaller contingent
fee. This provides you with an assured maximum expense and gives counsel
an incentive to obtain good results.

44. Several variations to contingent fee arrangements may make this a
viable fee alternative. For example, the amount of the contingent fee may be
reduced in consideration for an additional non-contingent, greatly discounted
hourly fee. This permits the law firm to "cover its costs," while greatly

Another useful contingent fee variation is a low hourly rate combined with a
contingent fee that fluctuates based upon the result achieved. Hourly fees
paid can be deducted from the amount of the contingent fee ultimately
earned.
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45. Depending on the amount of legal work that you have to refer out, law
firms may offer "loss leader" arrangements to get in the door and establish
their value to you. Lower rates, capped fees and contingent fees are all
possible loss leader arrangements.

PREVENTIVE LAW APPROACHES

46. Use preventive law techniques designed to reduce legal and business
expenses by addressing and minimizing legal problems before they occur.
Corporate legal "wellness programs" can help ward off huge punitive
damages lawsuits, employee class actions and other avoidable corporate
catastrophes.

47. Begin by exploring all areas of your business that could result in huge
losses and legal expenses. Typical areas of exposure include environmental,
products liability, antitrust, patent law and other intellectual property law
areas, and labor and employment law.

48. After identifying areas of significant exposure, review existing company
policies and practices designed to minimize risk, and begin to develop new
policies and procedures to prevent loss. Include business people and outside
counsel in brainstorming changes that will reduce risks.

49. Undertake a review of your company's commonly used forms and
contracts.

Commercial lawsuits are often avoided, and sometimes won, because of
inside counsel's careful preventive analysis of the company's standard forms
oflegal documentation. For example, the leverage that can be obtained by a
simple provision of awarding your company its reasonable attorneys fees
should a dispute arise is enormous.

50. Adopt and implement a comprehensive policy on conflicts of interest and
disclosure of potential conflicts.

51. Obtain outside patent counsel's validity and infringement opinions
...'" ~g!(!~g ..IIla,1<tIJ,:g: ~vJ::~tc.()l~l.dl}be avoidable cost decisions regarding new product

development may .. .

treble damage claims of willful infringement.

52. Similarly, the mere fact that you have sought (and followed) outside
counsel's views on issues such as advertising approval, product instructions
and product warnings may provide protection against punitive damages
claims for negligent or reckless corporate misconduct.

7



53. Obtain outside counsel's input in employment policies and practices. An
active "wellness program" in this area can help ward off expensive and risky
discrimination and sexual harassment litigation. Again, even the mere fact
that outside assistance was sought can provide protection against claims of
negligent or reckless corporate misconduct.

PREVENT EXPOSURE FROM DAY ONE

54. Carefully consider the advisability of employee manuals and have them
reviewed by outside counsel. Document the receipt of employee manuals and
their written acceptance by new and existing employees as a condition of
employment. Basic provisions should be reviewed on the first day of
employment.

55. Work with your human resources department in establishing workable
programs and practices that address areas of significant legal exposure, such
as employment discrimination, sexual harassment, and compliance with
disability laws and the Family and Medical Leave Act.

56. Areas that require special preventive assessment are confidentiality and
trade secret policies and practices, and utilization of restrictive covenants.
Outside counsel should carefully review restrictive covenants because their
enforceability is highly situational and dependent on draftsmanship.

57. Work with your risk management department to assess coverage for
environmental dangers, product risk, employee dishonesty and similar
corporate exposures.

AVOIDING LITIGATION THROUGH ADR

58. Since litigation can be very costly, extra effort should be given to
resolving disputes short of litigation.

59. Formal, comprehensive litigation risk analysis, which is undertaken
with the assistance of an experienced litigator, should be conducted during
pre-litigation efforts to resolve disputes. You should know, and quantify, the
range of expected litigation results and expenses while you are engaged in

matters early that reasonably can be resolved and that you do not overpay in
settling disputes.

60. Consider mediation, arbitration and other means of alternative dispute
resolution as less expensive, less time-consuming methods of resolution.
Consider adopting a corporate policy that requires good-faith effort to initiate
alternative means of dispute resolution for specific types of issues.



61. Consider the desirability of defining non-litigation dispute resolution
methods in your contractual dealings with third parties.

62. If you are wary of having certain types of disputes resolved without the
rigor and safeguards of litigation, at least consider non-binding forms of
dispute resolution. Mediations have a relatively high success ratio without
foreclosing a fully litigated adjudication of your dispute.

63. Parties may be more willing to arbitrate if they agree to highllow results
that provide greater certainty to the arbitration process. There is an open
issue, for example, as to when and whether arbitrators may award punitive
damages. Parties may agree to eliminate punitive damages as a permissible
arbitration award.

64. Hire litigators who have mediation and arbitration experience, and who
also have the temperament and ability to achieve resolution of disputes
without litigation. Minimize the risk of undesired ADR results by using a
trial lawyer who is skilled at persuasion but adept at fostering conciliation.
The most persuasive litigator may also be the most effective in persuading
the parties that it.is in their best interests to settle disputes.

65. Have a neutral, trained mediator invite your adversary to the mediation
table. This approach is sometimes successful even where a great deal of

. hostility exists between the parties;

66. Consider committing to associations, such as the CPR Institute for
Dispute Resolution, whose members agree to attempt ADR with other
members.

67. Involve your business people in your efforts at ADR. They are uniquely
well-positioned to evaluate the business issues and to fashion creative
solutions.

68. Minimize the disadvantages of ADR by agreeing to carefully delineated
discovery and disclosure of positions and defenses. If testimony or
documents of key non-parties is essential, you may agree with your

followed by an agreed-upon ADR procedure.

69. ADR is particularly appropriate for resolving emotional issues that can
result in out-of-controllitigation. For example, employee issues, slander
actions and unfair competition issues are good candidates for binding or
non-binding mediation or arbitration.



70. Other issues, however, may require litigation. Parties may refuse
conciliation because they want to establish a precedent or because their
"down side" to litigation is minimal. In such cases, cost-sensitive litigators
should be retained.

SETTLEMENT AND RECONCILIATION EFFORTS AFTER LITIGATION
BEGINS

71. Even after lawsuits are initiated, broad settlement/reconciliation
strategies should be planned and implemented.

72. Involve the court in settlement/reconciliation efforts to get the serious
attention of an obstinate adversary. Seek court-supervised efforts to initiate
mediation, arbitration or "one-day trial" of certain pivotal issues, such as
statute of limitation defenses or amount of damages.

73. Place a price on your adversary's refusal to settle by making reasonable
offers of judgment pursuant to Rule 68 and similar state provisions.

74. Negotiate contracts that shift the expense of attorneys' fees to the losing
party. This will discourage frivolous lawsuits and will produce fairer results
when litigation ensues.

75. Propose and seek creative settlements that achieve structured
settlements and favorable tax treatments beneficial to the parties' best
interests.

76. Consider settlements that provide different results based on adjudication
of limited issues. For example, the parties may agree to dispense with
adjudication of time-consuming, thorny liability issues and to conduct a
limited, one-day damages trial. The defendant in this hypothetical
settlement might agree to pay 60 percent of that damages verdict.

KEEP PUSHING FOR SETTLEMENT

7. Recognize when your adversary appears litigation-weary and mount a
campaign to show that adversary that you are serious about going forward.

interrogatories. At the same time, however, initiate direct,
settlement discussions.

78. Seek the assistance of third-party peacemakers who are trusted by all
the litigants.

79. Encourage settlement of litigation by touching your adversary's most
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sensitive business concerns. The necessary depositions of key customers or
CEOs might be taken earlier, rather than later, in the litigation. Your
expert's "audit" of the other side's business records might also be commenced
early in the litigation.

LITIGATION MANAGEMENT

80. Litigation does not have to result in billing excesses and surprises.
Litigation expenses should be reviewed, monitored and, in some cases,
audited. Where appropriate, question some item on the first bill sent to you
by outside counsel so that they realize their bills will be carefully reviewed.

81. Forge a partnership with your litigation counsel. Meet often, discuss
strategy and make certain that litigation is being approached by outside
counsel with your business needs in mind. Litigation counsel should not be
driven by fear of client criticism for "not turning over the last stone" in
discovery to obtain additional information. If you and your litigation trial
lawyers agree that the marginal benefit of additional discovery is outweighed
by the cost, that discovery should not be undertaken. The scope of discovery
is almost limitless. Prioritize discovery so that you conduct the most effective
discovery.

82. Hire trial lawyers willing and able to go to trial >- who have real trial
experience and who can win a case with relatively thin discovery. The
universe is full of high-priced "Iitigators'' who do not have the trial skills and
experience necessary to obtain results.

83. Use a costlbenefit analysis on all major litigation decisions. Advise
litigation counsel that expensive discovery disputes and motion practice
should be avoided on all but really critical issues.

84. Where you have a choice of jurisdiction in which to file a case,
investigate the court calendar backlog. A case that gets tried within a year of
filing will inevitably be less expensive than a case that takes five years to get
to trial.

85. Agree with your adversary to limit the number and length of depositions

save witnesses from harassment and force litigation counsel to focus on what
really matters.

86. Require regular strategy meetings with outside counsel. or alternatively,
require written litigation plans. Litigation value is best obtained by
conscious, careful planning and strategy.

II
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90. Seek out smoking gun documents that can win a case by asking the right
questions, for example did you keep a diary, did you record board meetings or
other conversations or do you maintain the computer files that you were
using at the time of the transaction. Probably 95 percent of the "litigation
punch" comes from 5 percent of the documents. To obtain real value, your'
outside counsel should pursue the "hot documents" 91. Evaluate with
experienced litigation counsel the feasibility and desirability of cost-saving
joint defenses for similarly situated defendants. At the very least, certain
joint discovery should be undertaken with similarly situated defendants.

can be very qualified and very inexpensive but very in eyes
jury. The dollars saved by using in-house experts is, in some cases, costly
and far surpassed by the possibly adverse results.

89. Take subpoenaed depositions of your adversary's embittered ex
employees, or better yet, interview these employees and make them your key
witnesses. This is discovery that provides real impact at relatively minimal
expense. (There are unresolved ethical issues regarding the interviewing of
an adversary's ex-employee that must be carefully examined.)

92. Effective experts are critical in many lawsuits. Uncontrolled experts can
be the most expensive part of litigation. Obtain your experts early in the
litigation, utilizing similar cost savings techniques on choosing and retaining
counsel. Try to retain local experts to cut down on travel costs, increase
accessibility and impress local juries. Litigation experts should be required
to prepare budget estimates. Agreements should be reached on staffing and
billing rates. Hourly rates and fixed rates are feasible. However, no billing
arrangement may be used that provides your expert an incentive to give
favorable testimony.

87. Use interrogatories primarily to learn the identity of the key witnesses,
and then depose only those witnesses.

94. Consider retaining coordinating counsel where products liability,
environmental or other litigation springs lip across the country. Coordinate

88. If the other side identifies dozens of secondary witnesses as having
"relevant" information, where appropriate, follow suit and do the same. Then
negotiate an agreement that the secondary witnesses will not be called at
trial, in exchange for the mutually beneficial agreement that they not be
deposed. Alternatively, you can agree that secondary witnesses may not be

. called at trial without prior notice and their submission for deposition at
least three weeks prior to trial.



national and local counsel so that costs are minimized and learning curves
are shared.

95. Know when to hold them; know when to fold them. By settling cases
that have proven to be weak through discovered information you will be
economizing on legal fees that should not be incurred.

USE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES

96. New technologies can greatly increase the value that you receive for your
litigation dollar. Use outside counsel that is comfortable and experienced
with new technology. Maintain computerized tracking of all significant
factors associated with the management of a case, such as key issue analysis,
case event scheduling, billing and expense data, and performance against
budget.

97. Today, court reporter services offer exhaustive indexes of key words and
names appearing in transcripts and mini-transcripts. These services are well
worth their nominal cost and can produce real economies. Make certain that
your litigation counsel has negotiated discount rates from the court reporter
transcribing the depositions. Large sums of money can be saved.

98. Become familiar with your outside counsel's use of database technology
to search and retrieve those documents that meet defined criteria (for use at
.depositions, at trial and in preparing key motions).. Money can be saved by
indexing the depositions by issue, key word and subject matter, and having
the capability of full-text retrieval of depositions with annotation and search
capabilities.

99. Westlaw, Lexis, Dialog, D&B searches, etc. are relatively inexpensive
ways to obtain current factual and legal.information. Shephardizing
manually is an expensive, out-of-date function.

100. Determine if your outside counsel maintains brief and pleading banks.
. Reinventing the wheel on repetitive issues can be avoided. Maintain your

own brief bank of matters researched over the years that are germane to your
business. Provide your outside counsel with an index to your brief bank so

101. To ease communication with outside counsel, make certain their
computer can "communicate" with your computer so that you can easily
receive and revise contracts, briefs, etc. without requiring fax or mail. Give
your outside counsel a line on your corporate voicemail system so that, where
appropriate, company employees can have direct, efficient access to leaving
YOUI' outside counsel messages.

13



III MEMORANDUM TO OUTSIDE COUNSEL
b) REGARDING COST CONTAINMENT

Rockwell's Office of the General Counsel supervises all legal matters for which outside legal

counsel is retained to represent the Company. This Office is composed of a General

Counsel, two Associate General Counsel, a Corporate Patent Counsel, and a number of

Assistant General Counsel and Patent Counsel.

Either an Assistant General Counselor a Patent Counsel ("Assigned Counsel") will usually

assume routine supervision of a matter for Rockwell. The Assigned Counsel will be your

liaison for contacts with other Rockwell employees, for status reports, and for requests for

approval of actions requiring our approval. Of course, you may contact the General

Counsel, Associate General Counsel, or the Corporate Patent Counsel whenever you believe

it appropriate.

Hourly Rates

You should charge us for services at your firm's standard hourly rate for the person

providing services. This rate should be the lowest rate currently charged by your firm to

commercial clients for such person's services. Please advise the Assigned Counsel promptly
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S1af.fin~ and_Disbursements

The Assigned Counsel and outside counsel will jointly select a lead attorney from the finn

for each matter. We expect the lead attorney to be actively involved in all decisions

affecting the conduct of the matter and to try the matter personally if it is litigated. The

Assigned Counsel must approve any change in the lead attorney.

The lead attorney should select the team of attorneys and paralegals who will work on the

matter and .should provide their names and hourly billing rates to us promptly after the case

begins. We believe that continuity in personnel is an important factor in a successful

representation and that we should not be billed for time spent educating replacement

personnel. Except in an emergency you should not assign different or additional staff to the

matter without our permission.

In general, we believe that only one attorney should represent us at any deposition, witness

interview, hearing, or client meeting. If you believe additional staffing is appropriate in a

particular situation, please discuss it with us in advance. We will not pay invoices for the

Please consult with the Assigned Counsel before beginning any support activity that may

involve significant expense. We may have in-house resources available for such tasks,
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including, for example, file searches in discovery, automating a data base, or copying or

microfllming large amounts of material.

We expect you to work closely with us to identify situations where necessary tasks can be

done more inexpensively or efficiently with our in-house resources.

Travel

We will pay for attorney and paralegal time spent in transit and in providing legal services

away from the office; time otherwise spent while away from home or office will not be

reimbursed. If travel time involves work for other clients, please allocate your bill to us

proportionately.

While attorneys and paralegals are entitled to good hotel accommodations and meals while

traveling, the expense should be reasonable. Please check with us for the availability of our

corporate discount rates in your destination city or use other available professional discounts

for hotels and ear rentals;

As far as air travel is concerned, our company policy requires almost all of our employees,

including executives.. to travel coach class, or on overseas travel, business class. We expect

our counsel to do likewise unless. otherwise authorized. by us. Similarly, we expect taxies,

not limousines, to be used from and to airports or for local travel.
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Billin~

Please invoice us monthly for your services and disbursements, not later than the end of the

month following the month in which services are rendered. If you are invoiced directly by a

consultant, court reporter, or other independent provider, please review the invoice, and if

you find it appropriate, forward it to us for payment. Invoices for relatively minor amounts,

however, should be paid directly and included in disbursements.

Your invoices should show.the total number of hours charged to the matter by each attorney

and paralegal and the total dollar amount invoiced for that time. Please provide sufficient

description of the services provided to allow us to know whatwas done and by whom. We

strongly encourage you to provide the detail in summary form (such as a computer billing

sheet) rather than a lengthy narrative.

Litigation

Rockwell's management is very concerned with controlling the spiraling cost of litigation.

Success in controlling costs and using resources efficiently is a major factor in our evaluation

We believe that an effective working relationship between inside.and outside counsel is based

on the free flow of information. Please provide the Assigned Counsel with copies of all



• Preparatia: of~~leadings, motions, stipulations, and briefs.

information or interviews wiJlr. QUI:" cmpIoyees to the Assigned Counsel.

• PreparatiQJ. ofl~ I sj ve pleadings and responsive discovery materials,

a

• Preparaticc of c...-....'e:'V materials, including interrogatories, requests for
admission, If", .IIH"~ requests or motions, and depositions.

ample time to allow I'e\-rr. am dMcussioo with you. You should direct all requests for

briefs, pleadings, and diswvuJ ..........., .. " should be delivered to the Assigned Counsel in

correspondence and IIlC:llX'r.IIX: ci la••, prepared in connection with the matter. Drafts of
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• Major lepl n.........di: ptojects.

We expect you to obtain me~~ of the Assigned'Counsel before retaining experts or

other consultants and bdO::: begi",.jog any of the following activities:

Litigation Risk Assessn~

We seek to resolve all (!HI gof CZ5I:S as quickly and economically as possible. Our practice

is to evaluate the case as 5IDOQ as pmliNe after it begins with a view to determining defense

strategy and the

case as soon as practicable U1I:r it :s m:civtd. The risk assessment should include your

opinion.of the probability c< 01::' ,.l_ "ailing 011 each of the claims against us, the probable

dollar exposure for liabiJ.=:; or: = .::.aim. your estimate of costs to litigate the case, and

00 0 000 ~ Si:ra~egy' 3J1ldthede:s;irabiliI!'ofOf ,.sertlemeac 0 -- - o expecttittoo receive ,a riisk asiici.!:meritfor' the: 0
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your evaluation of the likelihood and range of potential cost of P""ic=er The cost estimate

should include a detailed plan for defense of the case and your joJ mimI budget for that

defense:

We will expect you throughout the case to evaluate, explore, md dj1am xttlement

opportunities with us and, if we authorize, with the other parties. We abJ encourage you to

consider and discuss with us the use of alternative dispute resolutim. II) resolve the case.

Whenever a dispute can be resolved at or about the cost of W" i""crl !jrjptioo, and we have

advised you that we do not believe a matter of principle or pre ,.., -....r is a: stake, settlement is

normally the better choice. In consultation with the leadattom::y. me Coanpany will decide

whether arid on what terms to settle a dispute.

C. H. Harff
Senior Vice President,
General Counsel and Secretary

H:\wpdoIo\lorml..........\COS1"1oU!MO.ur
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(Form)

Dear [Counsel]:

This letter will confirm our conversations regarding Rockwell's retention of
your firm to represent it in the matter of ___

We look forward to working closely with you to assure a successful result in
this matter. In an effort to control our outside legal expenses, we have
found it helpful to explain our expectations as to how our General Counsel
staff and outside counsel ought to work together to assure that litigati on is
handled in the most cost-effective manner consistent With the goals we seek to
accomplish.

Our expectations are set forth in the attached memorandum to outside counsel.
Please read the memorandum and let me know if you wish to discuss any of the
matters it contains. Otherwise, I will assume that the terms of retention set
forth are acceptable to your firm and that you will be gUided by them.

Please make sure that each attorney and paralegal in your firm who is assigned
to work on any matter for Rockwell receives a copy of the memorandum and fully
understands our expectations.

Attached is a form that we have found useful in making the cost estimate
requested in the memorandum.

Yours very truly,

Assistant General Counsel

Attachment



ESTIMATED HOURS TO BE BILLED DURING PERIOD BY:

Firm: _

Partner-i n-charge: _

TOTALS

H:\wpd.t.\fo~.\ •• rvtc•• \COSTEST.'RM

41"'2

COURT: _

Estimate for period of
first 6 months ending
as of , 19_____

Date: , 19_____

PARALEGALASSOCIATEPARTNERACTIVITY

Answer/Counterclaims
Prelimin. Motions*
Witness Interviews
Legal Research

DISCOVERY (Opponents)
Interrog. Responses
Document Production
Depositions*

'1' Rockwell International

PENDING CASE ACTIVITY ESTIMATE

CASE CAPTION: _

DISCOVERY (Rockwell)
Interrog.Prep.
Document Requests
Depositions*

Pretrial Motions*
Trial Preparation
Tria1/Heari ngs
Other*

TOTAL ESTIMATED
HOURS

X HOURLY RATE

• EST. FEES

ESTIMATED
DISBURSEMENTS:

$. _

$._-,...._

Travel

$, _

$, _

$, _

Experts*

$. _

$ _

$ _

Other*
$ _

$. _

$ _

TOTAL ESTIMATED FEES AND DISBURSEMENTS FOR PERIOD: $. _

* Ident i fy Deponents, Oescri be Proposed Mot ions and indi cate subject matter of
proposed research, interrogatories and document requests and other details (below
or on back of this form):



IV General Comments

The following is my advice as to what you should do before bringing an
infringement lawsuit and what to do after bringing suit.

1) Determine what the business objective is - What will the lawsuit
accomplish for the business?

2) Know your patent. Is it "weak"? Is it strong? Should outside
counsel review the patent?

3) Do a prelitigation review. Are there "smoking guns" in your files?
(Remember at this stage you can't destroy documents.)

4) Risk analysis - what's at stake? What outcome do you want? What
ifyou lose?

5) Know the Business. Analyze the sales data, look at profits, where
is the product sold? Is it worth a lawsuit?

6) Make fact based decisions. Be objective i.e., have a good business
reason for bringing lawsuit. Keep emotions out of the decision
making.

7) Can the matter be settled by mediation, negotiations, arbitration?
Make an effort to settle. Use your business people.

8) Ifyou've decided to go forward with the lawsuit you now need to
choose an attorney (not a firm), experienced, team oriented, to work
with you.

9) Determine possible costs - work with outside counsel on fees.

10) Develop initial strategy with outside lawyer. Stay informed. Hold
at least monthly meetings with outside lawyer.

12) Try to settle.
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July 1997 are reviewed and summarized, in Table I. The format is similar to that used

in the 1990 paper, with a more.detailed breakdown presented of the kinds of actions

taken by the lTC. Since the methodology of the data analysis was not explained in the

Also in the 1990 JPCommittee No.4 paper, a timeline summary of the history

of U.S. tariff and trade law was presented in Chart I, showing how economic

conditions in the U.S. have dictated trade and tariff law changes. In Chart 2 of that

same paper, a statistical review of the number of "litigations" at the lTC was

presented for the time period from 1983 through July 1990.

At the PIPA 21
st

International Congress held in October 1990 at Niigata, a

report was presented by Japanese Committee No.4 (T. Kuboyarna et al.), Title:

"Proposed Amendments to Section 337 of Tariff Act of 1930 and Some Comments

Thereon". That report concerned the non-compliance of Section 337 of the U.S.

Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.c. Sec. 1337) with Article W:4 of the General Agreement

on Tariffs & Trade ("GATT"). The observations were that the U.S. was required to

amend this law to come into conformance with the GATT panel finding of a

violation. The GATT panel report was un-blocked by the U.S. in November 1989. A

number of comments on this situation were made. One comment was that it may take

considerable time for the U.S. to amend the laws. Amendments had just been made

in 1988 which, if anything, brought tougher provisions to the U.S. law, but didn't

bring the law into conformance with the 1988 GATT panel findings.

1
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I. Introduction
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1990 paper, it is not clear whether the number of "investigations" mentioned there

apply investigations completed in the year noted. However, perhaps that report

employed data from later years to relate back only to the cases filed during the

calendar year indicated. Because of this uncertainty, the numbers reported in the

present paper for 1988 and 1989 are similar to, but do not exactly correlate with, the

numbers in Chart 2 of that 1990 paper.

The data available for the present paper was collected from the U.S. ITC

Annual Reports for 1988 through 1996. Information for 1997 through 31 July 1997

was obtained by telephone from the ITC administrative offices. Additionally, from

the reports, it was not possible to determine the "Number of Japanese companies" as

was detailed in that category of Chart 2 of the 1990 paper. Only the complainant

names are listed in the current ITC reports, and actions are directed against specified

imported goods...this Tlffiiiedreview of the data inITC annual reports didriot(as

apparently was done in preparation of the 1990 paper) include examination of the

docket of each of the filed actions from '88 to '96, so the names of the respondents in

each case have not been considered. However, the reports name the complainants,

and thus reveal that some of the complaints were filed by Japanese companies and by

other non-U.S. based concerns. That information is presented in Table I.

To summarize the findings of Table I of this paper, and from viewing the data

III of the 1990 it is clear that there has been in..............................:
the number of complaints filed under Section 337 since 1990. The number of

complaints filed per year since 1990, has averaged roughly one per month. There was

a high of 17 in both '92 and '93 and a low of 5 in '94. This year through July, seven



II. Background and History

new complaints have been filed according the ITC administrator's office. This seems

to indicate a continuation of that same trend.

At the 1990 Niigata Congress, American Committee No.4 (J.W.

Blumenshine) presented a paper, Title: "U.S. Response to the GATT Panel Report on

3
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Can reliable conclusions therefore be drawn from these statistics? It is

difficult to say that any conclusions can be drawn, other than to indicate that there has

not been a significant variation in the amount of activity in the last six and a half

years. The readers may draw their own conclusions. The discussion below mentions

some of the events which have occurred since 1989 which might have influenced the

number and types of complaints being filed at the He.

~. .
At the PIPA 20 International Congress held In October 1989, at Tucson,

American Committee No.4 (V.L. Fabiano) presented a paper, Title: "Conflict of

ITC Procedures and the GAIT' which reviewed the initial GATT panel report of

December 1988. That initial report of the GATT panel resulted from the European

Community's complaint to the GATT council. The EC complaint was prompted by a

Section 337 action, by E.I. duPont de Nemours & Company against Akzo N.V., based

on offshore patent infringement that concerned certain polyaramid fibers.

Section 337 of the 1930 Tariff Act". That paper reviewed what actions the United

States might take in response to the GATT report. It concluded that a debate within

the U.S. government and industry was ongoing and a variety of options were being



completion of the ITC investigation.

• 28 U.S.C. Section 1659(a) • provides for an automatic stay, on motion of

• 28 U.S.C. Section 1368- provides jurisdiction over a Section 337

respondent's Counterclaims at the Federal District Court.
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In 1994 after the successful conclusionofthe GATT Uruguay Round, the U.S.

Congress passed legislation amending Section 337 the Tariff Act of 1930. Congress

made related amendments other parts of the law. The relevant provisions of interest

are found in the Annex. (Note: 28 U.S.C. contains the Federal Code of Civil

Procedure.)

presented by the U.S. Trade Representative ("USTR") for public review and

comment. Among such proposals were a variety of possible changes to Section 337.

As history reflects, the U.S. government maintained the position that: until the GATT

negotiations of the Uruguay Round on Trade-Related Aspects ofInteliectual Property

("TRIPS") were completed, the U.S. would hold any amendment to its "unfair trade"

laws in abeyance.

• 28 U.S.C. Section 1446(0 - contains a procedure forremovalof a

respondent's counterclaimtothe Federal DistrictCourt, as provided for inSection

337(c) of the Tariff Act
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• 28 U.S.C. Section 1659 (b) - provides that after dissolution of any stay

ordered under Sec. 1659 (a), the ITC proceeding record will be transmitted to the

Federal District Court and may be admitted there in the civil action, subject to the

usual rules of evidence and any protective order.

Of course, the grant of exclusive jurisdiction at the Court of Appeals for the

Federal Circuit to review all U.S. ITC's final Section 337 determinations is found in

28 U.S.C. Section 1295 (a)(6). This provision was not affected by the 1994

amendments.

Familiar changes to the Patent Law, required by the TRIPS accord (for

example the 20 year term from filing date and proof of inventions made abroad), were

likewise instituted in 1994. Minor amendments to subparagraph (g) of 35 U.S.C.

Section 271 were completed at the same time.

III. Discussion

With the 1994 changes to Section 337, and the related civil procedure

changes, most observers believe that the basis for the 1988 GATT panel objections

have been essentially eliminated.

The I for more limits for

conclusion of ITC investigations have been removed from Section 337(b)(l) of

theTariff Act. However, the law as amended still instructs the ITC to

" ... conclude any such investigation and make its determination under this section
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at the earliest practicable time after the date of publication of notice of such

investigation ." In practice, the ITC is proceeding to implement its Section 337

investigations within guidelines that mirror the I year/18 month mandate of the

previous statutory language.

Counterclaims by respondents are now provided for in 28 U.S.C. Section 1368.

The choice offora option remains alive for complainants, but is effectively

countered by permitting counterclaims by respondents in Federal District Court.

(Of course, a potential defendant in a patent infringement case has long been

permitted to institute a suit for Declaratory Judgment, when proof would establish

threats or a reasonable apprehension in the alleged infringer of suit for

infringement by the patent owner).

Defense of simultaneous, dual, parallel actions has been effectively eliminated

by the provisions found in 28 U.S.C. Section 1659. This Section mandates an

automatic stay at the Federal District Court of a parallel infringement action, on

request of the Section 337 respondent, until the ITCaction results in a final

determination.

General exclusion orders and automatic execution have NOT been eliminated,

effective enforcement against infringing imports. However, Section 337(d)(2)

now provides that an "exclusion from entry of articles" order will be limited to

persons found by the ITC to beviolating the Section, unless the ITC determines
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.that: A) a general order is necessary to prevent circumvention of an exclusion

order limited to products of named persons; OR B) there is a pattern of

violation of this Section and it is difficult to identify the source of infringing

products.

An excellent review and detailed analysis of the 1994 changes, and a

practitioner's view of what the changes might be expected to mean in the day-to-day

operations of Section 337, are found in two articles in the SummerlFall 1994 AIPLA

Quarterly Journal (see the Bibliography, below). One author (Schwartz) perceives

that the availability, in the Eastern District of the Federal District Court for Virginia

and elsewhere, of accelerated trial docketing procedures (the so-called "Rocket

Dockets") coupled with the availability of large damage awards, may result in less

attraction to Section 337 actions for U.S. companies, in the future. Since large

damage awards are absent in ITC actions, this last factor may bethe deciding one,

when personal jurisdiction over an infringer can be established.

Both authors consider that Section 337 actions.remain viable, and indeed the

only real remedy, where a number of unidentifiable importers of infringing products

exist. However, the authors of the first article (Mittelberger et al.) point out a

number of uncertainties in the law that now exist as a result of new language in the

amended statutory provisions which has not yet received interpretation by the courts.

The authors' perspective provide valuable insight to persons

having only a passing knowledge of Section 337.
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Some of the more recent court and ITC decisions, noted in those articles, are

also of more than casual interest to those who wish to learn more about Section 337

ITC proceedings and appellate review. In fact, one recent ITC decision reviewed by

Schwartz in the second AIPLA article, suggests to that author that ITC actions are not

limited to articles of foreign manufacture citing Sputtered Disks, USITC Pub. 2701, at

4-5, Investigation No. 337-TA-350 (Nov. 1993) and perhaps indicates that the ITC

considers itself a "nationwide trial-level tribunal" for resolution of domestic

intellectual property disputes. He also notes the availability of Section 337 action by

"foreign" companies who own U.S. intellectual property rights, in an action by Ricoh

against Samsung: Certain Facsimile Machines, Investigation No. 337-TA-367.

(Schwartz, in AlPLQ Quarterlv Journal, SummerlFall 1994, at pages 501-502). For

those interested, these AIPLA articles will prove invaluable.

Recent Court Decisions

A review of the listing of cases cited in 19 U.S.c. Annotated (West, 1997

Supp.), under Section 1337, revealed that not many cases from the ITC have gone to

the Federal Circuit since 1990. In fact, only seven such CAFC appellate decisions

werefound. Some interesting developments since the 1990 PIPA papers are found in

several recent decisions of the CAFC and noted briefly, below. However, this review

of recent CAFC decisions was only superficial, not exhaustive. Moreover, the more

current in direction in Section 337 actions found in the ITC
~'" '~'''''<,,''''''',' ",. ,~.,""""."." ,., •. ,~, ".,.• ,. ,~...,..,,,.,.,"'" "" !#p... ,

proceedings which are reviewed in much greater depth in the second AIPLA article,

noted above
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The Federal Circuit in Texas Instruments Inc. v. U.S. International Trade

d
Commission, 988 Fed. 2d 1165,26 USPQ 2 1018,1030-1031 (Fed. Cir. 1993)

decided that Section 337 applies even to members of the affected domestic U.S.

industry, if their acts complained of fall within the scope of Section 337 - contrary to

the arguments of the appealing complainant.

In a related case, Texas Instruments Inc. v. Cypress Semiconductor Corp.,

90 Fed. 3d 1558,39 USPQ 2d 1492 (Fed. Cir. 1996) the CAFC reviewed a decision

from the patent infringement action in Federal District Court in Texas, that paralleled

the ITCaction of the above-noted CAFC decision. The CAFC stated, in review of the

Texas case, that an ITC finding of infringement by the same defendants using the

same process as issue, would not have a collateral estoppel (issue preclusion) effect

on the District Court action. In its opinion, the CAFC also noted a recent earlier

decision by a panel consisting of 2 of the same judges which reached the same

conclusion. Bio-Technology General Corp. v. Genetec Inc., 80 F.2d 1553,

38 USPQ 2d 1321, 1330 (Fed. Cir. 1996).

In the Bio- Technology opinion, the Court noted that the reverse is not true 

that a Federal District Court decision resolving a patent infringement claim does have

issue preclusion effect on a subsequent ITC Sec. 337 investigation based on the same

assertion of infringement. The CAFC cited for this proposition: Young Engineers

Inc. v. U.S. International Trade Commission, 721 F.2d 1305,219 USPQ 1142
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An important amendment to 35 U.S.c. Section 271 was made in the 1988

legislation, when the provisions of subparagraph (g) - (the subparagraph on

infringement by importation of or offer to sell goods made offshore by a process

patented in the U.S.) was first added to the Patent Law. This at last brought the

infringement remedy in U.S. Patent Law into conformity with the law of other major

industrial nations, like Japan.

Perhaps that 1988·amendment to the Patent Law, as much as any other

development, has influenced the current level of activity at the ITC. However, it has

limitations. It applies only to importers and not to the offshore manufacturer himself,

unless he is also the importer. If one can prove that the importer is only acting as the

agent or alter ego of the offshore manufacturer, however, it may be possible to bring

that manufacturer into a Federal District Court patent infringement action as a

defendant. This assumes that minimum contacts jurisdictional requirements can be

met. If that jurisdictional test cannot be met, and if the recoverable damages are not

expected to be significant, then a proceeding before the ITC under Section 337 may

still be an attractive option for firms whose United States intellectual property rights

are being infringed. This remains true even with the 1994 changes to the law which

render it more fair and balanced to the respondent.
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For reference, the language of 28 U.S.c. Section 271(g) is set out below.

Section 271. Infringement of Patent

(g) Whoever without authority imports into the United States or offers

to sell, sells, or uses within the United States a product which is

made by a process patented in the United States shall be liable as

an infringer, if the importation, offer to sell, sale, or use of the

product occurs during the term of such process patent. In an action

for infringement of a process patent, no remedy may be granted for

infringement on account of the noncommercial use or retail sale of

a product unless there is no adequate remedy under this title for

infringement on account of the importation or other use, offer to

sell, or sale of that product. A product which is made by a patented

process will, for purposes of this title, not be considered to be so

made after-

(8) it is materially changed by subsequent processes; or

(9) it becomes a trivial and nonessential component of another

product.



It can be concluded that the level of activity at the U.S. International Trade

Commission since 1988 for actions under Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 as

amended most recently in 1994, has not exhibited a rise. If anything, the level has

maintained fairly steady with an average of about one new complaint being filed per

month. Whether this trend will continue is impossible to predict, but it appears that

Section 337 may be receiving an expanded reading by the ITC since the amendments

of 1994. Accordingly, Section 337 may still present an interesting option for pursuit

of imported infringing goods, both to domestic and "foreign" holders of U.S.

intellectual property rights. A follow-up review of this law several years from now,

in a future PIPA International Congress, would be warranted.

ITC Sec. 337 Update
D. H. Fifield

IV. Conclusions
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TABLE I

Year '88 '89 '90 '91 '92 '93 '94 '95 '96 Total % '97 thrn
31 Jnly

Case No. 337-TA- 281-289 290-309 310-323 324-334 335-346 347-363 364-368 369-379 380-392 393-399
xxx
Number Filed 9 20 24 II 17 17 5 II 13 127 7

Investigation
completed or 21 12 19 II 13 12 16 10 11 125 na
terminated (during
year)

Final ITCdecision
,

on merits II 10 10 7 6 5 7 7 8 71 55% na
Violation 6 7 8 5* 7* 4 4 4 7* 52 70% na

LEOICD 2 I 5 3* 3 2 I 2 5* 24 na

GEO 2 3 0 1* 1* 0 I I 1* 10 na

CO 2 3 3 I 3* 2 2 I 1 18 na

No violation 5 3 2 3 0 I 3" 3* 2 22 30% na

Terminated before .

final on merits
(withdrawal of 10 2 9 4 8* 7 9 4* 4* 57* 45% na
complaint, moot,
settlement,other)
Completed I/O plus I
investigations with US sub of
Japanese or other 011 0/0 0/2 0/0 011 0/0 0/0 2/0 Japanese na
non-US I Co. (New
complainant complaints:
(JP/other) . 1/1 in '96)

LEOICD =Ltd. Exclusion Otder + Cease & Desist Order *= more than one action ordered in some investigations
GEO =General Exclusion Order c =One Summary Jndgment - Patent Invalid and
CO =Consent Order One Collateral Estoppel - D. Ct. Judgment

~
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ANNEX

Text of Selected Relevant Sections of the U. S. Code and C.P.R.
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such direction as it may

1984, Pub. L.98-622, §205,
12 Stat. 1156; Nov. 19, 1988,
ub. L. 102-572, §102(c), 106

C. INTELLECTUAL PROPERty AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE

;
19 U.S.c. § 1337 Unfair practices in imporltrade

(a) lilflawflilactivities; covered illdl~stries; defillitiOlIS.-
(1) Subject to paragraph (2), t~e following are unlawful, and when
found by the Commission 10 exist shaU be dealt with, in addition 10
any other provision of law, as provided in this section:

(A) Unfair methods 01competition and unfair acts in the impor
tation 01 articles (other than articles provided lor in subpara
graphs (B), (C), and (0)) i~to the United Slates, or in the sale 01
such articles by the owner, importer, or consignee, the threat or
effect 01 which is-

(i) to destroy or substautlally injure an industry, in the United
Slates;

(ii) to prevent the establishment of such an industry; or

(iii) to restrain or monopolize trade and commerce in the
United States. '

(B) The importation into the United Stales, Ihe sale fur importa
lion. or the sale within Ihe!United Slates after importalion by the
owner, importer, or consignee, of articles thal-

(i) inlringe a valid andienforceable United States patent or a
.(

valid and enforceable United Stales copyright registered under
lille 17. United States Code: or

(ii) are made, produced, processed, or mined under, or by
means 01. a process covered by the claims 01 a valid and
enforceable United Stat~s patent.

(C) The importation into "he United States, the sale lor importa
lion, or the sale within the United States alter importation by the
owner, importer, or consignee, 01arlicles that infringe a valid and

19 U.S.c. § 1337

I

Other Statutes > 429

enlorceable United Slates trademark registered under the Trade
mark Act 011946.

(0) The importation into the United States, the sale for irnporta
lion, or the sale within the Unlied States after importalion by the
owner, importer, or consignee, of a semiconductor chip product
in a manner that constitutes infringement of amask work regis
lered under chapter 9 ollille 17, United States Code.

(2) Subparagraphs (B), (C), and (0) 01 paragraph (1) apply only if an
industry in the United States, relating 10 the articles protected by the
patent, copyright, trademark, or mask work concerned, exists or is in
the process 01being established.

(3) For purposes 01 paragraph (2), an industry in the United Stales
shall be considered to exist if there is in the United States, with respeel
to the arlicles protected by the patent, copyright. Irademark, or mask
work concerned-

(A) significant investment in plant and equipment;

(B) significant employment 01 labor or capital; or

(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including engineer
ing, research and development, or licensing.

(4) For the purposes of this section. the phrase "owner, importer, or
consignee" includes any agent of the owner, importer, or consignee.

(b) llIl1t'stigntiml of IliolntiollS I,!! COlllm;ssioll,-

(1) The Commission shall investigate any alleged violation of this
section on complaint under oath or upon its initiative. Upon com
mencing any such investigation, the Commission shall publish notice
thereof in the Federal Register. The Commission shall conclude any
such investigation and make itsdetermination under this section at
the earliest practicable time after the date of publication of nolice 01
such investigation. To promote expedilious adjudication, the Com
mission shall, within 45 days alter an investigation is initiated, estab
lish a target dale lor its final determination.

(2) During the course 01 each investigation under this section, the
Commission shall consult with, and seek advice and information
from, Ihe Department olHealth and Human Services, the Department

19 U.S.c. § 1337

....
OJ

.OJ}
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of Justice, the Federal Trade Commission. and such other depart
ments and agencies as illconsiders npproprlate.

(3) Whenever; in the course of an investigation under this section, the
Commission has reason to believe, based on information before it,
that a matter, in whole pr in part, may come within the purview of
this Act or of part II of ~ubtitle IV of this chapter, it 511<,11 promptly
notify tlu- Secretary of Commerce so that such action mav be taken as
is otherwise authorized by slIchsubW)c. If the Con;mission has
reasou to bclicveth.tt lIH~il11illlt'rlW,fol"t' it (,\) b based soll'ly on alleged

ads <1I1d dfcds which nre within thepurview.of section 303, 671, or
673 [§1303, 1671, or 1(,731, or (ll) relates to .111 alleged copyright

infringenu-nt with I"l'spl}d 10 which .ution is pruhibited by section

){J08 oftil le 17, United S~ates Code, the Cununission :-;h,lll terminate,
or not institute, any invdstigation into the matter. If the Commission

has reason to believe th~ matter before it is based in part on alleged

acts nnd effccts which are within the purview of section 1303, 1671,

or lil7J of this titlo. .uul i~l part OIl ,lllegl'd .uts .uul pUetts which may,

independently frotu or i~l conjunction with those within the purview

of such section. vst.iblish a basis for relief under this section. then it
may institute or continue an invcstlg.itlon into the matter. If'the

Couunission notifies the-Secretary or the .ldminble.'ring .urthority (as
defined in section 1677(1,) of this title) with respect to a matter under

this paragraph, the Con~mi5sionmay suspend its investigation dur

ing the time the.' maUer is before the Secrctary or administering
authority for final decision. Any final decision of the Secretary under

section UO) of this titl~ or by tile administering uuthority under

section 167l orl67J of t1JbtHle with respect to the mutter within such

section 1303, 167L or I~730f this title of which the Conunission has
notified the Secretary or;administering authority shall be conclusive

upon the Commission \>~Hh respect to the issue of less-than-fair-value
soles or subsidizntiouarid the matters nen'ss<uy for such decision.

(c) VdLTI11;l1tltinll:,; It'Pit'it'. .~ The Commission shall determine, with re-
e

spect to each investigationjconducted by it under this section.whether
or not there is " violation pf this section, except that the Commission
1ll.1Y, by issl1iilg a C()Il~ent l),hler or 011 the basb of an ,lgreelllent between
the private parties to the iryvestigation, including i1n agn'clllent to pre-

19 U.s.c. § 1337

Other ~1'HlIles· ,nl

sent the matter for arbitration. terminate any such investigation, in
whole 01' in pnrt, without making such a determination. Each dclermi
nation under subsection (d] or ie) of this section shall be made on the

record after notice and opportunity for a hearing in conformity with the
provisions of subchapter nof chapter 5 of title 5. All legal and equitable
defenses may be presented in all cases. A respondent Ill,ly raise any
counterclaim in a manner prescribed by the Commission. luuncdiutclv
after ,1 counterclaim is received by the Commission. the rcspoudcut
raising such counterclaim shall tile a notice of removal with .1 United
States di-uict court in which venue for ,my of Ihe rountcn l.tiuts r.u-a-d
by the party would exist under section JY)( of title lB, United St.Ite.'S
Code. Any counterclaim raised pursuant to this section shall relate b.uk
to the d.ltl' (If the original complaint in lhe procl'eding be.·fore till' COIII

mission. Action on such counterclaim shall not del.iy or atfcct the pl'O¥

ceeding under this section, including the leg.ll and equitable defenses
that may be raised under this subsection. AIl~' person adversely affected
by a final determination of the Commission under subsection (d), (e). (f).

or (g), of this section may appeal such dctcrnunatiuu within 611 d'lYS ,llh'r
the determination becomes final. to the United States Court of Aplw,lb
for the leck-r.tl Circuit for review in nccord.rncc with chapter 7 of til h'fi.
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions (If this -ubscrtion, Commi-.
sion determinations under subsections (dl, (e), (I), or (g), of this sec-tion
with respect to its findings on the public health and welfare. competitive

conditions in the United States economy. the production of like.' or
directly competitive articles in the United Sta1l'~, and United St,llt'S
consumers, the amount and nature of bond, or the approprtnte remedy
shall be rcviev.....able in accordance with section 706 of title 5. Deh'l"min,l·

tions by the Commission under subsections (e), (f), and (j) with fl':-;pl'd
to forfeiture of bonds and under subsection (h) with respl'd to the
imposition of sanctions for abuse of discovery or abuse of process shilll
also be reviewable in accordance with section 706 of title 5, United St,ltl'='

Code,

(d) Exclusion of articles from entry,-

(1) If the Commission determines, as i.l result of an investigation under
this section, that there is a violation of this section. it shall direct th.lt
the articles concerned, imported by nllY person vinbting the.' pnl\"i-

....
19 U.s.c. § 1337 <D
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,
sion of this section, be JXclllucd from entry intu tlic United States,

t "."'. ~
unless, after considcrin~:theeffect of such.exclusion upon the public
health and welfare, competitive conditions in the United States econ
omy, the production of like or directly competitive articles inthe
United State's, and United States consumers, it finds that such articles
should not be sxcluded from entry. The Commission shall notify the
Secretary of the Treasury of its action under this subsection directing
such exclusion from ehtry, and upon receipt of such notice, the
Secretory shall. through the proper officers, refuse such entry.

(2) The authority of the rommission to order an exclusion from entry
of articles shan he limited to persons determined by the Couimission
to be violating this sectjon unless the Commission determines that-e-

(A) a genef!.\1 exclusion from entry of articles is necessary to
prevent circumvention of an exclusion order limited to products

of named persons; :pr

(Bjthere is a pattern of violation of this section and it is difficult
to identify the source of infringing products.,

(e) Exclusion of articles {rom entry during investigation except under

bond.- .
(l) H, during thL' cou<se of an investig.llion under this section, the
Commission determines that there is reason to believe that there is a
violation of this section. it may direct that the articl~s concerned,
imported by any person with respect to whom there is reason. to
believe that such person is violating this section, be excluded from
entry into the United States. unless, after considering the effect of such
exclusion upon the public health and welfare, competitive conditions
in the United States~economy, the production of like or directly
competitive articles i~\ the United States. and United States consum
ers, it finds that such articles should not be excluded from entry. The
Commission shall m?tify the Secretary of the Treasury of its action
under this subsecnon directing such exclusion from entry, and upon
receipt of such notice; the Secretary shall, through the proper officers,
refuse such entry, except that such articles shall be entitled 10 entry
under bond prescribed by the Secretary in an amount determined by
the Commission to~ sufficient to protect the complainant from-any
injury. If the Commission later determines that the respondent' has

19 U.S.c. § 1337

I
Other Statute ·~11

viol.itcd the provisions of this section, thl' bond Illily be forfeited to
the complaiu.int.

(2) A complainant may petition the Commission for the issuance of
<111 order under this subsection. The Commission shall make a deter
mination with regard to such petition by not later than the 90th day
after the date on which the Commission's notice of investigation is

published in the Federal Register. The Commission may extend the
90~day period for an additional 60 days in a case it designates ,]S a
more complicated case. The Commission shall publish in the Federal
Register its reasons why it designated the case <.1$ being more compli
«lied. The Commission may require the complainant 10 post a bond
as a prerequisite to the issuance of an order under this subsection. If
the Commission later determines that the respondent has not violated
the provisions of this section, the bond may be forfeited to till'
respondent.

(3) The Commission may grunt prclhninary relief under this subsec
tion or subsection (f) of this section to the same extent as preliminary
injunctions and temporary restralniug orders may be granted tinder
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

(.f) The Commission shall prescribe the terms and conditions under
which bonds may be forfeited undci- par.igrnphs (I) and (2).

(f) Cmst' a/ld desist ortir:rs; C;V;IJfClltllt!l./iJI'<'in!atitlll (~"onlt'rs.-

(I) In addition to, or in lieu of, tuking action under subsection (d) or
(e), the Commission may issue and CHISC to be served on any ~wrson

Violating this section, or believed to be violating this section, as the
case may be; an order directing such person to cease and desist from
engaging in the unfair methods or nets involved, unless after consid
cnng the effect of such order upon tlu-publtr health and welfare.
competitive conditions in the United Sr.ucs economy, till' production
of like or directly competitive articles in the United States, and United
States consumers, it finds that such order should not be issued. The
Commission may <It nny time. upon such notice and in such manner
as it deems proper, modify or revoke any such order, and. in the case
of a revocation, may take action under subsection (d) or (e) of this
section, as the case may be. If a temporary cease and desist order is
issued in addition to, orin lieu of, an exclusion order under subsection

19 U.S.c. § 1337
'"o
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(A) the owner, importer, or con~ignee of the article previousl
attempted to import the article into the United States;

(B) the articlo was pn.'viously -ul'nied entry into the Unitl'd State
by reason of an order issued under subsection (0); and

(C) upon such previou.'i dcni<ll of elltry, the Secretary of th,
I"reasury provided lhe OWlwr, illlportel", or consignee of till' artid
wriuen notice ()f-

(i) such order, and

(ii) the seizure and forfeiture that would result from [lny fur
ther attempt to import the article into the United States.

N....

l'OIbidering the effeCt (if such exclusion or order upon Ihe publ
health and welfare. COIll}lL'tili\'l' l"( lllditions in till' United S(,lll'S ceo
omy, the production of like -()I. diri.'clly .compl'titive nrticles in II
United States, and United States consumers, the Commission firu
that such exclusion or order should not be issued,

(2) Inauditiol1 10 the iluthorityo(t1le COlllmission to issue ,1 genel
exclusior, from entry of articles when a respondent appears to conto
an investigation concerning a violutlon of the provisions of til
sl'dion, ,I general exclusion from entry of art ides, regardless of II
Source or importer of the articles, l1lily be issued if-

(A) no person appears to COlltest <111 investigation concerning
\'iolation of the provisions of this section,

(B) such a violation is established by substantial, reliable, an
probative cvidenco, and

(C) the r<'lluin.'l1lellts of subs('Uioll (d)(2) ,11"(' 111l'1.

(h) S'Il/leI iOlls .till' 1l1 '/l St ' ~f di.';COllt'/:I/ /lilt! lIllllse (~'" IroCc·ss.-llw Commis:->hl
may by rule prescribe sanctions for <lUuse of discovery and abuse (
process to the extent authorized byRulo 11 and Rule 37 of the Feder,
Rules of Civil Procedure.

(i) ro/}~'il/m'._

(1) In addition to taking action under subsection rd], the Commissio
may issue an order proViding that ,lilY article imported in violatio
of the provisions of this section be seized and forfeited to lht:' Unite'
States if-'-'.

19 U.S.c. § 1337

(e), the Comnlissi~hmay require the complainant to post a bond, in
an amount determined by the Commission to be sufficient to protect
the respondent.from any imury.ns ';.1 prerequisite to theissuanceo:f
an order under this subsection. If the Commission later determines
that the respondent has not violated the provisions of this section, the
bond may be forldted to the respondent The Commission shall
prescribe the terms and conditions under which the bonds may be
forfeited under this paragraph.

(2) Any person "tho violates an order issued by the Commission
under paragraph (1) after it has become final shall forfeit and pay to
the UnitedStates 4civil penalty for each day on which an importation
of articles. or their sale, occurs in violation of the order of not more
than the greater 0[$100,000 or twice the domestic value of the articles
entered or sold or such day in violation of the order. Such penalty
shall accrue to 'h~ United States and mav be recovered for the United
Stales in .1 civil ~cHon brought by the Cnnlmi%i~Hl it~'the Federal
District Court foJ the District of Columbia or lur the district in which
the violation occurs, In such actions, the United States district courts
may issue mandatory injunctions incorporating the relief sought by
the Commission as they deem appropriate in the enforcement of such
final orders oftl{e Commission.

(g) £xclushm fm/lle~ltr.v or cease mill tlesist vnla; cowli/iolls (l1II1 procedures
"1'I'Iicable.- "

(I) If-

(A) a complaint is filed against a person under this section;,
(6) the com~laint and a notice of investigation are served on the
person;

(C) the person fails to respond to the complaint and notice or
otherwise ,f+ils to appear to answer the complaint and notice;

(D) the person fails 10 show good cause why the person should
not be found in default; and

(E) the com;plainant seeks relief limited solely to that person;

the Comnussion shall presume the facts alleged in the complaint to
be true and shall, upon request, issue an exclusion from entry or a
cease and desi:~t order, or both, limited to that person unless, after
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(2) The Commissiol,l shall notify theSecretary llflhe Treasurydf any
order issued uuderjthissubsection and, upon receipt of such notice,
the Secretary of the'Trensury shall enforce 511Ch order in accordance
with the provisionsjof this section.
(.1) Upon the i,llh~l1iptl'd entry of arlides~lIhjl'd 10;111 order Issued
under this subsection. the Secretary of the Ircasury shall immediately
notify all ports uf! entry of the attempted importation and 'shall
identify the persOll~ notified under paragraph (I )(C).

el) TIl(' Sl'ndaryo(!tlw Treasury 5h,l11 provith·.

(A) the written ~olicedescribed in paragraph (I He) to the owner,
importer, or consignee of any article that is denied entry into the
United Stales by reason of an order issued under subsection (d);
and

(6) a copy of sU~h writtennotice 10 the Commission.

(j) Rl:faml fop,.esidcnt.,:

(1) If the Cumnussion determines thai there is tl violation of this
section. or that, fof: purposes of subsection (l~), there is reason 10

believe that there isjsuch a violation. it ~hilll-·,
(i\) publi-I: suc(, dctermin.uionin lilt' rl.'def,J1 Rl'gisler, and

(B) trunsnut to t6ePresiucnt.1 copy of such determination and the
action taken under subsection (d), (l'), (f), (g), or (i}, with respect
thereto, together with the record upon which such determination
is based. I

(2) If, before the close of the 60-day period beginniug on the day alter
the day on which jhe receives a (Opy of-such determination, the
President, for policy reasons, disapproves such determination and
notifies the Commission of.his disapproval, then, effective on the dale
of such notice, such determination and the action 'taken undersub
section (d), (e), (I), (g), or (i) with respectthereto shall have no force
or effect. .

(3) Subject to the ~rovisions of paragraph (2). such determination
shall, except for purposes ofsubsection (c), be effective uponBubU.
cation thereof. in, tI\e Federal Registerv aud the action takeJl under
subsection (d), (e), (f), (g), or (i), with respect thereto shan be effective
as provided in such subsections, except that articles directed to be
excluded from entry under subsection (d) or subject to a cease and

19 U.S.c. § 1337
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desist order under subsection (f) shall, until such determination be
comes final, be entitled to entry under bond prescribed by the Sccre
tary in an amount determined by the Commission to be sufficient 10

protect the complainant from any injury. If lhe determination be
conu-s final, 'the bond may be furn-itcd (0 tlu- coutplain.mt. "llu
Commission shall prescribe the terms and 'conditions under which
bonds may be forfeited under this paragraph.
(4) If the President does not disapprove such determination within
such 60-day period, or if he notifies the Commission before till' close.
of such period that he approves such determination, then, for pur
poses of paragraph (3) and subsection (c) such determination shan
become final on the day after the close of such period or the day on
which the President notifies the Commission of his approval, as the
case Illay be.

(k)Paiod (~"clft!etivelless;termiuatiOlI (~f riolntion01' 1I1od~ficatioll or 1"t'$clS:;;Ol1

of l'Xc/IIS;Oll 01' order.--'-
(1) Except ns provided in subsections (f) and (j), any exclusion from
entry or order under this section shall continue in effect until the
Commission finds, and in the case ofexclusion from entry notifies the
Sl'lTd,uy of the Trei.lsury,lhat the vondlfions which k-d tll Slit h
exclusion from entry or order no h!ngl'r exist.
(2) If any person who has previously been found by the Commission
to bc fn-violntion of this section petitions the Commission for a
determination that the petitioner is Itt) longer in violation .. t If. this
sectional' for a modification or rescission of an exclusion from entry
or order under subsection (d), (e), (I), (g), or (i)-

(A) the burden of proof in any proceeding before the Commission
regarding such petition shall be on the petitioner; and

(0) relief may be granted by the Commission with respect to such
petition-

(i) on the basis of new evidence or evidence that could not have
been presented at the prior proceeding, or
(ii) on grounds which would permit relief from a judgment or
order under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

(1) bupovintion hy or for lIuited States.-

Any exclusion from entry or order under subsection (d), (e), (f), (g), or
[i), in cases based on a proceeding involving a patent copyright, or musk

......
19 u.s.c. § 1337

{'
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work under subsection (0)( I), shall not apply to any articles imported by
and for the use of the'United States, or imported for, and to be used for,
the United States with the authorization or consent of the Government.
Whenever any article would have been excluded from entry or would
not have been entered pursuant to the provisions of such subsections but
for the operation of (his subsection, <111 owner of the patent, copyright,
or mask work adverselv affected shall be entitled to reasonable and
entire compensation! in- an action before the United States Court of
Federal Claims pursuant to the procedures of section 1-:198 of title 28,
United States Code. '

(111) [)dilliJioll If''lill/tt>dSfnks".-

I:(lf l'uqHhl'S (If this :+dhlll and s('dhH1S·I.DH.llld I:HII,lhl'lerm "United
Slates" means the customs territory of the United States as defined in
general note 2 of the Harmonized -1:l1riff Schedule of the United States.

\

(n) Disch)~III't! of cOllfi,it!/ltial iltfof11latioH.-
j

(1) Information submitted to the Commission or exchanged among
the parties in connection with proceedings under this section which
is properly desigI1ated as confidential pursuant to Commission rules
mny not be di5do~ed (except under a protective order issued under
n~gl1LllitJlls or the] Commission wluch Jtltlwrizl's limited disclosure
of such illfonll<lti(~n) to any person (other than a lwrson described in
pamgruph (::!.)) without the consent of the person submitting it.

(::!.) Notwithsl<lIuJ(ng the prohibition contained in paragraph (I), in
Iorm.u ion rt'fl'lTl'~ 10 in that pal..1AI..1ph n1.1)' ill' disclosed 10-

(1\) an officer:; or employee of the Commission who is directly
concerned wi{h-

(i) G1ITyin~()ut the investigation or related proceeding in con
nection with which the information is submitted,

1
(ii) the administration of a bond posted pursuant to subsection
(e), (f), or q'),

(iii) the adjninisfration or enforcement of an exclusion order
issued pursuant to subsection (d), (e), or (g), 0 cease and desist
order issu~d· pursuant to subsection (f), or a consent order
issued pursuant to subseclion (c),

19 U.S.c. § 1337

(iv) proceedings for the modification or rescission of a tempo
rary or permanent order issued under subsection (d), (e), (f),

(g), or (i), or a consent order issued under this section, or

(v) maintaining the administrative record of the investigation

or related proceeding,

(B) an officer or employee of the United States Government who
is directly involved in the reviev..' under subsection (j), or

(C) .111 officer or employee of the United Stales Customs Service
who is directly involved in administering an exclusion from entry
under subsection (d), (e), or (g) resulting from the investigation

in conned ion with which lIw information is submitted.

{june 17, IlUll, (h.-N7, §337, "6 Slat. 711.1; Aug. 211, 195K, l'ub.! ..K5·6Kh, §lJ, 72SI,11.
679; Jan.~, 1975, Pub. L. 93-6JN, §341, KH Still. lOS3; lulv 26,1974, Pub. L 96-,19.
§§Illh, I IllS, 9~ Stat. IlJ3, 310; Oct. Ill, 19K1I, l'ub. I.. %-417, §hll-l,lJ-l Sial. 17-1·1;
Apr. 2, 19M2, Pub. L. 97-lb-l, §§160, Ih3, 9/1 St.lt. -IH, -19; Nov. N, IlJH4, Pub. L.
9H-020, §~ 13,9H Slat. 3362; AU~. 23, 19HH, Pub. L. IOII-~ IH, §§ 121~, 13~2. 102SIal.
1157,1212-15; Nov. III, 19HH, Pub. L. 100·647, .90111. 102Stat. 3807; Oc1.29, 1992,
Pub. L. 102-sh3. §3, 106 Stat. ~2~H; Dec. H, 190~. Pub. L. 103-~os, §321, IOH SIal.
~9B; ou. I 1,19%, Pub. L. 1O~-29s, Tille 111121, I iii Stal. 3527.1

19 I I 5 C g'526 MC[rhaw!i§e-heiUins_Ametica...l..........lI;

(,1) 1lIl/lodalin" /lInhillifl'd. - Except as pnl\'itil'd in subscctku ) of thb
section, it shall be unlawful to import into the United S es ,lilY mer

chandise of foreign manufacture if such merchandis r the label, sign,
print, package. wrapper, or receptacle, bears a,p" demark owned by a
citizen of, or by a corporation or a5sociationji~ted or organized within,
the United Slates, and registered in th~pli\ent and Trademark UWn' by
a person domiciled in the United S~~;g, under the provisions of sections
81 to 109 of title 15, and if <Icop~f the certificate of registration of such
trademark is filed with th}~cretary of the Treasury, in the m.mncr
provided in section l06;f said title 15, unless written consent of the
owner of such tradenutt'k is produced at the time of making entry.

~. .,
(b) St'i:'//I"t' /lJld fa 1I.'itfln.'. - Any such merchandise imported into the
United Slates i violation of the provisions of Ihis section shall be subject
to seizure a forfeiture for violation of the customs lows.

(c) -IlIjl dicJII ami datI/ages. - Any person dealing in any such merchan
dise may be enjoined from dealing therein within the United States or

19 U,S.c. § 1526

'"w
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CHAPTER 26--0WNERSllII' AND ASSIGNMENT
(July 19, 1952, eh. 950, §L 66 Sial. 81ll; Dec. 8, 1994. Pub. L. 1ll3-465, §533, 1118
SIal. 4988.)

Ci lAP fEll 28-INFRINGEMENT Or P.\TENTS

'"lJ1

"Ed. Note: Pub. I.. IO~·.t65 §5J3(a). which expanded the definition nf infringement 10include
offers 10 sell patented inventions and importation lnro the U.S.. became effective as ofJan. I. 1996.

§ 267 Time for taking action in Government applicalions

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 133 and lSI of this title, the
Commissioner may extend the time for taking any action to three years,
when an application has become the property of the United States and
the head of the appropriate department or agency of the Government
has certified to the Commissioner that the invention disclosed therein is
important to the armament or defense of the United States.

(Juty19, 1952, eh. 950, §1, 66 Sial. KlI.)

CHAPTER 27-GovERNMENT INTERESTS IN PATENTS

[Repealed) (Iuly 24, 1965, Pub. L.89·83, §8, 79 Slat. 261.)

[Repealed.]
Time (or taking action in Government nppllcations.

§266

SEC

266.
267.

SEC

271. Infringement 01 patent.
272. Temporary presence in the United States.

t § 271 Infringement of patent" J
(a) Except as olherwise provided in this title, whoever without authority
makes, uses, offers to sell or sells any patented invention, within the
United States or imports into the United States any patented invention
during the term of the patent therefor, infringes the patent.

(b) Whoever actively induces infringement of a patent shall be liable as
an infringer.§ 262 Joint owners

In the absence of any agreement t~ the contrary, each of the joint owners
of u patent rnav make. use, offer! to sell. or sell the patented invention
within the Untted States, or Import the patented invention into the
United States without the consentof and without accounting to the other

owners.

§ 261 Ownership; assignment

Subject to the provisions of this titlt,; patents shall have the attributes of

pt.'rsolli.ll property. '~

Applications for patent, patents, or :~ny interest therein, shall be assign
able in law by an instrument in writing. The applicant, patentee, or his
,lssi~ns or legal reprcsenti.ltives max in like manner grant and convey an
exclusive right under his application for patent, or patents, to the whole

or any specified part of the United States.

/\ certificate of acknowledgment ,(nder the hand and official seal of a
person authorized to administer o~ths within the United States, or, in a
foreign country, of a diplomatic or-consular officer of the United States
or all officer authorized to administer oaths whose authority is proved
by a certificate of a diplomatic Of Cl111sular officer of the United States, or
,tpll:--tilll> of ,111 oHidallte~ig,n<1ll'd ~y .1 foreign country which, by treaty
or convention. accords like effect t~) npostilles of designJtedoffkials in
till' United States, shall be prima racie evidence of the execution of an
.t~signment, grant or conveyance ~f a patent or appllcJtion:for patent.

An .\ssignment, grant or con\'eya~ce shall be void as against any sub
sequent purchaser or mortgagee ~or a valuable consideration, without
notice. unless it is recorded in the;'Patent and Trademark Office within
three months from its date or prior to the date of such subsequent

purchase or mortgage. .
(Iulv 19. 195:!. ch. 1.)30, §I, flh Sti.lt.~HP; Ian. 2, 1':J73, Pub. L.93-5':Jh. §1, xx StaL
19-19; Aug. 27, I':JH2, Pub. L.Y/-24f, §l...., ':Jh Stat. 321.)

Sit
261. Ownership: assignment.
262. [oint owners,

35 U.S.c. § 261
35 U.S.c. § 271
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i

The remedies prescribed by subparagraphs (A), (8), and (C) Me the
only remedies which may be granted by a court for an act of infringe
ment described in paragraph (2), except that a court may award
attorney fees under section 2~5.,

~

(f) (1) whoever without .1uthor~Jy supplies or causes to be supplied in
or from the United States alljor a substantial portion of the compo
nents of a patented invention, where such components are uncom
bined in whole or in part, in:! such manner as to actively induce the
combination of such components outside of the United States in a
manner that would infringe (he patent if such combination occurred
within the United Slates, shall be liable as an infringer.

(2) Whoever without authoruy supplies or causes to be supplied in
or from the United States anYlcomponent of a patented invention that
is especially made or especially adapted for use in the invention and
not a staple article or com modi ty of commerce suitable for substantial
noninfringing use, where such component is uncombined in whole
or in part, knowing that sud) component is so made or adapted and
intending that such component will be combined outside of the
United Stutes in a munner Jh.lt would infringe the patent if such
routbiu.uion uccurrvd \\'ilhii\" the United States, :.11.\11 be liable as an
infringer.

(g) \VllOL'\'L'r without i.luthori'lytimports'into the UnitedStates or offers
to sell, sells, or uses within the/United States a product which is made
by a process patented in the United States shall be liable as an infringer,
if the importation, offerto sell, sale, or use of the product occurs during

the term of such process patent.!Inan action for infringement Ofa process
patent. no remedy may be granted for infringement on account of the
noncommercial use or retail sal~ of a-product unless there is no adequate
remedy under this titlefor ln~ingementon account of the importation
orother use, offer to sell, or saleiof that product. A product which is made
by a patented process will, forj purposes of this title, not be considered
to be so made after- I

(1) it is materially changed ~y subsequent processes; or

(2) it becomes a trivial and nonessential component of another prod
uct.

35 U.S,c. § 271

.~
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(h) As used in this section, the term "whoever" includes any State, ilny
instrumentality of a State, and any officer or employee of a State or
instrumentality of a Stateacting in his official capacity, Any State, and
any such Instrumentality. officer, or employee, shall be subject 10 the
provisions of this title in the same manner and to the same extent as any
nongovernmental entity.

(i) As used in this section, an "offer for sale" or au "offer to sell" by a
person other than the patentee, or any designee of the patentee, is that
in which the sale will occur before the expiration of the term of the patent.
(July I~, 1~52, ch. ~50, §1,665101. 811; Scpl.24, I~H4, Pub. t..~H-417, §21l2, 9H Sial.
1603; Nov. H, I~H4, Pub. L. ~H-622, §Illl, ~~ Stat. 33H3; Aug. 23, I~HH, Pub. L.
100-418, §~003, 102 Stal. 15~3--64; Nov. 16, 1~88, Pub. L. 100-670,§201, IlJ2SI.ll.
3~8H-3~H~; Nov. I~, I ~HH, Pub. L.100-7lJ3, ~20L 1lI2SI.1. 467~; Oct.2H, I~n, Pub.
L. H12-56lJ, §2, 1lI6Sial. 4230; Dec. 8, 1~~4,-Pub. l.. 103-4(,5, §533, IOH Sial. 4~HH.)

i 272 Tempo52Sg: p 7 • °u the MIih@d States

The use of any invention in any vessel, aircraft or vehi ~ any country
which affords similar privileges to vessels, . ( or vehicles of the
United States, entering the United S ~mporarily or accidentally,
shall not constitute infringem any patent, if the invention is used
exclusively for the neeus-:..&the vessel, ·aircr'.lft or vehicle and is not
offered for sale !ll·,soIJ\-n or used for the manufart uru of al1ylhin~ to be
sold in or,~pb;ted from the United States.

pe--
(J~, 1~52, ch. 950, §l, 66 Sial. H12; Dec. H, 19~4, Pub. I.. tll3-465, §533, tllH
Sial. 4~H~.)

Sk
2Ht. Remedy for infringement of patent.
2H2. Presumpnon.or validity; defenses.
283. Injunction.
2H4. Damages.
285. Attorney tees.
2H6. Time limita '~n damages.
287. Limit· on damages and other remedies, marking and notice.
2HH. on for infringement of a patent containing an invalid claim.

35 U.S.c. §272 ~



A. FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS--JURISDICTlON, VENUE AND

SERVICE OF PROCESS; lTC-RELATED PROVISIONS

I. REMEDIES FOR INFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS AND
TRADEMARKS AND OTHER ACTIONS

Patents, plant variety prgtectjog (Ql2yrjgb~mask
works, trademarks, and unfair competitio

(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of a civil action
arising under any Act of Congress relating to pat's, plant variety
protection, copyrights and trademarks. Such jur" Iction shall be exclu
sive of the courts of the states in patent, p. t variety protection and
copyright cases,

(b) The district courts shall have 0 . mal jurisdiction of any civil action
asserting a claim of unfair co etition when joined with a substantial
and related claim under copyright, patent-plant variety protection
or trademark laws.

(e) Subsections and (b) apply to exclusive rights in mask works under
chapter 9 ( itlc 17 to the same extent as such-subsections apply to
copyri s.
(june ,19.JH,ch. 6.J6, §L 62 Slat. 1)31; Dec. 2-J, 11)70, Pub. L I) 1·577, §143, H-I Sial.-* 155Y; Nov. 19, 1988, Pub. L. 1lI11-7112, §1lI211, 1lI2 Sial. 4671.)

l 28 U,s,c, § 13681 Counterclaims in unfair practices in international
trade

The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action
based on a counterclaim raised pursuant to section 337(c) of the Tariff
Act of 19)0, to the extent that ita rises out of the transaction or occurrence
that is the subject mater of the opposing party's claim in the proceeding
under section 337(a) of thai Act,
(Dec. 8, 1994, Pub. L. 1113-465, §321, 108 Sial. 4943.)
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(a) A civil action wherein jurisdiction is fou only on diversity of
citizenship may, except as othe ovided by law, be brought only
in (1) a judicial distri re any defendant resides, if all defendants

413 '"...,
28 us,c, § 1391
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reside in the same State, (2) ajulicial district in which a substantial p t
of the events or omissions giving rise to the claim occurred.or it sub an
tial pari of property that is.the subject of the action is situated r (3) a
judicial district ill which any de~endant is subject to personal' isdiction
at the time the action is commenced, if there is no distric n which the
action may otherwise be brougl!l.

(b) A civil action wherein jUrisdlclioll is not founde solely on diversity
of citizenship may, except as otherwise provided law, be brought only
in (I) a judicial district where apy defendan esides, if all defendants
reside in the same State,(2)iljudidal distrr'in whtch a substantial part
of the events or omissions givin~ rise to 'le claim occurred, or it substan
tial pari of property that is the ~ubje~t of the action is situated, or (3) a
judicial dislri~t in which any c.lff<;l(dm~t may be found, if there is no
district III which the action may ptherwise be brought.

(c) For purposes of venue ytQ,er this chapter, a defendant that is a
corporation shall be deemed to reside in any judicial district in which it
is subject to personal jupsdictio~at the time the action is commenced. In
a State which has more than one judicial district and in which a defen
dant that is a corporation is sU~ject to personal jurisdiction at the time
.111 action is commenced, such cchpofation shall be deemed to reside in

.< '.)" . .

all)' district ~~l,that State within 'thich its contacts would be sufficient to
subject it in personal jurisdictio;p if that district were a separate State,
and, if there is no such district, tlie corporation shall be deemed to reside
in l~~istrid within which it hafthe most significant contacts.

(~Analien may be sued in any~district.

( * * j

(June 25, IY4H, ch. 646, §1. 62 Sial. ~35; Ocl. 5, 1%2, Pub. L. H7-74H. §2, 76 Sial.
744;Dec. 23,1%3. Pub. L. HH-234, 77, Sial. 473; Nov. 2, lY66, Pub. L. HY-7H §§I,
2. HIiSlal. 1111; Ocl. 21, IY76. Pub. I!. Y4-5H3, &§3, 5, YIiSlal. 2721. 2HY7; Nnv. IY,
IYHH. Pub. L. 11111-7112, §11I13. 1lI2 5191. 4f>!>Y; Dec. I. IYYII. Pub. L. 101-650, §311,
104 Sial. 5114; Dec. Y, IYYI, Pub. L. 1!'2't YH, §3. 105Stat. 1623; o«. 29, IYY2, Pub.
1..1lI2-572. §YII2(a), lOr, Sial. 4516; Ocl. 3, IYY5, Pub. L. 1lI4-34, §1. 109Sial. 2Y3.)

III tt5.C. s· 1400 I'atehlSind FopynghiS

(a) Civil actions, suits, or procee . fising under any Adof Congress
relating to copyrights a us(ve rights in mask works may be insti-

,....

28 us.c, § 1400
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tuted in the district in which the defenda~his agent resides or may
be found.

(b) Any civil action for pate' . ringement may be brought in the
judicial district where efendant resides, or where the defendant has
committed ac mfringement and has a regular and established place
ofbusiness.
{june 25, 1Y4H. ch. 646,§L 62 Sial. Y36; Nnv. J Y, IYHH, Pub. L. 1lI11-7112, §10211. 102
Sial. 4671.)

[28 U.S.c. § 1446 t Procedure for removal

• • •
(I) Wilh respect to any counterclaim removed to a district court pursuant
to section 337(c) of the Tariff Act of 1930, the district court shall resolve
such counterclaim in the same manner as an original complaint under
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, exceplthat the payment of a filing
fee shall not be required in such cases and the counterclaim shall relate
back to the dale of the original complaint in the proceeding before Ihe
International Trade Commission under section 337 of that Act.
(Dec. H, IYY4, Pub. L. 103-465, §321. llIH Sial. 4Y43.)

2.8- 11 5 c § B9B Palsnl ijl!Il.m,~ri~gilhllt,:c;liaia~l;es~ _

(a) Whenever an invention described in and covered by a pat of the
United States is used or manufactured byor for the United < es without
license of the owner thereof or lawful right to use manufacture the
same, the owner's remedy shall be by action a . st the United States in
the United States Court of Federal Claims the recovery of his reason
able and entire compensation for sud e and manufacture, Reasonable
and entire compensation shall' ude the owner's reasonable costs,
including reasonable fees for expert witnesses and attorneys, in pursuing
the action if the owne0s'fu; independent inventor, a nonprofit organi
zation, or an enti~;!flat had no more than 500 employees at <lny time
during the 5- r period preceding the use or manufacture of the pat
ented inv Ion by or for the United Slates. Nothwithstanding the
prece . g sentences, unless the action has been pending for more than
1 ears from the lime of filing to the time that the owner applies for such
costs and fees, reasonable and entire compensation shall not include

28 U's,C § 1498
tv
co
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28 U.S.c. § 1659

12

. 6

t3

14

15

17

16

11

11

28

12

12

12

'"'"28 V.S.c. § 44

./..'.'../~i· .
.,/1,

j/

./
/

Eighth

Ninth

Tenth

Eleventh

Federal ·

Third .

Fourth.

Fifth .

Sixth.

Seventh

B. COURTS OF APPEAL-JURISDICTION-U.s. COURT OF ApPEALS

FOR THE FEDERALCIRCUIT

District of Columbia.

First ..

Second

28 liS (z § 44 Appoiptment, fORUIE, n!itteiitniTd salary. of cirellit
judges

(aj The President shan appoint, by and with the advice and c
the Senate, Circuit judges for the severnI circuits as follows:

Circuits
}'

(2) 10 clays after the districticourt action is filed,

whichever is l.itvr.

(h) 11:;(' /~rC(IIll/lli.~:;inll II'col'(i..[Notwithstanding section 317(n)(l) of the
Tariff Ad of 1930, after dissolution of a slay undersubsection (a), the
record of the proceeding befqre the United States International Trade
Commission shall be transmit\~d to the district court and shall be admis
sible in the civil action, subject to such protective order as the district
court determines 'necessary, Ip the extent permitted under the Federal
Rules of Evidence and the Fe'leral Rules of Civil Procedure.

(Dec. H. IYY~, Pub. L. 103-~o5. §3*, IOH Slot. ~9~3.)

28 U.S.C-.S1694 I'atentinfringement action

In a patent .infringernent .action commenced ] a district where the
defendant is not a resident b~t has a re r and established place of
business, service ofprocess, sumn or subpoenaupon suchdefendant
may be made upon his a e : r agents conducting such business.

..'" "
(lune

I%11. Pub. I.. Ho-n6. §§L ~. 7~ Slot. H55, H56; Oct. 19. 1976. Pub. I.. 9~-553, §105,
91l Slot. 2599; Apr. 2, 19H2, Pub. Li 97-16~, § 133,% Slot. ~II; Nov. 19, 19HH, Pub.
L. 11I1l-7112, §1lI211, 1112 Slot. ~671; Oct. 29, 1992, Pub. L. 1ll2-572. §9112(a), 1116 Slat.
~516; Oct. 19, 1996, Pub. L. 1ll~-3I1H § 1(0), 1 III Slot. 3H I ~.)

*: . !
[28 U.S.c. § 1659) Stay of ce¥ain actions pending disposition of re

lated proceedings before the United States Interna
tional Trade Commission

(a) Stay.-In a civil action in~olving parties that are also parties to a
proceeding before the United! States International Trade Commission
under section 337 of the Tariff j\CI of 1930, at the request of a party to the
civil action that is also a respondent in the proceeding before the Com
mission, the district court shall stnv, until the determination of. the

.c. .•

Commission becomes final, proceedings in the civil action with respect
to any claim that involves the; same issues involved in the proceeding
beforethe Commission, but o~ly if such request is made within-

(I) 30 days after till' party is~n<lnwd as u respondent in till' proceeding
before tlu: Commission, or 'i.
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28 U.S.c. § 1295

(a)The United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit shaU have
exclusive jurisdidion-

(1) of an appeal from a final decision of a district court of the United
States, the United States District Court for the District of the Canal
Zone, the District Court of Guam, the District Court of the Virgin
Islands, or the District Court for the Northern Mariana Islands, if the
jurisdiction of that court was based, in whole or in part, on section
1338 of this title, except that a case involving a claim arising under
any Act of Congress relating to copyrights, exclusive rights in mask
works, or trademarks and no other claims under section 1338(a) shall
be governed by seclions 1291, 1292, and 1294 of this title;

(2) of an appeal from a final decision of a district court of the United
States, the United States District Court for the District of the Canal
Zone, the District Court of Guam, the District Court of the Virgin
Islands, or the District Court for the Northern Mariana Islands, if the

98-620, §412, 98 Stat, 3362; Nov. 19, 198~, Pub. L 1OIJ-7IJ2, §501, 102Stal. 4652;
Del.29,1992, Pub. L 1112-572, §lIl1, 106Sial. 4516.)

28 i:J.S.E.§ 'i9t . (;in!uits .iR wkhh ii@E!isiBItS iC,ic~;able

Except as provided in sections 1292(c), 1292(d), and 1295 of this~
appeals from reviewable decisions of the district and lerritoria?c;;";:;;~
shall be taken 10 the courts of appeals as follows: /'

(1) From a district court of the United States to t
for the circuit embracing the district;

(2) From the United States Dislrict C lor the District of the Canal
Zone, to the Colat of Appeals e Fifth Circuit;

(3) From the District C of the Virgin Islands, to the Court of
Appeals for the Thi ircuit;

(4) From the . rict Court of Guam, to the Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Ci It.

Oune25, 19 8, ch. 646,62Stat. 930; Ocl.31, 1951, ch, 655,§511, 65 Stat, 727; July 7,
1958, Pub. L 85-5118, §12,72 Sla1.348; Mar. 18. 1959, Pub. L 86-3,§14,73Stat, Ill;
Aug.311, 1961. Pub. L 87-189, §5, 75Stat, 417; Nuv. 6.1978. Pub. L 95-598, §237,
92Stal. 2667; Apr. 2,1982, Pub. L 97-164, §126, Yo. Stal. 37.)

. C08 u.;c. § 1295 Jurisdiction of the United States Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit

i
;

28 U.S.c. § 1292

lion of the litigation, the United States CO!!!!.JILAPpea~sfor he
Feduul Chcuil 1ii~iY, l!( uS <1iSCretion, permit an appeal to be en
from such order; if aPRlication is made to that Court wit hi en days
after the entry of such order.

;
(3) Neither the applidtion for nor the granling of, appeal under
this subsection shall st:ay proceedings in the COl of International
Trade or in the Claim~ Court, as the case rna e, unless a stay is
ordered by a jndge of the Court of Internalion rade or of the Claims
Court Or by the United ~tatesCourt of App. Is for the Federal Circuit
or a judge of that court,

(4)(A) The United States Court of App' Is for the Federal Circuit shall
have exclusive jurisdiction of appeal from an interlocutory
order of a district court of the niled States, the District Court of
Guam, theDistrict Court of t e Virgin Islands, or the District Court
for the Northern Mariana ands, granling or denying, in whole or

in part, a motion to ;..•'.t~~tfer an action to the United States Claims
Court under section~1;jl of this title. ..

(13) \"'hell a motion,Xi transfer 0111 action to the Claims Court is filed
in u district (llul{ ~l) further proceedings shall be taken in the
district court Villi) pO days after the court has ruled upon the
motion. Ifan appeal 15 taken from the district court's grant or denial
of the motiph, proceedings shall be further stayed until the appeal
has been decided by the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuil.
The st ( of proceedings in the district court shall not bar the
gran g of preliminary or injunctive relief, where appropriate and
w re expedition i~ reasonably necessary. However, during the

riod in which proceedings are stayed as provided in this sub
aragraph, no transfer to the Claims Court pursuant to the motion

shall be carried out.'

(e)'The Supreme Court n{ay prescribe rules, in accordance with section
2072 of this title, to provide for an appeal of an interlocutory decision to
the courts of appeals that IS not otherwise provided for under subsection
(a), (b), (c), or (d).

(lune 25,1948. ch. 1>·11>, §L 0.2 5101. n9; Oct. 31. 1951. ch. 1>55, §·19, 65 Sial. 726;
July 7, 1958, Pub. L. 85-5IJ~,j,§12(e), 72 Slot. 348;Sept. 2, 1958, Pub. L. ~5-919, 72
Stat. 177IJ; Apr. 2, 19~2, Pub. L. 97-164, §125, 96 Stal. 36; Nov. s, 19~4, Pub. L.
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98 of the Harmonized TarillSchedule of the United States (relating to
importalion of instruments or apparatus);

(8) of an appeal under seclion 71 of the Plant Variety Proteelion Act

(9) of an appeal from a final order or final decision of the Merit
Systems Protection Board, pursuant to seelions 7703(b)(l) and 7703(d)
oltitle 5;

(10) of an appeal from a final decision of an agency board of contract
appeals pursuant to section 8(g)(1) of the Contract Disputes Act of
1978 (41 USC 607(g)(1));

(II) of an appeal under seelion 211 of the Economic Stabilization Act
011970;

(12) of an appeal under section 5 of the Emergency Petroleum Allo
cation Act of 1973;

(13) of an appeal under seclion 506(c) of the Natural Gas Policy Act
of 1978; and

(14) of an appeal under seelion 523 olthe Energy Policy and Conser
vation Act

(b) The head of ,lilY executive-department or agency may, with the
approval of the Attorney General, refer to the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit for judicial review any final decision rendered by a board
of contract appeals pursuant to the terms of any contract with the United
States awarded by that department or agency which the head of such
department or agency has concluded is not entitled 10 finality pursuant
to the review standards specified in section lO(b) of the Contract Dis
putes Act of 1978 (41 U.s.C 609(b)). The head of each executive depart
ment or agency shall make any referral under this section within one
hundred and twenty days alter the receipt of a copy of the final appeal
decision.

(c)The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit shall review the matter
referred in accordance with the standards specified in seclion 1O(b) of
the Contract Disputes Act of 1978. The court shall proceed with judicial
review on the administrative record made before the board of contract
appeals on matters so referred as in other cases pending in such court,
shall determine the issue of finality of the appeal decision, and shall, if
appropriate, render judgment thereon, or remand the matter to any

o(Fcdcral Claims Technical and Procedural Improvements
--'... 1116 Sial. "516, staturorv references In the U,S, Claims

I of Federal Claims. .

jurisdiction of that court wa~basett in whole or in part, on section
1346of this title, except that [urisdlction of an appeal in a case brought
in a district court under section 1346(a)(1), 1346(b), 1346(e),or 1346(1)
of this title or under seelionr1346(a)(2) when the claim is founded
upon an Act of Congress or <\ regulation of an executive department
providing for internal revenue shall be governed by sections 1291,
1292, and 1294 of this title; \

(3) of an appeal from a lina'i decision of the United States Claims
Court:" .,

(-1) of an appeal from a defisl~nof-
\

(A) the Board of PatentAppeals and Interferences of the Patent
and Trademark Office ,yith respect to patent applications and
interferences, at the instance of an applicant for a patent or any
party to a patent interference, and any such appeal shall waive
the right of such applicant or party to proceed under section 145
or 1460f title 35; .,
(B) the Commissioner o~ Patents and Trademarks or the Trade
(Hark Trial .nul Appealp\oard with respect to app'[ications for
n-gistrntiou of marks '1I1d other proceedings as provided in sec
lion 21 of the Trademark Act of 1946(15 USc. 1071); or

(e) a district court to ~vhich a case was directed pursuant to
section 145 or 146of titl~ 35;

(5) of an appeal from a fin~l decision of the United States Court of
......ml Trade:

\UJ lU 1I::VU::VV 1I1"; lllU.u ... ,.;L"':... U ....ations of .h", I1nit",rt c:;b,tp .... lntpma~

tional Trade Commission r~lating to unfair practices in import trade,
made under seelion 337 "f!he Tarill Act of 1930 (19 U.s.c. 1337);

(7) to review, by appeal ";n questions of law only, findings of the
Secretary of Commerce under u.s. note 6 to subchapter X of chapter

"Ed. NOll": Pursuant tothe
Act of 1992, §902(b)(2).I)ub.
Court arcdeemed to refer10

28 U.S.c. § 1295
28 U.S.c. § 1295

w...
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1. Introduction

The environment of the management of intellectual property

surrounding Japanese companies has largely changed recently, due to such

factors as the improvement in protecting intellectual property rights in the

United States, the increase of disputes on intellectual property rights, the
new change in the awareness of the value of intellectual property, in addition
to technological development, active research and development activities, the

participation in the fields of new businesses, and the changed corporate

activities such as overseas deployment.

Under these circumstances, invention management policy is now

required a conversion from a quantitative expansion to a qualitative

improvement, in order to obtain useful and competitive patents through the

strict selections of the patent applications. In other words, it is earnestly

sought at present to improve and strengthen the corporate patent

management, by laying emphasis on the number of inventions, the appraisal
of inventions and the positive utilization of patents rather than on the mere
number of patent applications.

It is important for the company to produce effective inventions and to

obtain new patent rights by promoting inventions by giving each of the

researchers and engineers a motivation for inventing. This policy would

eventually lead to building up the overall corporate competitiveness in

intellectual property rights.

We would like to advise the member companies to review their
present corporate invention reward systems, and to propose certain methods
to offer incentives to invent more effectively to the researchers and
engineers.

2. Summary of Invention Reward System

Article 35 of the Japanese Patent Law provides the fair division of
the interests and benefits arising from employee inventions between an
employer and an employee. The employer is entitled by law to have a non

exclusive license on the patent rights based on its employee inventions. An

2



arrangement such that the employer shall succeed the right to obtain a

patent or the patent rights based on employees future inventions is also
permitted.

The employee is entitled to have the right to a reasonable
remuneration upon such transfer to the employer of the rights with respect

to the employee invention. The article provides some factors to be taken into
account in the computation of such remuneration.: The amount of such

remuneration is to be decided by reference to the profits that the employer

. will receive from the invention and to the amount of contribution the

employer made to the making of the invention.

Many Japanese companies set own internal systems which defines
that actual profits obtained by the employer from the employee invention is
deemed to be the profits that the company receives from the invention. In the
case that no actual profit is made from the invention, the fixed amount of

reward paid by the company at a certain time such as the time of the

registration of the patent is deemed to be the profits.

On the other hand, since the Japanese pay systems are still heavily

dependent on so-called lifetime employment system-althoughthis system is

gradually subject to change recently - the appraisal of employee inventions
does not seem to be directly linked to a promotion and a pay raise. In the
United States, generally apart from a lifetime employment system, the

researchers and engineers are assigned to an appropriate duty in accordance

with his or her abilities and are paid consistently with the duty, and if an

employee utilizes his or her skill to complete an invention and makes a good
contribution to the company, such employee would be rewarded by a

promotion and/or a pay raise. This fact may also be considered in reviewing

the current corporate invention reward systems of Japanese companies to

offer more incentives to invent more effectively to the researchers and

3. Present Situation ofInvention Reward Systems in Japanese Companies

The employee obtains the right to request a reasonable remuneration,

when he or her has transferred the right to obtain a patent or the patent

3



right with respect to his or her invention to the employer or has given the

employer an exclusive right to such invention. However, in fact, it would be

extremely difficult to estimate the profits that the employer will make in
future at the time of the transfer of the invention.

Therefore, the Japanese companies, in general, divide rewarding for
employee inventions into three stages, that is, at the time of the patent

application (application reward), at the time of the registration of the patent

right (registration reward) and finally when the company utilizes the

invention in actual products (utilization reward), which is a reward given to

the inventor in accordance with the degree of contribution of the invention to

the company. In this paper, the focus is placed on the stage of "utilization
reward" for which the largest amount of reward is granted to the inventor.

We conducted interviews with some Japanese member companies

and obtained examples of the invention reward system for the utilization

reward. Here are some representative examples of those collected from the
members as follows:

The examples are basically classified into the following two types

based on the method of reward computation.

(1) Sales (Royalty Income) Linkage Type

(2) Type of Aggregate Points Based on each Factor

3.1 Type of Sales (Royalty Income) Linkage System

The amount of a reward is obtained by such method that a net profit

is first computed from an annual gross sales and then the profit thus

obtained is multiplied by the rate of contribution of the invention.

One example of the computation formula is shown below:

P=A+B+C

wherein,

P : Annual valuation of reward

A: Annual sales amount

4



B : Rate of return on sales
C : Rate of contribution of invention

3.2 Type of the System of Aggregate Points Based on Each Factor

The patent is rated in terms of points on the basis of each factor, and

the amount of reward is computed based on aggregate points. One example is

shown below:

p=a+b+c

p ; Aggregate points

Rating points: High Middle Low

a: Contribution to results 3 2 1

b: Controlling power over others 3 2 1

(predominance of right over others)

c : Effect of "utilization ofthe patent" 3 2 1

In either case of the above representative models, the reward is paid

after the registration of the patent, according to the degree of the

contribution as a result of the utilization of the patent.

However, there are at least two problems involved in such invention
reward system on the basis of utilization of the patent. One is how to
evaluate patents in the case of a cross license, and another is the timing of

rewarding for the utilization reward.

In case of cross-licensing agreements, a free of royalty charge

arrangement may be made between the parties, or the royalty might be

patents included in the license. This might cause a concern among the
inventors of the patents included in the cross-license that the inventions

might be evaluated without the company clearly calculating the value of
each patent in cross-licensing, as compared withaIicense under a single

patent where a royalty is expressly specified. If the reward system might

cause such concern, such system may not be considered to be good enough as

5



a system in terms of motivation given to inventors to make better inventions.

With respect to the timing of rewarding for the utilization rewarding,

since it takes comparatively long time until the registration of the patent

from the application in Japan, during such time the inventors may move to
other section of the company, and are often unlikely to remain in the same

duty any more. Therefore, the grant of the reward to the inventors is often

deemed to be the rewarding for the invention long time ago.

This kind of invention reward system would not promote inventive

motivations of the researchers and engineers. Thus, we would like to make

proposals especially focusing on these two problems.

4. Proposal: Appraisal of Cross-license

4.1 summary of Cross-license Appraisal

One example of our proposed method of appraisal of the patents

covered by the cross-license is shown in the Chart 1 attached to this paper.

Such appraisal is to be made at the time of the conclusion of a new

license agreement or the renewal of the license agreement, because at this
time, there is a good possibility that representative patents (so-called "proud
patents") covered by the cross-license are evaluated, and such appraisal

would be useful for the appraisal of the invention reward for "utilization
reward". At the above time of making an appraisal, patents subject to the

appraisal are picked up as the first step. If the patents covered by the cross

license are not so many, this process is not difficult, but if the covered patents

are too many, a selection process may be needed as the second step. If the

representative patents are specified at the time of the conclusion of the

license agreement, these patents necessarily are chosen as the subjects for

Mer the patents subject to the appraisal are determined, the

appraisal of the individual patent is made to the payment of the invention

reward for "utilization reward". However, in view of the particular nature of

the cross-license, it would be hard to adapt to the formerly conducted method

of cross-license appraisal with respect to the individual patent, therefore, a

G



new method of evaluation of the individual patent covered by the cross
license may be required now.

This paper will discuss below laying emphasis on the above

mentioned method of selection and the method of individual appraisal.

4.2 Selection

4.2.1 Necessity for Selection

From the standpoint that the objective of the reward system is to

determine a remuneration for the value of an invention, it would be desirable
to appraise the individual invention specifically. However, factors such as

the effect and the efficiency of the reward system are also required to be

taken into consideration. Therefore, it would be most important to keep good

balance of those factors of proper evaluation, effective motivation and the

efficiency of the appraisal work. In particular, since the number of patents

covered by a cross-license sometimes would be large, it is necessary to narrow
down the number ofthe patents for the appraisal.

4.2.2 Significance of Selection

The selection ofpatents is to be conducted in the preliminary stage of
the strict individual appraisal of the patents. In many cases of inclusive

cross-licenses. a few comparatively valuable patents and quite many patents

of comparatively less value are included as one package. Based on this

analysis, it would be possible to choose the group of a few comparatively

valuable patents, distinguishing from the group of patents of comparatively
less value, and to assume the former group as one representing the entire
value of the patents covered by the cross-license as a whole. This assumption

the motivation aspect of the reward system. it would be preferable to allocate

the reward to important patents on priority basis. Because it is deemed more

effective for the purpose of inventive motivation to bestow a larger amount of

reward to a few excellent inventors rather than to distribute a small amount

of reward to many inventors.

7



In summary, the most effective way for giving motivation is

(1) to give a large amount of reward to a few selected inventors,
(2) to eliminate the feeling of unfairness in the way of selection, and
(3) to simplify the procedure of selection from a standpoint of efficiency.

4.2.3 Method of Selection

Aggregate Point System or Monetary Evaluation System may be

used as a method of selection.

(1) Aggregate Point System
* In this method, appraisal factors are set up and rating points are

assigned to these factors, and the points marked at on the basis of each
factor through rating are summed up. The same factors used for the

appraisal after the selection may also be used for the selection.

* To minimize the number of the appraisal factors is desirable.

* The main purpose of this selection method is to narrow down the

number ofpatents to be appraised in the next stage as much as possible

for the purpose of labor saving. In this method, the appraisal of
inventions and rewarding is regarded as the measures to give an

inventive motivation rather than the means to give a reward for the

individual invention.
* The appraisal factors and the points assigned to these factors may
vary with the type of industry and may also vary with the department,

because the requirements for inventions as results of research and

development vary according to the industry. Therefore, the appraisal

factors and the points may be set up in accordance with the surrounding

environments.

The following factors may be used as selection factors:

*
* Degree of contribution ofpatent
* Easiness to prove infringement

* Resistance against the trial of invalidity

* Easiness to design around.
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(2) Monetary Valuation System

This method aims at appraising the value of patents in terms of

monetary amount. It is typical to value patents based on the relevant

products covered by the patent. This method enables to evaluate each patent

by each relevant product. Specifically, the value of the patent is obtained by

converting the extent ofthe contribution of the patent to the relevant product
into a monetary value on the basis of sales amount and net profit of the
relevant product that are deemed as the results of utilization of the patent.

. The total value of the patents thus obtained is allocated to each individual
patent taking into account the weight of each patent among the patents

covered by the cross-license. This allocation of the results is made on the

basis of the estimated degree of the contribution of the patents to their

relevant products. With respect to the results of products covered by the

patents, the data of both own company and other companies are utilized.

(3) Examples of Combination

We can select patents suitable for the purpose by the proper
combination of the appraising organization and the method of selection. Ifwe

. lay stress onthe efficiency ofthe invention reward appraisal. it-is desirable
for a development department and a line operating department to make this

selection of patents. For instance, if a development department (in charge of

invention) takes charge of the appraisal and adopts the method of aggregate

point system of selection, it can conduct an efficient selection reflecting the
policy of its research and development very well. And if a line operating

department takes charge of the selection and chooses the patents on the
basis of monetary valuation method taking the size of the company into
consideration, it can select efficiently the patents that match the trend of the

present world and contribute to the results of the company.

4.3 Individual Appraisal (Appraisal of Selected Patents)

4.3.1 Nature of Individual Appraisal

There are various forms of cross-license, ranging from no royalty

charge agreement that the potentials of the licensed patents of the both
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parties are equally matched to a royalty bearing agreement that the royalty

payment is required to compensate for the balance of the potentials of the
both parties' patents. The patents covered by a cross-license can be
considered to be those for which royalty could have been paid by the opposite
party to the agreement.

A method to appraise individually the cross-licensed patents the

royalties for which are not ascertained due to the off-setting of the cross

license is now proposed, in order to obtain a "final valuation" of each

individual patent covered by the cross-license, taking into account the

estimated "royalty equivalent" and the appraisal factors.

4.3.2 Method of Appraisal

(1) Computation of "Royalty Equivalent"

There are cases where in an actual negotiation of license agreement

considerations are given to the market share or other various coverage of the

product covered by the individual patent in order to calculate the amount of

royalty. On the other hand, there is a case that the amount of royalty of the
patent on components is computed from the finished products in which such
components are incorporated. Therefore, it is advisable that the methods of
the selection and appraisal of the patents covered by the cross-license be

adopted flexibly case by case, depending on the circumstances such as the

above-mentioned points in each cross-license, the primary objective of the

reward appraisal system, the budget of implementing the system as well as

the special circumstances of each industry and company.

The following two cases are considered in computing the "royalty
equivalent" of each patent covered by the cross-license. One is the case where

or it to make a
survey of the data of the sales results of each product covered by the patent
and to compute the "royalty equivalent" from this data. Of course, the above

"royalty equivalent" already computed can be used as it is. Likewise, the data

of "royalty equivalent" already computed may also be adopted, if the "royalty

equivalent" was computed on the basis of the results of mutual evaluation of

the representative patents (proud patents) determined by the mutual
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agreement of the both parties to the agreement, which mutual evaluation
was made in the course of a preIiminary negotiation before the conclusion of

the cross-license agreement.

Another is the case that it is impossible to calculate the "royalty
equivalent", because in the course of the license negotiation, the "royalty

equivalent" was not calculated by patent, and further that it is difficult to
conduct a survey of the sales results of the products covered by the patents.

In this paper, the method of computing the "royalty equivalent" in the above
second case is explained below.

Firstly, the representative patents of our own company (hereinafter

called "our company's representative patents") and the representative

patents of the opposite party to the cross-license agreement (hereinafter

called "opposite party's representative patents") are selected by using the
above methods of selection. Secondly, the total amount of the "royalty

equivalent" that the opposite party could have obtained from their
representative patents will be calculated.

Specifically, the aggregate amount computed by the following

method is deemed as totali''royalty-equivalent" which the. opposite party

could have obtained from their representative patents - that is, the "royalty

equivalent" of each of the "opposite party's representative patents" is valued

.based on the data including our own sales results, and each of the "royalty
equivalent" is summed up to obtain the aggregate "royalty equivalent" of
"opposite party's representative patents". In the case of a royalty free cross
license, the aggregate "royalty equivalent" of "opposite party's representative

patents" can be considered to be the aggregate "royalty equivalent" of "our

company representative patents". This means that we can calculate the

aggregate "royalty equivalent" of "our company representative patents", even

ifwe cannot conduct a survey of the sales results of the products covered by

Further, even with respect to the cross-license bearing a royalty
payment, we can obtain the aggregate "royalty equivalent" of "our company
representative patents", in the case of the payment of the royalty by us, by

deducting the royalty payment from the above aggregate value, and in the

case of our receipt of the royalty payment, by adding the royalty payment to
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the above aggregate value.

Finally, we calculate the "final valuation" of each patent of "our

company representative patents", by allocating the above aggregate "royalty
equivalent" of "our company representative patents" obtained to each patent,

taking into consideration of the allocation by the opposite party of the
representative patents based on the utilization as well as the appraisal

factors written below.

Chart 2 and Chart 3 are attached to this paper to help understand

the above explanation by means of illustration. In Chart 2, SA and SB

represent the sales amount of our company (A) and that of the opposite party

(B), respectively. PA and PB represent their group of representative patents,

respectively. And RA and RB represent their aggregate "royalty equivalent",
respectively. In the case that the cross-license is free of charge agreement,
the equation of RA = RB applies, and in the case of the cross-license bearing

royalty payment, RB varies plus or minus according to the royalty payment

by either party as compensation for the balance of aggregate values of the
both parties. Chart 3 shows that the "final valuation" of each representative

patent is obtained from the aggregate "royalty equivalent" of "opposite

party's representative patents" that the opposite party could have obtained,

which is at the same time the aggregate "royalty equivalent" of "our company

representative patents" that our company could have obtained.

(2) Computation of "Final Valuation"

The appraisal factors to be considered for computing the "final

valuation" of the representative patent and a brief explanation of those

appraisal factors will be explained. However,note that the list of appraisal

factors shown below would not apply to every case, but is nothing but one

example. The "final valuation" of each representative patent is obtained by
"""""'''' ,,"',',,', "",""""" ,';";:,,;,,,;'

multiplying the "royalty equivalent" of each representative patent

factors converted to numerical value of the following appraisal factors.
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< Appraisal Factors>

(a) Remaining term of each patent: as a matter of course, the longer the

better rating.

(b) Easiness to prove infringement: the degree of easiness to be able to

prove patent infringement is to be rated in terms of numerical value. This

appraisal must be made on the basis of a comparative appraisal instead of an

absolute appraisal.

(c) Resistance against invalidity materials: if any material challenging the

validity of the patent exists, the degree of resisting power is to be rated in

terms of numerical value. As in the item above, this appraisal must be made

on the basis of a comparative appraisal instead of an absolute appraisal.

(d) Easiness to design around: Based on the existence of the technology to

design around, the degree of this easinessis to be rated in terms of numerical

value. As in the above (b) (Easiness to prove .infringement) and (c)

(Resistance against invalidity materials), this appraisal must be made on the

basis of a comparative appraisal instead of an absolute appraisal.

By this method, the patents covered by a cross-license will receive

rewards for the utilization of the patent, if they satisfy the necessary

appraisal criteria, or meet appraisal requirements.

5. Proposal (2) : Best 10 Selection System

5.1 Timing of Rewarding and its Advantage and Disadvantage

timing of giving a reward for utilization of the patent in order to improve

motivation for the researchers and engineers to make inventions, as well as

to fortify the overall competitiveness of corporations in the field of

intellectual property. Although some Japanese companies have already

established similar rewarding systems, this proposal is an example to

further improve such rewarding system.
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It is desirable for the department in charge of inventions to give
rewards to inventors for the selected inventions (for instance, 10% of all)

soonest after making patent applications in respect of the inventions. In

addition, at the time of the registration of the patent, the inventions

rewarded early are reviewed and if the previous rewards are found
insufficient the difference in reward may be made up for. It is needless to say

that at the stage of the registration of patents the appraising department
.may newly select the inventions which were omitted from the early selection

and give appropriate rewards for them.

5.2 Timing of Payment and Inventive Motivation Considered from a

Standpoint of Corporate Strategy

(1) Rewarding at the Time of Making Patent Applications

Advantage:
Will encourage the increase of invention proposals in number.

Disadvantage:

* Likely that qualitatively inferior proposals only aiming at

rewards will increase.
* Qualitatively superior proposals may decrease, because some

inventors may abstain from making proposals to avoid the

misunderstanding that the inventors make proposals only aiming at
the rewards .
* Create a mood that inventors prepare their invention proposals

overtime because they consider it outside the scope of their normal

duty due to such rewarding.

(2) Rewarding at an Intermediate Time

Advantage:

* Can expect good cooperation of inventors in responding to the

notice of rejection (office action) from the examiners and in
requesting for an appeal for a trial during the prosecution of a patent

application, and as a result. good quality of patent claims can be
obtained.
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Disadvantage:
* No clear difference in effect is found compared with rewarding at
the time of registration or utilization of the invention. Thus, labor

may be doubled.

(3) Rewarding at the Time of Registration

Advantage:
* Can expect to obtain a patent right tenaciously with the

cooperation with the inventors.

Disadvantage:
* Even after the significance to obtain a patent on an application

lessens, inventors tend to hide this fact, as a result, this tendency

leads to the acquisition of unnecessary patents.

(4) At the Time of utilization of the invention (reward for utilization)

Advantage:
* Since accurate information such as sales results for the related

product is available, a correct appraisalcanbe made,

Disadvantage:
* Due to the long elapse of time from the registration, such late

rewarding would not promote an incentive to make an invention

proposal.

Since the inventor can obtain a reward if the patent is rendered to

practice by the company, the inventor tends to be reluctant to abandon
unnecessary patents that are not needed to keep an exclusive right due to the

registration fee.

It may be true that under the svstem of reward for utilization of the

invention, we can make an accurate appraisal and can give substantially

large amount of reward to inventors, whereby this system may promotes
inventive motivation and the resultant valuable inventions may contribute
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to the profit of the company. However, in reality, it does not seem that this

system is working effectively as expected, because the timing for rewarding

to the inventors under this system is generally too late. In view of this

situation, the following system is proposed so as to enable us to reward the
inventors within two to three years from the relevant patent applications on

the same budget for the rewards for utilization ofthe invention.

5.3 Proposal: Rewarding Within 2 to 3 Years from the Application

In this example, here an ordinary corporate organization is

introduced in which a large size of organization unit is called 11 "division", a

medium size of organization unit is called a "department" and a small size of

organization unit is Called a "section"

(1) The best ten inventions are selected by each section from among the

inventions that are within two to three years from their patent application.
The standard of appraisal for the selection is "the inventions considered to

contribute to the company now and in future". Although this standard seems
to be vague, we can expect that the technical staff can make a comparatively

accurate selection of the inventions, since they have a common

understanding and awareness. Further, due to this broad standard of

appraisal, even the difficult inventions to evaluate such as those covered by

the inclusive cross-license will have a good possibility of being chosen for
rewards.

(2) The best ten inventions of a department are selected likewise by each

department after collecting all best ten inventions selected by each of the

sections under the department.

(3) The best ten inventions of a division are selected likewise by each

division. And finally the best ten inventions of the company as a whole are

among all of those selected by the steps
may be changed according to the size of the company. And the number of

selected patents may be changed for instance to three from ten. With respect

to appraisers at each step, it is deemed appropriate if technical staff conduct
a primary appraisal and the staff in charge of patents conduct a secondary

appraisal. The idea of this method of selection is illustrated in Chart 4
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attached hereto.

(4) The corporate best ten patents are presented at an annual meeting as a

corporate event, where commendations and awards on the level of rewards

are bestowed.

(5) On this occasion, a special budget of expenditures may be granted for

the project related to the commended inventions.

5.4 ExpectedEffect

(1) This much earlier rewarding compared with the rewarding for

utilization of the invention will lead to the encouragement of superior patent

proposals in quality.

(2) According to this method, the inventions can be selected on the basis of
the potential future utilization of the invention instead of an actual

utilization. The inventions covered by inclusive cross-license can be

appraised as well. In general, "inventions deemed excellent", which is a

technicalstaffs' common concept. are appreciatedandselected,

(3) Since the special budget may be allocated to the project of the

commended invention, the inventing is recognized as a part of company job,

and the awareness of patents is strengthened in the working places. The
corporate commendation will be a direct help for the recognition and
propaganda of the project in the company. In addition, the commendation
will help the technical staff to understand what kind of invention the

company seeks by having a chance to know the commended inventions.

(4) Further, if the commended invention is given priority in following up its

for a trial or bringing a suit against the Patent Office for the revocation of

their decision.

(5) If the division commends the best ten inventions selected within the
division, it will contribute to building up a division's strategy. On this

occasion, the rewards less than the corporate rewards may be granted.
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5.5 Budgeting

A budgeting policy for implementing this best ten appraisal system

will be proposed.

(1) In order to make the inventors aware that making patent proposals is a
part of a company job, we propose that the rewards granted at the time of

making applications be not so large amount.

(2) We propose to reduce the rewards given at an intermediate time and at

the time of registration, because the difference in effect between those

rewards and the rewards offered for utilization reward is a little.

(3) If the aggregate amount of rewards to be paid for utilization reward is
lower than the total amount paid for the best ten inventions, no rewards for
utilization of the invention are not to be paid. On the other hand, if the

aggregate amount of rewards to be paid for utilization of the invention
exceeds the total amount paid for the best ten inventions, the difference of

these amounts is to be paid.

6. Summary

Whatever excellent invention an employee may make. it will not

become the company's intellectual property, unless it is converted to a patent
right. A patent right is obtained only if the employees realize their own

invention and make patent applications. Companies must improve their
employees' awareness and actions in obtaining patents in order to further

strengthen their corporate intellectual property right.

In Japan every company establishes an invention reward system, in

with the the Patent Law. In this we

present our ideas and examples to further improve an invention reward
system as a measure to encourage employees to make more inventions. We
also added our ideas which would fit with the current situations surrounding

Japanese companies.

Systems presented here are only examples and may vary from
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company to company. It is our great pleasure if our ideas and examples

presented to you in this paper would furnish you with some information and

guidance.
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2

Supreme Court RUling in BBS Case (Adjudicated: 1 July 1997; Supreme

Court 1997 ("0") No. 1988)

(parallel

parallel

companies, including Jap Auto prodcts K.K.

and Lacimex Japan K.K. (sale agent of

• Appelant: BBS A.G. (Germany); automobile maker which possesses

German and Japanese patents for aluminum automobile wheels

this case, as well as the demand for reparations on the basis of

those same rights, should not be allowed."

In other words, in the case where the patent holder has sold,

with no attached conditions, the patentedprbdllc::ts ina foreign

country, the purchaser thereof may freely import those products

into Japan. However, this does not extend to cases where the region

• Supreme Court Ruling

The Supreme Court ruled as follows: "The appellant has not claimed

nor proved that, in the sale of the products of this case, an

agreement was made with the party receiving transfer of these

products that Japan would be excluded from the area of sales or

the region of use, nor that there was a statement to that effect

clearly displayed on each of the products of this case. Therefore,

the demand by the a.ppellant, on the basis of the patent rights of

(hubcaps).

Appellee: 2

importers)

importers) .

• Reason for Appeal

BBS sought suspension of imports, etc., of its products that were

being parallel imported by the above-noted defendants without the

intervention of authorized BBS dealers. BBS claimed that its

. Japanese patent was thus being infringed.

• Adjudication History

* First Judgment (Tokyo District Court): Parallel imports are

a patent infringement (decision in favor of BBS).

* Second Judgment (Tokyo High Court): This rUling approved, for

all intents and purposes, the international exhaustion of patent

rights, with the condition that a single opportunity be guaranteed

to the patent right holder to obtain an equivalent price for such

rights as well as profits (decision in favor of parallel importers) •



of use or the area of sales has been specifically limited. In the
present case, a suspension of imports, etc., was not approved for

the reason that there were no claim nor proof of a specific
limitation of use-region or sales area.

• Comments
In its conclusions (decision), the supreme Court upheld the

decision of the above second judgment. The Court explained that

this ruling enabled the protection of widespread international
trade and of the freedom of distribution of goods. Further, this
ruling also conformed with the legal purpose of the Patent Law to
contribute to the development of industry. Therefore, the Court

has approved in principle of the following: A party that has
acquired, whether in Japan or abroad, and in a matter consistent
with existing laws, a patented product that has been widely
distributed has, as far as those products are concerned, also
acquired all of the rights and privileges regarding the use of such
patent rights.

In other words, the Supreme Court has clearly stated that the
international exhaustion of patent rights should be recognized.

However, the Court adding the following condition: In the case
where an agreement has been made between the patent holder, etc.
and the party receiving transfer of the patented product to limit
the region of usage and the area of sales of those products (and
in the case where a statement to that effect has been clearly
displayed on each of the patented products), then a parallel import
will not be allowed.

In other words, even though the international exhaustion of

patent rights has been recognized in principle, conversely,
whether or not there will be an exception to that principle resolves
itself into a question of the contractual relationship between the

vantage point the validity of a private contract between concerned
parties, and the validity of patent rights as found in the spirit

and interpretation of the Patent Law. Thus the supreme Court's
stated reasons lack a clear-cut, distinctive nature.

An international consensus has not yet been reached in regards

to parallel imports. As a result, this appears to be a conclusion
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that has been swayed by considerations of public op~n~on in the

developed nations of Europe and North America. The result: a ruling

that, like the iridescent carapace of a brightly-colored insect,

shows a different hue depending on the angle in which it is viewed.

Further, since parallel imports are not to be allowed under

certain specific conditions, in the future, we can expect to see

various problems arise depending on how such "specific conditions"

are interpreted and implemented, as well as on other related

factors.
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cqncerning the use or non-use of patent patent rights does not fall under the
rfghts by the patent holder in stipulations of Article 4(2) of the
c~rcumstancesresulting from a transfer by Paris Convention. "Territoriality"
tl].e patent holder, etc., of those products is the stipulation by the laws of each
to outside of Japan, should be a question separate country of the validity,
tHat exclusively concerns Japanese Patent etc 6' of that country's patent
La,w only. rights, and such stipulations are

~
recognized only within that specific
territory.

International rrl the case where a holder, etc. , of a In light of the state of international The original rUling
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